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PREFACE. 

Some years ago, Messrs. G. A. Natesan & Co. 
reprinted a number of papers and articles which I had 
written at various times on the improvement of the 
methods of lifting water for irrigation. The little 
volume apparently served a useful purpose as it mE't 
with a ready sale and has been out of print for some
time. Through the operations of the late Department 
of Industries and of the present Pumping and Boring 
Department, which is its lineal descendant in these 
matters, the oil engine and centrifugal pump are now 
recognised as a satisfactory combination for lifting water 
wh~ever the quantity to be dealt with is large enough . 

• Moreover quite recently considerable progress has been 
zmde with mechanically driven water lifts specially 
designed to deal with smaller quantities of water than 
can be conveniently and eeonomically handled bv centri
fugal pumps. The demand for informa~l'JLJ, as to the 
methods to be pursued and as to the results which have 
been achieved, still continues and in the absence of any 
formal treati;;e on the subject, a fresh compilation of 
papers has been made which it is hoped will to some 
extent supply what is needed. In the South of India, 
this phase of the irrigation question is now reduced to
n. matter of finance. Mechanical methods of lifting 
water are so much cheaper than the indigenous methods 
that, where the quantity available is sufficient and 
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there is land suitable for cultivation, it is always pro
iitable to employ them. It hali taken 10 years to arrive 
at this point, but one may venture to hope that a much 
shorter period will suffice to devise means whereby 
landholders 8Dd ryots may obtain on reasonable terms 
the capital they require to develope their subterranean 
water supplies. 

Janua1'y, 1912, ALFRED CHATTERTON. 
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-:0:--

WA TER-LIFTS. * 
IN 1895 the Government of Madras appointed a 

special Committee to report on the merits of certain 
machines for raising water from wells, to which 
their attention had been drawn by the inventors. Of 
this Committee I was a m':lmber, and our reports were 
officially pu.blished as Bulletin No. 32 of the Agricul

tural Branch of the Department of Land Records and 
Agriculture. Our enquiries revealed the paucity of 
accurate scientific data regarding the working and 
efficiency of the ordinary water-lifts of the country, and 
disclosed the fact that, until such data were collected I 

and carefully studied, it was hardly likely that any 
material improvement could be effected in the modes of 
lifting water from wells. Recognising the importance 
of well irrigation in India, I have, during the past 
twelve months, endeavoured to supply this deficiency, 
and, with the assistance of the Board of Revenue, 
represented by Mr. C. Benson, whose cordial CO-opera
tion I have to acknowledge, experiments on a number 
of typical water-lifts have been made, and results 
obtained which, it is hoped, will show the direction in 
which improvement is most likely to be obtained, and 
tte available margin which exists for inventors to work 
upon. 

• Originally published as Bulletin No. 35 of the Agricultural BranCh 
of the Department of Land Records and Agriculture, Madras, 1897. 
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In the Statistical Atlas of India, the total irrigated 
area is stated to be 28,334,000 acres, of which 
10,140,000 acres, or more that one-third, are entirely 
dependent upon water drawn from wells. In the 
Madras Presidency, excluding feudatory and tributary 

States and Zemindari lands, the area under irrigation 
amounted to 5,803,937 acres in 1894-95, and of this 
area 1,084,060 acres were supplied with water from 
427 ,539 well~, whilst the lands under other systems of 
irrigation derived It supplemf:lntary supply from 
139,136 wells. Thf:lse figureH will serve to indicate the 
magnitude of the interests involved in irrigation from 
wells, but possibly It clearer idea may be gained from 
the calculations given below, which, though based on 
admittedly approxima~e data, show in greater detail 
what well irrigation in India means. In Madras, i.!he 
average area under each well is 2t acres, but in other 

Provinces it is larger, and for the whole of India pro
bably averages 4 acres per well, so that the total 
number of wells mnst be about two and-a-half million. 
The cost of constructing 13,337 wells is given as 
Rs. i 6,88,753 in certain returns furnished by the 
Board of Revenue, Madras, or an average of Rs. 126 
each, and as in many places the wells are much deeper 
than they are in Madras, we may assume, without fear 
of exaggerating, that the averagf' value of a well in 
India is Rs. 150, and that, therefore, the total capital 
invested in wells amounts to the very large sum of· 
37 t crores of rupees. 

Taking the duty of water for garden or well culti~ 
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mtion at 250 acres per cubic foot per second, the 
quantity required for iver 10 million acres would be 
40,000 cubic feet per second, and if we assume that 
the average depth from which the water is lifted is 30 
feet, the work which has to be done amounts to 136,000 
horse-power. Cattle, however, do not usually work 
more than 6 hours a day, and the efficiency of native 
water-lifts certainly does not exceed 50 per cent, so 
that the aggregate horse-power derived from cattle in 
India and employed in lifting water amounts to 
1,088,000. Assuming that throughout the cultivation 
season there is an average of two bullocks at work 
every day at each well, there would be about 5 million 
cattle so employed. 

The average quantity of water yielded by each 
well is, upon the above assumptions, 8,640 gallons per 
day, a volume so small as to entirely preclude the use 
of any, Dut the simplellt possible appliaIlces for lifting 
the water to the surface. Steam-pumping machinery 
is utterly beyond the means of the ryots, and the force 
of the wind is too uncertain, and over the greater p!lrt 
of India, it is too weak to be utilized profitably by 
wind-mills even of the most modf'rn type. Animals 
are, therefore the only source of power available, and 
water-lift.s in the future * must continue to be, as they 
always have been, worked either by men or cattle. 
Moreover, the Indian agricultural population is so 
singularly devoid of even the most rudimentary 

• It should be remembered that this report was written in 1896 
before oil engines had become the simple, practical motors they 
are to-day. 
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mechanical skill that it is absolutely necessary that 
machines, intended for their UE':l, should be designed to 
work without complicated gearing of any kind. As 
will be seen in the sequel, native methods of lifting 
water comply with these conditions and possess at the 
same time, under favoumble circumstances, a fairly 
high efficiency which renders the task of endeavour
ing to improve upon what is already in me exceedingly 
difficult. 

The enormous amount of energy which is expended 
on raising water from wells has naturally attracted 
much attention, and from time to tim{~, in diffE'rent 
parts of India, attempts have been made to introduce 
what were considered improved appliancps, but so far 
no great amonnt of success has been achiE'ved, and the 
opinion is now gent-rally held that little or nothing 
can be done. Of the special reports, which have been 
prepared on the subject, two at least may be citf'd. 
The first is a volume published in 1883 by the Depart
ment of Agriculture and Commerce in the North-West 
Provinces and Oudh, of which the most important 
section is a report by Captain Clibborn, an Executive 
Engineer, who was placed on special duty in connection 
with the matter, and who, after collecting a vast 
amount of idormation regarding existing practices in 
the Nortll-West Provinces and carrying out a very 
large number of experiments on the performances of 
the various types of water-lift in use, expressed in· 
unequivocal terms the opinion the Government could 
do little or nothing to improve or extend well irrigation 
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in the Provinces. The second report was prepared in 
Bombay by an Executiv,'jl Engineer, Mr. F. D. Campbell, 
after spending three months on special duty, and as 
the final result of his enquiries he formulated the 
opinion that nothing can be done to introduce "new 
or cheaper systems of well construction or of lifts than 
those which the ryot is already familiar with." 

In recent years, in Madras e~pecially, these 
conclusions have not been accepted by a certain num
ber of practical men who have devoted much time and 
ingpnuity to the production of improved water-lifts and 

their efforts have at any rate, reslllted in drawing pub
lic attention once more to the water-lift qu€'stion. The 
trials conducted by the" ""Vater-lift Committee" showed 
the necessity of studying the problem scientifically and 
of'taking into account a ffwtor which had hitherto 
been entirely neglected, viz., the mode of applying 
animal power. Notwithstanding the numb€'r of 

experiments, the results of which hal'e been publiRhed, 
it was found impassible to compare the performances of 
the new machines with those obtained from native 
water-lifts owing to the insufficiency of the data rpcord
ed, and though it did not fall within the scope of the 
reference to the Committee to obtain the necessary 
figures, it was considered highly desirable that a fresh 
~et of pxperiments should be underta1{en, so as to 
renopr it possible to make fairly pxact comparative 
. statements on the merits of totally different forms of 
water-lift, after trials which should be neither tedious 
nor difficult to carry out. 
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The fact that animal power is employed in all 
forms of water-lift renders it, exceedingly difficult to 
make comparative trials of machines, some worked by 
one class of' bullock in a certain manner and others 
worked by another, and possibly inferior, class of cattle 
in a totally different way. Not only have we to take 
account of' the mechanical efficiency of the machine 
but also the method by which the animal is made to 
work must be considered, since the amount of useful 
energy which can be obtained from an animal df>pends 
very largely upon the way in which the muscular 
efforts are made. The work dODe by an animal in 
motion may be conveniently divided into two parts, 
which we may term internal work and external work, 
respectively. The latter only is available for useful 
employment, and, as the sum of the two is prohably a 
constant quantity, it is evident that the morp wp can 
reduce the expenditurp of energy on internal work, the 

greater will be the amount available extern'l.lIy. For 
instancp, a bullock walking along a level road expends 
the whole of his ~trength on internal work, which 
simply results in the tranflportation of hi~ body from 
one place to another, but if we yoke him to a cart, the 
work which he doeR is partly internal and llspd in his 
own movempnt and partly external Illld employpd in 
drawing the cart. 

What ratio thp internal bears to Hie external work 
cannot be accurately determined, hut there arp some 
facb;: which enable us to form an approximate estimate. 
A bullock doing no work can be made to march only a 
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certain number of miles in a day without experiencing 
undue fatigue. The addition of a moderate amount of 
external work diminishes the distance which can be 
travelled, but only to such an extent as to indicate, 
that of the total muscular exertion the greater part is 
expended internally. On a horizontal road and walking 
at his natural gait, a bullock can exert a draught of 
one-tenth of his weight for a periori of 8 or 9 hours a 
day. That is to say, he can do work in drawing a cart 
or a plough along the level equivalf·nt to what he 
would have to do if hE' walked up a gradient of 1 in 10. 
No animal is strong enough to exert a continuous 
draught equal to one-fifth of his weight, for any 
length of time, without injury, and a draught equal to 
one-third of t1:J.e weight can only be exertE'd spa~Hnodi
c~lly and for very short periods, yet a man or a bullock 
when in training can, with comparative ease, walk up 
a gradient of 1 in 3 and continue to do :so for a very 
long time, if the pace be not too great, and if the sur
face walked on be suitably prE'pared. It is evident, 
therefore, that when an animal miRes his own weight 
against the action of gravity, the external work, repre
sented by the potential energy stored in thE' animal's 

body, bears a greater proportion to the internal work, 
which is uselessly expended, than is the case when the 
external work is due to a pull exerted through a certain 
distance. For instance, a bullock will walk, along the 
le~'el, two miles in one hour against a draught equal 
to one-tenth of his weight and will do, what we may 
term, a unit of work, equal to raising his own weight 
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one-fifth of a. mile; up a gradient of 1 in 3 he would 
probably walk I t miles in one hour and raise his own 
weight vertically through half a mile, doing 2t times 
as much work. Even if he could only do one mile per 
hour up the slope, the potential energy stored in his 
body would still be Ii times as great as if he had been 
employed in drawing a weight up a vertical shaft by a 
rope passing over a pulley. 

Practically we may assume, then, that an animal, 
with the same ultimate expenditure of energy, can do 
twice as much work in raising his own weight against 
the action of gravity as he can in the only other way 
it is feasible to employ him. This fact has long been 
vaguely known, but has not been made much use of, 
owing to the difficulty which has been experienced 
in designing suitable mechanism to embody the idea, 
without producing a ma.chinE'> both cumbrous and costly. 
This tbe Hindu cultivator has recognised, and with 
more tban characteristic ingenuity has devised a com
promise between the two methods of working in an ex
ceedingly simplE" manner, as exemplified in tbE" ordina
ry country mhote, in which he partially obtains the 
advantage of the bullocks' weight, by making them 
run down a steep incline when drawing from the well 
the bucket full of water, whilst in the picottah, which 
he himself bas to work, the principle bas been fully 
carried out with the result that it is capable of but 
little improvement, except in the direction of making 
tt a less hazardous machine to work. 

A pair of hullocks is a vague term; they may be 
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worth Rs. 40 or Rs. 250, and one pair may easily be 
capable of doing mo~e than twice as much work as 
another; yet in previous accounts of experiments on 
water-lifts no more definite information than this has 
been forthcoming as to the power employed. Dealing 
with water-works, engineers are accustomed to state 
the results of thA trial of a pump something in this 
way. The engine driving the pump indicated 'x' 
horse-power and 'y' gallons Of water were lifted 
against a head of ' z' feet in a certain time. U nfortu
nately, we cannot measure the work done by cattle in 
absolutely definite units as in the case of the steam
engine, but it is a generally accepted fact that the 
strength of well conditioned animals of the same species 
is roughly proportional to their weight, and it would 
therefore have added enormously to the value of former 
experiments on water-lifts if the weight of the cattle 
used had been ascertained. 

The value of a water-lift depends partly upon its 
mechanical efficieney and partly upon the efficiency of 
the method by which the strength of the animal is 
utilized when working it. The mechanical efficiency 
can usually be determined but it does not seem 
possible to express in numerical terms the ratio 
which the internal work of the animal bears to that 

done externally. For practical purposes, however, 
a constant involving both terms is what is requir
ed, and this can be obtained without difficulty. The 
amount of useful work done in one hour, expressed in 
foot-pounds, divided by the weight of the animal in 
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pounds, represents the vertical height in feet, to which 
by the expenditure of a simil,llr amount of work, the 
animal's body would be raised. The magnitude of 
this constant, which may be conveniently termed the 
co-efficient of utility, offers a simple means of stating 
concisely the value of a water-lift as a machine for 
getting' work done by the agency of animal power. The 
determination of this constant has therefore been one 
of the most important objectl' of the trials recorded in 
this paper. 

In trials of water-lifts, there is It liability to a 
serious error in estimating the outturn of work from 
the fact that animals can be made to work at a much 
faster rate for a short time than they can sustain for a pro
longed period. With experience it. is possible to judge if 
animals are seriously over-driven; or, if experiments can 
be extended over a sufficient number of hours, over
driving at the start will be revealed by a gradual slack
ening of the rate of doing work. In the present 
series of trials, every effort was made to secure that the 
animals should be driven at their normal speed, and it 
is believed with succe~s; but as in most case~ there 
was only a limited time for experiments, the rate of 
working was checked agailli'lt the animal's weight. 
Agricultural authorilie~, in calculating the rations for 
draught cattle, assume the working day to be eight 
hours and the rate of doing external work to be 0·25 
foot.-tons per lb. of weight per hour. This is consider
ed to be the maximum amount of work which can be 
obtained, without affecting the health of cattle, and an 
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increase, either in the rate or in the total quantity of 
work done, soon produces deterioration and sickness. 
There appears to be no data availablt" as to the amount 
of work which can be got from cattle in India, but it 
is probably rather less than in temperate climates, and 
the value of the figures obtained in these trials lies 
chiefly in the fact that they enablp; us to judge at 
what rate the cattle were workf'd. It will, of course, 
be understood that tbe more the weight of the animal 
was used, the greater should be the rate at which work 
can be done, and that the highest rate should be ob~ 
tained for lifts in which the animal exerts no draught, 
but simply raises himself up an inclined plane till it 
overbalances the resistfl.nce to be overcome, and useful 
work is done by the steadydescentoftheanimal under the 
action of gravity. In this case the rate of working ought 
to be about 0'5 foot-tons per lb. of weight per hour. 

More than 50 years ago a Mr .. F. W. Simms com
municated to the Institution of Civil Enginters the 
results of some observations which he had made on the 
amount of work which horses can do at various rates of 
working. The average weight of the horses was 
1,176 lbs. and the results are concisely stated in Table I· 

TABLE I. 

Working day in Foot-pounds of work Relative amOl1nt 

hours. done per horse per of work done in 
minute. a day. 

e ... ... 23,412 100 
6 ... ... 24,360 78 
4t ... ... 27,056 65 
3 .. , ... 32,943 53 
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In Captain Clibborn's report on well irrigation in 
the North~West Provinces arel< given the results of an 
extensive serits of experiments made on the quantity 
of water raised from wells of different depths by various 
methods, from which it appears that the work done by 
cattle varies very greatly, depending on conditions not 
explicitly stated, but of which the most important, 
evidently were, the size and strength of the animals, 

the depth of the wells and the type of water-lift em
ployed. In Table II, a few of the results have been 
extracted and the capacity of the bucket is given to 
serve as an indication of the size and sLrength of the 
cattle as it is evident that only big, powerful beasts 
could exert a draught of over .500 lbs. 

57 
37 
17 
12 
53 

Depth to water 
surface in feet. 

TABLE II. 

Capaoity of bucket 
in gallons. 

16'2 
28'7 
25'2 
21'8 
47'7 

Work done per her.d 
per minute in foot
pounds assuming 

efficiency of lift to 
be 50 per cent. 

9,384 
7426 
3:136 
2,490 

11,678 

In the same report, it is stated that with men, 
warking the dhenkli, the useful effect obtained averaged 
1,120 foot pounds per minute, which would mean 
that, after due allowance had been made for the imper
fect efficiency of the machine, the men were doing 
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about 12 foot-pounds of work per lb. of weight per 
minute. Assuming tha.t the men weighed 112 lbs., 
the coefficient of utility in this case would be 600. 

In Table III the results of the experiments made 
in Madras are collected together, and sufficient details 
given to show that the variations in the output of work 
are mainly due to t.he different methodR of making use 
of animal power, and it will be seen that they occur 
exactly aR one would be led to expect from the conclu
sions arrived at when discussing this point. 

The figures obtained with picottahs worked by 

men are very striking, especially when it is borne ;in 
mind that the work of one man is almost entirely con
fined to guiding the bucket rod and emptying the 
bucket, and that only the two men perched on the 
se~-saw lever are employed in lifting the water. Com
pared with the dhenkli, in which the water is raised by 
pulling with the arms at the end of a balancerl lever, 
the resultant effect is more than twice as great. 

With the exception of the Persian wheel and 

modifications such as the chain pump, all the water
lifts used on wells in India consi~t essentially of a com
bination of two distinct parts. They are (1) a bucket or 
buckets for holding the water and (2) an arrangement of 
some kind by which animal power can be conveniently 
applied to do the work of raising the full buckets from 
the well. The buckets are usually made either of 

. leather or iron and may be divided into three classes: 
(1) a simple leather bag such as is used very largely 
in Northern India, which requires a man to be specially 
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TABLE III. 

Name of lift. Nature of work. 

I 
I 

lb. 
( ( 1,146 

i I Draught in a I 
Stoney's d 0 u b \ e. ~ circle, inter- ~ 1,438 

rohote, 'I mittent. I 
I ~ \ 1,146 

I 
Single mhote by' Draught down an 1,348 

Subba Row. I inclined plane. 

See-saw water-lift. I 'Valking up an in-

t 

cliued ~Iane and 
reversmg. 

700 

Sultan )1ohideen. I Dr aug h t in a 1,596 

I
I straig~t line and 

reversmg. 

Andre,,'s Persian\ Draught in acircle 
wheel. I continuous. 

Single mhote, Bel-I ') { 2,088 
lary. \ 2,058 

_ I ~ Dra~ught .down 

Single mhote, cOlm-I' an Inc lin e d\ 
batore. I plane. 

Do.) 1,320 

\)8[, 

774 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

2 

4 
4 

2 

2 

12,060 1()'52 

5,410 7'52 

10,308 \)'00 

12,180 18'07 

9,025
1 

13'75 

6,425 8'05 

6,095 13-58 

12,225 18'20 
5,762 11'21 

6,180 159\) 

\),*301 B-2\) 
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TABLE IV. 
ri. 11: ... .:.: ... 
~ ... '" 

\ 0 '" 
Oil. 

.E: ~~ . ::: '" CI-I .... .,& 
.: o::i..c: 

No. OJ ol '" ",Ct() I'" 8"" Name of lift. Nature of work. of 8 "" ::i ",,'s'a 
"'" 

c ... C 5 ... ii: men. 0 I g ~:e 0'" • 

"'" p..", p..p..~ 
..c: \' "" ..;'" t() "'<30 o c 'a )~"" 00 a: ~"" 

Picottah "'1 Walking on see-I ~ oJ 308 1
2

,610 125
'4 

saw lever. I 3 331 2,737 24'81 

---~ ----~----

statioll(:'d at the mouth of the well to tilt it over to 

discharge its content", or a plain iron bucket or diHh 
of the type generally used wi.th picottahg; (2) cylindric

aJ iroll bucket~ suspended from btirrups so as to 
automatically tilt owr and fill when lowered into the 
w~ter, but which requirp a tilting bar or some equiva
lent oevicp ~o empty them; (3) lpather or iron buckets 
tittpd with valves. The most ingpnious and ;;imple of 
all the~e is the common lpather mhot.p, uspd all f)Vpr 

the South of India which eonsists of a roughly hemi
spherical leathern ba.g, suspended from an iron ring and 
fitted at the hottom with a leather trunk or discharge 
pipe, the end of which is held by a separate rOjJe above 
the lev'el of the water in the hag, whilHt the latter is 
being drawn up the well. The ropes are so adjusted 
that on reacbing the top of the well the bag continues 
to rise whilst the trunk is drawn inwards, with the 

. result that the water is rapidly and completely dis
charged. Of iron buckets fitted with valves various 

forms have been proposed, but the only one, that has 
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so far obtained any vogue, is that used with the Sultan 
water-lift; it is cylindrical in form with a flat bottom, 
in which is placed a large flap valve opening upwards 
when the bucket enters the water, and kept closed by 
the pressure of the water on it during the ascent, till 
at the top the valve is raised by a system of levers 
which are depressed by corning into contact with a 

fixed stop. 
Of possible mechanical arrangements for applying 

animal power to raise the buckets an indefinite number 

could he devised, but owing to the necf"ssity for extreme 
simplicity and cheapness, there are few that can be 
considered of any practical importance. A Ringle bucket, 
suspended by a rope passing over a pulley, fixed OVflr 
the mouth of the well, ann attachE'd directly to a 
bullock's yoke is the ~implest and almost ulli versa I way 
of working throughout India and when the details are 
arranged to suit the local conditions the single mhote, 
as it is called, can hardly be surpassed by any 
more elaboratt' method. When two buckets are 
in use they can be made to balance one another 
by cl'lrrying the ropes round the drum of a gin or 
whim in opposite directions, so that when one ascends, 
the other descends, as exemplified in the ordinary 
double rnhote. Reversing gear, to obviate the neces
sity of making the cattle turn round after each bucket 
is emptied, could easily be provided, but would seldom 
be used as it would render the whim too costly to con
struct. By the use of bevel wheels, the whim can easily 
be adapted to work Persian wheels and allied types of 
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water-lift, which continuously revolve in the salIe 
direction. In the Sultan water-lift, the buckets are 
balanced by being sURpe~ded at the ends of a rope 
which is carried over a series of pulleys so arr'1nged 
that a pair of bllllocks can be yoked directly to the 
rope, which when pulled in one direction raises one 
bucket and when pulled in the reverse direction raises 
the other bllcket. Lastly, there is the picottah with 
its balanced lever worked by men and the various 
modifications of it which have been proposed to render 
it suit.able for employment with cattle. 

Experiments have be€'n carried out either by the 
Water-Lift committee or by Mr. Benson and myself 
since the submission of its report on all the types of 
water-lift enumerated above, but no attempt was made, 
nor ,was it deemed desirable, to experiment with pumps 
and other devices of modern mechanical engineering, 
'as the investigation has been purposely confined to 
appliances used by ryots or likely to come within the 
scope of their very restricted resources. 

lWethods of measurement employed in the experi
ments :-All weights were determined and draughts 
measured with a Salter's Spring Balance, recording to 
500 Ibs. and indicating differences of half a pound, 
which, previous to the commencement of the experi
ments, was tested with dead weights. Measurements 
of draught and frilJtion were made by inserting the 
spring balance which was used as a dynamometer in 
the line of action of the forces exerted by the bullocks 
and employing a Dumber of coolies to work the lifts in 

2 
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their place. In machines like water-lifts, which 'of 
necessity are somewhat roughly constructed, no great 
amount of labour is expended on fitting the moving 
parts to~ethf'r; and, in consequence, the working is 
not perfectly smooth' and the friction ;v&ries consider
ably in a single operation of the ~macbine. The 
measurement of draugbt is, therefore, not very easy 
and the results are, in every case, the mean values 
obtained from a large number of observation>,. In most 
instances the average quantity of water brought up by 
a bucket was measured by passing the water into a 
tank of known dimensions and counting the number of 
buckets required to rai"e the water-level by an amonnt 
which was carefully measured. The tank was always 
filled and emptied several times and the mean result 
wns undoubtedly very accurate. In one or two instan
ces no tank could be proeured and the water was 
measured in a rectangular trough dug in the ground, 
and, with proper precautions taken to ascertain the 
loss due to percolation, it was found a satisfactory 
method. The cattle employed during the trials were 
in every imtance weighed on platform weighing 
machines, tbe wells chospn for the experiments being 

, specially selected with reference to the facilities for 
weighing in the neighbourhood. 

Stoney's water-lift :-The principle feature in this 
lift IS the employment of buckets of wrought iron sus
pended in a stirrup by two adjustable pivots, attached 
to the bucket very slightly above the centre of gravity 
of the bucket when full of water. The mouth of the 
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bucket is inclined and the lower ends of the stirrup 
are turned outwards and formed into rings sliding on 
steel wires which are suspended in the well from screw
ed eyebolts attached to the framing above. The wires 
are fastened by some convenient means to the bottom 
of the well and act as guides to the bucket ascending 
and descending and prevent it from either turning 
round or swaying to and fro, and thus striking the 
sides of the well or the second bucket, On the bucket 
being lowered into the water it turns horizontal and 
as it sinks fills with water. On being drawn up it 
assumes a vertical position aud rises steadily till the 
discharging level is reached, when the upper side of 
the inclined mouth comes into contact with an iron 
bar fixed across the framing of the lift and the stirrup 
continuing its upward motion causes the bucket to 
revolve about the point of contact of the bucket with 

. the iron rod, and thus discharges its content into the 
delivery trough. The lift was worked by carrying the 
ropes which hold the buckets over guide pulleys to a 
whim. Two buckets are attached and the ropes arranged 
so that as one bucket ascended the other descended, 
and the dead weight of the buckets was balanced. The 
whim consisted of a drum built of wood and was 
carried by an iron spindle on the top of a post firmly 
built into the ground. The bullocks worked at the 
end of an arm which was 3'85 times the radius of 
the drum. The whim was worked alternately in one 
direction and the other, the cattle being made to torn 
round whilst the bucket was discharging its contents. 
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Imp?'oved single mhote of M. R. Ry. Subba Rao:
The improvement on the ordinary single mhote is 

effected by attaching a rope to the draught rope and 
carrying it on to the large drum of a kind of windlass 
erected at the end of the inclined plane and at a 
considerable height above the level of the end of the 
run. Ropes wound round two smaller drums, one on 
each side of the large drum, carry weights which 
balance the weight of the empty bucket 80 that at the 
end of a lift as soon as tlw bucket is emptied the 
draught rope automatically rises in the air and the 
bullocks are able to turn round and walk up the inclin
ed plane in a natural easy manner instead of being 
forced backwards ai' with the common plan. The im
provement effected is undoubtedly very considerable 
as not only is the weight of the empty bucket balalJ.1?ed 
but the animals are also spared the cramped and un
natural backward walk up a steep incline which probab
ly tires them morl" than their exertions in drawing 
the bucket out of the well. 

See-saw wateT-lift of M. R. Ry. Snbba Rao :-1n 

this form of water-lift the bullock is made to walk 
along a platform supported on a roller and by his 
weight it is caused to oscillate np and down. Two 
ropes are attached to one end of the platform and 
wound round two small drums forming part of a wind
lass, round the large drum of which a rope working 
an ordinary single mhote is passed. The platform 
is not supported in the middle but at some distance 
therefrom, so that the working end of the pJat-
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form greatly preponderates and the bullock has 
to walk to the free end oj the platform to tilt the 
longer segment up and lower the bucket into the well. 
To diminish the shock, when the free end falls and the 
bucket is lowered into the wat.er, iron rails are fastened 
underneath the platform by a short chain so that just 
before this end of the platform reaches its lowest posi
tion the rails rest on the ground and their weight 
ceases to act. Thereby the platform comes to rest 
more gently than would be the case jf the velocity of 
descent continued to accelerate to the very end. 

SiTtgle mhotes.- Experiments with single mhotes 
were made at Palladam in the Coimbatore District, 
where they are worked with a single pair of cattle, 
which are trained to walk hackwards up the ramp. The 
sJop~ of the run is therefore limited to I in 5 which is 

• about the maximum that the cattle can be backerl up. 
At Bellary, where experiments were also made, the lift 
is usually worked wit,h two pairs of cattle, each pair 
drawing up alternate buckets of water. At the end of 
the run, the rope and bucket are detached from the 
yah and fall back into the well, assisting the driver 
who grasps the end of the rope, to return up the steep 
slope, whilst 'the bullocks turn round and walk np a 
side path, which is not nearly so steep as the ramp. 
When the bucket is again in the water, the second pair 
of bullocks are hitched on to the rope and draw up another 
bucket full of water whilst the first pair are leisurely 
walking up the incline, so as to be ready at the top by 
the time the driver returns with the rope. With this 
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system of working, it is possible to make the slope of 
the ramps very steep and th\" gradient is usually from 
1 in 2! to 1 in 3. The weight of the bullocks is there
fore more effectively utilized, and a much larger bucket 
can be used than in the Coimbatore District. 

The modification of the single mhote invented by 
M. R. Ry. Subba Row enables most of the advantage 
of this system of working to be obtained with one pair 
of bullocks. Moreover, the bucket is balanced, but it is 
doubtful if this contributes any real increase to the 
efficiency of the lift, as the friction of the extra pulleys 
absorbs power and more work is thrown on the driver 
since the un balanced bucket materially as~ist", the 
driver in climbing the steep ramp. 

The Persian wheel.-Mr. Andrew, a missionary of 
the Free Church I)f Scotland stationed at Chingleput, 
has erected a form of Persian wheel at the Christian 
Settlement of Melrosapuram which he invited me 
to test. It is built on a framing of old rail way 
rails over a circular well about 24 feet 6 illches in 
diametE'r. The rotating drnm was 6 feet in diameter 
and 3 fE'et 8 inches wide and carried a double chain of 
sheet iron buckets each holding 1'80 gallons. The 
axis was prolonged on one side and dl'il·en through a 
pair of bevel wheels by a whilY' of the ordinary type. 
Each bucket was provided with a leather flap valve to 
permit of the escape of air from tIlE' descending buckE'ts 
as they entered the water. The design was carefully 
worked out and the water-lift was very strongly made, 

80 that it worked very satisfactorily during the trial. 
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, The Sultan water-lift ;-This is a direct draught 
water-lift with balanced by.cketo, the details of which 
have been very ingeniously worked out, but the pan
mount necessity for keeping the cost down ha~, resulted 
in the use of an unsatisfactory system of construction, 
which prevents to some extent the full advantages of 
the design being realized. Thp buckets are fitted with 
valves, as already described, which when new are 
watpr-tight; but in ordinary daily nse they soon get 
sligbtly out of order and then leak considerably. 
Tcials were made on one which had been put up in a 
garden in Tondiarpett to the north of Madras by M. R. 
Ry. Sundaram Sastri and on one, which has recently 
been erected near B~llary, in a garden belonging to 
M.R.Ry. Aerada Rudrappa. The only important 
diffe1-ence between the two lifts wa~ that the former 
.was fitted with hemp ropes and the latter with wire 
ropes. I should have preferred to have tested a water
lift under the management of the makers but, though 
I offered to do so, they declined to place one at my 
disposal. 

In the following tabular statement (Table V) are 
given the results of the trials which I have made. 
None of the trials were very prolonged, but they were 
all made under normal working conditions, and the 
results are only so much better than would ordinarily 
be obtained in practice· as may be fairly ascribed to 

. * Subsequent experience of the working of native water-liftll 
leads me to think that the results obtained during our trials were 
about 33 par cent. better than those usually obtained by the culti
vators under normal working conditions. 
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the fact that care was taken to have the water-lifts in 

good working order and the ~attle in good condition 
and that no time was wasted whilst the trials were in 
progress. The results are strictly comparable and 
repre8ent. the performances of each water-lift under 
favourable conditions. 

From the experimental results presented in Tahle 
V, it seems justifiable to draw certain conclusions, of 
which the most important is undoubtedly that the 
native methods of lifting water undE'r favourable 
conditions have not yE't been surpassed by the best and 
most improved ill\'entions of recent years. The 
mechanical efficiency of modern water-lift~ is higher, 
but the mode I)f applying animal power, to which 
sufficient attention has not been p'lid, is distinctly 
inferior, save in one case, and tllf' final result is , 
that as yet, no advance has been made, which will in any 
degree I!ompensate for the increased cost of the new 
water-lifts. The see-saw water-lift of M. R. Ry. 
Subba Row alone st'ems to offer pros peds of being 
developed into sonwthing which will be materially 
better than anything at present in existence. The 
machine examim·d by the Water-lifts Committee was 
mf'chanically very imperfect, yet the co-efficient oJ 
'lttility obtained was very high, and as it demonstrated 
clearly the possibilit,y of using cattle to work oscilla
ting platform~, it mu~t be regarded as the first step 
in what may ultimately prove the direction in which 
the greatest improyt'ment can be made. 
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Stoney's improved donble mhote is undoubtedly, 
from a mechanical point of view, the best water-lift 
that has yet been const;ucted and it has accordinglY 

been made the subject of more extensive experiment 
than any other. The efficiency is very high and does 
not appear to be capable of any further improvement, 
bnt the animal or animals haw to walk in a circular 
path and are in consequence unable to exert as power
ful a draught as when walking strai~htforwarrl. This 
is particularly the ease if two bullocks are yohd to 
the revolving arm when the inside bullock works 
under great disadvantages ane! most of his energy 
appears to be consumed in internal work. Probably the 
best results would be obtained with two comparatively 
small bullocks yoked to separate arms, radiating from 
opposite 8ides of the drum so as to balance one 
another; but, if this would necessitate two drivers, the 
increased cost would more than counterbalance the 
improvement in the conditions of working. The time 
wasted whilst the bullocks are turning round at the end 
of each lift is a ;;erious deff'ct especially on low lift;; 

when it occupies a very considprable portion of the 
working cycle and it materially increases the amount 
of energy wasted in inte1'r~al friction. With a single 
bullock of exceptional size, the co-efficient of utility is 
the highe;;t that has been recordf'd but, with a pair of 
animals of average size, the figure is reduced by more 
than one-third, clearly demonstrating, jf proof, indeed, 
be needed, that they were working under unfavour
able conditiom. 
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The Sultan water-lift waf; the subject of experi
ment on two occasiom, once in Tondiarpett under very 
favourable circumstances as it had been in use for eight 
months and the animals were a very fine pair of 
bullocks that had been thoroughly trained to the work 
and once neat· Bellary on the most recent type of lift, 
but with animals which were apparently scarcely strong 
enough and in consequence they did not work well. 
Unfortunately, their weight could not be determined as 

the owner was unable to allow them to be marched 
into Bel1ary to bE'- weighed and the observations have, 
therefore, not been included in the tabular statement. 
The lift possesses two very serious defects which are 
rendered more apparent by the light construction of the 

parts: (1) The buckets are filled and emptied by means 
of a valve, which is liable to get out of order and lea'k, 
and which at all timps requires a strong pull to depress 
the lr,wr which opens it wh('n the full bucket is drawn 
up to the discharging point. (2) The draught is direct 
and is exceedingly heavy, lwing equal to the weight of 
water lifted, the weight of the bucket and the force 
nf;'ce~~ary to overcome the resistance of the rope passing 
over a number of small iron guide pulleys. The 
buck~ts are supposed to be halanced am} are so except 
near the end of each lift when the t"mpty hucket sinks 
into the water but the friction of the ropE's is BO great 
that the weight of the empty bucket is not more than 
~uffici.ent to drag the length of slack rope, to which it is 
attached, back into the well. The lift near Bellary was 
supplied with 30-gallon buckets and I worked it with 
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twelve coolies through the dynamometer. The buckets 
di~pharged about 27 galtons and the pull averaged 
370 Ibs. towards the weB and 350 Ibs. away from it, 
and at tbe end of each Eft rose to 500 lbs. due to the 
force which had to be exerted to hold the bucket of 
water in tht' air and depress the le\'ers which open the 
valve agaimt the pressure of water on it. Similar 
results were obtained in To[](liarpett, though the figures 
were smaller, as 25-gallon buckets were in use. Only 
the very highest class of cattle can exert Ruch heavy 
draughts and even upon them the work tells very 
severely and they rapirlly deteriorate. The draught 
c0 1Jld, of course, he lessened by the use of smaller 
buckets, but the outturn of water would be correspond
ingly decreased and the percentage of power wasted 
in friction would rist' so mueh as to make patent the 
defects of this method of rising water. The nse of 
larger guidp pulleys, a more rigid system of construction 
and the introduction of a simple system of pulley 
blocks to diminish the draught by one-half, would 
increase the efficiency of this water-Eft very materially, 
but, at the same time, would add so largely to the cost 
as to render it prohibiti ve. 

The Rev. Mr. Andrew's Persian wheel, whicb was 
the first he had made, possesses the great advantage 
that the cattle do not have to reverse the direction of 

motion of the whim at frequent intervals, and that 
consequently no time is lost or energy wasted in use
less work. It was well constructed, and though 
capable of minor improvements, it may be taken to 
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represent fairly the capabilities of this class of water
lift. The continuity of action renders it extremely 
suitable for shallow wells in which the water level varies 
but little and for such conditions a smaller wheel and 
smaller, but more numerous, buckets would undoubted
ly increase the efficiency. From a ryot's point of view 
it is too costly, and contains too many working parts, 
to ever have a chance of being extensively used in this 
country in any other than the crude form fllready in 
me in the North. 

The double mhote is inferior to Stoney's modifica
tion which has alrt>ady been discussed and its defects 
are most conspicuous on deep wells as the motion is so 
slow that the leakage :from the leather discharging 
trunks-and they always do leak more or less-be
comes a serious matter, and a bucket which starts ~ on 
its upward jonrnpy full of water often arrives more 
than half empty. It has been extensively tried in 
certain districts and has answered wen when care was 
taken to keep the buckets in very good order, but that 
they should be ~o maintained for any long period is 
more than could be expected from the ryots of this 
country and the troubles from leakage have, therefore, 
caused the double mhote to be regarded with 

disfavour. 
The two systems of working the single mhote as 

practised in Coimbatore and ReHary, and known in 
Northern India by the terms L(cgor and Kili, 
respectively, have already been described. It is diffi
cult to say what circumstances have determined the 
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ryots in their choice between these two systems as 
they are often to be founp working on apparently the 
wrong system, but it is easy to ;Jee that for shallow 
wells and small cattle the time lost, in detaching the 
cattle at the end of each lift and attaching another 
pair, is not compensated for by getting rid of the 
necessity for backing the cattle up the incline. With 
a shallow well and a small bucket or bag, each lift 
represents the expenditure of only a small amount of' 
work, whilst with a deep well and a big bucket, a' 
large amollnt of work is done in each cycle of oper
~i'ans. With the heavy cattle, which must necessarily 
be employed where buckets of large capacity are used, 
there is probably greater difficulty experienced in 
getting them to back up the inclines and, therefore, 
more time wasted and more fatigue incurred than is 
usual with small cattle. Where the ryots are poor 
and the cattlp undersized the Lagor method of working 
is often only adolJtf'd, bf'cause they cannot afford to 
work Kili and it may be generally laid down that the 
first ~y"tem is best suited to shallow wells, probably 
under 25 feet in depth, and the second systems to 
deep wells, especially, when they are worked by heavy 
cattle. The modification in working due to lVI. R. Ry. 
Subba Row will probably be found to be of the 
greatest use in places where the Kili system is not used, 
either from want of a ~sufficient number of cattle on the 
part of the ryots, or because the wells are of small 
capacity and too rapidly exhausted when more than 
a single pair of cattle are worked on them. To obtain 
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good results with the single mhote, it is necessary that 
the capacity of the bucket should be suited to the 
size of the cattle and the gradient of the run, and it is 
evident that in many caseR thi" i" not so, with the 
result that the external work dOllt' be'lrs a small ratio 
to the total muscular energy dt'veloped. \Vhere tht' 

proper system of working is r\,doptl:'d and the capacity 
of the bucket is suitl:'d to tllf> weight of ~he eattJE', the 

single mhote is an eXCt'edillgly simple, cheap and 
effective water-lift and is especially convenient fro,u 

the fact that a varying depth of water in the well 
causes absolutely no trouble whatevl'r in working. Yet 
it is not without its di,md\'antages, and the ryots 
would gladly welcome any suitable sub~titute for 
leather *' in the discharging trun k, so a~ to be able to 
dispeme with the nece~sity of employing chucklers' to 
repair it. Stout can .,ras ha,,.; been USl'tl in some instance:; 

with great success, both ill respect to durability and 
cheapnes~, and if a knowledge of this fact was widely 

diffused, it would confer no small benefit upon the 
ryots of Southern India. So far a~ I am aware, self
filling iron buckets hlwe not been tried with the single 
mhote though there seems to be no reason why on 
Stoney's ~ystem, at any rate, they should not be a 
success. 

-If Leather manufactured by the chrome process has recently 
been introduced for water bucket" and experience shows that it is 
Po great improvement on the material supplied by village chucklers 
or country t!>nneries. In recent years, also, owing to the great rise 
in the price of leather, iron buckets are much more largely used 
than lVas the care when these experiments were made. 
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In conclusion, it seem~ desirable to attempt some 
estimate of the cost 0.\ raising water by means of 
cattle. A careful study of the figures given in Table 
V leads me to the conclusion that under normal 
circumstances the copfficient of utility for Indian 
catt]p, kept at work for about 6 hours a day will be 
350, and that a pair of animals weighing 1400 lbs. will 
lift 1960 gallons per hour from a uepth of 25 feet, and 
that a fair day'~ work may bp takpn to be 12,000 gallons 
raised 25 feet. The CORt of keeping such a pair of 
animal~ including interest on their value ami allO\ving 
for thE'ir uE'preciation togetiJPr with the expenses inci
dental to the upkeep of a ?nhote, will be about 12 aUllas 
per day or aSjmmin~ that they are at work on 
three-fourths of the days ill the year, the cost per work
iniS uay will amount to onE- rupep. For that Rum there
forp, three million fooL-lb~. of useful work can be done. 
To co\,pr an acre of land tl) a depth of one inch involves 

the application of 22,687 gallons of watpr and thl:' cost 
of raising this from a deVth of 25 ft. wii l bE' Rs. 1-14-3. 

It is seldom, howe\'er, t.hat these I:'xpen,.;es are 
defrayed in cash. The ryot breeds his own cattle and, 
from the lanel culti\'ated, tl1Pir food is wholly or partly 
obtainE'el, whili't the servant who looks after them 
receives thl:' greater part of his wages in kind. Any 
considerablp extE'l1sion of well cultivation, in a few 
years, would materially change this primitive state of 
affairs, but there is neithpr capital nor;labour available 
to allow of any rapid increase in area and both eapital 
and labour will have to be provided. 

'l 



CHAPTER II. 

UNDERGROUND WATER-SUPPLY.* 
During the past few years India has been visi ted 

by two famines over widespread areas and several 
severe drougbts, which bllve affected smaller but still 
very considerable tracts of country. The agricultural 
population, and those directly dependent on them, 
have been thrown out of employment and their slender 
resources being soon exhausted, in enormous numbers 
they have been forced to ~eek for the means of subsist.
ence on the relief worb which Government have open
ed. In good or even average years the exports of 
wheat and other food "tuff~ from the country prove that 
the area under cultivation is still in excess of the 
requirements of the rapidly-growing popUlation. In 
famine years the surplus produce of the non-affected 
parts of the country is diverted from the export trade 
and carried by the railways to places where there is a 
local deficiency, so that in the worst years there is 
enough food for all and it is simply the poverty of the 
people tbat puts it beyond their reach. A succession 
of favourable seasons would materially improve the 
condition of the land-owning classes but it would lead 
to no accumulation of grain in the villages and the 
hl.bouring classes during tbese years of plenty will 

• The Indi(tn R~trie'U;. June 1900. 
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simply increa8e in numbers and the next failure of the 
rains will find them ai now-only more of them-in 
complete destitution. 

The problems which Indian Administrators are 
called lipon to face in the immediate future, to combat 
this deplorable state of affairs, are very difficult 
and the solution of them will make as heavy demands 
upon the energy and resources of the executive as have 
ever been made in the past. It is generally agreed 
that the most pressing nece~sity is the development of 
industrial occupations whereby new sources of wealth 
may bp opened ont and the land relieved of the exces
sive proportion of the population which is now entirely 
dependent on it. The mineral. wealth of the country 
must be utilized to supply its own requirements, new 
inl'lustries must be introduced and old ones resuscitated. 
Instead of exporting nothing but raw materials, it will 
be necessary to send them out in a manufactured state 
and the internal trade of the empire will have to be 
worked up with some semblance of the energy and 
perseverance which the Japanese have displayed in 
rendering themselves independent of forf>ign manufac
turers. 

Work of this kind, however, proceed:;; very slowly 
and it will be many years, if ever, before India can be 
justly ranked among the manufacturing countries of 
the world, and in the meantime more attention must 
be paid to the great work which has been going on all 
this century, that of rendering the work of the cultiva
tor as far as possible independent of the variations of the 
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seasons. By anicuts and canals we havE' practically 
made use of all the water in o'ir great riven; which can 
be relied on to flow continuously through the cultiva
tion season. By huge reservoirs or tanks many irregu
lar sources of supply hayE' been turned to account and 
nearly all the obvious sites for storing water have 
been occupied. In the future, therefore, the work will 
be more difficult and more costly than it has been 
hitherto and it is hopeless to expect that the splendid 
financial resuH~ of the past will be again repeated. Yet 
in the South of India, at any rate, much can be donE' 
to economiRe watE'r by improving the mt>ans of distri
bution and preventing the ryot~ from using it with 
actually harmful t>xtmvagance. The whole question 
of what is technically known as tht> "duty of water" 
requires yean, of careful study and expE'riment, and' it 
can hardly he doubted that the time ha~ come when a 

special branch of the Public Works Department should 
be established for the scientific investigation of this ane 
other problems peculiar to Indian engineering. Th~ 

work that is going on now at Assouan on the river Nil! 
where 11 huge dam is under construction to store UI 
part of the floofi waterR in a long narrow reservoir wi] 

probably be rt>peated on some of our Indian river 
and the investigation and designing of projectl'l of thi 
kind will call for the highest possible ingenuity an 
skill to render them at all feasible and within the limil 
of our financial resource!!. 

In fact, the storage of water is likely to become tt 
great Indian engineering problem and attentioll wi 
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donbtless be paid to that portion of the rainfall which is 
absorbed by the earth an~ disappears from sight, to find 
its way by deep and tortuons passages to the sea. Two and 
one-half million wells irrigating fully ten million acres of 
land attt'st the importance of the subterranean suplJlies 
of water and indicate that in this direction there are 

immense pO~:iibilities. Vnrlerground water in India, 
haH never heen studied properly hy engineers or geolo
gistR, and well~ are sunk, lJ) It happy-go-lucky 
mannpr to a haphazard depth. They are construct
ed with primitive appliance,,) and at small cost. 
Expectations are not usually great and, as they are 

w .. nerally realized, the lJeoplp are content. Some wells 
dry up ill the 110t wpather. ,;omp wells alway,; respond 
to tht> dt>mand" that are m:1de upon them, but nothing 
is'rpally known ahout tllPir capacity to supply water. 
A fpw elplllPntal'Y cal(,l1lation~, howen~r, will show that 
the quantity of water drawn from most wells is but an 
insignificant fraction of HlP ~torp~ that must bp helow 
and which are contillnou~ly pas~ing away through 
permeable Rtrata till they ultim'ltely reach the sea. 
\\There the awrag'e raillf~tll i~ :)0 inches per anrJum we 
may asmml' that onp-third nf thiR sinks below the 
~urfacp and t.hat, therefore, each squarp mile of land 
receiYes 640,000 tons of water. If but one-half of this 
quantity could be extracted frmY! the eartlt by pump
ing frorn wells it would yield a continuous mpply of one 
cubic foot ppr second for 136 days, which, with econo
mical nse, would fully suffice for the irrigation of 250 
acres. Thirt.y-six mbotes :md t.hirty-six pair~ of 
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bullocks working steadily for six hours a day would 
draw out this quantity of watel' from a depth of 20 feet. 
Now there are no data available as to the number of 
wells 'per square milE'. In parts of such districts as 
Coimhatore they arE' VE'fy nnmE'fOm, and thE' total yield 
of watE'r from them may I'xceE'd one cubic foot per 
second pE'r squarE' mile, but on'r the greater part of 
India nothing approaching this quantity is obtained. 
From ~uch data as are available, I estimate that WE'lls 
in India yield ahout 40,000 cubic feet per second, a 
very large quantity of water but equ111 to only one
thirty-fifth of a cuhic foot per sE'cond from the 
1,400,000 square milt>s of total ~uperficifll area. Over 
a grt>at part of India thf' rainfall is more than 30 
inches a yt>ar and we know nothing as to what becomes 
of the vast quantity of watH which annually sink~ into 
tht> t>arth. VI'€, know that in some district" there are 
many wells with a good supply of water, in otht>r" ft'w 
wt>lls and the yield Yery vrecarious. Sometimes the
reason is ob',iolls from the nature of the surface and 
the configuration of the ground, hut in mOf't caHes it is 
just the rever,e and many wells haye been mnk by 
enginf'efs in what were considered likely ~pot" and hal'f' 

turned out Ui<elef'f'. 

The great majorit.y of well" in thi~ Presidency 
range: from 20 to 40 fe-et in depth. They, therefore, 
derive their supply of water, with the exception of mch 
wells as actually tap under-ground ~prings, from fln 
inverted conical maSR of earth, the- axi" of which is the 
we-ll and the vertex the water-level. Each well is the 
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cpntre of a certain mass of earth which absorbs water 
from the surface percolat~on until it is saturated and 
any excess slowly moves along the line of l~ast 

resistance. The well alter~ the direction of these lines 

and some water flow~ into it, hut the greater part of 
the water sinks ,'ertically till it reaches impervious 
strata. The neeper thl-' wei1~ the greater is their 
action in deflecting the Ene~ of ~ub-soil flow and in 
some cases tbl"rp is no doubt that vigorous pumping 
after heavy rain would materially increase the volume 
of the cone influenced hy the well. Thi~, of course, is 
the time when wells are left alone and advantage is 
not taken of ~uch opportunities to form lines of sub-soil 
flow toward~ the well. 

Artesian wells have been carefully studif'd in many 
la~ds but wells of the types found in India have been 
npglected and we kn'.)w pmctically very little about 
them. Iwlated experiments will not teach us much 
owing to our inability to ,;ee what is going on inside 
the cone of influence round the well. The inteIligf'nt 
ryots of the country have probably a good deal of 
information about the behayiour of their own wells 
and of those belonging to their neighbours and skilful 
examination of villagers in well-irrigation districts 
might lead to the collection of some useful preliminary 
data which might serve a,; the starting point for 
furthH I"nquiries. Very few wells exist wl1ich are 
known to yif'ld enough water to offer any inducement 
to employ mechanical arrangementl'< for pumping water 
from them. It is easy to seE' why this is so. The depth 
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of the well is limited by the fact that the primitive 
methods of sinking in vogue ~mong the ryots prevent 
them going more than a few feet below the hot weather 
levf'l of the water. "With an engine and pump to keep 
the well dry much greater depths might,be attained and 
possibly the supply of water enormously increased.· 

It is generally considered that mechanical methods 
of pumping water for irrigation are too expem;ive to be 
employed and it is generally supposed that animal 

power is tLe only meanR available. Let us consider aL 
imaginary case and then see how far the conditions are 
likely to be realized in practice. The well is a deep 
one and yields ha If a cubic foot per second with a water
level about --10 fept bplow the ground. It is provided 
with an oil engine and a pump. The engine is only 
worked for 16 hours per day and, t herE'forE', has to 1ift 
250 gallon>; per minute throughout that ppriod. 

Allowing an pfficipney of --10 per cent. for the 
gearing and centrifugal pump, the engine would have 
to develop 7 t hrakp-horse-power and would consume 
one gallon of kerosinp oil, costing 7 !lunas per hour. 
Thp monthly pxpensp wbich such an PlIgine would 

entail may be taken a~ follows :-
Rs. 

FueJ for 24 days at Rs. 7 per day 168 
WagE's for 2 drivE'rs at Rs. 12 & 10 per month... 22 
Lubricating oil, waste and stores 15 
Interest and depreciation on capital outlay, COl't 

of repairs, etc., at. 12t per cent. ppr annum on 
Rs.3,000 32 

Total... 237 
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Compare this with the cost of working with cattle. 

In the paper on "Water-1;.ifts" we obtained the result 

that with a mhote for one rupee three million foot Ibs. 

of work could bf' done. In this casl>, the oil engine 

developR 7t per cent., of which 40 per cent. is used 

effectively, so that the work donf' by the engine is 

equal to 48 hor~e-power hours, onf' horse-power hour 

is equivalent to 1,980,000 foot Ibs. of work in one hour, 

48 honw-powpr hours n'prf'Sf'ntil thp pprformance of 

95,040,000 foot Ihs. of work, which at :3,O()O,OOO per 

rupf'p would co~t R!;. :32 nearly. That is to say the 

engine and pump will do as mucll work a~ 32 pflirs of 

cattle, the cost of maintaining which will be Hs. 720 

ppr month. All thp enginp only co:-ts 11". 237 ppr 

month it is ohvious that it will raiBe wat!:'r at one third 

the' co:'t of doing the work hy caW .... 

A fnrthpr pconorny can howf'ver be effectpd by 

using liquid fuel at A,;. 3 per gallon in place of kt'rosine 

oil at A~. 7 pf'r ga HOli. The con~umptjoD would be 

the f\arne and a saving of A~. -1 PPl' gallon or Us. 4 pf'r 

day would he pf'fpded. )laking lin alJowancp for the 
kero~ine oil necPsRary to ~tart thE' enginp pyery day the 
monthly chargt> would hp rpduc!:'d to Rs. 144 wbich is 

exactly one-fifth of thp cost of keeping 32 pilirs of cattle. 

It wonld be u~f'leR~ to follow up thf' comparison 

betwpen the two methods of pnmping any further. It 
is mfficipntly Of'Inollstratpd that tlw em}Jloyment of oil 

enginf'E for pumping watf'r is a pPrfE'ctly practical 

method and can he employed with advantage whenever 

the quantity of water to be opalt with amountR to half a 
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cubic foot per second. The initial capital oatlay is 
bE'yond thE' meaD!' of the '4rdinary ryot but it is not 
beyond those of many landowners, and if only suffici
ent interest could be arou;:ed among them in tLle im

provemE'nt of their estates, the ultimate bE'npfit to the 

country at largp would he incalculablp. 
The two and one-half million wells in India repre

sent 11 capital outlay not far short of forty cr0res of 
rupees and what is wanted almost as much as new wells 
is the systematic improvement of thosp already in 
existence. Many are probably far too ~hallow and 
others are too small and do not \!re~pnt 11 sufficient area 
f,)f percolation. To jump holp" from 1 0 to 30 fpet in 

depth and a few inches in difHnPtE'r at tbp bottom of 
some wells is not a very difficult mlltter and the value 
of the tube would probably he greatly enhanced if'the 
rock at. the bottom were loosened by the pxplosion of 

two or three small charge8 of dynamite. To run short 
adits in the hot wE'ather from the bottoms of many WE'lls 
is perfE'ctly fE'a~ible and both methods, if tried, would 
yield results far in exce's of the cost. Yet thesE' things 
are not dOllP hecausp the ryots do not know of their 

value; and even if they did, they would regard them 
with smpicion as innovations to bt' chsSE'd with many 
other attempts, by Europeans, at agricultural improve

ments. These are snggestions which havE' been tried 
in other places with success but so little do we know 

about this subject that I put them forward with diffi
dence and simply with a "ipl\' to drawing attention to 
the urgent necessity which now exiRts for a systematic 
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attempt to investigate the conditions under which the 
stores of subterranean waterf exist. 

The matter is one surrounded with difficulties and 
it is only by an intf'lIigf'nt co-operation of wealthy 
land-owner~, who can afford to install enginf's and 
pumps for thf' irrigation of their lands or the cultivation 
of their gardens, with persoIl~ pos~f'sf;ing a sufficient 
knowledge of engineering and gf'ology that anything 
can be done. In this country we rely too much upou 
official f'fiorts and too littlf' is done by the entf'rprise 
of educated and enlightened privatI' individual~. In 
England, the late Mr. (T. J. Symonds f'nlisted the 

servicf:'s of thousands of metf:'orological observf:'rs and 
establishf:'d a ~ystem of rf'corc1ing data connected with 

rainfall in the Briti."h I~les which has proved of national 
importancf'. Thf' agricultural experiments carrif'd out 
on thf' Rothamstf'd farm ~y Sir John Lawf's and Sir 
Henry Gilbf'rt, for more than half a century, is another 
instance of private work which has done much to 
con vert rulf' ofthum b practice into a scif'ntific proce
durf' and farming all OVE'r thf' world has greatly bene
fited from their disinterf'sted labours. Nothing of this 
kind has ever been attf'mpted in India and I Vf'Tlture 
to think that the problems presented by well irrigation 
would be a fitting subject for ill\'f'stigation and one in 
which many workt>rs might profitably engage tht>m
selves. I have endeavoured to show how little is 1('ally 
known and I cannot doubt that if the work were started 
it would gradually result, in additions to our knowledge 
which would prove of grf'at benefit to the whole 
community. 
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CHAPTER III. 

WELL IRRIGATION.* 

In June 1900 I contributed a short article to this 
Review on the very important subject of "Under~ 
ground Water-supply" in which I endeavoured to 

show that the information available regarding the 
ultimate disposal of the rainfall in India was very 
limited, and that consequently it was desirable to 
scientifically study the question with a yiew to utilizing 
a much larger proportion of the subterranean water for 
irrigation than is at present done. As a preliminary 
step it was obvious that more powerful and cheaper 
methods of lifting water than by water-lifts worked by 
cattle were essential, and r showed that the oil engine 

wllPll employed to pump from a well yielding on an 
average throughout the day half a cubic foot per second 
or 190 gallons per minute was cOllsiderably cheaper 
and more convenient than any form of water-lift worked 

by means of animal-power. 
The importance of well irrigation was fully recog

nized by the Irrigation Commission and a large amount 

of evidence was tendE'red by many witnesses. The report 
of the Commission may he expected to contain practi

cally a complete summary of all the informat.ion avail
able and will serve as a starting point for further investi-

* The Indian Review, August 1902. 
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gations. Funds have already been placed at the disposal 
of the Madras Government" for experimental work in 
this di.rection hnd during the next few years there is no 
doubt that a serious effort will be made to render avail
able for agriculture a very large quantity of the water 
which now runs to waste beneath the surface of the 
earth. 

In t.he year 1900-01, there were in the Madras 
Presidency 615,520 wells from which water was drawn 
for irrigation and the area of cultivated land partially 
or entirely dependent upon them was 1,171,346 acres 
of first crop and 498,878 acres of second crop. Each 
well on the average ~upplied water to only two acres of 
land and naturally the question arises-Is full use 
made of the stores of water below the soil? In many 
cases, possibly in a numerical majority of the cases, 
thE"re is little doubt that all thE" available supply is uti
lizE"d but in what may perhaps be a comparatively in
significant minority of wells the available supply is 
enormously greater than the present demand and vast 
quantities of water remain unused. It must be within 
thf' personal knowledge of roost people that there are, 
wells which yield a good supply of water through
out the year and never dry up even in years of severe 
drought. Such wf\lls should bf\ examined and attempts 
should be made to pump them dry. Many wells are 
only made use of to the extent that tanks would be, if 
they were only proyided with high level sluices through 
which the upper water in the tank, and that only, 
could pass through the bund to the jrrigatjon channels. 
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In the south of India well-sinking is a very pri
mitive business and the hetter the supply of water, 
generally the shallower the well. A ryot wants a well 
and, having selected a spot which he think:; suitable, 
be ~ets to work and either "inks a hollow cylinder of 
brickwork into the ground till water in sufficient quan
tity to satisfy hiR expectations is reached, or hE' excavates 
a big rectangular hole in the di~intt'grated rock 
which forms the sub-soil and goes on deepening it till 
the inflow of water j" greater than can be dealt with 
by the modest water-lifting applicances at his dis
posal. Year after year in the hot weather when the 
water len'] is low, he may jncr(:'a~e the depth by add

ing to the number of mhotes on thE' well and in this 
way many valuable water-yielding WE'lls have been sunk. 
Let u,; suppose, however, that the unwatering of the 
well in the hot weather is accomplished by a powerful 
engine aud pump, the work of excavating will be easy 
and the depth may be rapidly increased till either the 
inflow is great .. !' thall can be df'alt with or practical 
considerationi' clearly indicate that it is not worth while 
to go any deeper. For water to flow into a well the level 
in the well must be lower than in the sub-soil and the 
greater the difference in Jevel, the greater is the force 
tending to make the water flow into the weI]. But the 
lower the level in the well, the greater i~ the amount of 
work which has to be done to raise the water above the 
surface and ryots prefer numerous shallow wells to a 
few deep ones. The number of cattle employed in lift
ing water is enormous and it is improbable that any 
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great extension of well cultivation can take place under 
the present system for lAck of animal power to do the ne~ 

II 

eessary work of extracting the water. A ryot must have 
cattle and while the crop" are growing they can be pro
fitably employed in raising water, but directly he has 
to keep cattle specially for the purpose, well irrigation 
becomes expensive and unprofitable. A pair of good 
serviceable bullocks in constant work cannot be kept 
for less than Rs. 22-8 per month including the wages of 
a driver 'lnd the work they do can be far more cheaply 
performed by a good oil engine or steam engine. But 
th€'se machines, even when of the smallest size practic
able, are far too big for the work of drawing water from 
ordinary wells and they can only be employed when 
the conditions are unusual in respect to the volume of. 
water to be obtained from a well. A 3i horse~power 
oil engine, which is the smallest size it is advisable to 
employ, can be worked for 16 hours a· day at a cost of 
3t rupees and will do as much work in lifting water as 
15 pairs of good cattle eosting Rs. 337-8 a month. 
Working 24 days in the month the engine will cost 
Rs. 84 so that the cost of pumping by an oil engine of 
this size, driving a three inch cf>TltrifugaJ pump, is 
almo~t exactly ollf>-fourth what it is when bullocks are 
uSf'd, provided only that there iH suftkieTlt work to keep 
the engine fully employed for thf' time specified. 

Before developing further the Idea of employing 
oil engines for well irrigation I propose to briefly des
cribe an experiment now in progress. About 6 miles from 
ChingJeput is a small Christian settlement founded 
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by Mr. Andrew of the Free Church of Scotland Mission. 
Abont 50 acres of land are nnder cultivation and the 

a 

crops are watered by 5 wells which have he en sunk 
since the settlement was started eight years ago. 
Greatly interested in the question of well irrigation 
Mr. Andrew offered to allow me to condllct experiments 
on his wells and with the assistance of fllnds placed at 
my disposal by the Madra~ Government, at the instance 
of the Chief Engineer for Irrigation, Colonel Smart, 

R. K, I have been able to put to the test of practical 
working the idea of using oil engines. I selected what 
was supposed to be the best well on the settlement and 
at the beginning of March I tried to unwater it by 
working a Persian whepl continuously night and day 
by means of relays of bullock8. [soon found it desir
able to increase thE" pumping power and accordingly a 
picottllh was set up and worked by gangs of coolies 
night and day .. ThE' draught on the well amounted to 
about 2,500 gallons per hour or allowing for irregular
ities to between fifty and sixty thousand gallons per 
day. This resulted in a gradual lowering of the water
level till the depression amounted to 5t feet, when the 
level became stationary and the inflow was equal to the 
amount withdrawn. Arrangements were then made 
with Messrs. Massey & Co. of Madras, to supply a 3t 
horse-power Hornsby-Ackroyd oil engine and a 3-inch 
centrifugal pump, the combination being capable of 
lifting 170 gallons of water per minute to a height of 
30 feet. Pumping was started at the end of March 
and in a few hours the well was emptied. An attempt 
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was then made to deepen the well and a central hole 
15 feet in diameter was sunk 7 feet when hard rock 

(I 

was met with. To increase the area through which 
percolation could take place, adits were run horizontally 
from the bottom ofthe well through the partially disinte
grated rock. Four were started, but two of them had 
to be given up before they had been run out 10 feet on 
account of boulders, the other two were carried out
wards about 25 feet and 20 feet respectively, and the 
percolation through their sides forms the main source 
of inflow to the well. The cost of the adits was Re. 1 
per foot run, and they were stopped as soon as the rate 
for excavating them rose above that amount. The re
sult of the operations was to increase the inflow from 
40 to 66 gallons per minute or from 60,000 to nearly 
10G,000 gallons per day. Pumping has continued all 
through the hot weather and the inflow has somewhat 
decreased. On the 20th July it was measured and found 
to be about 67,000 gallon,; per day. With the advent 
of the rains it is expected that the inflow will material
ly increase, but how much is quite uncertain. At pre
sent the engine runs nine hours a day, in three periods 
of from two to three hours each. When pumping 
ce3ses, the water accumulates in the well and at the 
beginning of each working interval there is about, 
5 feet of water to be removed. The average lift is 
25 feet and the engine consumes about 2 gallons of 
oil per day costing as. 12. The wages of the driver are 
Rs. 7 per month, so that the total cost of running the 
engine, including the cost of stores, amounts to only 

{ 
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R,. 35 per month. Later on, with longer running hours, 
it may amount to Rs. 60 per month and for this sum, 20 
acres of dry cultivation will b~ fully supplied with water. 
The capital outlay on the engine and pump and the 

cost of fixing the same amountt'd to RR. 2,500, and an 
allowance of Rs. 40 per month for interest, repairs and 
depreciation will bp a very liberal proyi~ion, making 
the total monthly charges Rs. 100 when running, and 
about Ri'. 50 when standing. Assuming that water is 
required for eight months in the year, the total cost of 
this t'nginl' and pump will be R~. 1,000 per annum. 
For thi~ sum 20 acres of dry crop will be watered and 
I am illclined to think that possibly, with the ~upply 
of water to he f'XI,eri.ed, the area may he larger, 
but only a continwlllce of tbe experiment oYer several 
years will enable ibis to he definitely determin('d. ['he 
conditions under which tbis experiment is being con

ducted, are by no means favourable and much better 
result~ could bp ohtaiIlHI iTI many places. The well yields 
a fair ,upply of water, but therE' ar(' undouhtedly very 
many whicb would givE' a much grE'[lter volume. The 
engine and pump, worked to their maximum capacity, 
would raisE' 250,000 gallons a day to a height of 30 
feet. or nearly half a cubic foot per second, sufficient for 
from 100 to 125 acres of dry cultivation. Under such 
circum~tances. the cost of supplying water to the iand 

would not amount to more than Hs.12 per acre per annum. 
This is a result so very sati~factory that, when it becomes 
known and fully realized, it ought to lead to an extensive 

employment of these modern methods of lifting water. 
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It is well known to engineers that the cost of 
~enerating a unit of l~ower rapidly decrem~es as the' . 
amount of power generated by a single engine increases. 
In view, therefor!', of t,he fact that the great majority 
of wells are unable to yield ~uffieient water to give 

adequate employment to even the smallest engines, 
it has occnrred to me that po~,;ibly large tracts 
of land could be :mpplied with water from wells \ 
hy elf:'ctrically driven centrifugal PUffiPS, the power' 
being generated at a cpntml ~tation llnd distributed by 

overbead conductors. From an engineering point 
of view the problptn is a comparatively simple 

one and its practicfthil iry ~imply depends upon 
the cost of the ':installation, both as regards capital 
outlay and working expenses. I have, thereforE', 
olitained estimate~ of tllP co~t of the macllinery from 
well-known firms in England and with the information 
thu,; obtainpd I h~we worked out two imaginary 

~CllPll1l"", a,~"llming conditions that could he n·alized in 
lllany placps in thi,; Pre~idelley. The fir~t ~dlpme is a 

c0'11jJaratively ,;mall one for the irrigation of five or 

"ix hundred acreH. All the land is i1:lwmed to be 
~ituated within a rectan'{le 2 miles long and 1 mile 
wide. The water-supply is derived from twelve wells 
scattered over the area. Each wPl1 lllay he assumed 

to cost R~. 500, tllou~h under favourable conditions 
they would not co.4 more than half this amount as 

the depth is not to t'xc(>ed 35 feet. The w;J.ter would be 
lifted hy a 8-inch cP!li;r;fll~al pu:np. driven by a'~direct 

coupled .,3t horse-power electro-motor, :the pump:and 
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motor complete and fixed in the well costing Rs. 750. 
The current would be supplied from a generating 
station situated near the centre of the area, and 5 miles 
of overhead conductors costing about Rs. 650 per mile, 
would be required for distributing the energy. The 
generating st.ation might be supplied with a steam 
engine and boiler costing Rs. 4,000 or with an oil 
engine, in which liquid fuel could be used, of the same 
power costing Rs. 5,000, driving a dynamo costing 
Rs. 1,800, which would give out a current of 27 
amperes at 550 volts pressure, equivalent to 20 
electrical horse-power and capable of driving 4 of the 
pumps under full load, or 5 under the average load 
which would come upon them. Each pump would 

discharge 150 gallons per minute, so that with 5 
pumps going the supply of water would be 2 cuhic f;et 
per second or sufficient for 500 acres of land. ThE 
method of working would be to run a motor till th{ 
well wa" emptit'd and then shut off the current anc 
allow it to fill up by percolation, whilst the curren 
was employed in driving another motor in anothe 
well. With 5 motors running out of 12, water woull 
bl" drawn from each wl'll an average of 10 hours pE 
day. Including all itl'ms, the total cost of the if 
stall at ion would be a~ follows :-

Engine house 
Engine and dynamo 
Switch board, etc. 
12 Wells at 500/ 

Rs. 
2,600 

6,800 
500 

6,000 
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12 Pumps and motors at 750/ , 
5 MileR of line at 650/ per mile 
Contingencies 10 per cent 

Tot.al 

Rs. 
9,000 
3,250 
2,850 

31,000 

The working expenses would be as follows:-
Repairs, interest and depreciation at Rs. 

12t % 3,875 
I~iquid fuel at As. 3~per gallon, at 2 gallons 

per hour for 5000 hours ... 
Superintendence and labour Rs. 130 per 

mens em for 12 months 
Miscellaneous stores 

Total 

1,875 

1,560 
200 

7,510 
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This IS the cost of watering 500 acres of land 
and is equivalent to Rs. 15 per acre per annum, the land 
being under cultivation practically the whole time. 

This is a high charge for ordinary wet crops, but 
it is by no means excessive for garden cultivation, 
sucb aE iR practised in agriculturally advanced districts 
like Coimbatore. For projects of this kind to pay, it 
naturally follows that when all the resources of modern, 
engineering are de"mted to the problem of supplying 
water and a considerable outlay in machinery and plant 
is involved, the agricultural operations must be of a 
similar character and the cultivators must be prepared 
to put capital and labour into their fields to obtain the 
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best possible results. The selection and rotation of 
crops must be judicious, the lands must h£> well 

d d · I ' ,. manure an ill genera terms what i~ known as inten8~ 
cuHivation must be practised. 

Let us now cllnsidf'r tbf' possibilities of operating 
on a much larger scale and for this purpose' we will 
assume tbat there i~ a strip of land about 10 miles 
long and from one to two miles wide lying alongside a 
river channel. Such a piece of country actually exists 
on thp Palar Rivpr, not far from Chingleput. Tbp land 
near the river will probably be at a 81ightly higher 
level than further away and as the wells will draw their 
water-supply mainly from the suhterranean flow of the 
rivpr thf'y will all bp situatpd npar the river b;mk. The 
wells will be sunk near thE' river bank at an average dis
tance apart of one-fourth of a mile. In all, there will bQ 40 
such wells and the power ~tation will be situated in the 
middlf', with 20 wf'lls on either side, the most distant 
well bf'ing 4~ milf's off. Assuming that the average 
inflow into each well is half a cubic foot per second 
and that the average lift is 30 feet, the total actual 
work which will havp to be done by the pumps will be 
68 horse-power. To determine the power required at 
the gf'nerating station, we may make the following 
a~sumptions regardiIlg the efficiency of each part of 
the system of power distribution :-

Efficif'ncy of dynamo 
Efficiency of transmission 

Do. motor 
Do. pump 

90 pf'r cent. 
90 pf'r cent. 
80 

" 45 
" 
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Combined efficiency of whole system 30 per cent. 
so that the engines will have to furnish 227 horse-

~ 

power. The following estimate of the cost of the plant 
may be taken as approximately accurate:-

Es. 
En~n~ 45~00 

Dynamo 9,000 
Engine house 7,500 

Switch hoard and fittings ... 2,000 
40 wells at Es. 500 f'ach ... 20,000 
40 motors and pumps at Es. 750 ,'I 

each 30,000 
Overhead conductors 10 miles at 

Rs. 1,500 a mile 15,000 
Contingencies, 10 per cent. 13,700 

----
Total 1,42,200. 

----
The working expen~es on an aS8urned running of 

5,000 hour~ per annum would be :-

Fuel for engines 
Superintendence and labour ... 
Repairs, interest and deprecia-

tion at 12~ per cent. 
Mi8cellaneous storetl 

Total 

Rs. 
11,250 

3,600 

17,7i5 
1,000 

33,625 

, I 
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The area that could be irrigated would be between 
four and five thousand acres and the annual charge for 

'" pumping would amount to not more than Rs. 8 per acre. 
The case considered is perhaps a favourable one, but 
without doubt a careful examination of the country 
would reveal many such, and it is eminently desirable 
that advantage should be taken of the natural facilities 
where such exiEt. 

So far we have only considered the question of 
well irrigation WhPIl the power is supplied by steam, gas 

or liquid fuel engines, but it is open to us to go one step 
further and consider what use can be made of water
power, which in certain districts is available in vast 
quantities throughout the greater part of I-,he year. With
out going into details, one or two gent-ral facts may be 
noted which tend to show that there is a wide field open 
to enginee_rs in J Hdia, in utilizing the power of water
falls to lift water from wells over very extended areas. 
For industrial operations a continuous supply of water 
all the year through is generally esst'ntial, and expen
sive storage works have to be constructt'd to tide over 
the pt'riod of scarcity of water during the hot months 
of the ypar. When the water-power is to be used for 
pumping water from wells the failure of the supply of 
power during the hot weather is of little or no import
ance, as the cultivation can be so arranged that the 
land requires no water at that "eason. Water-power 
can, therefore, be provided at much less expense for 
such schemes as we are now discussing, and if it be a 
profitable undertaking to generate power at the Cau-
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very faUs and carry it over 90 miles to the Kolar mines, 
under onerous conditions r~garding failure of the supply, 
it is obvious that it will be still more profitable to 
utilize water-power under the much less exacting 
conditions which would prevail in irrigation pump
ing. 

• 

The report of the committee on utilization of 
water-powpr at Periyar stated that plectric energy could 
be delivered in :Madura, 80 miles away, for Rs. 22-8 
per horse-power per annum, and in xladras for double 
that wm or Rs. 45. It is more than douhtful, however, 
if this rp~ult conld under any circumstances he attainpd 
and it would be safer to assume that the actual cost 
would be about three times as much; but even then it 
would appear to be practicable to lift water from wells 
or 'rivers by the agency of electrically transmitted 
energy over the greater part of the South of India. 
The minimum power available at the Periyar during 
ten months of the year is officially stated to be 30,000 
horse-power and there is reason to suppose that the 
efficiency of th", whol", system of generation, transmis
sion and utilization would be one-fourth, so that 7 ,500 
horse-power would be the work actually accounted for by 
the wat.er lifted. On an average lift of 40 feet this 
would be {'quivalent to 1,650 cubic feet per second, or 
sufficient for 412,500 acres of land. At Rs. 10 per 
acre for annual charges this would amount to 41 t lakhs, 
and would permit of a capital expenditure of at least 
3 crores of rupees, probably It much larger sum than 
would actually be needed. 
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I have drawn attention to the possibilities atten
dant on the utilization of ;vater-power for pumping 
purposes because, ultimately, I think they will be 
realized on an exceedingly big scale; but that day is 
yet distant, and the business"of immediate practical 
importance is the smaller scheme,~ which I have out
lined in this note. They involve but a small expen
diture; each one, started and proving Ruccesflful, adds to 
the store of information wp must gathpr about under
ground water, and placps us in a position to ensure that 
in subsequent undertaking" the risk of failure wilt be 
a constantly diminishing quantity. The exceeding 
simplicity of working, chamctpristie of good oil engines, 
and their remarkable economy in the matter of fuel, 
has changed the conditions under which water-lifting 
can be undertaken. It is nece>,sltfY to reconsider -the 
position and demonstratp by practical working, that 
the primitive applianee,; of the ryot can be superseded 
by methods of water-lifting so greatly superior as to 
open out entirely new possibilities regarding the 
utilizfttion of Ruhterranean water. 



CHAPIfER IV. 

IRRIGATION WITH OIL ENGINES.* 
I. 

The problem of lifting water from one level to 
another presents many phases and under certain condi
tions calls for the higheo;t engineering skill and 
mechanical ingenuity. The Datives of India, as the 
result of the accumulated experien\.~e of centuries, hav!:' 
with the Per,;ian wheel, the mhote, the piccotah and 
the ba~kf·t scoop, reached a high degree of perfectiou 
in their method" of applying animal or human power 
to the raising of water for the irriglltion of small patches 
of ()ultivation. Over and over again the defects of 
native appliances have led to attempts being made to 
improve them, and especially in recent years a very 
large number of patents have been taken out for water
lifts by all sorts of people. Some of the"e by dint vf 
advertising have met with ephemeral sncce,;s, but in no 
instance has a modern water-lift survived the test of 
time. The piccotah and the mhote, each in its own 
way, are better suited to the conditions UDder which 
the Iudian ryot works than any of the more efficient 
but more complex machines fer raising water which 
have been devised. 

Thl-' experiments which the Government of Madras 
are DOW undf'rtaldng to test the feasibility of employing 

* The Madras Mail 1905. 
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modern motors and pumps for irrigation on an exten
sive scale have attracted a great deal of interest 
thronghout the Presidency, ~s evinced by the corres
pondence which from time to time appears in most of 
the daily papers. A careful perusal of the letters which 
have been published shows that .. ery little is known 
ahout the qUE'stion and that most E'rroneous views 
prevail everywhere. It is thereforE' proposed in this 
and in future artic](>s to state, as far a;;; possible in 
simple and non-technical language, the facts rf'garding 
the .possihilities of the varioui' forms of motive power 
which can be emploYf'd in this eountry for the purpose 
of raising water. 

The millions of wells scattered all over thE' country 
attest the e~ormom: importance of well-irrigation, but it 
is estimated that throughout thE' length and brE'adth of 
India not morE' than 1 per cent. of the total rainfall is 
rE'covered from thE' watE'r stored benE'ath the soil. A 
survey of the wells of the PrE'sidency rE'YE'als the fact 
th:lt by far the great majority yield a supply of water less 
than or just sufficient to keep 'l si.ngle water-lift at 
work. That is to say. the capacity of the wells is 
determined by the cRpacity of the means employed in 
unwatering them at thf' time they Wf're sunk. :!\'[ore 
powf>rful pumping appliances wonld haVE' f'nahled a much 
greater depth to have been ohtained, and it is unquest
ionable that the available quantity of water would in 
consf>quence have been enormously increased. It must, 
however, he fully recognised that the effect of pumping 
on a large scale will be to lower the level of saturation; 
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a.nd the amount of work which will have to be done to 
obtain a larger supply of water will be greater in pro
portion to the quantity obtained than at pre~ent. It 
therefore follow,;, that if improved methods of doing 
work are to be successful they must be not only more 
powerful but also very much cheaper. 

From experiments which havp, been made in 
various places it appears that the cost of raising water by 
native method~ is by no means ~o cheap a~ is genE'rally 
supposed. ExpE'rience extending over many years at 
the Agricultural Collpge, t3aidapet, has pnablpd the 
authorities there, to state that they were able to raise 
4:,000 c. ft. of water I foot high for 1 anna, which 
means roughly that the cost of irrigating ali acre of 
land to a dE'pth of 1 inch from a well 25 ft. deep is 
about Rs. 1-8. This may ()P accepted as thE' cost of 
irrigation under favourable condit.ions in normal years. 
But in seasons like the present the cost of kt>eping 
cattle in good condition and tit for the IlPavy work of 
water-lifting is more than doubled, and it would be 
certainly within the mark to ~ay that at the present 
time to lift an acre inch of water from 11 well 25 ft. deep 
costs more than Rs. 3. It is, therefore, almost impos
sible to obtain accurate figures regarding the cm;t of 
native methods of lifting water. It is always a heavy 
item, but it is difficult to express it in currency terms. 
It varies materially from year to year, and unfortu
nately in dry years when water is most wanted, then 
the high price of fodder makes the cost of water-lifting 
extremely heavy. 
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Now, with mechanical appliances the conditions are 
much more favourable. T~e seltsons do not affect the 
price of fuel, and though throughout the year interest 
chargei' have to be paid and a man must he kept to look 
aftl'r thl' engine, yet when the rainfall is favourable and 
little water is required the cost of running and the depre
ciation are Vf~ry small. On the other hand, in times of 
drought when the quantity of water required is very large, 
it is pasy to run the engine for longer hours to obtain a 
much larger supply, and the extra cost of doing thi!! 
is usually more than compensated for by the enhanced 
prices which the products of agriculture then yield. 

From the expt'riments which hay!" been in pro
gress throughout the Jast tnrt'E' Yf'ars it has been 
possible to ohtain fairly accurate figures regarding the 
cost of raising water with oil engines and pumps: But 
any attempt to compare these figures with those which 
would have been obtrtined hrtd nativE' appliances been 
uspd if":renclE'red almo~t imp0ssible owing to the extreme 

difficulty in estimating what would have been the cost 
of cl.oing work under such conditions., I "hall certainly 
not (lVPfstate the case in favour of the oil engine and 
pump when I claim that they are capable of doing the 
work at 'ess ihan one-half the cost of native methods; 
3nd this too when the scale of working is unfavourahly 
small. Where the area to be irrigated is large aud the 
supply of water abundant, there is no comparison he
tween the two methods. To lift 500 c. ft. a second, to a 
height of 15ft. with cattle power is outside the region 
of practicaJ workin~; ""t it presents no difficulty wbat-
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·ever to the engineer and, in a comparatively short 
time, those interested in b the adoption of these new 
methods of rai~ing water will be abJe to see an instalJa
tion of t.his size at work in the Kistna District. The 
larger the units with which we can work, the greater 
the economy that can be effected. The difficulty with 
motors and pumps is to get them to work cheaply 
when the volume of waLer available is small. 

Tlle statistics of weli irrigation in this Presidency 
show that the average area under each well is only 2i 
aerf'S, and that therefore tlw quantity of water taken out 

probably does not amount to more than the one
hundredth of a cubic foot pl"l' second, or, say, 12 gallons 

per minute during the working hours of the day. Many 
wells an', of c<)UfSe, cfl,p~lhle of yif'lding a much larger 
supply than this, but few have a capacity sufficient to 
give full employment to eVf'n the smallest size of 
engine Rnd pump which it. is cOll:"idered advisable to 
instRl]' It mnst Tiot, however, be imagined that 
because such WE'lls do not E'xi,:j- they could not be COll

structE'd if it. werE' Rdvantageous to do so. Enquiries, 

supplemented in some cases by experiments, during 

the last few months have placed beyond doubt the fact 
that wells yielding large yolumes of water can be 
obtained over considerable areas of country. And 

perhaps wbat is still more important, it bas been 
ascertained that there are large supplies of water 

available in many nullahs and streams which could be 
used for irrigation by the application of adequate 
pnmpiug power. It would be unwise to attempt to 
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estimate the extent to which in the future it is possi
ble that engines might be l~sed for pumping, but it 
seems clear that there is room for the profitable em
ployment of a very large number of such installations. 

II 

In a report on water-lifts written in 1896, I said :

"Steam pumping machinery iR utterly beyond the 
means of the ryot, and the force of the wind is too 
uncertain, and in general in India it is too weak to be 
profitably utilised by windmills, even of the most 
modern type. Animals are therefore the only source 
of power available, and water-lifts in future must con
tinue to be, as they always have been, worked by cattle." 
In the main this is still true, but within less than a 
decade the advances, which have been made in the 
generation of power by internal combustion engines, 
have been so extraordinarily rapid that it is quite 
possible now to compete with cattle whenever the work 
to be done is as much as would require the services of 
three or four pairs of oxen. hxpressed in engineering 
terms, the work done by an average pair of cattle may 
be taken as one-fourth of a horse power, which is equi
valent to the lifting ofl33 gallons per minnLe from a 
depth of 25 feet. At this rate balf-an-acre of land will 
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be covered to a depth of one inch in about 6 hours; or, 
to put it in the language Jf the ryot, a pair of oxen 
can water half-an-acre of land a day, and the cost of 
watering will amount to Rs. 1-14-3 per acre. 

Now a Hornsby-Akroyd oil engine, developing 
3i h. p. and employed to drive a 3-inch centrifugal 
pump, will do as much work as 15 pairs of cattle if it 
be run for 16 hours a day. In this time it will cover 
nearly 8 acres with water to a depth of one inch and 
as the running expenses will be Rs. 3-8-0 the cost of 
watering each acre will be only seven annas. So that 
where there is an adequate supply of water the cost of 
pumping is only one-fourth that entailed by doing 
the work with cattle. '\Then the supply of water is 
insufficient to keep such an engine and pump running 
for 16 hours a day, the cost of working will'be greater; 
and when the pump can only run for two hours a day 
the cost of lifting water will he the same by either 
method. The average discharge of the pump may be 
taken as 11,000 gallons per hour; so that roughly the 
minimum supply of water which should be available, if 
an engine and pump is to be installed with advantage 
is 45,000 gallons per day, or sufficient to give one 
watering to 2 acres of land. Of the more than half-a
million wells, from which water is drawn for irrigation 
in this Presidency, comparatively few would be able all 
the year round to yield the minimum supply required; 
but even if the number were only one per cent. we 
could profitably employ something like 5,000 oil
engines and pumps. Whether one per cent. of the 

5 
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wells are capable of yielding the supply of water 0 

not, it is impossible to say, il>S there are no data to g( 
upon; but it is almost certain that a very muel: 
larger percentage of wells than this could, at f 

comparatively small cost, be improved so as to yield a 
good deal more than the minimum quantity of water 
required. All that is necessary is to deepen them and 
to pump out the water from a lower level, 1')0 that the 
gradient of the subsoil watf'f flowing to the well may 
be increased. 

The smalle~t size of centrifugal pump, which we 
can conveniently pmploy for irrigation work, is one 
having suction and delivery pipes of 3 inches diameter. 
Pumps of smaller size than this are madf', but owing to 
their smail diameter thpy have to be run at a very high 
speed, and the friction of thp water, both in the pump 
and the piping, absorbs a very large proportion of the 
power, and their pfficif'ncy i3 extremely low. In 
general, the efficiency of centrifugal pumps increases 
with their size, up to a certain point, provided that the 
lift be not too small. 

A 3-in. pump will deliv>'r 11,000 gallons of water 
per hour, and if till" inflow to 11 well were equal to that 
amount, the daily yield of water should be more than a 
quarter of a million gallons, which is six times the 
minimum quantity required. An inflow of 2,000 
gallons per Lour is sufficient to make it worth while to 
install an engine and pump, but it will be necessary to 
provide sufficient storage capacity to enable the water 
to accumulate fit the bottom of the well till it amounts 
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to a sufficient volume to make it worth while to run 
the engine. This is what' has been donp at MelroRa
plJra.m, where, to ~tart with, the well was 21 ft. in 
diameter and 21 ft. deep, with 't {~entral bole 15 ft. in 
diameter and i ft. deep, the latt»r capable of holding 
7,70G gaJ]onR of water. Observation" showed that the 
rate of lwrcolat.ion into t.he well decreased very rapidly 
if the water ro~e above the rim of Lhp cpntral hole. To 
pump out the central hole took ;,bout an hour, and 
then the pngine had to be stopped till it filled again. 
Both storage capacity and percolation area were 
materially increased hy running adits horizontally from 
the bottom of the well. The total Jength of these ad its 
waH ~8 ft. and their average width 2 ft. and, as they 
WPI;P about 5t ft. high, they ht'ld when full, 4,575 
gallons of water. It waR desirablt', howfover, to increase 
the storage capacity considerably beyond this, and 
accordingly a new well, 30 ft. in dialnt'>ter was sunk a 
"hort distance from the original well and thf' two 
connectf'd by prolonging one of the adits. The total 
area at the 10weRt level from which water iR drawn is 
now 1,044 Rq. ft., and with 5ft. depth in the well, the 
storage capacity is nearly 33,000 gallons, or sufficient 
to keep the engine running for three hourR without 
taking into account the percolation during that time. 
The advantage of this large storage capacity ba~ been 
fully realised during the last few months when, owing 
to the long drought, the rate of percolation into the 
well has fallen as low as 1,500 gallons per hour. By 

allowing this to accumulate, it has been possible to 
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extract, with fair economy, every drop of water that 
• could possibly be obtained an~ to keep the cultivation 

going on about 12 acres of land. This very small 
quantity of water, supplemented by the local rainfall~ 
has proved sufficient to keep the crops in fair condition~ 
though it is probable that the outturn this year will 
not be as favourable as usual. 

Where the height to which water has to be raised 
is small, engines of les~ than 3~ h.-p. may be employed. 
A 2 h.-p. engine will drive a 3-in. centrifugal pump on 
a 12 ft. lift, and this is about the smallest cOJIlbination of 
engiue and pump which can be used with profit. The 
advantages of a large "torage capacity seem to have 
been fully realised by the ryots, and many of their 
wells have a much larger storage capacity than that 
which has been provided at Melrosapuram. Tn not" a 
few cases, by going deeper a much larger volume of 
underground water will become available. The depth, 
from which: ryots draw water, varies considerably in 
different parts of the country and is probably deepest in 
Coimbatore and the Ceded Districts, where it is not 
uncommon to lift water from a depth of 40 ft. So far. 
in Madras, centrifugal pumps have not yet been 
employed on lifts exceeding 40 ft., but at the Coimba
tore Jail an oil engine is driving a pair of plunger 
pumps which lift the water 75ft. As experience ac
cumulates we shall probably find it profitable to go 
deeper and deeper and there is no reason why with 
centrifugal pumps we should not be able to profitably 
lift water to a height of as much as 100 ft. 
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Since these irrigation experiments were started, a 
very large number of prop~sed sites for pumping stations 
have been investigated, and the greatest difficulty ex
perienced, in working out profitable schemes, has not 
been the height to which it was necessary to lift water, 
but th~ expensive arrll.ngements which were found 
necessary to I;ope with the enormous variations in the 
water-level at different seasons of the year. Fluctua
tions of 40 ft. or 50 ft. are not at all uncommon where 
the water supply is derived from river beds or nullahs ; 
and even in wells the range may be not farlshort of this. 
With centrifugal pumps the maximum length of the suc
tion is about 25 ft., and up to that limit the variations 
in the water level give no trouble; but beyond that point 
special designs must be employed . 

. Another difficulty, which we have encountered in 
our investigations, is the very gradual slope of the land 
between the place where water can be obtained and the 
place where it ('an be utilised. This entails the con
struction of high earthern banks to carry water over 
the low ground, or the elIlJlloyment of iron pipes 
in which th~ water can be carried und~r pressure. 
Either expedient is costly and there is no alternative 
except when large qoantities of water have to be dealt 

with. Then, the difficulty may be got ~over by divid
ing the total lift into stages and employing two or more 
sets of engines and pumps, one at each stage. This 
plan has been adopted at the pumping station which is 
DOW under construction for the experimental farm on 
the' Hagari Rivf'r, in the Bellary District. In this case 
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a 25 horse-power engine and 10-inch pump lift the 
. water from the river a vertical height of about 16 ft.; 

'" and it is then carried about a mile from the river bank, 
the channei gradually getting into a deep cutting, till, 
at a convenient point, ::luch water as is required for the 
irrigation of the high level land is lifted out by a 
second engine and pump. 

III 
Makers of centrifugal pumps invariably state their 

capacity in gallons per hour; but in dealing with 
irrigation work the units are inconvenient, and it is 
preferable to emplo~l a unit of volume rather than ant" 
of weight. Engineers in India have adopted the cubic 
foot per second abbreviated into "cusec," which is 
admirably adapted for dealing with the discharges of 
canals or channels of large systems of irrigation .• In 
America, where the farmer's influence predominates in 
irrigation works, the acre-inch or acre-foot, that is to 
say, the quantity of water which will COVE'r an acre of 
land to a depth of an inch or a foot, is the unit most 
commonly employed. Now, a cusec is equal to 
3,600 c. ft. per hour and an acre-inch is E'qual to 
3,630 c. ft., so that for practical purposes a cusec flow
ing for one hour is equivalent to an acre-inch. 

It has already been statE'd that for irrigation work 

it is not convenient to employ anything smal fer than a 
3-inch centrifugal pump, and that such a pump is capa
ble of delivering half a cnsec, or sufficient water to cover 
an acre to a depth of one inch, in two hours. Our 
experiments have also Jed to the conclusion that unless 
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a well can supply sufficient water to keep the pump 
running for four hours a d~y, it will not be worth while 
installing an oil engine to lift the water; that is to say, 
the minimum yield of It well must be two acre··inches 
or 7,260 c. ft. per day. 

The question, t.herefore, whether a well will yield 
sufficient water to make it pay to put down an engine 
and pump is not a difficult one to answer, if observa
tions are made on the well at the right time of the 
year, or better still if observations are made on the well 
two or three times during the year. Applications are 
very frequently made to me for the expres8ion of an 
opinion as to the possibility of obtaining sufficient 
water from a well, and as the experiments to obtain 
data for framing an answer are extremely easy to 
carry out, I propose to ·detail at some length what 
should be done so that any intelligent person may be 
able to obtain an answer himself. 

The rate of percolation into a well depends 
partly on the depth of water standing in the well. 
If no water is drawn from It well for several days, the 
level of water in the well will be the same as the level 
of the wat.er in the surrounding strata, and a state of 
equilibrium will be established. Immediately water is 
removed from the well, the lewl sinks, the equilibrium 
is disturbed and water from the surrounding strata 
begins to flow into the WE'll. Obviously, the lower the 
water level in the well is depressed, the more rapid 
will be the inflow, and the maximum will be reached 
when the well is quite E'mpty. 
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Quite recently I was aHked by the Court of Wards 
whether certain wells on the-)estate of a Minor would 
yieJd enough water to make it worth while to put 
down an engine and pump. One of my assistants was 
sent down to make a survey of the place and to carry out 
the experiments necessary to obtain some notion about 
the quantity of water which could be obtained from 
the wells. A brief account of what he did, the results 
he obtained, and the deductions which have been 
drawn from his observations will exemplify the way in 
which we endeavour to solve such problems. 

He found that there were two wells about 250 
yards apart, both approximately rectangular and sunk 
through decomposed rock. The northern well was 65 
feet long and 35 feet broad, with a water surface of 
2,200 sq. ft. It was possible to bale water out of the 
well with two mhotes, which were worked together and 
the combined capacity of which was found to be 8 c· ft. 
When baling was started the lift was 17'22 ft. and the 
cattle were able to lift 224 buckets in the course of 
the first hour. A gauge, reading to feet and decimals 
of a foot, was fixed in the well and arrangements were 
made to count the number of buckets lifted each hour 
and to record the level of the water at the time. 
Baling was carried on continuously for 41 hours, at the 
end of which time it was found that the cattle were 
not able to lower the water level in the well any 
further. Starting with 224 bw:kets per hour, with a 
lift of 17'22 ft. the number decreased to 144 buckets 
per hour when the water was raised 24.32 ft. The 
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results recordl"d have been plotted in diagrammatic 
form and I find that from -'~he start, till the water level 
was lowered to 24 ft., theinflow increased proportionately 
to the lowering of the water level, but that from this 
point onward!' the rate of increase I was more rapid 
being from 424 c. ft. per hour with a level of 24 ft. to 
576 c. ft. per hOllr when the water level was lowered an 
additional 4 inches. 

Beyond this the experiment unfo~tunately could 
not be carried as no further pumping power was avail
able. There was still 3ft. of water in the well and the 
inflow would have proba.bly gone on increasing if this 
could have been removed. I have therefore expressed 
the opinion that the well will yield sufficient water 
to justify the establishment of an engine and pump, 
though I am not prepared at the present time to say 
how much water can be counted upon. That is a 
mattf'r which only the experience of two or three years' 
irrigation will enable us to decide. I have advised 
that a 4-in. pump should be fitted up and driven by 
an engine of sufficient power to lift the water from 
a depth of 35 ft. below the present discharging 
level. This would enable t.he well to be def'pened, if 
necessary, another 10 ft. and would undoubtedly in
crease the flow into the well. The pump will lift about 
3,000 c.ft. per hour and will be capable of dealing with 
the inflow to the well under existing conditions in 
about five hours a day. It is impossible to say how 
much larger an inflow will be obtained when the well 
is deepened, or whether it will continue for any length 
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of time, as after the rains are over the subsoil water
level gradually sinks, and in la corresponding way the 
inflow to the wells decreases. Where extensive pump
ing is carried on it seems obvious that these changes 
will take place more rapidly and that a very consider
able volume of rock may be drained of water during 
the year by a deep well. In this case, if we assume 
that the well is deepened to 36 ft. and that the 
surrounding strata contain 10 per cent. of water, the 
pump, if worked for eight hours a day, will in the 
course of 200 days, which may be taken as the interval 
during which time the subsoil water receives no re
plenishment, drain an inverted cone of rock about 
2,270 ft. in diameter at the ground level. At first 
the diameter of the cone will be small and the hydrau
lic gradient st,eep. so that percolation will be rapid, 
but as the water is drawn off from the rock the base 
of the cone will extend and the rate of inflow will 
diminish. 

The southern well on this estate is very nearly 
square, the dimensions bf'ing 55 ft. by 52 ft. and the water 
surface 2,800 sq. ft. Baling was carried on for 51 houn; 
with the result. that the water level was lowered and 

the lift was incrpasf'd from 22'36 to 28'6 ft., when the 
water level remained constant under a draught of 
465 c. ft. per hour. With a similar depression ot the 
water level in the northern well the inflow was only 
360 c. ft. per hour, so that, if anything, this well is like
ly to yield more water than the northern well. It is 
probable, therefore, that a 4-inch pump might also be 
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installed in thi,; well with great advantage. After a 
time the pumping from cue well will begin to affect 
the inflow to the other and the total quantity of water 
raised from the two wellR will be not much more than 
that which would be obtained from either of them 
separately, assuming that the other is not worked. In 
this case I have suggested that only one engine should 
be installed, and that it should be placed in the well 
more conveniently situated for the irrigation of the 
lands belonging to the estate. If this well be deepened 
sufficiently it will almost certainly drain the other 
well. 

These two \\'ells are of a type common enough in 
this country. If sunk to a sufficient depth they may 
safely be reckoned to yield a moderate supply of water 
for a fairly long time. J n ordinary seasons the ryots 
draw from them but a small proportion of the water 
which might be obtained, but in dry seasons, like that 
we have just experienced, the whole of t1e water supply 
is made use of. Many of these wells are very old and 
have passed through a nu:::nber of abnormally dry sea
sons, so that they have reached thE' maximum depth 
that it pays to sink them when the water has to be 
drawn from them by cattle-power. As a rule, on exami
nation they arE' generally found to contain a consid
erable quant.ity of silt, and the fact that this has been 
allowed to accumulate through a number of years 
seems to indicate that the ryots find that it does not 
now pay them so well as it formerly did to lift wat,er 
from a great depth for well cultivation. This evidence 
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is not very conclusive by itself, but it is borne out by 
the fact that all over the country, wages, food and 
fodder are steadily rising in value and the cost of 
raising water is therefore increasing. The value of 
produce is also rising, but, whether at an equal rate or 
not., it is difficult to say. What seems to be more 
cert.ain is that the soil is becoming exhausted 
and that either poorer crops are raised or more money 
has to be spent on manure. 

In the coast district8, wells are sunk through beds 
of alluvium till watpr-bearing sands are reached. The 
rate of percolation in sucb wells is usually very slow, 
on account of the compact nature of the sand, and as 
the wells have to be constructed by sinking cylinders 
of brick-work they are seldom over 20 feet in diameter. 

Consequently, they po~sess but little storage capacity 
and engines and pump" can be used only in a few of 
them. \Vhere thpse water-bearing sands are within 
a moderate distance of the surface the best way to 
get a large supply of water from them is to make 
an open excavation, and at the bottom of it sink a 
number of wplls in a line, connecting the wells one 
with the other by iron pipes, which can be worked 
through from well to well if the intervening space be 
not too great. The wells from which Mr. Panduranga 
Moodelliar is pumping water near Cuddalore belong to 
this typP. He started with one well, 12 feet in 
diampter, and bas sun k alongside it. a sf'cond well 20 ft. 
in diameter, and now he proposes to sink a third 
well so as to obtain an increased arf'a of percolation 
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and a large storage capacity for water. His wells are 
already 36 feet deep ami frrther progress is barred by 
the fact that they now rest on a bed of clay. Under 
this bed of clay, which has been proved to have a 
thickness of morp than 50 feet it is not at all impro
bable that water-bearing sands or gravels may be met 
with, and it is quite possible that by sinking the bore
hole to a sufficient depth we might obtain an artesian 
or sub-artesian supply of con~iderable volume.* 

In old river beds the sand is often much coarser 
and yields water very freely. In such placo"s there is 
but little difficulty in getting sufficient water for pumps 
of even considprable size. The chief difficulty lies in 
constructing the wells, which require to be of large 
dimensions so as to give a sufficient area for perco
lation. If the wells are HmaU thE' water level will have 
to be lowered to produce sufficient flow to feed the 
pump and the ineoming water brings sand with it and 
speedily fills up the well. A pumping station at a 
well of this type has recpntly started work llPar ViIlu
puram and a second one will shortly be installed at 
Pandur, near Trivalur. 

Wells which derive their water supply from fissures 
or springs are extremely numerous in certain parts of the 
Presidency. Many of them are of great depth and storage 
capacity, but the quantity of water they yield depends 
entirely upon the nature of the water-bearing fissures 
which are met with. The volume (If water, which a 
well will yield. can be measurerl in the way already 

• Vide" Irrigation by Artesian Wells." 
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described; but beyond the actual figures obtained 
nothing of any value can be deduced. As a general 

'rUle, deepening the well will open new fissures and 
bring in a larger supply of water, but this is not 
neceRsarily always the case, and information obtained 
from borings furnishes no indication as to what will 
happen. In some cases holes have been" jumped" at 
the bottom of these wells with long iron jumpers, and 
fairly big charges of dynamite have been exploded in 
them with extremely satisfactory results. New fissures 
have been opened and an increased water-supply 
obtained. As yet we know very little about sub
terranean water in this Presidency. In course of time 
the records from pumping ,.tations will add very largely 
to our information; but in order that we may fully 
avail ourl'eJves of the water-supply which can be got 
at a reasonable depth, boring must be carried out on 
a very extensive scale. 

IV 
The experiments in irrigation by pumping, now 

going on in various parts of this Presidency, are an 
attempt to introduce into the country new methods of 
working which have lwen rendered possible by the 
enormous advances which bave been made during recent 
years in the methods of producing power. The applica
tion of the steam-engine to pumping water for irrigation 
or drainage is no new thing. In some instances it has 
been done on a Jarge scale. Along the Nile, in Egypt, 
and in the Western and Southern Coast ,states of America 
steam-engines and pumps have been largely used for 
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irrigation work; whilst in the Fen Districts of England, 
in the marshes of Italy, aLd the low lying tracts of 
Holland, they bave remedied the natural defects of the 
drainage, and vast quantities of water have been raised 
at a comparatively small cost. In India the steam-engine 
and pump have been occasionally used both for irri
gation and drainage, but, as a rule, the work never 
proceeded beyond the experimental ;;tage, as the scale 
on which operations were conducted was too small to 
make it pay. 

Fully five and twenty years ago the Otto gas
engine proved a practical rival to the steam-engine 
when small amounts of power were required. But 
such engines could only be used where a supply of gas 
was al'ailablE'. The obvious field open to an engine of 
the internal combustion type which would be inde
pendent of a town gaR supply, led to thE' production of 
the earlier typE'S of oil-engine. One by one the practi
cal difficulties connected with their working were 
overcome, and for sOJne years past it has been possible 
to obtain motors, suitable for agricultural work, which 
could be placed in the hands of people possessing 
very little mechanical skill. 

Compared with the steam-engine the oil-engine 
is extremely economical. A ~mall oil-engine 
uses no more fuel per brake horse-power devel
oped than the largest and most economical type of 
steam-engine. The steam-engine will develop power 
on a large scale very economically in places where coal 
is cheap, but in small engines, even where fuel is 
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cheap, the efficiency of the process by which the heat 
of combustion of the fuel is "converted into work is so 
very low that the cost of power generated in them is 
extremely high. In large engines, a brake horse-power 
can be developed by burning from 1 to 1 i Ibs. of good 
coal in the boilers, but in small portable engines, such 
as are frequently used by contractors for driving 
centrifugal pumps, the quantity of fuel required per 
brake horse-power varies from 6 to 10 lb~. On the 
other hand, small oil-engines can be run with an 
average expenditure of I pint of kerosine oil or liquid 
fuel per horse-power hour df'\'eloped. So long as kerosine 
oil and liquid fuel were expensive, the advantages of 
the oil-engine were not apparent; hut at the present 
time kerosine oil can hf' purchased lit from 4 to 8 anIlas 
a gallon and liquid fuel is available in Madras* for 2 
~nnas a gallon, or R~. 30 a ton. 

In thf' beginning the ga~-eTJginf' was only suited 
for small powers and was workf'cl witb comparatively 
rich gas. The discovery that an extremf'ly poor gas, 
which could be manufactured in enormous quantities 
at a very low rate, could be utilisE'd with advantage in 
the gl1~-engint' led to the production of engines of 
large power; and now at thp prE'sent day engines up 
to 5,000 horse-power are being worked with producer 
gas or the waste gases from blast furnacE'S. Still more 
recently it has teen discovered that the gas-engine can 
be combined with a small gas producf'r, in whieh the 
gas is manufactured according to the demand of the 

* The price 18 now As. :!.\! per gallon or it •. 41~ per ton. 
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engint>. These plants, which work on the suction principle, 
have, within the last two '"Ir three years, proved an un
qualified success and for al! but the :,mallest powers ar ... 
likely in the future to be more than rivals of the oil
engine. Cnfortunately they require either anthracite 
coal, coke or charcoal, and the ordir.ary bituminous coal 
which is available almost everywhere is not suitable. 

The items which go to make up the cost of run-
ning a pumping plant are

(1) Fuel. 
(2) Stores. 
(3) Interf'"t and deprt'ciation. 
(4) Repairs. 
(5) Superintendence. 

The relative importallce of these varies greatlYr 
depending upon the type of motor employed and the 
local conditions as regards supply of fuel and cost of 
labour. Tbe reason why irrigation by pumping with 
the oil-engine is proving successful is due to the fact 
that not only is the cost of fuel low, but the running of 
the engine can be entrusted to intelligent coolies who 
have received a little special training. As the demand 
for oil-e!gine drivers is steadily growing we have 
established a training class for them in the School of 
Arts, and the idea is to supply a course of training 
lasting for six months, the pupils being sent up to 
learn the work from the yillages in which they will 
subsequently drive engines. If a fitter is employed 
to drive an engine he usually requires from Rs. 15 to 
Rs. 20 a month pay; but if a local man receive~ 

6 
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sufficient training to run the engine and know!!! how to 
kef>p it clean and in good ",working order, he will do 
just as well and will be content with, and in fact will 
consider himself well off, on Rs. 7 or Rs. 8 a month. 
At the present time· there are about 200 engines of 
different kinds at work in this Pre"idency, and the 
majority of these are, so far as my information goes, 
in th" hand~ of people who are paid but little more 
than ordinary coolie wages. 

The can I'enience of, oil-engines as a source of 
power has marIe them extremely popular all over 
the world, and there are a large number of manufact
urer3 who make a speciality of the"e motors. 'Vhen 
kerosine oil is med as fuel there is bnt little to choosil 
between them, th(' better ('ngines being the more 
highly prief'd ; but kerosine oil is expf'usive \\:hen com
pared with t.be liquid fU1:'1 whieh is amilf\ble in :Madras' 
and which is f'qually suii:able for genl:'rating power, if 
the engines are spf'cially adapted for it. Till some time 
last year there were only two types of E'ngilles on the 
mllrket which would work satisfactorily with liquid 
fuel; viz., the Diesel Engine and the HornRby-Akroyd. 
The former is undoubtedly thE' beEt and mORt economic
al oil-engine which has been produced, but its initial 
cost is very high and it would certainly not be safe to 
trust it in the hands of the class of people we are em
ploying as oil-engine drivers. Moreover, from a purely 
commercial point of view the economy in fuel con sump-

* November 1905, Six years later the number of oil-engines 
in the Madras Presidel:!cy is estimated to be about one thousand, 
of "hich probably 500 are driving pumps. 
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tion is more than counterbalanced by the extra cost of 
the labour to look after it !tnd by the increased interest 
charges entailed by its high price; so that for engines 
of below 40 or 50 horse-power its use is only to be 
recommended where skilled mechanics must be employed 
irreRpective of the type of engine in use. In the School 
of Art.s we have an 8-horse-power Diesel Engine at 
work which runs very sati~factorily when it is in good 
working order; but ill so small an engine the mecha
nism of the valves is rather delicate and they are a 
source of considerable trouble. 

ThE' Hornsby-Akroyd engine works on a totally 
differi'nt principle and engines of as small as 2 horse
power can be obtained which work very well. Last 
yea"{ the master patent on the engine expired, with the 
result that the principle of working has now been 
adoptt'd by many makers of oil-engines; and it is no 
longer true. as it was last yt'ar, that the Hornsby 
engine is the only one on the market which will work 
with liquid fuel. When it was selected as the type of 
engine to be employed in these irrigation experiments, 
it wa~ the only one available, and thongh now there are 
others, it still stands first in the estimation of those 
who have most to do with them. In 1 gOel, Mr. Dugald 
Clerk, probably the greatest living authority on oil and 
gas-engines, delivered the James Forest Lecture to the 
J nstitlltion of Oi viI Engineers, his subject being" Inter
nal Combnstion Motors." In the notes appended to hi" 
address he remarkR ae follows regarding the Horm;by 
heavy oil-engine :-
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" This engine is the most extensively USE'd of all 
the' hpavy' oil-engines of t~~e world, ME'ssrs. Hornsby 
having built many thousands of them in England. The 
success of this engine shows very clearly that it is often 
better to be content with a lower heat efficiency in 
order to obtain a practical engine free from delicacy of 
construction and easily kept running under the most 
adverse conditions." 

With the new cheap fuel engines of other makers 
I have no practical experience. Some of them may be 
as good, but it is certain that none of them are better 
than the Hornsby engine, which for the present has 
been selected as the standard engine to be used in all 
irrigation pumping installations, the funds for which 
are provided by Government either directly, or through 
the operation of the Agricultural Loans Act. Not only 
it: there nothing to be gained by introducing a mUltiplic
ity of types, but very considerable advantages accrue 
from the fact that the whole supply is in the hands of 
one firm. It becomes an important part of their 
business and it is well worth their while to devote their 
attention to it, to stock parts which occasionally 
require renewing and to attend to repairs and bre-ak
downs with the least possible amount of delay. Later 
on, when pumping engines are in common use all over 
the Presidency, there will be plenty of room for 
several types of engine, but at present this i3 not the 
case and rapid development is only to be looked for by 
concentration of effort along one line. It must not be 
imagined for a single instant that the best results can 
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be got from an oil-engine by a driver who understands 
no more than the purely mechanical details of working • 
it. A good deal of skill, knowledge and experi;nce 
are required to set up these oil-engines and to adjust 
them to their work; but when once adjusted they 
ought to remain in good running order for a long time. 
The idea underlying our system of working is that 
when an engine, ceases to work satisfactorily it should 
be ov!:'rhauled by a thoroughly skilled and competent 
mechanic. Our experience during the last two or 
three years tends to the conclusion that pumping 
work is exceedingly hard upon an oil-engine, and that 
unless it is in perfect working order the results are 
unsatisfactory. 

V 
'The main reasons which led us to select the Horm:by

Akroyd engine for pumping water for irrigation were 
(1) the simplicity of the working parts of the engine; 
(2) the fact that liquid fuel could be used in place 
of the more expensive kerosine oil; and (3) the 
general excellence of the design, workmanship and 
materials of its construction. As in most other oil 
and gas-engines, the working cycle is effected in two 
revolutions. At the commencement of the cycle the 
piston is at the back end of the cylinder, the air valve 
is open and as the piston moves forward, the cylinder 
is filled with iresh air. At the same time the oil 
pump injects a jet of fuel into the hot vaporiser 
behind the piston, where it is converted into vapour. 
During the return stroke of the piston the air ill 
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compressed in the cylinder and driven through the 
contracted opening between tlie cylinder and the vapor
ise! into the vaporiser itself, wnere it mixes with the 
oil vapour. The capacity of the vaporiser is so adjusted 
that when the piston has completed the re~urn stroke, 
the pressure and temperature of the mixture of oil 
yapour and air are such that an explosion takes place 
and the piston mows forward, making the working 
stroke of the tngine. Just before the COlIllMtion of 
this stroke the exhaust Yalve opens and the burnt gases 
pass into the exhaust. During the Hecond return 
stroke, the piston drives out of the cylinder all the 
burnt gases, and the exhaur;t valve cloees as the air 
valve opens for the next cycle. It will thus be seen 
that energy is generated in the engine and work done 
on the piston during only one stroke out of four. 
During two strokes the piston is running almost fn'e, 
and during the fourth ;;trol{e it is working againbt a 
gradually increasing back pressure. It is obdous, 
therefore, that a fairly heavy fly wheel is neces~ary for 
steady running. 

To start the engine, a lamp is used to heat the 
vaporiser to a temperature jUl>t below rpd-hpat. This 
takes from 5 to 10 minutes, depending on the size of 
the engine. After that the heat generated by the 
succei'sive explosions in the cylinder maintains t.he 
vaporiser at a Ilufficiently high temperature. Tb('\" 
working parts of the cylinder, and the neck connect.
ing the vaporiser with the cylinder, are kept cool by 
means of a water jacket, through which watt>T is con-
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stantIy circulating. The hotter the cylinder the greater 
is the thermal efficiency, ~but the smaller is its capa": 
city for doing work, as when the cylinder is very i hot 
a less weight ~of air is drawn into the cylinder and 
therefore a less weight of explosive mixture is formed. 
Provided the vaporiser iil kept hot enough to produce a 
-well-timed explosion, the cooler the cylinder the_ 
greater the amount of power which can be generated 
by an engine; and in this countr}', where it is difficult 
to obtain cold circulat.ing water, it is desirable to have 
sufficient water pa~sing through the jackt\t~ so that t.he 
temperature is not raised beyond what is bearable to 
the hand. With pumping instal1ation~ it is easy to 
obtain a wfficient supply of water, and instead of em
plo'ying cooling tanks, flS is the common arrangement 
when oil-enginep, are utled in Workshops and Factories 
we generally employ either a small auxiliary pumps to 
force water through the jackets, or, where the irriga
tion water is raised above the level of the engine 
cylinder, a hranch pipe takes off from a small tank 
which is kept full by the main pump. A cock or valye 
on this pipe enables tile flow of water through the 
jackets to be adju~ted so as to obtain a satisfactory result 

The liquid fuel we are using in these engines is 
obtained fmm Messrs. Best and Co., the local Agents 
of the Asiat.ic Petroleum Company. It comes from 
Borneo, and is similar in character to what is known as 
asta,tki on the Ru~sian oil-fields. It is the residue 
which is left aftt'r the light!:'r oils have been removed 
by distillation. Usually it contains a small percentage 
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of water, which gradually settles at the bottom of the 
storage tank, and it rpquirLls to be carefully filtered 
before running it into the engine tauk. If that is not 
dom', the very fiue passage through which the oil is 
squirted into the cylinder invariably chokes with dirt 
of :-lome kind. This liquid fuel is of high specific 
gravity and generally range,.; between 0'95 and 0'97. 
A sample, which was analysed, proved to have a speci
fic gravity of 0'967, the flaslling point was 206) F., 
and the heating value was 19,050 British thermal 
units, which is from 5 to 10 per cent. less than that of 
ordinary k<>l'osine oil. 

Our experience with the working of these engines 
extends altogether over a period of about fi\'e years, 
ann we find that they are subject to very little depre
ciation on account of wear and tear. Certain p~rts 
require from time to time to be renewed, and if this be 
done the engine remains practically unaffected by use 
and is as good after five year's work as when it was first 
put in. If the engines are properly looked after, 
repairs and renewals cost very little; but even when 
they are badly treated the amount of hnrm done js 

surprisingly small. The vaporiser, which is a separate 
casting bolted on to the back of the cylinder, lasts, 
when the engine is not overloaded, from one to two 
years, and then requires to be renewed. In the brasses 
of the connecting rod there is a certain amount of wear, 
and they also from time to time require renewal. But 
when the engines are kept properly clpaned this should 
be at fairly long intervals. The pump spindle is also 
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.subject to wear, especially when the glands are too 
tightly packed, wbich Wiltl be found to be frequently 
the case with native drivers: hut this is a very small 

matter. At very long intervals it is probable that the 
cylinder liner will require renewal, and more frequently 
it will b~ nece~sary to insert new piston rings. None 
of these items are very costly; and it may be safely 
said that if an engine is hpt in good running order, 
and renewals made from time to time as they are 

required, ih: life will be indefinitely prolonged, and it 
is hardly necessary to set aside anything for deprecia

tion. When liquid fuel is med in the engine, a deposit 
of carbon forms in the vapori«er, which it is necessary 
to remove after about 12 hours running. To enable 

this, to be done the back of t.he vaporiser can be taken 
off, by unscrewing two nuts, and the interior exposed 
to view. When the engine is properly adjusted to the 
work which it haH to do, and the temperature of the 
vaporiser is not too high, this deposit of carbon is soft 
and friable and very easily removed; but if the engine 
is allowed to work with a red-hot vaporiser, the carbon 
deposit is extremely hard and somewhat difficult to 
detach from the rirs of the vaporiser. 

It is extremely important that there should be no 
air in the pipe between the pump and the spraying 
nozzle, as this causes a practically continuous stream 
of oil to dribble into the vaporiser, when there ought 
to be only a short sharp jet lasting for a small fraction 
of a second, and q nite complete before the compression 
stroke begins. This is a very common defect in the 
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working of these engines and one which gives rise to II 

great deal of trouble, althou~h it is easily remedied. 
In the earlier patterns of engines the clearance 

space, when the piston is on its back centre, can be
varied by altering the effective length of the connect
ing rod. But in the later patterns of engine the con
necting rod is of fixed length, and a special adjllstablf:>
cover is provided, whereby the volume of the c:learance
can be varied. The larger the clearance space, the 
lower is the compression pressure and the higher the 
temperature necessary to obtain a satisfactory explo
sion. In practice, we find that with liquid fuel the 
compression pressure should amount to from 50 to 
60 lbs. per square inch to ohtain satisfactory results. 
'~Then this pressure is not reached, a larger quantity of 
fuel has to be injected into {he engine and the 
tempE-rature of the vaporiser be')omes ,'ery high. Often, 
when the engine is called upon to develop it" maximum 
working horse-power, th" vaporiser gets so hot that the 
explosions take place befof'" the end of the stroke and 
a very incom'enient back preRsure is set up which 
seriouS'ly diminishes tbe powel' of the engine and 
causes it to lose speed, 

For the pumping installations which we fir~t put 
down, it was considered desirahle to keep the capital 
outlay as small as possible, and accordingly, engines 
were provided which, to do the work required of tbem r 

necessitated the generation of their maximum horse
power throughout the great!'r part oftheir running time. 
Experience has shown that this is not altogether 
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satisfactory and it is desirable to allow a fair margin, 
as in pumping water the bad never varies except that, 
when emptying a well, it gradually increases from 
start to finish. 

The amount of power which can be generated by an 
oil-engine of a giYen size is atlE'eteu very considerably 
by the height above sen-level of the place in which it is 
worked, and oil-engines require careful adjustment for 
the elevation, if the leyel be more than 2,000 or 3,000 
feet above the sea. In the high ranges of the hills in 
Southern India, where oil-engint"s are llst'd for dri \'ing 
tea factories and coffee pulping machinery, the loss of 
power due to the rarity of the atmo~phere mu~t amount 
to as much as 20 per cent. eyen when they are jJroperly 
adjl!sted and a sufficient terminal pressure is reached at 
the end of the compression stroke. When this is not 
attained they can never work satisfactorily and the fuel 
consumption must alway;; be extremt'ly high. In 
practical working it is doubtful if the Hornsby engine 
i,. quite as economical in fuel consumption as some 
other types of engine, as the simplicity of the method 
of ignition is to some extent purchased by sacrificing 
thermal efficiency. A high compression is conduci\'e 
to efficieney, but if it exceeds a certain amount in the 
Hornsby engine, then pre-ignition takes place with bad 
result. 

The practical management of these engines is 
extremely simple, and can be entrusted to intelligent 
coolies who blwe recei\'ed a short course of instruction. 
'Yhere the load on tbe engine mries considerably, it i~ 
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desirable to vary the stroke of the pump so as to adjust 
the fuel supply to obtain as l1learly as possible an ex
plosior. at every stroke. When the engine is working 
satisfactorily the go\'ernor sleeve should be just floating 
and occasionally the oil supply should be cut off. The 
lubrication of the engine is a very important matter 
and a serious item in the to~.al cost of running it. 
The lubricators should always be kept in good working 
order and the best oil that is procurable at a reasonable 
price should be employed. Nothing better than a good 
mineral oil can be used, but they are comparatively 
expensive, and an engine can be run fairly well with 
{)flstor oil for the main bearings and a mixture of 
cocoanut and kerosine for lubricating the cylinder. 

VI 
The rivalry between the makers of oil and gas

€ngines as sources of motive power is keener now than 
at any previous time and except for very small instal
lations it is difficult to ~ay which is be~t adapted for 
pumping water for irrigation. For. installations re
quiring less than 10 h.-p. it will, I think, be generally 
accepted that a cheap fuel engine of the Hornsby type 
cannot be surpaKsed, wherever liquid fu~l can be ou
tained at a rate not much in excess of Rs. 45 a ton. 
In the south of India the great majority of our pump
ing stations will be under 10 h.-p. and with liquid 
fuel available in Madras at 2 annas a gallon,or Rs. 30 
a tOD, there are not illany places where it will cost 
more than Rs. 15 a ton for carriage from :.'\Iadras. 
When more than 10 h.-p. is required, the gas-engine 
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n conjunction with a suction gas producer using char
coal as fuel is likely in son~e instances to proye a more 
satisfactory method of obtaining power. 

l\Iany years ago, in the early day" of the gas
engine, their u~e wa~ greatly extended by Mr. Emerson 
Dowson, who invented a method of manufacturing gas 
suitable for generating power which was \'ery much 
cheaper in working than the ordinary coal gas manu
factllred in towns for illuminating purposes. In his 
producer a jet of steam under pressure was introduced 
beneath the fire bars of a closed furnace, and was 
arranged so as to serve as an air injector. The 
mixed air and steam in fairly definite proportions 
passed between the fire bars and through a m!lSS of 
incandescent fuel, resulting in ille proJection of large 
vol~mes of gas consisting mainly of a mixture of nitrogen, 
carbon-monoxide and hydrogen. Yalueless as an illu
minating gas, it was admirably adapted for g-as-engines 
and the yery economical results obtained with it gave 
a great impulse to their development, and to-day it is 
employed in a very large number of plants. The 
system is simple, but requires a boiler in which steam 
under a pressure of from 30 to 50 lbs. per square inch 
is maintained and a gas holder in which the gas is 
stored till required. Obviously, therefore, it requires 
a certain amount of skilled supervi~ion and is not 
adapted for working on a small scale. The fuel used 
must be anthracite of a good quality, aud this further 
limits the field in which it can be usefully applied. 
These disadyantages have been fully recognised by 
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gas-engine makers, and in their efforts to meet tbe 
ever increasing competition ~f oil-engines they have 
succeeded in making enormous improvement in the 
methods of manufact,uring gas, and haye finally suc
ceeded in producing plants which in conjunction with 
gas-engines are likeiy to ohtain a final victory. 

The suction gas producer plants now on the mar
ket require no boilers, no ~as holders, and can be worked 
without skilled labour. From an Indian point of view 

tlley po~sesH the further ad vantage that they can easily be 
manufactured in the counlry by existing engineering 
firms, and they can be worked with charcoal, of which 
large quantities could be readily furnished hy the Forest 
Depal'tlllPnt if there was a steady demand for the same. 
Apart from the po~sibility of obtaining cheap supp'lies 
of li!Jllid fuel from Bnrma, we are at present entirely 
dependent upon foreign SOllrces for our oil-engine fuel, 
and, though it may be a lllinor matter, yet it is not one 
to be altogether disregarded, that the suction gas pro
ducer sol ves the problem of ohtaining a cheap supply 
of power without haying' to go outside tbe COUll try for 
the fu>;l llsed ."; 

Of suction gas producers the number already on 
the market is very large; but, like bicycles, there is 
not much difference between the productions of the 
various makers, and most of them may be reckoned 

• Suction gaB producers are now made which can be worked 
with wood. With a llJecnanical arrangement fot' separating the tar 
from the gaB before it enters the engine they are eminently satis
factory and where wood is chpap they are very economical. The 
smallest size ordinarily made is suited for an engine of about:35 
horse-power. 
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upon to do satisfactory work. Essentially they consi~t 
of a vps~el containing wate~ which is kept boiling after 
the apparatus is once started by the hot gasps coming 
from the furnace. The air, which is drawn in, passes 
?V£'l' thiR wat£'l' and th£'nce into the elDRed ash pit of 
the combustion chamber. Pas~jng through the mass 
of incandescent fuel the water vapour i~ decomposed 
and hydrogen spt frep. The oxygen of the air and the 
oxygen from the water combinE' with the carbon of 
the fuel and prodllce cllrbon-dioxide and carbon-mon
oxirle. ThE' former is valuelE'ss, but the lattf>r is the 
principal somce of energy in the resultant mixture of 
gases. From the combustion chamber the hot gases 
;up clrawn round tllP boiler already mentioned into a 
cl)ke scrubber. where the dm,t and solid practicles are 
fpmoved hy Uw action of wate<continuously trickling 
oyer thE' coke. A tar separator f()IJows ;md then j he gases 
pass to II ~mall re8cn'oir, genf'rally known as the anti
ftuctuator, aml tlwnce to the gas-eng·ine. Tn start 
the mannfacture of gas, a ,milll hand fan i8 provided to 

drive the air throllgh the Apparatus; and the products 
of combustion are allowed to escape pa~t a valve into 
the ~himney, till the apparatus is beginning to yield 
gas of sufficiently good quality to drive the engine. 
The hand fan is then stopped, the \'Rive to the chimney 
cloFed and the engine started. Thenceforth, air is drawn 
through the producer by the mction action of the piston 
of the gas-enginp, and the quantity of gas generated 
is e.mctly that required to meet the demands of the 
-engine. Pumping water is almost an ideal load, as it 
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remains either constant or is a steadily increasing- one. 
In the producer apparatus, ~'hen at work, the pressure 
is always less than atmospheric; there is therefore no 
danger of escaping ga~e~, and the steam generator 
being at the same pressure is in noway a source of 
danger if neglected. 

The usual fuel is anthracite, but where this cannot 
be obtained at any reasonable price, good bard coke 
or charcoal may be employed. The gas producer 
must be looked upon as part of the power-generating 
plant, and for any given size of engine the producer 
mnst be of corresponding capacity. It is possible 
to obtain these suction gas plants of yery sma!l size, 
but they are much more costly than oil-engines of 
corresponding power, and it is doubtful if they are so 
economical. The lowest limit of size seems to be about 
10 hon;e-power, and tlw largest at present ill use
are capable of generating about :Wo horse-power. ·With 
anthracite coal, the consnmption of fuel per brake horse
power is extremely small, and in practical working 
medium sized plants may be safely reckoned upon to 
yield one brake hor~e-power hour per pound of antbmciter 

or per ponnd and a quarter of coke. Properly carbon
ised charcoal will give about the same results as good 
coke, and it will be a safe estimate to assnme the one 
ton of good charcoal will gi\'e 1,500 b. h.-p. hOllrs. 

The cost of charcoal in India varies a good deal. In 
Madras at the present time it is about Rf:. 25 a tODr 

but in large quantities it will probably be possible to· 
secure a supply for H~. 20 a ton. 
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Some years ago there was a discussion as to the 
possibility of manufact?,ring iron in the Salem 
District from charcoal, and Mr. C. W. Brasier, who was 
then Forest Officer in that District, estimated that 
charcoal could be manufactured on a fairly large 
scale and deli"ered at a distance of ten miles for 
Rs. 8-8 a ton. This was probably a sanguine estimate~ 
but there is very little doubt that in most parts of the 
Madras Presidency it woula be possible to obtain 
charcoal at Rs. 15 a ton, if there was a steady demand 
for it. This means, that for one rupee we can obtain 
100 brake horse-power hour". -Using liquid fuel in an 
engine of about the same capacity, we could hardly 

expect to work with lesB consumption per brake horse
po\ver hour than four-fifths of a pint. This would 
mean that 100 Drake 11or:-ie-power hours would require 
80 pint,.: or i 0 gallons of liquid fuel, which in Madra;, 
would cost Rs. 1-4-0 and in mo"t places Rs. 2. 
Roughly, thf'rf'fore, we may say that under favourable 
conditions the fuel charges for a suction gas producer 
plant are about one-half those of a Hornsby oil-engine. 
The other items which go to makl" up the sum total of 
the working expenses are not very different in either 
case, though the capital outlay for a suction gas pro
ducer plant and gas-engine is about 20 per cent. greater. 

It will thus be seen that the popularity of the 
suction gas producer rests upon a thoroughly sound 
basis, and although as yet but few ofthem have reached 
India, anyone requiring power, whether in small or 
large qaantities, would be wry ill-advised not to COll-

7 
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sider the claims of this comparatively new method of 
obtaining gas suitable for rrotive purposes. Within 
tbe Jast few weeks a plant of this description bas been 
installed in the Mount Road to drive a dynamo for 
electric lighting work. Since it was started I have 
bad it under careful observation, and I have come to 
the conclusion that it can be run as easily as an oil
engine at a slightly smaller cost. 

As a typical instance where a suction gas producer 
plant can be installed with advantage I may cite a 
case which was re!:ently under investigation. At the 
foot of the hills in the Godavery District a naiurallake 
of considerable extent has been formed by the gradual 
closing up of the mouth of a lateral valley by silt 
deposited during floods in the river. It is estimated 
that this lake is capable of mpplying sufficient writer 
for 500 acres of land, and I have recommended tbe 
installation of engines and pumps to lift the water out 
of the lake to a hpight sufficient to command the land. 
Three sources of motive power were practicable, (1) 
Diesel engines, (2) Hornsby oil-engines, and (3) gas
engines. The third was finally selected, because, it 
involved the owner of the land in the smallest annual 
outlay. Within a "hort distance from the pumping 
station are situated considerable tracts of forest land 
which belong to him and from which he can obtain 
supplies of charcoal at a very low cost. By working 
his forest systematically be can obtain enough charcoal 
from an acre of land to supply power mfficient for an 
acre irrigation. This is a very satisfactory result, as 
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there is scarcely any doubt that the forest land will 
greatly improve by sY!lter.'\atic felling. The suction gas 
producer is comparatively new to India, but there is 
scarcely any doubt that it has a great future in front 
.of it. 

VII. 

In conclusion, it is necessary to discuss briefly the 
methods by which the power generated i" actually 
applied to lifting water. This part of the business is 
open to treatment in great detail. But the discussion 
iH mainly one for technical papers and is not susceptible 
of popular treatment. The simplest and cheapest 
method of lifting water is by means of the centrifngal 
pump. But, unfortunately, the centrifugal pump as 
ordinarily installed is by no means an efficient machine. 
The lo~s of power ranges from 60 per cent. in pumps 
with a 3-in. suction pipe to 45 per cent. in pump" with a 
suction pipe 10 or 12 inches in diameter. ::\lore favoura
ble results than this are frequently claimed by makers 
of centrifugal pumps, but it is doubtful if in ordinary 
practical working they are ever realised.'" A centrifugal 
pump with a 2-in. suction pipe would be a most con
venient size to employ 011 a very large number of wells 
in this country. But the efficiency is extl'elllf'Jy low, 
aml on a lift of 30 ft. probably three-fourths of the 
power put into the pump would be wasted. The cen
trifugal pump as an irrigation machine has never been 

• There haH been lllarl:eu iWl'l'o"clllent jh the cfhei~ncy ~f 
centrifngal pumps since the alJOl'e was written pumps can and now 
be obtained with efficiencies l'aoging from over 60 to 75 per cent. 
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studied with sufficient care, but it is likely that this 
omi~sion will be remedied in""'the immediate future as 
both in California and India the matter has been taken 
up and a great deal of preliminary work done. 

Of the loss of energy which occurs in centrifugal 
pumps when they are worked, part is lost in the pump 
chamber itself, and part in the suction and delivery 
pipes; and the proportion that the latter bears to the 
former is often a considerable one. Where the level of 
the water which has to be lifted fluctuates a great deal, 
the ordinary centrifugal pump can only deal with it 
when the range of level is not greater than the suction 
height of the pump. In ordinary practice this is 
limited to 20 ft., but if the foot valve ill carefully 
designed so as to present but little obstruction to the 
flow of water and if the suction pipe is of suffici~nt 
diameter to carry the water at a moderate H'locity, it 
is possible to work with the suction length as great as 
28 ft. For instance, the ordinary 3-in. pump has a 
3-in. suction pipe, and the pump should be placed not 
more than 22 ft. above the minimum water level. But 
if a 4-in. pipe be employed with the "arne pump, the 
suction height can be increased to as much as 28 ft. 
and the loss of energy in working the pump correspond
ingly decreased. In many wells in the south of India 
the leyel of water fluctuates a great deal more than 
this and may amount to as much as 40 or .'50 ft. In 
such cases it is most convenient to use a centrifugal 
pump with a horizontal propeller supplied with power 
through a yertical shaft. Such pumps may be 
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-employed with 'j, suction pipe from 25 to 28ft. long 
and can therefore be easily fixed when the water is 
moderately low and they will work perfectly sat,is
factorily when submerged. The engine is placed near 
the mouth of the well and the vertical shaft in the 
pump carries a pulley fixed in position so that it can 
be driven by the engine through a quarter twist belt. 
This arrangement is somewhat expensive on account of 
the necessity of keeping the shaft in perfect alignment; 
tut it is very simple and the cheapest way of dealing 
with large quantities of water. In America, where 
water is often raised from grt>at depths, tht> vertical 
shaft and the horizontal pump are very commonly 
employed with the best possible results, and in not a 
few: cases the shaft is dri ven by an electric motor either 
mounted direct on the uppt>r end of the shaft or at 
,,;ome little di"tance off and driven through a quarter 
twist belt. 

Where the quantity of water to be lifted is not 
very large, bucket pumps might be employed with 
great advantage. In this matter also we must look to 
America mainly for examples to copy. English 
practice in the matter of pumps is exceedingly good 
and substantial, but it is generally too expensive. 
What is wanted in this country is for the local engineers 
to manufacture a class of pumping machinery which 
avoids the flimsiness so frequently apparent in American 
designs without running to the other extreme, a~ is the 
case with English makers. It is inevitable with 
pumps of this type that they should be expensive and 
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heavy when compared with centrifugal pumps; but, on 
the other hand, this disadvar.tage is to a large exte.nt 
compensated for by their superior efficiency, as it is
not difficult with a lift of 40 ft. or more to obtain a 
return in the water lifted of 80 per cent. of the energy 
put into them. That such pumps have not been 
used hitherto is mainly due to the fact that they 
require a good deal more skill in the design and erec
tion of them. But now that the matter has been taken 
up by Government, it is reasonable to hope that this
difficulty will disappear. In selecting a pump for 
irrigation work, the question of efficiency is of extreme 
importance. It is often better to pay two or three 
times as much for a more efficient pump, as it means 
that a smaller engine can be used to drive it and ~he 

saving in cost of the engine may be sufficient to pay 
for the extra cost of the pump. The final result is that 
the working expenses are diminished by the smaller 
amount of power which has to be generated to drive 
the more efficient pump. 

The majority of wells in this country do not yield 
a sufficient supply of water to make it worth while 
employing engines and pumps; and, as in most places 
where well irrigation is extensively carried on, there 
are numerous wells in close proximity to one another; 
it has been frequently suggested that it would be pro
fitable to employ a portable engine and pump, which 
might make a daily round, lifting out the water from 
a number of wells. This is by no means impossible; 
but the plant will be costly and will require skilled 
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men to Rupervise it, so that it is hardly likely that it 
could be done with any p.'ofit. 

A more practicable plan, but one which has not 
yet been tried in this country, will be to put down a 
central power station and distribute energy to a oon
siderable number of wells ill the neighbourhood. There 
are at least three ways in which this could be done. 

(1) On the oil fields in America it is a common 
practice to work a number of deep well pumps by wire 
ropes attached to a large eccentric driH'n by an oil or 
steam-engine. On the Kern VaHey Oil 'Field in 
Southern California I saw in some instances the pumps 
of more than a dozen wells heing driven by one 
centrally situated engine, which, through a pair of 
bevel wheels, drove a vertical shaft carrying two eccen-
trics, to the sheaves of which wire ropes radiating in 
all directions were attached. The shaft made about 
15 revolutions a minute, and the eccentric throw bein~ 
about 12 inches gave the pump a stroke of 2 ft. Tb~ 

wires were suspended in ~l ingR attached to cross arms 
on woodt'n poles and the pump, conlrl be workt>d 
satisfactorily up to a distance of half a mile from the 
engine. It will not be difficult to adapt this system to 
well irrigation in India, and there are hundreds of 
places where clusters of wells could easily be found and 
from which sufficient water could be obtained to give 
employment to engines of considerable power. 

(2) Electric motors and pumps might be installed 
in each well and the energy supplied to them from a 
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central power station.*' This system is hardly applic
able on a small scale but cou~tl be used with great ad
vantage where there are a large number of wells. 

(3) At a central power station the engines might 
be used to drive air compressors and the power distri
buted through pipeH to wells, in each of which would be 
installed a Pohle air-lift. This system is better adapted 

to tube wells which are carried to a great depth. But it 
is also possible to adapt it to wells sunk in beds of sand 
where the fluctuations in the water level at different 
seasons of the year are not very great. The air-lift is 
extremely simple, and if properly designed, is fairly 
efficient. It has been extensively used both in Europe 
and America; aud under certain conditions it mi ght 
be advantageously employed in irrigation work . 

• A scheme worldng on these lines has been started by the 
Theosophical Society in the Adyar to the South of Madras. 



CHAPTER V. 
') 

IRRIGATION FROM ARTESIAN WELLS. 
In the third section of the article on " Irrigation 

with oil-engines " I wrote :*_H The wells from which Mr. 
Panduranga Moodeliaris pumping water near Cuddalore 
derive their water-supply from beds of sand near the 
Rurface. He has started with one well 12 ft. in 
diameter and has sunk alongside it a second well 20ft. 
in diamett>r anj now he proposes to sink a third wt>II 
so as to obtain an increased area of percolation and a 
large storage capacity for water. His wells are already 
over 30 ft. deep and further progress is barred by the 
fact that they now rest on a bed of clay. Under this bed 
of clay, which has been proved to have a thickness of 
more than 50 ft., it is not at all improbable that water
bearing sands or gravels may be met with, and it is 
quite possible that by sinking the borehole to a 
sufficient depth we might obtain an artesian or sub
artesian supply of considerable volume. " 

It is interesting now t to be able to report that 
Mr. Panduranga Moodeliar has employed some well
borers from Pondicherry to test the truth of this con
jecture, with the result that it has proved correct. At 
a depth of 84 ft. from the surface he struck artesian 
water which rose in his well to within 14 ft. of 
the level of the ground. At first the supply was 
very copious and a considerable volume of sand and 

* In 1905. t In 1906. 
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mud was brought up with it, but after a few days 
the supply decreased and Jthe water came up clear. 
The internal diameter of the tube is 7" and 
the discharge amounts to 140 gallons per minute 
or, say, 200,000 gallons per day. During the day 
time, while the engine and pump are at work, 
the water is kept down in the well so that the mouth 
of the tube is free, but as soon as pumping ceases the 
water begins to steadily rise in the wells and the static
level, or the level to which the water rises when none 
is drawn off, is 14ft. below the surface of the ground. 
This is, therefore, what is usually termed a sub-artesian 
supply. As Mr. Panduranga :\loodeliar's engine and 
pump can easily deal with a discharge of 300 g!lllons 
per minute, I have advise:l him to put down two more 
7" boreholes in his larger well and this he has 
agreed to do. As the well is 31 ft. deep at the 
place whl"re the borings will be started, it will only be 
necessary to carry them down slightly over 50 ft., and 
the C{)st of doing thi~ will be about Rs. 100 for each 
borehole. 

A~ already stated, the well-boring operations were 
carried out by men from Pondicherry, and from them we 
learnt that a very large number of artesian we1ls are in 
use in the country south of Pondicherry for irrigation 
of paddy crops. It is, I believe, well known that 
there are a number of artesian wells in Pondicherry, 
and the general impre~sion regarding these sources of 

water supply is fairly accurately stated in the Report 
of the Irrigation Commis~ion, in which the Commission-
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ers mention that they have received information re
garding 11 artesian wells" in Pondicherry yielding Il 
total supply of 5~ Cllsecs. No allusion is made to any 
irrigation under these wells and I think the general 
impression, which I haye hitherto shared, is that the 
artesian water-supply in Pondicherry and its neigh
bourhood is not of much importance. That this is
erroneous will be seen from the following facts which I 
gathered during a brief visit to the French territory in 
company with Mr. Panduranga Moodeliar. The road 
from Cuddalore to Pondicherry crosses the Ponniar 
river about a mile and a half out, and almost immedia
tely begins to wind its way through alternate French 
and British villages. For some miles on either side of 
the road the country at this time of the year is dry 
and 'barren, but almost immediately after passing the 
Cu~toms House, which is six or seven miles from 
Cuddalore, patches of bright green paddy are to be seen 
and beyond the Kilinjar river the greater part of the 
land on both sides of the road is under cultivation and 
presents a strange contrast to the burnt-up fields which 
here and there intervene and which can be seen all 
along the road in the far distance. Leaving the main 
road beyond the Kilinjar river we inspected a number 
of wells in various villages, and as we were accompani
ed by two well-boring maistries and by the owners of 
most of these wells, we were able to get fairly accurate 
information regarding them. All the wells are bored 
the same diameter, viz., 7 in., and in dE'pth they vary 
from 150 to 250 ft. The tubing is made of sheet iron 
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riveted together in lengtbs of 4 ft. and the ryots 
measure the depth of a well by the number of tubes 
employed. One of the best weBs we saw had been 
sunk to a depth of 184 ft. and apparently yielded a 
supply of about half a cubic ft. per second. The irri
gation under it was said to he 20 acres, and the cost 
of putting down the well Rs. 300. The water in many 
of the wells appears to contain salts of iron as the 
channels flowing away from them bore evidence of this. 
In one village, Pudnkuppum, there were 10 wells, and 
in another village, Kilinji-kuppum, there were 12 
wells, the total area under irrigation in these two 
villages being 1.50 acres, or an average of about 7 acres 
per well. One of the well-boring maistries, Manika 
Gownden by name, informed me that he had learnt 
the trade from a man brought to Pondicherry by' the 
French Government, and that during the last 10 or 12 
years he had sunk between 200 and 300 wells, whilst 
the other maistry claimed to have put down independ
ently 210 wells. These figures mayor may not be 
correct, but I am quite certain that there are many 
hundred~ of wells to the south of Pondicherry and that 
probably more than a thousand acres are under irriga
tion from them. I was told that there are a considerable 
number of people engaged in well-boring and that about 
25 sets of well-boring apparatus are in use. No at
tempt has been made anywhere except in the well 
belonging to the Anglo-French Textile Company at 
Pondicherry to increase the natural flow of the wells, 
and the result is that most of them yield only a com-
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paratively small quantity of water. It would seem 
that the greater number of Ivells are in French territory 
but there is also a considerable number in the British 
villages scattered throughout the country bet.ween the 
Ponniar and the Kilinjar RiYerl'. 

One or two attempts to obtain artesian water 
have, been made in Cuddalorf> ; but they ended in 
failure, or supposed failnrp, because no water 
rose aboye the level of the ground. Mr. Panduranga 
Moodeliar's boring on the banks of the Ponniar River 
shows that the bpd of artesian water is of en,)rmously 
greater extent than has higherto been suppo'led, but 
that in its southern extension the pressure is not 
:mfficient to bring the water ahove the level of the 
ground. Although the number of boreholes which 
have been put down is very considerable, the quantity 
of water drawn from these sands is by no means large, 
and it is probable, nay practically certain, that by 
pumping it could be enormously increased. The vil
lagers told me that in the rainy season the wellR yield 
rather more water than in the hot weather, but that 
there is no great difference in the yield throughout the 
year. 

The value of this water-supply depends very much 
more upon the fact that it is constant throughout the 
year than upon its actual volume. But, unfortunately 
the poverty and indolence of the ryots precludes them 
from making any use of its perennial character. Usual
ly, where artesian water is available, two crops of 
paddy are grown and the land is heayily manured with 
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castor cake. There seems to bEl scarcely any doubt 
that, if a number of srn .. lI pumping stations were 
installed throughout this tract of country, several 
thousand acres might be brought under sugar-cane 
cultivation and the wealth of the people enormously 
Increased. There are no large landholders, and in
dividual ryots are quite unable to undertakE' the opera
tions neccessary to fully utilise the value of these stores 
of subterranean water. 

When a well yields more water than the owner re
quires for tile irrigation of his land he sells the reRt to 
bis neighbours, taking one-third of the gross produce 
of the land in return for the water. Possibly some 
such 8y~tf'1l1 as this might be adopted on a large scale, 
but it would be better if it were undertaken by private 
enterprise than through any Government agency, as 
not only would it be necef'sary to find capital for the 
pumping machinery but also fo), adVanCI'R to the 
ryots to .. nable them to undertake improved methods 
of cultivation. Where water is supplit'd to the ryots 
by pnml>ing, the cost is naturally gre'lter than when it 
comes from a tank or channel, though it is always very 
much let'S than that which the ryot incurs when he 
bales out water from a well by means of a picottah or 
rohote. Nevertheless, he is extremly unwilling to pay 
a water rate which may amount to Rs. 15 or Rs. 20 
per acre per annum, although this is very much les"l 
than he i~ actually paying when he employs coolies or 
cattle to lift water for Lim. In tbe one case he ha~ to 
pay money down, and the ryot dislikes parting with 
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money, whilst ill iJ.e uLber the payment is made 
in kind and is usually r part of the produce of 
the land itself. The introduction of the v(tram 
;:ystem seems to be the most likely way in which 
it will be practicable to bring to the aid of 
the ryot capital which would be freely available be
fore ready means of applying it can be devised. 
Sugar-cane cultivation offers the most favourable field 
for experiments in this direction, and the country 
round Cuddalore possesses unusual facilities for the 
growth of such a crop. 

The cretaceous deposits of Pondicherry are well 
known to geologists and have been the subject of 
several learnpd memoirs, but the artesian water-supply 
dprivable prpsumably from the extemion of these beds 
hal'! not received the attention which it deserves. I 
have no information as to the po~ition or the area of 
the out-crop of tLese water-bearing sands, yet from an 
economic point of view it is important that these 
should be thoroughly investigated, so that some esti
mate may be formed as to the capacity of the subter
ranean reservoir. 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE VALUE OF WIND-MILLS IN INDIA. 
Previous to the ad\'ent of the stE'am-engine the 

wind-mill was held in high repute as a means of ohtain
ing motiw power, ami it W:IS largely med for grinding 
corn and for raising water for the drainage of low lanus. 
The old fashioned mill was cumbrous and eXllensive, 
and, as a rule, it was so hf'ayily loarled that it only 
worked in strong winds. The dimdvantages attendant 
on its use were many and serious and it is not surpris
ng that it fell into disrepute. Subsequently the inyen-

tion of the dynamo and the electrical accurm.lator 
again drew the attention of Engineers to the wind as 
a source of energy and the mOllern 
engine was gradually de\"elopecl. 
based upon the cOD\'el'sion of the 

aermotor or wind
The expectations 

power of wind into 
electrical energy and its storage in acc:um ulator, h:1\'e 
not been realized mainly became of the largE' capital 
outlay im'olved in the plan. But a field for the use of 
wind-engillPs has been found in employing tbem to 
pump water eitllE'r for domestic purposes, for drainage 
or forirrigation, and at the present day many thousands 
are doing useful \vork in the~e directions. In no part 
of the world would there be more scope for them than 
in India where million:" of cattle are daily employed in 
raising water from wells for the irrigation of land, but 
unfortunately, they are too expensive for the individual 
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ryot., and there is a generally prevalent idea that the 
wind-currents in India Jre too light to make the 
amount of energy deri\"able from them of any material 
value. 

About two years ago I wa~ asked by the Board of 
Revenue to furnish them with information reg1uding 
the utility of wind-mills for irrigation work, and as 
there Wll~ no trustworthy information available, I pro
posed to ~fessrR. Parry &: Co., the ~ladras Agents of 
the Chicago Aermotor Company, that, if they would 
place an aermotor at my disposal for purely experi
mental work, I would undertake to collect and place 
on record the obsen·atiom. After consultation with 
their principals in America, it was settled that a 16 ft. 
aer'!lotor mounted on a 70 ft. tower should be handed 
over to me to experiment with and the Board of Rev
enue agreed to furnish the neces~ary funds. 

A new aermotor wa~ accordingly sent out, and I 
had it put up in the compound of the School of ArtR, 
Madras. An attempt was made to sink a well, but the 
sub-soil proved so unsatisfactory that the well was 
abandoned and a masonry tank 10 ft. ~qt1are and 5 ft. 
deep wa~ con::;truct.ed under the aennotor tower. It 
was originally intended that the aermotor should drive 
a rocking lever at the ground level, to which lever two 
pump rods were to be attached, one working an 8-in. 
pump, the other a 6-in. pump, both to be fixed 25ft. 
below ground level in the well. But when the well 
had to be given up it was found impracticable tQ 
arrange for driving two pumps except at a greater 

" 
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expense than wall warranted and only the 8-in. pump 
was fixed in the tank. 

The object of the experiment was to ascertain the 
quantity of water which the wind-mill would lift to a 
certain height every day in the year, aud as there was 
no necessity to use the water for any purpose it was 
decided that the pump should be arranged to lift the 
water 25 ft. and allow it to fall back into the tank. 
To obtain the information required, a tacheometer was 
fitted to the pump to record every stroke, and to 
obtain the quantities of water lifted, it was only neces
sary to ascertain, as accurately as pos~ible, the delivery 
of water per stroke. To do this, another tank 10ft. 
square and 5 n. deep was built above the level of the 
ground and the water di,::,charged from the delivery 
pipe was carried to it by a two-inch main fitted to'the 
bottom of a wooden funnel into which the water lifted 
by the pump was discharged. 

The aermotor and tower were bolted together 
horizontally on the ground and were then lifted into a 
vertical position by means of a derrick. Tha plan 
followed was the very ingenious one devised by the 
Aermotor Company, but it gave us a great deal of 
trouble, as the tower, though it has proved to be amply 
strong enough in the erect position, was not well adapt
ed to resist the strains brought upon it during the 
process of lifting, notwithstanding the fact that the 
instructions of the Aermotor Company were carefully 
carried out in regard to the addition of temporary bracing 
to resist the _bending stresses. The wind-wheel was 
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geared down to work the pump in the ra,tio of 31 to 1. 
The diameter of the pump Was 8 inches, and the length 
of the stroke 16 inches, so thll,t the theoretic discharge 
Df the pump was 2'9 gallons per stroke. Carefnl experi
ments repeated a great number of times by recording the 
number of strokes required to fill the measuring tank 
showed that the average quantity of water delivered 
by each stroke of the pump was 2'5 gallons or 86 per 
cent. of the theoretic delivery. After preliminary 
experiments a daily record of the work done by the 
wind-mill was kept from the end of ::\Iarch, 1902, and 
readings of the tacheometer were taken every morning 
at 8 A.M., at mid-day and at 4 P.M. It was at first 
intended to set up an anemometer to record wind 
veloc,ities, but after careful consideration of the matter 
it was finally decided to dispense with the anemometer 
readings and to obtain all the information regarding 
the wind movements from the Observatory in Madras 
which is situitted not much more than a mile away_ 
The aermotor was 70 ft. above the ground and well 
above the influence of obstructions to the wind caused 
by buildings and trees, and as the whole eo:mtry, for 

miles round, is a practically dead level plain, it was 
thought that, considering the observations were to be 
~xtended over a long period of time, it would be better 
to accept the Observatory anemometric determinations 
than to admit a new set with instruments not RO care
fully calibrated as those of the Government Obser

vatory. 
Tte aermotol' has now been in operation for more 
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than one year and sufficient information has been 
obtained to decide the question as to the suitability of 
these machines for irri_gation work in India. Mr. R. 
LI. Jones, the Deputy Director in charge of the Madras 
Observatory, has been kind enough to furnish me with 
a copy of the Observatory wind records for the whole 
year, and this statement gives not only the daily wind 
velocity in miles but also the movement of the wind 
in miles for every hour throughout the year. He has 
also been kind enough to furnish me with other data 
regarding wind movements in India of which, as will 
be subsequently seen, considerable use has been made 
in this paper and I am greatly indebted to him for his 
courtesy in this matter. Mr. J. Cook, of the Central 
College, Bangalore, and Director of Meteorology in 
Mysore, has also been kind enough to send me 
valuable extracts from the records of his Observatories,. 
and I am glad to acknowledge my indebtedness to him 
for the same. 

It seems unnecessary to publish the whole of the 
data which haye been collected, but as a sample of the 
records for the whole year, Table I summarizes the 
results of the observations made during the month of 
June. 

To determine the ratio between the work done by 
the wind-mill and the daily velocity of the wind in miles 
was the main object of the experiments and this was 
er.sily done by plotting the observations on section 
paper, taking as ordinates the number of gallons of 
water lifted 25 ft. per day and as absciss!:e the wind 
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movement in miles per day .. When the observations 
had all been plotted, it wa~ found that a straight line 
having the equation X=175 (Y-53) represented the 
results very satisfactorily, where X is equal to the 
number of gallons of water lifted 25 ft. per day and 
Y is the daily movement of the wind in miles. 

General observations of the working of the wind
mill show that the strongest and steadiest winds 
generally blow in Madras from noon till about 5 o'clock 
in the afternoon, and from an examination of the Ob
servatory records, it was found that, on a considerable 
number of afternoons during the year, toe wind blew 
with an almost constant hourly velocity, and from a 
selection of such days, a' second curve was plotted 
having as ordinates the work done by the wind-mill 
fron'l 12 to 4 1'.,\1. and as abscissm the total wind move
ment during that period. The equation X 156'87 Y 
represents these resulte with very great accuracy 
whenever the wind velocity averages more than 8 miles 
per hour during the period. Careful observations on 
several days with an anemometer fixed to the wind
mill tower showed that it required a steady breeze of 
about 7 t miles per hour to keep the wind-mill in con
tinuous motion, but that, when the wind velocity ex
ceeded 3 miles per hour, a certain amount of work was 
done as the result of puffs of wind. From the first 
eqnation it will be seen that, when the daily wind 
velocity is below 53 miles per day, the amount of work 
done by the wind-mill i •. negligible, but that above 
that velocity it steadily increases in direct proportion 
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to the increased rate of the movement of the wind. 
This !lame resnlt is also obta;ned from the second equa
tion, and it is one of extreme importance because· 
makers of wind-mills invariably claim that the work 
done by a wind-mill is proportional to the cube of the 
wind velocity; and in their catalogues and price lists 
they publish fictitious tables ~howing the work done by 
the wind at ,arious velocities. 

Table II has been compiled from the average 
wind velocities measured at the Observatory in Madras 
during the 30 years 1866-1894, using equation (1) 
to determine the average amount of water which the 
wind-mill can lift. 

The other columns in this table show (1) the 
depth to which an acre of land would be covered during 
the month by the water lifted by the wind-mill; (2) 
the awrage monthly rainfall; and (3) the depth of 
water which would be supplied to 10 acres of land by 
adding to the natural rainfall the quantity of wat.er 
lifted by the pump. The months of February and 
October are the lea~t:windy in the year; but, during the 
former the harvest is in general progress whilst during 
the latter the rainfall is usually heavy. In l\iarch and 
April there is practically no rain, but the water deli

yered by the wind-mill would be more than sufficient 
for the seed-beds required for an area of over 10 acres. 
During May, June and July strong winds are prevalent 
and the water lifted by the wind-mill added to the 
Rverage rainfall would cover a field of 10 acres to a 
depth of over 6 inches. This is sufficient with careful 
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TABLE II . 

I Wind; 
. R~i[]f~II-G.;'llonsTlnche~. [Total rain-

l\ionth. daily m mClles of water I depth on i fall and 

I velocity 
during lifted per 10 acres Iwaterlifted 

in miles. the day 25 I per I inches on 
month. feet. month. 10 acres. 

January 144 O'SD 15,H20 2·18 3'Oj 
Febrnary 122 O'2S 12,1)70 . 149 1'77 
March 152 O'3H 17,318 I 2'37 2'76 
April 1Hl 0'62 24,140 3'20 3'82 
May 227 2'12 30,450 4'09 6'21 
June 220 2'11 29,215 3'S7 5'98 
July 1\)8 3'87 2\380 2'<17 7'31 
August 174 4'56 21, ISO 2'89 7'45 
September, . 1G6 4'6!) lS,021) 2';39 7'OS 
October ... 123 11'00 12,240 1'62 12'62 
November ... 

, 
Hi5 1.,'21 1\1,600 :'"f)u 15'81 

December ... I lS3 [)'28 22,74() 3'U 8'39 , , 

use for the irrigation of almost any crop, and I am 
therefore of opinion that a 16- [t. aermotor will do 
sufficient work in Madras to irrigate 10 acres of land 
when the water has to be lifted 25 ft, 

Before di:,:cussing these results furi her. it will be 
well to gi\'e a brief ,'esnrne of the results of experi
Il.1ents on wind-mills which have been made in other 
parts of the world, "The Water Supply and Irrigation 
Papers," published by tile {'llirerl Stntps Geological 

Survey No, 20, gire an account of an c>xtensil'e ~erie" 
of experiments with wil:cl-mill" made by Mr, Thoma~ 
Perry, The experiments Wf>re carried out with extreme 
accuracy and with very elaborate app:uatus and the
results of them may be summarized as follows :-

(1) The maximum work which can be done by 
a wind-mill is proportional to the cube of the wind 

velocity, 
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(2) The starting power of a wind-mill is pro
portional to the square of the, wind yelocity. 

(3) The speed of an unloaded wheel increases in 
a somewhrrt greater ratio than the Yr:'locity of the wind, 
but, for practical purp0i'eS there will be hut liUle error 
in assuming that the unloaded wheel revolves at a 
speed proportional to the wind velocity. 

(4) The best speed for a wind-mill is from O' 55 
to 0'70 the speed at which it runs when unltJac1ed. 

(5) The best load for a wind-mill at any given 
velocity of the wind is from one-half to two-thirds the 
maximum ,tarting force at the' velocity of that wind. 

A large number of expf'riments were made to 
determine the best form for the vane~ of a wind-mill 
and the best result obblined showed that a 12-ft. wheel 
having an area of 113 8(1. ft. developed 6,836 foot
pounds of work in a ten-mile wind, or, in other words, 
that a 12-ft. wind-mill could be made to develop 0'207 
h. p. in a ten-mile wind. This result is corroborated 
by experiments conduded ill Denmark at the Govern
ment Experimental wind-mill erected at Askov. There 
it was found that the best result that could be obtained, 
when applied to a 12-ft. wind-mill would give 0'234 
h. p. in a ten-mile wind. Those results can be very 
approximately expressed in the following way. '[he 
maximmn ,cork 1chich C(tn be dOlw by a wind-mill in 
(t ten-mile breeze is equal to one /oot-pmmd pel' second 
per sqlw1'e foot of wincl swj(we. A 1 G-ft. wind-wheel 
has an area of 201 sq. ft. and should therefore supply 
in a ten-mile wind 201 foot-pounds of work per second 
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.equivalent to 0'373 h. p. From the equation X= 156'87 
Y, it i~ found that the actual work'represented by the 
water lifted it'! 0'198 h. p. 'or 53 per cent. of the maxi
mum work that can be obtained from tbewind. Allowing 
for the friction of the gearing and the loss of energy 
in the pump, the efficiency was satisfactory and the 
load on tllP pump was evidently suitable. 

A cilreful con~idemtion of these results leads to 
several very important concJmiolls which are entirely 
confirmed by the experiments on the aermotor. Al
though the maximum work which can be done by a 
wind-mill is proportional to the cube of the wind velo
city, the actual amount of work which it dol'S when 
pumping water is proportiollal to the wind Yelopity, 
because the work done depend" upon the number of 

strokes of the pump, and the number of stroke~ of the 
pump dep"nds upon the yelocity of robion of the wind
mill, and this, we haye ,een, is approximately pro
portional to the wind velocity. This remIt is f1111y 
bOrtle out by these experiments since the work done 
by aermoLnr ili found to bf.' exactly proportional to tbe 
wind velocity. .'\. similar result was obtained by 
Mr. W. H. Moreland, I.e.s., the Director of tbe Depart
ment of Land Records and Agriculture in the United 

Provinces, who, in " A 'Sote on Trials of an Aermotor 
in 'Yell Irrigation" published as bulletin No. II of the 
Agricultnral Series of his Department, gives a table on 
page 3 which shows that. the quantity of water raised 
at difff.'l'ent velocities of wind was approximately pro
portional to the wind velocity. The practical meaning 
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of' this is that the wind-mill works with the greatest 

efficiency when the velocity dof tbe wind is just suffi
cient to keep it in steady motion, and, that at any 
other higher velocity of the wind only a portion of the 
ust'ful work which the wind-mill coulo. do is utilized. 
If a convenient arrangement could be devised 
whereby the load put upon the wind-mill varied with 

the square of the wind vplocity the work done by these 

machini"" would be much grpater. An ath'\mpt to rea
lize this is made by the Chicago Aprmotor Company 
who prm'ide means whereby thl'ee different lengths of 
stroke of pump can be obtained, but in practice, it is 
found illCOlwenient to alter the length of the stroke. 
The 1l10~t satisfactory Wfly to nlry thp load on a 
*wind-mill is to providp it wit It two pllmps worked 

through a rocking lever fixer1 at ground It'vpl, One 

pump can be permanently attached to ttl€' rocking le\'E'r 
and the oth .. l' whenever tllP wind velocity is sufficient 
to ju,;tify doing so. 

Table II has been compiled from the result" 
obtained with a single pump of 8 inchp~ (liameter and 
16 inches stroke, but it is certain tlir,t f\)l' the greater 
part of the year for senera! bours each day the aermotol' 
would have been capable of working two snch pumps 
with practically no 108s of qJPed. 

Table III gives the mean hourly movement of 
wind at :\Iadras irrespectiye of dirpction and by llsing 

• A wind-mill has since been erected at Melrosapllram in which 
the pnmp is worked through a rocking le,"er and the point of 
attachment of the pump rod to the rocking lever ca.1l be shifted by 
a traversing screw In this way the stroke of the pump can be 
altered through a range slightly more than double the minimum. 
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this table we can approximately estimate what extra 
work would have been done iJ it had been possible to 
attach a second 8-inch pump to the wind-mill when
,ever the velocity of the wind was sufficient to drive two 
pumps. With a wind velocity of 8 miles per hour and 
one 8 inch pump the wind-mill works steadily; with 
,double the load, since the power of the wind-mill is 
proportional to the cube of the velocity of the wind, 
a wind velocity of 10'08 miles per hour would be re
quired. 

From Table III, Table IV has been eompiled by 
taking out fut' each month the average number of hours 
in the month during which the wind velocity was over 
8 miles per hour, and alsl) the number of hours in each 
month during which the 'Nind velocity averaged over 
10'08 miles per hour. From the totaL,; it will he Slen 
that the wind was strong enough during 3,791 hours to 
nrive one pump and sufficiently strong during 1,985 
hours to dril'e two pumps. This means, that, neglect
ing any work done by the wind when the average 
velocity was below 8 miles per hour, the total quantity 
of water raised by the wind-mill during the year would 
have been increased by 52'4 per cent. if another 
pump could have been attached when the wind waR 
favourable. To drive three pumps the wind velocity 
would have to be II' 54 miles per hour and the table 
shows that this velocity was exceeded during 917 hours 
in the year, so that the addition of a third pump would 
have increased,the work done by a further 24.3 per cent. 
If a lO-inch pump had been attached to the wind-mill 
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TA};LE IV. 

Numbe?' of how's in each month the wind move
ment per hOU1' exceeded 8 'Iniles (A), exceeded 10'08 
miles (B), exceeded 11'54 miles (C), exceeded 9'28-
miles (D). 

Month, D -~~-I--Ric 
----------------- ~----~---

Jflnuary 248 186 217 
Februflry 196 56 140 
March 248 186 9:5 217 

April 360 240 180 360 
May 558 341 217 496 
June 630 300 

I 
210 360 

July 372 217 62 279 
Allgust 279 62 ] 86 
September 240 I 120 
October 120 
November 270 180 I .' I 283 
December 270; 217 155, 363 

Total :, 3,791 11,985 \9171 

2,795 

instead of an 8-inch pump, a wind velocity of 9'28 
miles per hour would have been required. 

Table IV shows that during the year the wind 
exceeded this ,velocity during 2,725 hours and the 
quantity of water' which would have been lifted by 
the lO-inch pump would haye been almost exactly equal 
to that which was lifted by the 8-inch pump, as 
when the lO-inch pump is working, it will in any 
given time lift 1'345 times as much water of the 8-inch 
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TABLE YI. 

Nnm,be1' Of hon1's in each ?nonth the wind move-
1nent per hour exceeded 8'28 miles (A), exceeded 10'43. 

1niles (B), exceeded 11'94 ?niles (C), exceeded 9'50 
miles CD), 

Month, A R C n 

January 620 279 310 
February 448 308 364 
March 434 155 320 
April 240 90 155 
May 6i51 341 
June 720 720 540 720 
July 744 744 651 744 
August 744 403 ! 279 

I 
1'44 

September 300 150 
Octobel' 

I 
217 I November 270 30 180 

December I 651 . 279. 2171 310 

Total j 6,039 I 8,008 \ 1,687 ! 4,328 

pump, An examination of the figures given in 
Table IV shows that with the 8-inch pump 
the volume of water lifted is more uniformly distri
buted throughout the year than would be the case if 
the larger pump were . used l and we may fairly assume 
that an 8-inch pump is more suitable for work with a 
16-feet aermotor in Madras than a 10-inch pump 
would be, It is important to notice, however, that the 
difference is not very material and that, in places 
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where the wind distribution iti anything like that at 
Madras, the size of the 'pump may vary within con
siderable I imits without materially affect.ing the quanti

ty of water which would be lifted. 
Table V. extracted from the ;\Iysore Meteorological 

papers gi \'e8 the mean hourly velocity during the four 
years (1895 to 1898) at Rmga'ore, and from the data 
thus furlJished. Table \T has bt'en made out, similar to 
Table IV., in order to frame an estimate of what would b,. 
the work done by an at'rmotor in that locality. As thE' 
station is over 3,000 feet abo\'e the level of the sea, the 
density of the air is less and may be aHsurned to be 0'9 
of that at sea leyel. Since the Nork done by the wind is 
proportional to the mass mnltiplied by the cube of the 
velocity a wind of 8 miles per hour at sea level will bE' 
a& ~ffective as one of 8'28 miles per hour at 3,000 feet 
elevation. The tobJs of the columns of Table '-. show, 
that a ;;:ingle 8-ir;cb pump could be worked for 6,039 
hours, and tlmt two pumps could h~ wiJl·ked for 3,008 
hours, whil:-t three pumps could be worked for 1,687 
hours, giving an increase to the amount of water lifted 
of 50 per cent. for two pumps anG. a further increase of 
28 per cent. for a third pump. If a 10-ineh pump were 
used, it would work for 4,328 hours ; thi~ number 
multiplied by 1'35, the ratio of the work done by the 
two pumps in any given wind shows that the lO-inch 
pump would only lift 96'7 per cent. of the water lifted 
by an 8-ineh pump, and an examination of the table 
shows that the greater part of this work would be done 
during three monsoon months and that during the rest 

n 
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of the year the 8-inch pump would be immensely 
more effective than a 10-llnch pump. From these 
figures, it would appear that the wind movements in 
Bangalore are so much "tronger than in Madras that 
the work, which a 16-ft. aermotor would do, would be 60 
per cent. greater. It would be interesting to extend 
this method of investigating the prospects of a wind
mill to a number of uther places in India, but the 
hourly data are not available, and we must content 
ourselves with the daily returns published by the 
Meteorological Department. In Table VII. the average 
daily wind velocity for e'lch month in the Yf'ar for 
some 28 station~ fairly evenly distributed over India is 

given. 
'Ve have seen that the work done by the 

aermotor in Madras is proportional to the daily 
velocity of the wind, the equation being X= 
175(Y -53). Applying this equation to the figures 
giving the average daily velocity throughout the 
year we obtain the ratio given in the horizontal line 

(~~~!)' This method is based upon the assumption 

that an 8-inch pump is in use. But in places of low 
wind velocity it would be advisable to use a smaller 
pump, and in places of much higher wind velocity better 
results will be obtained with a larger pump. We have 
seen that the energy of the wind is proportional to the 
cube of the velocity and that the starting power of the 
wind is proportional to the square of the velocity, and 
it therefore seems not unreasonable to assume that the 
energy which can be derived from the wind may be 
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taken as approximately e(lual to the square of the daily 
wind velocity. In Table VII. is given the ratio of the 
average wind velocity at each place to the average 

wind velocity in 1Iadras ( l~[j )anrl the s(luarf'~ of these 

( M )2 f numbers 165 . A comparison of the two sets 0 

:fi M-.'i3 ( M ) . f gures, 16;)~58 and 165 shows that only In places 0 

extremely low or extremely high wind velocity there is 
any vt'ry material difference, and for this reason, I am 
inclin<>d to think that the latter method of estimating' 
the probable amount of work which can be obtained 
from a wind-mill in any locality is the more accurate. 

It will be seen that at the great majority of 
stations the wind forces are so slight that we may 
un,hesitatingly say that wind-mills are of no value. 
There remainR, however, a certain number of stations 
whpre the conditions art' favourable, and as these 
represent the wind conditions prevailing over a 
large tract of country, we arrive at this result: that 
though over the greater part of India including the 
whole of Northern India, the energy of the wind is of 
no practical va]ne, yet, there are many places in 
peninsular India where it should be prllfitable to make 
u~e of wind-mills for irrigation. Along the sea coas~, from 
Karachi to Bombay and from Diamond HarbourtoNega
patam, over a brge tract of the Deccan, over the Mysore 
Plateau and probabJy in most of the hill stations, it 
will bi' founo that wind-mills if not, absolutely ideal 
maehines for lifting water, an' hy far the cheapest and 
most convenient of mechanical devices available. 
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From the equation which has been obtained:as thE>-
. result of obseryations in Madrai~ it is l"flSy to calculatetbE' 

effective horse-power obtained from a wind-mill, and it 
will be seen that when the load is fixed, as it is by the 
size of the pump and the height over which the water is 
liftf·d, the actual horse-power of the wind-mill is not 
yery large ewn when f;trong breezes are blowing. On 
the other band, it must be remembered that a wind
wheel of from 12 to 20 ft. in diameter would be suffi
ciently large to extract all the water that can bE' obtain
ed from the majority of wells sunk in this country, 
and that, a~ it is most effectiye in hot dry weather, it 
i8 a more cOD\'enient aid to irrigation than at first sight 
might be expected. 'Ve haye seen that the amount of 
effective work which a wind-mill can do is increased 50 
per cent. by the addition of a second pump, and as 
the cost of this addition is comparti\'ely small compared 
with the cost of a wind-mill tower and pump, I strong
ly recommend that all wind-mills erected for lifting 
water should be arranged so as to be able to driye two 
pumps during periods when the wind yelocity is suffi
ciently high. 

Taken as a whole. the mo\'ements of the wind • in India, though very much feebler than in tem-
perate climates, are fairly reliable and conveniently 
distributed, the maximum wind force usually occurring 
in the afternoon when the water in the well will pro
bably be at its lowest leyel and the work of lifting it 
out therefore greatest. It may also be noted that, as 
a rule, during rainy weather the wind movements are' 
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feeble, but water for irrigation is not wanted then; 
whilst hot dry weather, when water is most wanted, is . 
usually accompanied by strong winds. The actual 
results of hrigation with aermotors should therefore be 
somewhat more favourable than calculations based on 
average returns indicate. 

As the result of experience with the working of 
the aermotor supplied by the Chicago Company, I am 
of opinion that these milchines are not sufficiently 
strongly con~tructed for work in India. A good many 
minor breakages have occurred during the course of 
the f'xperiments, but the most serious defects were due 
to the bad fitting of the valves in the pump chamber. 
The design seems to be f'xcellent but the execution 
was bad and much trouble might have been obviated 
ir'the pivots on which the flap valves turn had been 
made larger and fitted into better clesigned sockets. 
A wind-engine and pump cannot be placed in inex
perienced hands; they require carefully looking after, 
and the slightest defect or damage should be remedied 
immediately it occurs. It will not pay to keep an ex
perienced fitter to look after a single wind-roill, but 
the man could easily look after a dozen mills and where 
such colonies of wind-mills can be established they 
should prove remunerative investments. 

A 16 feet aermotor moun ted on a 40-ft. tower and 
fitted with an 8-inch pump will cost, when erected over 
a well, ahout Rs. 1,500, and we may assume that the 
cost of maintaining- the "~me in good order will be 
about Rs. 5 a month. Such investments should yield 
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about 6 per cent. interest on the capital expended', 
. or Rs. 7-8-0 'I month. T~ per cent. for depre

ciation is perhaps an excessive amount to allow, but 
it will be well on the safe side if we do so. This comes 
to Rs. 12-8-0 a month, making the total cost ot the 
wind-mill Rs. 25 a month. Now, this wind-mill will 
do as much work m: at least 2 pairs of good cattle, and 
if fitted with two pumps, it will be equivalent to 3 
pairs of cattle and the cost of lifting water with them 
will amount to from Rs. 45 to Rs. 67 a month, 
showing a margin in favour of the wind-mill of from 
Us. 20 to Rs. 40 a month. This is the re~;ult that can 
be obtained in Madras, but there are thousands of 
square miles of country in India where much more 
favourable results can be obtained, and I therefore 

conclude this brief account of my observations on a 
wind-mill in Madras with the statement that there is 
a wide field in India open for the profitable employ
ment of wind-mills in lifting water for irrigation. 



CHAPTER vn. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH WIND-MILLS. 
In the summer of 1903, the Hoyal Agricultura! 

Society of England made an extensive series of trials 
of Wind Pumping Enginei' at Park Royal, and the 
gold medal of the Association was awarded to the Goold, 
Shapley & Moil' Co., Limited, of Br:mtford, Ontario, 
Canada, for their Imperial Canadian \Vind Engine. 
The most important feature ill which thi~ wind-mill 
differs from others i~ the gearing whereby the motion 
of the main shaft is transmitted to the pump. It con
sist~ of two vertical parallel racks with a connecting 
semi-circular rack top and bottom, in which the pinion 
on the main shaft alternately engages, the rack being 
thrown over at the end of each stroke by means of 
cams, thu . ., reversing the direction of the travel of the 
pump 1'0<1. The r<lck i~ guided hetween four steel 
rollers, and to ensure the even working of the pinion 
in the rack a "teel guiile phte working against a flanged 
roller is provided. This enables a yery long stroke of the 
pump to be used, and throughout the stroke the plunger 
travels at a uniform velocity, assuming that the main 
shaft itself is revolving uniformly. 

As it was considered desirable to make further ex
periments on wind-mills for irrigation, an English
built wind-mill of this type was purchased from 
Messrs. Rickman & Co., and erected at Melrosapuram. 
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The wheel is ] 6 feet in diameter and it is erected up-
, on a towel', 40 feet high. '.l'te cost of the wind-mill 

was £67-1 Os. A special irrigation pump was provided 
fitted with an arrangement whereby the "troke of the 
pump could be varied from 22 inches a" a maximum 
to 10 incheR as a minimum. The pump is double act
ing and the plunger has a diameter of 12t inches. The 

pump has been erected by the side of an existing well 
at l\lelrosapuram in a sbaft about 6 feet in diameter, 
connected at the bottom with the infiltration well. 

The pump dpliyers the water into a reservoir with 
brick walls, 40 feet SljUare, and capable of holding 
about 4 feet depth of water. The i'torage capacity is, 
therefore, about 40,000 gallons, or more than the 
maximum quantity which is likely to be delivered.by 
the wind-mill in a single day. The cost of tlle installa
tion complete was about Rs. 3,000 the price of the 
pump with the gearing for mrying the length of the 
stroke being Rs. 1061. 

From the 1st April, 1906, an attempt has been 
made to keep a record of the work done by the wind
mill and a similar record ba~ also been kept for a 10-
feet wheel made by the Chicago Aermotor Company 
which is also at work at Melrosapnram lifting water 
from another well. The observations to be made were 
of the simplest possible character, but before any use 
could be made of them ewry day's record had to be 
carefully scrutinized and nearly half of them rejected. 
The instructions were that at 7 O'clock every morning 
the depth of the water in the storage tank should be 
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measured and the sluice opened till the tank was empty. 
At the same time the depth t'bm which the water was 
being lifted was to be recorded. After the wind-mill 
bad been at work a short time, it was found that the 
arrangement for varying the length of the stroke of the 
pump was not very effective, and that tlH' rocking arm 
required to be balanced. Further experience clearly 
indicated that the variable stroke was of no great ad
yantage and finally tbe maximum stroke of tb(:' pump 
was accept(:'@ as being the most satisfactory load to pet 
upon the wind-mill. All the gertring was tbE'n remo\"
ed and the pump rod made continuous throughout. 

The resu1ts of the ob~ervations are shown in 
Table I which contains 11 rf>cord of the working of the 
wind-mills for a pE'riod of 15 months. ThE' compari~on 
between the working ofthis wino-mill and that of the 
Chicago AE'rmotor in :\Iadras (vidE' p. 137) shows that 
the rE'sults at Melrosapuram have so far bE'en extremely 
unsatisfactory and that only riuring tlw la~t month on 
the record was the outturn at all comparable with the 
rE'sults obtained in Madras. :\lelrosapuram is only 29 
miles south of Madras, but it il' 14 miles from the
sea and the wind velocities are apparently much 
smaller that on the Coast. Just at the time when the 
records from thiR wind-mill were becoming interesting 
and fairly satisfactory, it met with an unfortunate 
accident. A tooth of the mangle rack broke off and 
jammE'd between the pinion and the rack with the
result that the gearing was smashed to pieces. This
most unfortunate accident has necessitated the dis-
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mantling of the wind-engine and its removal for what 
is practically a reconstruction. 

In Taule I the work done by the Canadian Aer
motor is compared with the work done cy the Chicago 
Aermotor, the wheel of the former being 16 feet in 
diameter and of the latter 10 feet in diameter. The 
ratio of the surface exposed to wind is therefore 2'56. 
usually it is considered that small wind-mills are in 
proportion to their size more efficient than large ones, 
but in this case the results obtained are all in fayour 
of the larger wind-mill. During the months of the 
cold weather, when the winds are very light, the effec
tive work done per squan> foot of surface exposed to 
the wind is as much as double, but during the months 
when the winds are much stronger, the ratio is by no 
means so great. 

Throughout the period under reyiew tlw wind
mill was employed to irrigate sugar-cane, and the area 
watered amounted to 3~ acres, but during the months 
of February and March the supply of water was insuffi
cier.t for t,be cane and a supplementary supply was 
obtained from the oil-engine and pump. This amount
ed in February to 340,000 gallons and in ::\<Iarch to 
about 200,000 gallons. The observations recorded here 
must be extended over a period of several years before 
any general conclusions can be drawn from them. All 
that can be safely said at present is that the capital 
outlay at Melrosapuram on this wind-mill and pump is 
hardly justified by the results. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

WIND-MILL IRRIGATION IN AMERICA. 
There is a genE'rally prpvalent idea that in 

the United States wind-mills are very largely used 
for lifting water from wplls for irrigation, and during a 
recent visit to that country I availed myself of such 
opportunities as came in my way to find out exactly 
what a practical race like the American farmers have 
been able to get out of the wind. Not very long ago 
a typical American wind-mill wa,.; lent to me by the 
Chicago Aermotor Company and I kpl't it under obser
vation for a year in thp compound of the School of 
Arts, Nhclras. At thf' end of that time I felt justified 
in expressing the opinion that "there is a wide field 
in India open for the profitable employment of wind
mills in lifting water for irrigation," but that" the aer
motor supplied by the Chicago Company was Dot 
sufficiently etrongly constructed for work in India." 
In the e nited States I saw many thousands of wind
mills, but very few of thpm were used for irrigation. 
They are nearly all employed either to drive light 
agricultural machinery, to raise water for domestic 
purpose,. for watering stock, or for a small garden 
round the house. The water is raised from a wpll and 
stored in a tank from 10 to 20ft. above the ground, the 
tower of the wind-mill being usually madE' Rtrong 
enough to carry the tank. In most instances 
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the supply of water required is Dot very large, and 
as soon a~ the tank is filled, the wheel is thrown out of 
the wind. Even when a good breeze is blowing it 
is Dot uncommon to see the mlljority of the wind-mills 
in a village or ~malJ town standing idle. Experience 
bas shown that the ('heap wind-mills of America rapid
ly wear ont, and so they are carefully looked after and 
not allowed to run unnecessflrily. 

MOHt of the wind-mills are of small size, 8ft. and 
10ft. diameters being most numerous. I yisited the 
works of the largest firm of wind-mill Iflakers in the 
world, and in conyersation with the Manager he claim
ed that his firm had soid -100,000 mills in the last 
few years and that tlwy were exported to all parts of 
tb!:' world. Judging from the size of the works and the 
very complete mpchanieal equipment, there seemed to 
be nothing improhable about the statement of output. 
But I was surprised to hear that they themselyes did 
not consider their wind-mills strong enough for regular 
irrigation work. To sell large llumlwrs of mjl1~ it was 
es~entiaI that they should be cheap, and to keep the 
cost of construction down tn the lowest possible limit 
economy of material is practised to such an extent that 
the factor of safety is reduced to a minimum and there 
is very little margin for wear and tear. In the design 
lightness is considered of extreme importance so as to 
save expenditure on materials and transport, and 
methods of construction are adopted not because they 
are the best that can be devised but because they require 
little skilled labour in the fitting of the parts and the 
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erection of the whole. The remIt is not satisfactory 
from an irrigation point of view, aud this is borne out 
by the fact that wind-mills are not largely used in the 
United States for irrigation, except in certain areas 
where the local conditions are unusually favourable. 

Progress is so rapid in the States that it i~ difficult 
to get accurate statistical information, and even when 
such information is obtained it ,;oon gets out of date 

and p083esses little practicllI value. In consequence 
the following' figures and ~tatements taken from thH 
sixth volume of the e. S. Census retnrns, which relate 
to the year 1899, cannot be accepted as accurately re
pre,.;pnting the state of affairs at the present time, for, 
there is not the least doubt that t,here bave been con
"iderable developments since then. :Nevertheless, they 
help to substantiate the conclusion I have come to that 
no very great u,;e is being made of the wind to lift 
water for irrig'ltion. In 189H there wen" :li)Ollt J 7(),OOO 
acres of irrigation under wells, of whicll over 1;)2,000 

acres were in the State of California. And as to the 
motive power employed for raising thp water it i~ re
marked :-" 'Vind-mills are not genE'fH,lly E'mployE'o, 
even the smaller plants being operate(l by ,,,·,p:1[n, gaq 

01' electricity." In the States of Kan;;as :lm! ~ebra8ka 

wind-mill irrigation is generally regarded as having 

reached its highest devplopments; yet it does not 
amount to anything material, since in 1899 there were 
only I,DOH aere~ irrigated hy ;')99 well~ in Kansas, and 

in ~ebnl"ka only 8-13 acres of such irrigation. Even if 
these figures could to-day be multiplied ten times, 
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'Which is doubtful, they would not represent anything , 
very important. 

Of the neighbourhood of Garden City, Kansa,;, :\lr. E. 
C. :\Iurphy, of the C. ~. Geological Survey, writes :
" Perhaps nowhere in the e nitf'd States is irrigation 

from wells hy the use of wind-mills carried to tht' same 
-extent as tbf're, where may be found hundreds of winci
mill pun.pillg piants furnishing water to irrigate for 
1 to 15 nerl'S each." During the irrigation season, 
which exteIlds from April to September, the average 
daily wind \elocity is 295 miles, and the water-~upply 
is containf'd in beds of sand and gravel 1\ituated at 
depths below the surface varying from 8 to 40 ft. The 
wells are usually 3 to 4 ft. square and sunk as far as 
can,be conYeniently done into the water-bearing beds. 
They are lined with wood, and from the bottom 
perforated ga\vanised iron tubes from 6 to l~ inches in 
diametf'r are put down 80 as to increase the area of 
percolation into the well. Nearly all tbe pumps are 
of the reciprocating piston type and are, as a rule, 
6, 8 or 10 inches in diameter. They are well designed, 
and the valH's can easily be withdrawn for examination 
and repair. The working efficiency on lifts of over 
20 feet is usually 75 1'er cent. or more. From the 
results obtained III ::\ladras with the aermotor it would 
appear that under such conditions a 16-ft. aermotor 
should be capable of liftiug an average of 42,000 
gallons per day from a depth of 25 ft. or enough water 
to irrigate 20 acres of land. The conditions, therefore, 
are very favourahle for the employment of wind-mills 
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and it is not surprising that they have been made use 
,) 

of. The only wonder is that more of thf'ill are not at 
work. 

Undoubtedly the main reason is the unsatisfactory 
character of the ordinary wind-mill, which is so lightly 
built that it can only be i11lowed to work in moderate 
winds and is, therefore, arranged to gradually move out 
of the wind as its velocity increases. This is a serious 
defect, as the power of a wind-mill is proportionate 
not to the velocity of the wind but to something more 
than the square of the wind velocity. Obviously the 
wind-mill should be so comtructed that its efficiency 
as a motor remains nearly constant through a widE' 
range of wind velocities. In order that this may be 
the case the initial load should be extremely small; so 
that the mill will start in a very light wind. As the 
velocity increases the load Bhould increase in nearly 
the same ratio, and the work done will then be pro
portionate to the square of the wind velocity. To 
attain this result in a pumping-mill is a very difficult 
matter and has never yet heen satisfactoriiy accom
plished. It can only be done by using it pump of 
yariable stroke, and introducing some simple device 
for making the length of the stroke proportionate to 

the velocity of the wind. Any arrangement which is 
not automatic is of very little value, excppt, perhaps, 
the device of driving through a rocking shaft two or 
more pumps provided with simple means for throwing 
them in or out of gear. With light winds Olle pump 
can be used, with stronger winds two and in 
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some places it might be profitable to employ a third 
pump. In America this method of working would 
probabl) be of little value; as it would entail periodic 
visits of a man to adjust the load to the wind, and this 
would be costly. But in India it would be quite 
practicable, as labour here is very cheap and the diurnal 
variations in the wind velocity are very regular. 

Our limited experience in India and the results of 
my enquiries in America are in complete accord. The 
cheap American wind-mill outfit is not suited for irriga
tion work, and a stronger, stiffer design is absolutely 
necessary if it is to find favour in this country. The 
manufacturers should aim at producing a wind-engine 
with a wheel about 16ft. in diameter, mounted on a 
tower 40ft. high, which is sufficient for most places. 
Th~' wheel should be geared down to the pump shaft in 
the ratio of 3 to 1, and the pump should be from 10 
to 20. inches in diameter, depending on the lift, and 
fitted with mechani~m yet to be invented, which would 
enable the length of the stroke to be varied automati
cally with the velocity of the wind. The design should 
provide for utilising the full force of the wind up to 
30 miles per hour, but beyond this velocity the gover
nor should come into play and as quickly as possible 
throw the wheel out of the wind. For such a wind
engine and pump erected over a well it would be 
practicable to plly from Rs. 1,500 to Rs. 2,OOO,or from 
.£100 to .£130. The pump is a comparatively simple 
matter, but it requires careful design and must be well 
made so that it will be but little likely to get out of 

10 
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order. Bucket, leathers are probably the source of 

mo~t trouble, but I am j!lfor~ed chrome leather makes 
a much morp durable material for such fittings than 
the ordinary bark-tanned leather which is now univer
sally employed. If this be ":0, it j" an important im

provement and should be adopted. In any case, it 
should be possible to remove all the valves from the 

pump and replace them with certainty even when the 
pump barrel is c1eeply submerged in the water. The 

wind-engine pump invariably does all the work on the 
up-stroke, and to obtain a fairly uniform resi"tance to 
the turning- moment of the crank shaft, the wei~ht of 
the pump rod and bucket should be more than counter

balanced so that on the down-stroke work is dnne which 
is rPRtored during the up-:;troke. This can be effected 
by floating the pump rod in the delivery tube or by the 
use of counterbalance weights. By suitably proportion
ing the section of the pump-rod to thp section of the 

delivery pip .. , a very satisfactory distribution of the 
work can be obtained with a fairly uniform delivery of 
the water. 

For irrigation it is ab,;olutely necessary that the 

pump should deliver the water into a storage re"erYoir 
which can be mm,t cheaply made with earthen bank,;, 
pro\'ide,1 these ('an he made water-tight. The bank,.,; 

should be about ] .jft. wide at the base, :!ft. wide at 

the top and 4ft. (jin. high. The n·"prvoir should 
be :"(Iuare in plan, with sides not Ip"-, than GO ft. long 
on the iWiide of the hr:nk~ at their l)ftse, and it should 
he Ii lled to a depth ()f :~ ft., 00 as b ~upply water for 
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about 2 acres at a time. T~e reservoir should be provided 
with a small outlet to the wl:'ll at the 3ft. level to pre

vent overfilling, and with a fairly large masonry sluice 
so tha.t its contents may be discharged rapidly, as 
otherwise there will be a great waste of water if it is 
run on to the land in a small ,;tream. In America, 
and especially in California, much greater attention is 
paid to thiR point than is u:mal in India, except in 
gardens where masonry conduits are in common use. 
H the practice were extended to field~ mder well irri
gation, t:1e greater duty obtained from the water 
would amply repay the extra cost. 

To conclude, wind-mill" have not yet had a fair trial 
in India. Some have been set up in Districts where there 
wa~. insufficient wind; and all have been too lightly 
built for the heavy work they have been called upon to 
perform where the wind was strong enough. In 
America hetter results have been obtained; but even 
there the pre8ent cheap type of mill is recognised as 
unsuitable, and manufactllrer,.; are considering whether 
the demand for an irrigation mill is ~ufficient to make 

it worth their whilf' to meet it. 



CHAPTER IX. 

THE COST OF POWER. 
In the Madras Presidency industrial enterprise is 

somewhat handicapped by the high price which has to 
be paid for fuel. It seems therefore desirable to en
deavour to ascertain as far as possible the actual cost of 
generating power both in small and large units by 
different methods, so that in future data may be avail
ble to enable those who may have :need of power to 
obtain it at the minimum cost. 

The sources of power are :-

1. Steam engines using wood or coal as fueL 

2. Internal combustioc engines using kerosine
oil, liquid fuel or producer gas. 

3. Water-power generated at natural waterfalls 
and transmitted electrically. 

Of steam engines and boilers there are many 
varieties, and where fuel is cheap, as in the neighbour
hood of Singareni or of the coalfields of Bengal, for a 
large scale of power development they are still the 
cheapest sources of motive power. Small steam en
gines, however, even under most favourabJe circumstanc
es are much less economical and when not in perfect 
order are frequently extremely inefficient methods of 
producing power and it is probable that everywhere in 
Indil\, for engines developing less than 20 horse-power 
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steam engines must give, way to either oil or gas
~ngines. 

Although the number of steam :engines at work 
in the Madra» Presidency is considerable and although 
most people keep accounts which enable them to ap
proximately ascertain what they spend on power, yet 
few of them know exactly how much power is used 
and are consequently unable to state even with 
approximate accuracy what each unit of power costs 
them. These remarks do not, as a rule, however, 
apply to cotton mills, and from information which has 
kindly been supplied to me by Messrs. Binny & Co., 
and by Messrs. Best & Co., it has been possible to 
ascertain the cost of working some of the largest 
and rest managed power-generating stations in this 
Presidency. 

From the tabular statement, A. which has been 
prepared, it will be seen that the most economical 
steam engines at work in this Presidency develops 
nearly 1,500 h. p. and requires 1,993 lb. of coal per 
indicated horse-power per hour. Including 6 per cent. 
interest on the capital outlay and 5 per cent. depreci
ation, both of which are proper figures to take, the 
cost of working this engine amounted to 10'305 annae 
per hour per indicated horse-power. Another engine 
slightly larger, working with coal which cost Rs. 14 a 
ton instead of Rs. 12-8-0, uses O'OH lb. of coal per 
indicated horse-power and the working expenses 
amount to 0'388 annas per indicated horse-power per 
hour. The tabular statpment also contains informa-
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tion regarding engines of 650 h. p., of 150 h. p., 

and 100 h. p., and from the' figures given it will be 
seen that the smaller the engine the higher the cost 
of power per unit. It is a matter of regret that no 
figures could be procured for any engine between 100 
h. p., and 7 h. p., as these would be directly com
parable with those given in Table C, for oil-engine". 
The figures relating to a small single cylinder porta
ble steam engine and boiler which was ascertained to 
develop on an average 7 b. h. p., are interesting. 
The cost of running it amounts to 1'684 annas per 
brake hor~e-power hour; that i~ to ;;ay the cost per 
unit of power is 5~ times as much as,in the case of 
the most efficient large steam engine. This engine if; 
kept in good working order and may be regarded as a 
favourable specimen of its cIa"" and it is not impr~ba
ble that there are a number of small steam engines of 
this kind working in the Presidency ;in whieh each 
brake horse-power hour cost" at lea~t 3 annas. 

For compsriHon with figures obtained from f'mall oiI
engines and certrifugal pumps Table B. has been pre
pared from data kindly furnished by l\Ir. W. Hutton, 
the Sanitary Engineer to the Government of Madras. It 
may betaken that Municipal Water 'YorksPumpingSta
tions should represent a very high average of enginef'ring 
t'fficiency and that results obtained with Worthington 
Compound and Triple Expansion Condensing Engines 
and Pumps should be good as can be got with steam ail 

source of motire power for lifting water. In the tabular 
statement the cost per indicated horse-power per hour 
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has been estimated from the other data on assumptions 
as to the efficiency of the punips and engines combined, 
but the figures relating to the cost of lifting one Bcre
foot olle foot are actual results based upon the working 
expenses of the pumping stations to which has been 
added a suitable amount for interest and depreciation. 
Excepting the large pumlJing station at Trichinopoly 
the cost per unit varies between 4t and G annas and 
is slightly more than the cost at which we work the 
small irrigation pumping stations which have a suffici
ent supply of water to keep the engines and pumps 
running for an average of at least 10 hours a day. 
That is to say, tbe oil-engine and pump can hold their 
own in this part of the world again~t the most adyanc
ed practice in steam pumping on a consider~bly 

larger scale of operation. 
There has been a great development in the use of 

internal combustion engines during the last few years 
on account of the reputation they have gained not only 
for economy but for ease and convenience in working. In 
oil-engines, either kerosine oil or liquid fuel, may be 
used, but the former costs about three times as much 
as the latter and should only be used in small engines 
where convenience of running is important and where 
extreme economy in working expenses is not essential. 
Liquid fuel bas a somewhat higher specific gravity than 
kerosine oil and bulk for bulk the same amount of 
power is obtained, but an oil-engine set for running 
with liquid fuel can only be counted upon to generate 
about 85 per cent. of the power it will develop when 
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kerosine oil is used. For industrial purposes only 
engines capable of working With liquid fuel need be 
taken into consideration and of these there are two 
types :-

(1) The Diesel engine which stand~ in ,1 cla€s 
by itself, and 

(2) Such engines ati the Hornsby Cheap FUE'1 
engine, the Xationai Oil engine and tLe 
Cros~ley engine. 

The DiesE'1 engine generatet' power with a ~maller 
consumption of fuel than any other engine which has 
yet been invented, but its initial cost is wmewhat high 
and it is too complicated an engine for vpry small 
powers. Roughly it uses from one-half to two-thirds 
the quantity of liquid fuel re(luired by other types of 
oil-engine; on the other hand, it requires much morE' 
skilful supervision amI the interest charges are nearly 
double. 

In the tabular statement C. particulars are given 
of the working of a Diesel E'llginE' of 225 h. p. develop
ing an average brake horse-power of 188. The fuel 
used amounted to 0·471b. per brake horse-power 
and the cost wa" 2 annas a gallon. A gallon 
of the fuel weighs 9'4 lb. so that the cost of fuel per 
brake horse-powE'r amounted to exactly one-tenth of 
one anna as compared with 0'17 S anna, the cost of the 
coal used in Engine No.1, Table A. The actual cost 
of working per brake horse-power of the DiE'~el engine 
is given as 0'352 anna as compared with 0'305 anna 
per indicated horse-power, so that we may take it that 
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a Diesel engine developing not more than 200 b. h. p. 
is nearly as economical a~ 'a triple expansion steam 
engine of 1,500 h. p. It should moreover be remem
berE'd th~t in calculating the cost of working the Diesel 
engine depreciation had been allowed at the rate of 
7 t per cent. per annum. It is doubtful whether so high 
a depreciation is necessary, also as to whether in an 
average year repairs and renewal" will amount to as 
much as Rs. 1,500. ' 

Taking as a base for calculations 300 working hours 
per month and liquid fuel costing As 3 per gallon, it 
may be assumed that the fuel consumption in the two 
engines is in the ratio of 2 to 3. Then the total cost of 
running each engine is made up of the following items. 

(1) Interest and depreciation. 
(2) Repairs and renewals. 
(3) Cost offuel. 
(4) Cost of stores. 
(5) Cost of labour and supervision. 
For boLh engines the first item is taken at 12i per 

cent. on the capital outlay, the second at 4A per cent. 
and for the fourth it has been assumed that the cost 
of stores and lubricating oil is the same for both engine,; 
and proportional to the brake horse-power developed. 
Under these conditions the running costs of both types 
of engine are the :laIne when 80 b. h. p. is developed. 
In actual practi.ce where so much as 80 horse-power is 
in use there will generally be available without extra 
cost the skill and E'xperience necessary to supervise 
the running of a Diesel engine and this will material-
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Iy reduce t,he economical limit for the employment of ., 
of Diesel engines. 

Taking all the factors into com;ideration, one is 
justified in stating that for generating power, a Diesel 
engine supplied with liquid fuel at RB. 30 a ton is on 
a par with the most economical steam engine which 
has so far been fitted up in this Presidency and which 
burns coal in its boilers costing Rs. 12~8-0 a ton. The 
Diesel engine is however a motor which requires a 
fairly skilled mechanic to look after it and it will pro
bably be not unfair to the Diesel engine to say that 
for any size of engine the cost of labour and wperin

tendence will not be less than R~. 900 a year. On 
the other hand, engines of the Horn~by type are often 

plal?ed in the charge of drivers who do not get more 
than Es. 1 j a month and in some C:lses only half that 
sum, so that although these engines use 50 per cent. 
to 100 per cent. more liquid fuel per hrake horse
power, yet they are more economical as the saving of 
labour and interest charges more than counterbalances 
the cost of the fuel. The larger the quantity of power 
generated the more i.mportant becomes the saving in 
the cost of fuel and there is some rate of power generll
tion at which the cost is the same for both the Diesel 
and the Hornsby engines. Below that point the 
Horm;by is cheaper, aboye that point the Diesel is the 
more economical motor. 

In the tabular statement C. particulars of the run
ning of two small oil-engines are given-one of 8 and 
the other of 6t h. p., which show that the cost is ap-
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proximately one anna per brake horse-power hour for 

small engines of this type when liquid fuel at 2 annas 
a gallon is available. 

A very cheap source of motive power for medium 
sized units is the gas-engine and suction gas producer 
combined. This method of generating power is only 
just coming into use in 1fadras and I am unable to 
present any accurate figures regarding the cost of work
ing. To my knowledge, so far, only .5 or 6 plants have 
been established, one of which uses imported anthracite 
as fuel, one i,s worked with mixture of Bengal coke and 
charcoal, and thE' other plants have been run on 
locally manufactured charcoal. From observations 
made on an electric light plant I have ascertained 
that the consumption of fuel is about 2~ lb. of char
coal per brake hor~e-power running at two-thirdg the 
maximum load for on Iy abont G hours per day. \Vith 

charcoal at Rs. 22-8-() a ton this is equivalent to 0'4 
anna for fuel per brakE· horse-IJower 1101U. 

of coal for a ~team phmt running alou::.;,;ide 
equally unfavourable condition'> was ahout 

much. 

Tbt' eo~t 

>l.nn nnder 
H till1e~ 113 

Although I haye had no opport.unity til "1>tain 
a'~curate data regarding the co,;t of rUlllling ~uction 

gas producer plant~ \,ith charcoal ail thp fuel, '\le"sr~. 

}Ias~ey &, Co., have carried O:lt ,'lome intpre"tillg te'it~ 

on a Hornshy-~tod;r!ort [llnnt of 28 h. h. p. under 
my ~Ur""rvlSlOll. 'fI.c' t'nginp 1\ ,,, run on " water ('001-

ed brake Wllidl "'I,b .-P~ to 'l')"')1") :.! I h. h. iJ., an·i t.il) 
te"t~ were made. IT) tJiP tirot ~P:;+; thE' fire wa'i k!:'})t 
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going in the generator fvl; 48 hours and the engine 
waR run for 7 hours one day and 8 hours the next. 

The total number of h. p. hour;;; was 360 and tbe 
total consumption of chareoal 513 lb. equivalent to 
one b. h. p. for 1'42 lb. of charcoal. As it was 
known that somE' of the charcoal used was very damp 
a secom"i trial wat-: made lasting 21 hours with charcoal 
which had bpen specially dried. In this trial the 

engine ran for 8 hour,,; and developed 192 b. h. p., 
hours with a fuel consumption including the stand-by 
Josse;; in 16 hours of 268 Jb. of charcoal, equivalent to 
1'39 lb, of ch:ucoal per b. h'::p. The very slight 
difference i" the two resulb was 'juite unexpected and 
it seemp: pos~ible that damp charcoal is more efficient 
in the ga:; generator than ory charcoal. 

The manufnctllre of eh:ncoal from wood is, in 
lnelia, concluded in an extremely primitive manner 
and the den>Joj)ment of tbis method of generating 
power will Jarg:ely dPJH'nd upon improvements in the 
manllfacture of tbe fuel. Hough!y,5 tons of wood are 
~aerificed to mr,ke a ton ()f eharcoal and all the availa

bJe hye-products arE' al\llwE'o to escape into the 
atmosplwre. By charring wood in closed kilnR and 
eolleding the hye-pl'odud~ it 81lOujrl be practicable to 

supply charcoal at Rs. l,'j a ton, and at that price 
~ucti{)n .ga, rrodw'er pIn nt, \\'ill prove as eheap if not 
eheal'E'r ~ource~ of power than I)iE'~el en~ine8, 

Infonn.~tion l'i~c,'arding the C(J~t of generating 
w"tel'·ptlNf·'.· in the ,nntli <)[' India i-; e:.;~rpll;.ply scanty 
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and it has only been mad,y use of on at all a large
scale in three places : 

(1) At Sivasamudram on the Falls of the 
Cauvery where nearly 10,000 horse
power is now developed and transmit
ted to the Kolar Gold Fields, to 
Mysore and to Bangalore, 

(2) At the Kateri Falls which supply power 
for the Cordite Factory at Aruvankad, 

(3) Near Ambasamudram where a Cotton 
Mill of considerable size has for many 
years been driven by water-power, 

In regard to the Cauvery power scheme which is 
now in the fifth year of its running the average price 
charged per horse-power delivered at Kolar has b,een 
Hs, 321 per annum, and this is equindent to 0'586 
anna per horse-power per hour, assuming that the 
IJower is available throughout the whole' year. As a 
matter of fact the power was not availablp throughout 
the whole year and it may be taken that the mines 
have paid hitherto at least 0'0 anna pel' horse-power 
per hour. At the end of the fifth year they will olJly 
pay Hs. 150 per horf'e-power which makes the cost of 
power practically 0'3 anna per indicated horse-power 
per hour. This is of course much cheaper than power 
could be generated by other means on the field, but it 
is very nearly as much as is paid in Madras for power 
developed by steam engines on a large scale. 

At the Kateri Falls the electric installation 
has been put down to supply power to the Cordite 
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Factory at Aruvankad. The cost of the instaJla-., 
tion was 5i lakhs of rupees and the running 
expenses averaged Rs. 2,300 a month. At the present 
time the turbines are only run for about 9 hours a daYr 
but there is no reason why they should not run for at 
least 16 hours a day, and with but a slight increase in 
the staff it would be practicable to run them continu
ously. Under the circumstances the actual figures 
relating to the co~t of running are misleading, and 
it is only practicahle to furnish an approximate esti
mate of the cost of the power which could be delivered 
at the Cordite Factory. Allowing for los~ in trans
mission and in the tran~formers, it seems probable 
that the Factory conlct bE' supplied with 10,000 horse
power hours per day or ::;00,000 per month. Ten per 
cent. for intere8t and depreciation on the capital out
lay amounts to R~. 4,350 a month and the running 
f'xpenf'es to H". 2,;)00 a month, making a total of 
Rs. 6,650. Tbis is equivalent to 0'3':" anna per b.h.p. 
hour. With a comparatively small additional capital 
outlay the output of the generating station could be 
greatly increas£'d and there is no question that, if the 
plant were worked under ordinary commercial condi
tions, the result would be much more favourable. 

In all schemes for the utilisation of water-power 
by generating electricity and transmitting it to a 
distance, the cost of a brake horse-power is invariably 
made up of two unequal items. The first is the 
running expenses which are g£'nerally small and the 
second is the interest on the capital outlfly which is 

11 
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usually large. It is only un?er exceptional conditions 
that the full output of the plant can be utilised for 
more than 10 bours a day and even in the south of 
India where fuel is expensive, the conditions are usually 
unfavourable fat" making use of snch supplies of water
power as actually exist. The enormous improvements 
which have been made in the efficiency of the various 
forms of internal combustion engine now on the 
market have rendered the utilisation of water-power a 
less urgent matter than seemed probable some years 
ago. A square mile of rorest properly worked could 
be made to yield 300 tons of charcoal per annum in 
perpetuity, and it is quite certain that this charcoal 
can be sold for power producing purposes at Re. 20 a 
ton, and each ton of charcoal would generate 1,500 
horse-power hours, that is to say, a square mile of 
forest would keep a 150 horse-power gas engine at 
work for 10 hours a day for 300 days in the year. The 
capital outlay involved will be about Rs. 30,000; the 
total working expenses including interest, deprecia
tion and renewals will amount to about Rs. 1,100 a 
month, which is equivalent to 0·5 anna per horse
power per hour, which is about as good a result as can 
be obtained with a medium sized steam engine using 
coal at Rs. 12-8-0 a ton. 

Improvements in the methods of manufacturing 
charcoal, especially in the direction of recovering the 

bye-products, would undoubtedly reduce the cost very 
considerably. A great deal of interest has been excit
ed in the question of utilising water-power, but these 
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'figures serve at least to j~dicate that in the forests of 
this Presidency it is possible to find stores of power of • 
. even greltter economic importance, and it is probable 
that in this direction we i:lhall find the best solution of 
the problem of providing for the promotion of indus
trial development. 



CHAPTER x. 

COST OF LIFTING WATER. 
Although the number of pumping stations now at 

work is fairly large it has been impossible to obtain 
figures relating to the cost of working except in the 
case of a very few and the;;e have not been worked 
under conditiom which would yield the best results. 
The principal items which go to make up the cost of 
running a pumping station are :-

(1) the cost of the fuel used in the engine which 
may be either kerosine oil, liquid fuel or 
a mixture of both; 

(2) the C08t of stores, including oil, waste and 
belting; 

(3) the cost of labour employed in running the 
station; 

(4) the cost of repairs to keep the plant in good 
working order; 

(5) charges on account of in terest on the capital 
outlay. 

It will be convenient to make a few remarks under 

each of these heads :-

1. Liquid fuel is sold in Madras at 2 annas per 
gallon and for a pumping station we must include the
transit charges which will bring up the cost to an aver--
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age of 3 annas per gallon. In some cases it will be a 
little more and in others'less. At present the price of 
liquid fuel in )c[adras does not fluctuate.* Kerosine oil 
can be obtained all over the Presidency at rates vary
ing from 5 ~o 8 annas a gallon depending upon the 
quality of the oil and the place in which it is sold. The 
specific gravity of kerosine oil varies from 0'80 to 0'82, 
whilst the specifie gravity of liquid fuel is between 0'94 
and 0'96 and for practical purposes we may assume that 
the same amount of power may be generated from 
equal volumes of the two li(lUids. The cost of fuel for 
generating power will therefore be from two to two and 
a half times as great when kerosine oil is u,;ed instead 
of liquid fuel. Large pumping stations can be worked 
much more economically than small ones as, not only 
are capital outlay and labour charges per unit less, but 
the engines and pumps are more efficient. 

2. Besides fuel for running the engine, certain 
foltOl'eS are necessary, including kerosine oil, for the 
vaporiser lamp, lubricating oil for the piston and bear

ings, cot.ton wa~te and belting. The total amount ex
pended on these items depends very much upon the 
way in which the driver does hi8 work. As a general 
rule lubricating oil is shamefully wasted and belting 
from sheer neglect has scarcely ever half the life it 
ought to have. For the lubrication of the piston it is 
better to use a high class mineral oil but for the bear
ings castor oil may well be employed. 

,., This is nO longer true. The price of liquid fuel in Madras 
is now 2£ annas per gallon. 
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3. ,nt.h large engines the cost of the driver's 
. wages does not form a very .)large percentage of the 

total cost of running and it is therefore bE'ttE'r to put 
the engine in charge of an experienced fitter and dri
ver. Such a man can he obtained for about Rs. 30 a 
month and should he quite competent to do all the
work connected with keeping the engine in running 
order himself. With small engines it is necesHary to 
employ cheaper men and wages may range from Rs. 7 
to Rs. 15 a month, but as yet it is probahle that cheap 
labour has involwd an increased outlay on repairs 
which has not been compensated for by the saving in 

wages. 
4. When an oil-engine is well looked aftE'r the 

expenditure on repairs ought to bi' very small, but un
fortunately, it has so far figured very unduly in t'h~ 
cost of running most of the stations we have sblrted. 
This has been partly due to bad drivers and partly duf' 
to the fact that the engines were oVNloaded. ~Where 

the conditions were more favourable the result has been 
very satisfactory and the bill for repairs almost nominal. 
The Yapouriser is the most vulnerable part and requires 
renewal from time to time. The cover at the back end 
is held on by studs and the practice of taking thE' 
cover off while the nuts are still hot generally results 
ir. th£' stripping of the thread5 and the necessity for 
new studs. Carelessness in cleaning the hole, through 

which the oil is sprayed into the cylinder, ends in 
making it too large for the purpose and new spraying 
plates or nipples are required. The plates themselves 
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are of very little value but there is considerable diffi
culty in drilling the exc~edingly fine hole necessary 
for the successful 'Working of the engine and this makes 
them somewhat expensin', Properly treated, however, 
the nipples should last for several years. Thest' are the 
only special points about the wear and tear of an oil
engine. For tht' rest it behan>s like any other machine 
well and solidly constructed. The cylinder is liable 

to slight wear, brasses have to to be renewed from time 
to time and the pump plunger wear,; at the gland if 
the packing is not carefully attended to. Tht' main 
parts are not subject to wenr and tear ancl ,j per cent. 
on the cflpital mlue of an engine and pump should be 
an ample allowance to keep them in perft'ct working 
order. 

5. Government are prepared to lend money 
under the Agricultural Improvement Loam Act at 6i 
per cent., and in calculating the charges for interest 
and dppreciatioll I have aHowpd 10 per cent.-,j per 
cent. for inte1'e~t and 5 per cent. ['J1' depreciation. If 
the am00.nt allowpd for depreciation be inYested at [) 
per cent., it p1'oyides for the t'pnewal of the engine at 
the end of 14~ years. 

'Ye may now frame an estimate of the cost of 

pumping water with oil-engines and pumps under what 
may be termed good wm-king conditions. The instal
lation we will assume consists of a 7th. p. oil-enginE" 
and a 4" pump and the maximum lift is 25 feet. This 
plant will raise 18,000 gallons of water per hour and 
we will assume there is sufficient water ayailable for 12 
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hours running per day. The engine and pump will 
cost in Madras Rfl. 2,000 and Ian allowance of Rs. 1,000 
will cover other chargetl connected with the installation 
making the total cost Rs. 3,000. Ten per cent. for 
interest and depreciation will amount to Rs. 300 per 
annum and 5 per cent. for maintenance and repairs to 
Rs. 150 per annum, the two sums being equal to a 
daily charge of Rs. 1-4-0. The engine will use three
fourtts of a gallou of liquid fuel per hour or 9 gallons 
per day for which 3 annas per gallon may be allowed. 
The working expenses may therefore be tabulated as 
follows :-

Per day. 
RE. A. P. 
1110 
o 8 0 

Fuel, 9 gallons at 3 anna8 a gallon 
Driver at Rs. 15 a month .,. 
Lamp and lubrIcating oil, waste and 

"tores ... 0 8 0 
Interest and depreciation 10 per cent.} 1 4 0 
Maintenance and repairs D per cent. 

making the total cost of working Rs. 3-15-0 per day. 
That is to say, if we run the engine every day in the 
year the daily cost will amount to Rs. 4, and obviously 
the daily cost will increase as the number of days in the 
year during which the engine is not worked increases. If 
the engine is run on every day in the year, the working 
expenses will be Rs. 1,460 and for every day on which no 
work is done a saving of Rs. 2 is effected, so that if the 
engine runs on 200 daYR in the year, the daily cost of 
working will be as much as Rs. 5-10-2. The quantity 
of water lifted per hour is 18,000 gallons 25 feet, 
equivalent to 72,000 cubic feet 1 foot or in the course 
of a day to 864,000 cubic f~et 1 foot. 
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Many years ago on .the Saidapet Farm lengthy 
flxperiments on lifting water with cattle gave the cost 
of working ail 4,000 cubic feet of water lifted 1 foot for 
1 anna. Rates are much higher now than they were 
then and it would certainly not be understating the 
case in favour of liftillg water by means of cattle if we 
accept as the present cost 3,000 cubic feet lifted 1 
foot for 1 anna. Under the favourable circumstance,; 
we have detailed above, the engine and pU"TIP will Eft 
13,500 cubic feet 1 foot for 1 anna, that is to say, the 
cost of working will be le~s than one-fourth the cost 
with cattle-power. If the engine worked on only 200 
days in the year 9,600 cubic feet would be lifted 1 foot 
for 1 anna and the cost of working would be less than 
one:third that with cattle-power. This method of "ta
ting the cost of pumping is not a very convenient one 
and the more convenient unit might well be adopted in 
this country which has been adopted in America, viz., the 
quantity of water required to cover an acre of land to 
a depth of one foot. Thi:,: is equal to 43,560 cubic feet 
or 272,250 gallons. An acre-foot of water lifted one 
foot is a convenient unit of work and on this basi~ the 
cost of lifting water per unit is As. 3-3 when the 
pump is worked on every day in the year and As. 4-6 
when it is only run on 200 days. These figures fairly 
repn>sent what the cost of working should be and it 
will be interesting to compare them with the actual 
figures which have been obtained since these p"'J.mping 
expf'riments were first instituted. 

llfelrosap'uram.-This station is fully described 
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in Bulletin No, 54 of the Department of Agriculture, 
" .Madra~, The water-supply is drawn from the well by 

a 3-in, pump driver;. by a 3t h, p, engine, With regard 
to the cost of working the following are extracts from 
the Bulletin :-

"In 1903-190-* the pump was worked for 831 
hours at a cost of H... 7-16-8-4, of which amount it 
should be observed that no le,;s than R~. 300 is allowed 
for intere~t and depreciation, The cost per hour 
amount,; to H'38 anna;.: and for that sum it may be 
approximately assumed that 1,-±-f0 cubic feet of water 
has been rai;.:ed 25 feet. This i" undoubtedly a very 
high rate. But it is mainly due to the \'ery small 
number of hours during which the engine worked and 
the ,'ery large number of times that it wa~ . .,tarted and 
stopped. In all, the engine was started 334 times 'and 
the avprage duration of each run was in consequence 
only 2~ hour~, so that the amount of fuel used in 
starting the engine was out of all proportion to the 
amount of work done', 'fbi" un~atisfactory result, 
however, has a more pleasing aSIJect from the irriga
tor's point of view a" the small number of hour;:; which 
it was necessary to run the pump was due to the fact 

that the "eason as a whole wa" an extremely fa\'ourable 

Olle and the assistance of the pump was only required 
to a very moderate extent. 

" In 1904-1905 the conditions were materially 
different. The rainfall throughout the year was 
slight, the north-east monsoon was it complete 
failure and it was necessary to withdraw from the welt 
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all the water that could ;possibly be obtained. The 
engine was started {l68 times and ran for 2,074 hours, 
giYing' an average of 3'65 hours for each run. The 
working expen~es amounted to Rs. 1,088-1-10 e(Juiva
lent to 8':~9 annas per hour. This is a very material 
reduction upon the figures for the prel'ious year, but 
it i~ by no means satisfactory and it should yet be 
possible to materially reduct" them. 

" In 1903-1904 the consumption of oil amount
ed to 786 galloll8 or 0'945 gaJ1on~ per hour. In 
] 904-1905, 1,{i91 gallons of oil were required to run 
the engine 2074 hours, giving an average consump
tion of 0'815 gallons pt"r hour. During the first year 
practically nothing but kerosine oil was used; but in 
1904-190.'l, 728 gallons of liquid fuel costing 3'15 
annas per gallon were mixed with 963 gallons of 
kerosine oil costing {i'7 annm: per gallon. An oil
engine which develops 3} h.p. with kerosine oil can
not be reckoned to be of more than 3 h.p. with liquid 
fuel and it unfortunately happens that the power 
required to drive the centrifugal pump at ~lelrosa

puram when the water is low in tht" well is fully 3~ 
h. p., so that liquid fuel by itself cannot be U8ed. If 
liquid fuel alone had been used, there would have been 
a saving ofRs. 213 in the cost of fuel and the cost of 

working the t'ugine per hour would have been reduced 

to 6'i5 annas." 
In 1905-1906 the season was an extremely un

favourable one owing to the total failure of the north

east monsoon, and the yield of water in July and· 
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August, ] 905 fell to not more than about 20,000 =, 
gallons per day. The engine was mn for 9,14 hours 
on an average lift of 2 7 ~ feet and the working expenses 
amounted to Rs. 822-9-8 equal to As. 13-11 per hour 

made up as follows :-
Rs. A. p. 

Oil 305 0 8 
Driver's wages 72 0 0 

Repairs 145 9 0 
Interest and df'preciation } 

at 12t per cent. 
300 0 0 

Total 822 9 8 

From these figures the final result arrived at is 
that in 1903-1904 the cost of lifting one acre-foot 
one foot was Rs. 1-1-5, in 190-1:-1905, As. 10-2 and in 
1905-1906, As 15-4. The conditions at Melrosapuram 
are such that the cost of pumping must necessarily 
always he extremely high. In the hot weather 
months, the supply of water is very limited and the 
engine seldom work" more than 2 or 3 hours a day. 
It would be useless th8refore to compare the cost of 
lifting water by the engine and pump, under these 
circuJOstances, with the cost of lifting it by cattle 
working at a uniform rate, but it is quite certain that 
if cattle had to be employed at :-\{elrosapuram to do 
the work which was done by the engine and pump, 
the cost would be very much greater and quite beyond 
the means of the settlement. 
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Ag?'icltltuml Oollege, ~aidapet.-This installation 
consists of a 6t h.p. engine and a 4" pump and was 
intended to work on a maximum lift of 25 feet. 
Unfortunately, owing to the unprecedently low rainfall 
and probably also to the ('ffect of pumping from the 
river, the maximum lift in August, 1905, was over 30 
feet. In comequence, the engine worked very unsatis
factorily and finally an accident happened, due partly 
to the carelessness of the driver and partly to 
the fact that the engine was overloaded, which 
necessitated very expensive repair~. F nder these 
circumstances good results could hardly be expected. 
The engine worked for 1,820 hours on 202 days 
and lifted 23,379,000 gallons of water an average 
height of 2~ feet. Thi" i" equiyalent to 2,061 acre
feet lifted one foot. The total cost of running the 
engine, including repairs and interest and deprecia
tion, was Rs. 1,345-i-l-7 equal to As. 10-6 per acre
foot foot. Excluding repairs caused by the necessity 
of having to run the engine at a much higher lift than 
it was designed to work against, the total expenditure 
was Rs. 748 equivalent to As. 6-9 per acre-foot foot. 
This result was obtained using part of the time liquid 
fuel and part of the time, kerosine oil. 776 gallons of 
liquid fuel costing Rs. 103 and 600 gallons of kerosine 
oil costing Us. 170-6-6 were used. If we exclude the 
abnormal repairs the result shows fairly what can be 
done with oil-engine;.; and pumps and justifies the 
claim that the co"t of working j" le"s than half the· 
best result that can be obtained with cattle. 
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Jll. R. Ry. S. p(tncl1~ran~,a jrftul(tlia~"s Installation, 
01~ddalO?'e.-The water-supply is derived from two 
wells coupled together, at the bottom of which tubes 
have been sunk which tap a sub-artesian supply. From 
the figures furnished me by the owner I find that he 
ran the 3t h.p. engine for 915 hour:; and lifted] ,200 
cubic feet per hour an average height of 27 feet. The 
total working expense~ amounted to R". 372-7-0 
equivalent to 6t annas per hour which gives the cost 
of lifting Wfl ter at As. 8-10 per acre-foot foot. In the 
latter part of the year a ~t h.p. engine driving a 4" 
pump was substituted for the smaller plant and the 
same ran for 640 hour,.; lifting 3,000 cubic feet per 
hour an average height of 27. feet. The working 
expenses amounted to Rs. 478 or practically 12 annas 
per hour and the cost of lifting one acre-foot foot was 
A,;. 6-6. This installation is entirely in the hands of 
a private owner and it will be difficult to \'ery material
ly improve upon the final result. 

Panarnpatt'tt P1t1nping Station.-The accounts 
for this station are only available from :\ugust, 1905 to 
March, 1906, or for the 8 months during whiCh time it 
was worked by Messrs. Parry & Co. The installat,iOll 
consists of a 9 h. p. engine and a 6" pump, lifting 
water from a large well, the lift varying at different 
seasons of the year from about 11 feet to ! 8 feet. 
During the 8 months the engine was worked 813 bours 
and lifted, 3,935,000 cubic feet of water an avprage 
height of 13'37 feet. This i~ f'(luiva!ent to ],243 acre
feet lifted one foot. The working expenseR amounted 
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to Rfl. 382 ann th" ch:1{ges on accouut of interest 
depreciation Ril. 333. Tile COilt of lifting one acre-foot 

one foot was therefore As. 9-3. The small number of 
hours the pump worked was mainly due to the unde
veloped state of the culti \'a~ion, but also partly to the 
favourable rainfall during 4 months out of the 8. 

Kadiampatti.-The plant here con8ists of a 6~

h. p. engine and a 4" pump drawing water from a well, 
partly fed by percolatio-n from the surrounding strata, 
but mainly supplied with water from a small "tream 

,draining a valley on the western flanks of the Shevaroy 
Hills. The installation belongs to Government who 
have lent it to Mr. Andersen, a retired Danish Mis
;;ionary, who has settled in that neighbourhood. The 
engi,ne and pump worked on 272 days for 1,877 hours 
and lifted 5,400,000 cubic feet of water to an 
average height of 20 feet. During the hot weather the 
supply of water ran very short, whilst in the monsoon 
month" the ground wanted bTlt little water. The 
work done by the pump was 2,486 acre-feet feet and 
the working expenses amounted to Rs. 739, together 
with Rs. 375 charges for interest and depreciation. 
The cost of lifting water waR therefore As. 7-2 per acre
foot foot. 

CoiTnbatm'e Jail.-The plant here, which was 
taken over from the Public Works Department, consists 
of a Ruston Proctor Oil-engine driving a pair of plung
er pnmps. The engine will not work with liquid fuel and 
the water is raised from a deep rectangular excavation 
in the rock, characteristic of wells in the Coimbatore 
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di"trict. 859,000 c. ft. of wattr were lifted to an averagf:" 
height of 62 feet in 1,630 hours. The working expens
es amounted to Rs. 727, and the interest and mainten
ance charges to Rs. 663, the capital outlay being 

Rs. 5,304. The work done was equal to 1,222 acre-feet 
feet and the total expenditure Hs. 1,3:)(), making the 
cost of working R~. 1-2-6 per unit. With so higb a 
lift far more favourable result- might bave been ex
pected, but the quantity of water to be dealt with if' 
limited and the installation is saddled not only with 
heavy interest charges, but it is compelled to me 
kero,.:ine oil, the cost of which amountE'd to RR. 490, 

ThE' results obtl\;ned from thE'se six pumping 
stations, which are all from which fairly accumte 
figures are procurable, are typical of the rest and il,lus
trate how much more f'xpensive pumping water for 
irrigation actually works out than would b", the case if 
thE' supply were inexhaustible and the demand contin
uou~. It really matters little how these figures com
pare with the cost of lifting water by IDt'll or cattle. 
The oil-engine and pump do work which has np\'er 
been attempted with cattle and utili~e,.;, to an extent 
absolutely unknown previously, tllE' quantity of water 
available for irrigation. 



CHAPTER XI. 

FLOW OF WATER IN SAND. 
A few inches, or at the utmost a few feet, below 

the surface of the sand, which fills the heds of most of 
our rivers, water will be found alJd below the line of 
saturation .:'very cubic foot of sand contains two 
gallons of water or a little more. When we consider the
aggregate area of all the river-beds and the depth of 
sand which they contain, it is evident that they 
constitute an enormous re8ervoir of water from which 
it is possible large qnantitips may be obtained, if only 
:mitable methods for withdrawing the water from sand 
are employed. It i, generally assumed that, when aU 
visible flow uf water has ceased down a river-bed, there 
is still a slow underground flow which carries off to 
the sea a very large quantity of water which would be 
of great value if only it coull] be intercepted. 

The dry beds of Indian rivers have, however, 
received but little attention from Engineers, and it is 
only when the water-supply for a town has to be 
drawn from them that they have evoked any interest. 
A cubic foot a second is equivalent to 540,000 gallons 
J.ler day, and none of the towns in the south of India 
which derive their water-supply from river beds require 
more than 4 or 5 cubic feet per second, and it would 
seem that if there is any flow of water at all through 
the sand of an Indian river-bed, there should be no 

12 
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difficulty in obtaining this q h.antity of water. Yet, as 
11 matter of fact, experience has shown that the wells 
have to be n'lmerous or the intercepting galleries of very 
considerable extent, and that at time,; the quantity of 

water flowing into these strangely faJl~ off. From most 
sandy rivers the ryots in the hot weather ohtain water for 
irrigation by means of what are known as spring chan

nels, and the study of this ingenious method of 
irrigation, leads me to think that our ideas regarding 
the movement of water benE-ath the sand in our river
beds requirt) revision. 

The ,;pring channel is a ditch which is made to 
run up-stream at a slope considerably less than that of 
the river-bed. At first it runs through dry sand till it 
reaches the level at which the water is standing in· the 
river. Thence onward its bed is below the water-level 
and water from the i'urrounding sand trickles into the 
channel an.] flows downward. At some point the water 
in the chnnnel begins to rise above the level of the 
water in the ri\'er, and thence onward, it flows back 
into the saml and would continue so to flow, were it 

not that, after a time, the sand becomes saturated with 
water and the flow from above passes onward, till final
ly, it reaches the river bank through which it passes in 
an open cut. Now, if water flowed readily or even very 
slowly through sand, so great is the length of these 
spring channels that it is certain the wat.er which drain
ed into the upper section of the channel would disap
pear by percolation in the lower section ; but, as a 
matter of fact, it does not do so. 'Vater can only flow 
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in sand when the hydraojie ~radient of the water Sur

face is sufficient to overcome the resistance to the flow 

of water offered by the sand. The surface fall of most 

South Indian rivers is below 15 feet a mile or roughly 
one in three hundred and is frequently less than 5 feet 
a mile or oue in a thousand. If water flowed through 
the sand it would rise to the surface in the lower 
reaches of the river, but this it does not do. Prac
tically everywhere the water is about t,he same 
average depth below the surface of the iland and lies 
exposed where the sand is below the level of the water 
plane. The upper reach of a ,.;pring channel is continu
ally pouring water into the lower reach, and when the 
,;and in the neighbourhood of that cutting has received 
a qertain amonnt of water, it can take no more and the 
whole supply can be passed into the channel through 
the bank. Cross sections taken on the Pillar river 

have verified this completely. Where the spring chan
nel was in deep cutting and water was percolating into 
the channel, the slope of the water to the level in the 

channel was I in 250. Similarly in C1'OS3 ,ections lower 
down where the water-level in the ('hannel was above that 

of the river, the slope wa~ about 1 in 250 away from the 
channel. That it' to say, the water in the lower half of 
the spring channel is carripd upon an emhankment 
and this embankment is formed, because, when the 
slopes reach '1 gradient I in 250, the water j,.; unable 

to move through the sand. This, I think, may be 
tal{fm therefore as eonf'lnsivp pvidence that wftter does 

not ll1o\"e down tile ~anJy bedB of rivers unless the 
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slope of the sand is greater tbhln that of the hydraulic 
. gradient necessary to make the water move. Th{'> 

question will then be asked what becomes of that 
quantity of water which undoubtedly is disposed of in 

some way or othpr in the river-beds during the hot 
weather when visible flow ceases. As an example we 
may take the Cauvery, down the bed of which we have 
certain evidence that a considerable quantity of water 
passe" since it comes under observation at the Power 
St[.l.tion at Sivasamudram. Some of this water is 
evaporated from the sand, some of it is drawn off by 
spring channelt; but the bulk of it probably passes down 
the ri\'er from pool to pool. 

Generally in the deep bed of a river there are a 
series of pools in which the water is apparently standing, 
Each pool is a leyeJ sheet of water and between succ;s
sive pools there is often a considerable fall. ·Where 
the slope exceeds the hydraulic gradient at which water 
will move in sand, there must be a flow from the 
upper pool to the lower pool. In this way unquestion
ably large quantities of water may be passed down a 
river in the hot weather. The moving water is con
fined to the pools and to little cascades in the sand 
which separates pool from pool. The great bulk of the 
water stored in the sand remains motionless and it can 
only be drawn upon by creating artificial hydraulic 
gradients sufficiently steep to cause the water to movt". 
This is done whenever a well is sunk in the river and 
water baled out of it, or when an intercepting 
gallery is placed at some considerable depth below the 
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water-level in the river from which the water is lifted 
,) 

by means of pumps. 
Accepting the fact that water does not move down 

a river-bed except in the way described, it becomes 
po~sible to determine with a fair approach to accuracy 
the quantity of water availablp. at anyone point, aRsum
iug that it is not sllPplemented by drainage from 
viilible pools. If a well be sunk into the sand of the 
river-bed and the water-level lowered by pumping, a 
cone-shaped mass of sand will be drained of water, the 
vertical axis of which will be the well, round which the 
cone will be described by the revolution of a line inclin

ed at the limiting hydraulic gradient at which the 
water will flow in the sand. If the well lw of small 
diameter the real vertex of the cone will be consider
ably above the level to which the water will be reduced 
by pumping, owing to the hydraulic gradient being 
steeper in the neighbourhood of the well. This is due 
to the grf'ater pressurf" necessary to cause the water to 
move through the gradually decreasing area of sand 
round the well. It will be convenient to give one or 
two examples to show the quantity of water which can 
be obtained from a river-bed under what may be consi
dered average conditions: 

(1) Suppose a well is sunk in a river-bed and 
arrangements made so that the vertex of the cone of 
depression is 10 feet below the static water-level in 
the sand. Then assuming that the hydraulic gradient 
is 1 in 250, the cone of depression will intersect the 
water l'1urface in an ellip~e and the volume of sand 
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involved will be 52 million cubic feet and the water 
) 

content about 100 million gallons or sufficient t,o 
supply a cubic foot per second for oyer six months. 
When pumping first commences the inflow to the well 
will be rapid, as the hydraulic gradient" artificially set 
up in the sand outside the well will be steep, but as 
the volume of sand becomes drained of water, the gra
dients will become flatter and the flow slower, and ul
timately it will cease when the limiting gradient if; 
reached. It should be remembered that, for the full 
development of the cone of depression, the bed of sand 
must be 5,000 feet wide or approximately a mile. 

(2) If, instead of sinking the well in the middle 
of the river-bed, a cuh'ert or intercepting drain were 
run acro~s it at right angles, the volume of sand 

which could ultimately be drained of water would 'not 
be greatly different as, instead of the cone, we should 
have an inYerted triangular prism, the \'olume, which 
on the same as~umptions would be 83 million cubic 
feet, yielding about 170 million gal10ns of water, 
that is to say, the enormomly great expenditure 
entailed by the construction of the culvert would not 

produce twice as much water, but it would very mate
rialJy affect the rate at which the water could be drain
ed from the sand. 

These two examples show that there is no neces
sity for the water in the sand to be moving to account 
for the large quantities which we can withdraw and 
which we actually do withdraw for the water-supply 
of towns like Madura, Trichinopoly and Conjeeveram. 
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It should also not be forgotten that the rain which 
falls on a sandy river-Veri is all absorbed by the 
sand and the major portion of it becomes at once avail
able. 

So far as I know, experiments have not been made 
to determine whether there is any loss of the under
ground water by evaporation from a sandy bed. If 
there is any at all, it is probably very small and not 
comparable with the loss of water from an exposed 
surfaee. 

It is unfortunate that we must accept the conclu
sion that there i~ no mbterranean flow of W[lter in sand, 
as it llecessarily reduces enormously thf' vo:ume of 
water which can be obtained at anyone given point. 
It is well, however, that we ~hould have clear ideas on 
th", subject and that our attention should be drawn to 
very large volumes of water which are actually availa
ble and which can be made use of, if only ~atisfactory 
methods art" devised for separating the water from the 
sand. For tlw water-supply of towns the question pre
sents no difficulty, as monE'Y can be found for the neces
sary works, but if the water is to be used for ilTigation it 
is quite a different matter. A cubic foot per second will 
irrigate from 100 to 150 acres of garden crop, and at 
the most the cultivators will not be able to pay, under 
favourable conditions, more than about Rs. 5,000 a year 
for the same, and of this sum a considerable amount
probably half-will bE' absorbpd by the pumping 
expenses so that not morE' than Rs. 2,500 will be 
available to meet the intE'rest charges and upkeep of 
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the infiltration works. This is not a large sum when one 
considers that as a rule thJ works will have to be 
constructed to resist the action of heavy floods and 
must therefore be of a permanent and very substantial 
character. 

One very important result anses from the deter
mination of the fact that water does not flow beneath 
the sand of the river-bed. If we know the minimum 
hydraulic gradient at which water will flow in the sand, 
then it becomea an extremely simple matter to deter
mine the areas from which water has been drawn by 
spring chan neb, wells or intercepting culverts in the 
past, and new works can be designed for the with
drawal of further quantities of water from rivers with
out interfering in any way with the existing water 
rights. Obviously, since the water does not tiow down 

the river, new pumping ~tations may be erected above 
those already in existence without interfering with 

their supply, provided that care is taken to place them 
sufficiently far apart, so that the areas affected by the 
depression in the water-level at the pumping stations 
do not overlap. This of course mllst be modified to 
some extent by the fact that these areas will in some 
instances get their water-supply partially or wholly 
replenished by the water travelling down the deep bed 
of the river from pool to pool. 



CHAPTER XII. 
_) 

WELL-BORING. 
When the con~truction of a well IS undertaken 

there is almost always some uncertainty regarding the 
volume of the 'Vnter-~upply that will be obtained. This 
is due to the fact that what lies below thE' mrface of 
the ground is always more or le,;s a matter of conjecture. 
In some cases our knowledge of the subsoil is sufficient 
to render the risks of well-~inking of no practical 
importance, but in the majority of cases it is other
wise, and a preliminary examination of the ground, if 
it can be made at comparatiyely small expen5e, is of 
distinct advantage. This can be done by boring or 

jumping a hole of small diameter to such depth as is 
necessary with the aid of ~pecially constructed tools. 
The material removed from the hole affords informa
tion a~ to the nature of the ~trata through which tbe 
well \l,ill pass, and this information studi{>d in the 
light of the experience which has accumulatE'd from 
the sinking of many thousands of wells, enables us to 
form a fairly accurate idea as to the quantity of the 
wat!"r likely to be obtained. Where the subsoil is soft 
or ~andy, the hole must be provided with an iron liner 
to preyent it from filling up as fast as it is made, but 
where thE' hole i::.; in stiff day or rock, the boring work 
can be done without any ~uch artificial support. 

In a brief note it is impossible to describe in 
detail the tools employed, but it is not difficult to 
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explain the principle upon which they work. Just as

a hole is bored in wood by ..\:teans of an auger or bit, 
so through the soft strata of alluvial deposits holes can 
be driven by similar tools of much larger dimensions. 
As the auger con~ists of a handle, a shank nnd the 
cutting edge, so the boring tools are similarly con
structed. Various types of auger head are used and 
these can be screwed to "teel rods which are usually 
1 0 feet long, und as many as are necessary are employed 
to reach from the surface of the ground to the hottom 
of the hore hole. At the top there is a i'wi\·el head 
by which thE' rods can bE' lifted and the handle of the 
augE'r i~ formt'd by clamping iron lE'v{'rs to the boring 
rod at a convenient height ahoH' the groulld, so that 
men by walking round in a circle can rotate the auger. 
When the material to he bored through is fairly ~tiff, 

the auger takes the form of a worm or an oprn shell, 
and from time to time it ha~ to be lifted f.·om the holE' 
to remove the clay which has gradually workpd into 
it. vVhen the ~oil is of a loo~e charader the auger 
has to be fitted with a "hell above to hold the 
material removed by the cutting edge, otherwise it 
will fall back into the hole whilst lifting thp anger 
to clt'an it. These shell augers are fitted with 
various shapes of cutting edge~ depending upon the 
nature of the material to be removed, which may 
vary from fine sand to ~oft sand~tone. V{hen hard 

rock bas to be pierced rotary tools worked by hand 
are not effective, as the speed of working is too slow 
and recourse must be had to the percussive action of 
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variously shaped chiSE'ls for the breaking of the rock. 
ThE' chisel is attachE'd to the boring rods and a heavy 
blow i" giYen by lifting them a few inches and allow
ing them to drop. Care must be taken to slowly 
turn the boring rods so that E'ach blow of thE' chisel 
falls on a different diamE'ter in tht' boreholE'. \\Then 
thE' chisel has pulverized a sufficient quantity of rock, it 
is withdrawn from the hole and a plain shell lowered 
which collects thE' mud whE'n it is rapidly jerked up 
and down in the water at the bottom of the hole. To 
work a set of boring tools it is necE'ssary to have a 
derrick which may be conveniently made of 4, casuarina 
poles about 25 feet long. At the tOll of the dE'rrick is 
fastened a pullE'y oyer which the lifting rope passel'. 
from the ,;wivel head to the winch. This latter may be 
att~ched to two legs of the derrick and should have a 
lifting capacity of at least 2 tons. BE'sides the chisels 
and augers there is a great variety of tools which can be 
attached to the boring rods, most of which arE' ingE'nious 
devices for removing broken tools from the hole. 

As the hole procE'E'ds through soft material, lining 
tubes mmt descend with it and this is usually effected 
by rotating them, thE'ir own weight being sufficient to 
mnke them descend. If the pipe~ stick badly a ~uitable 
cap must be placE'd on the top and the method;; com
monly employed in pile driving re30rted to. If the lining 
tube has to pass through a layer of stiff clay, the work is 
often facilitated by rymering the hole bored out by the 
auger to a larger siz!:'. If it is not int!:'nded to bore 
holes to a greater depth than 50 feet, a set of tools, 
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working in a 3-inch liner, will be a convenient size to 
employ; but if the holes are to run to a depth of 100 
feet or more, the diameter of the lining tube should be 
at least 4 inches. Where it is known that artesian or 
sub-artesian water exists it is necessary to use pipes 
of much large diameter if it is desired to obtain an 
abundant supply of water. 

Well-boring has heen developed in the French 
territory of Pondicherry much more extensively than 
in any part of the Madras Presidency, and it is possible 
to procure spts of horing tools from the blacksmith,; in 
Pondichnry at very TPa~onable rates. They do not 
however, mpply the tools necessary for withdrawing the 
lining pipes and the setB are therefore not convenient 
for exploratory work, as in such work the lining tubes 
are usually removed from the holes as soon a~ 'the 
necessary information has been obtained. Messrs. Burn 
and Co., of Howrah supply suitable sets of tools. A set 

with lining tubes to bore a hole to a depth of 50 feet 
costs aeout Rs. 700, delirered in }Iadras, whilst a 4-
inch set of tools with lining pipes costs about 
Us. 1,100. Considerable experience is required to 
make satisfactory use of a set of boring tools, and diffi
cultie,: and obstructions frequentiy occur which can 
only be dealt with by men accustomed to ~uch work. 
In boring, the tools are subjected to rough usage and 
repairs are frequently found necessary. It is there
fore de,.;irli.ble to have a fair number of duplicate parts 
so that the work of boring need not be stopped while 
repairs art" being effected. 
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The cost of boring va~ies considerably, dt'pending' 
not only upon the diameter of the borehole and its. 
depth, but also upon the chancter of the soils or rocks 
pierced. In the alluvial deposits along the coast in 
the ChingJeput District where some 400 boreholes 
have been put down, the average cost for a 3-inch 
borehole i~ ahout 4 annas a foot up to a depth of 20 
feet, thence on to 40 feet it costs 6 aunas a foot and 
beyond that ul' to 60 feet, 12 annas a feet; from 60 to 
70 feet the cost is Re. 1 a foot and from 70 to 80 feet, 
R:. 1-4-0 a foot. Beyond this depth only a few boring 
have been made and the CaRt of the' ""ork done bas varied 
considerably. These rates it ~hould be pointed out, do 
not include the cost of carrying tl'lP tool~ from one place 
to another. Thif' i3 a small item when many holes are 
to be' put down in one neighbourhood but becomes of 
importance when the tools have to be carried a long 
distance to bore a single hoIf'. 

The principal sourc(>s from whicb ;;;ubterranf'an 
water can be derived are beds of sand, and roek which 
is highly fissured or partially decompo"E'€l. By putting 
down a boreholE' information on the5e points can be 
obtained and the exact depth at which thE' water-bearing 
strata is met with can be easily determined or its ab
sence definitely ascertained. Sometimes in fissures the· 
water exists under pressure and a borehole from the 
bottom of an existing well tapping a fissure will often 
deliver considerable quantities of water into the well 
from which it can be removed either by baling or by 
pumping. Along certain parts of the Coast, beds of sand 
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are found enclosed betwee~ impervious beds of clay. 
Some of these are of considerable extent and thickness 
and they contain water under pressure. BOrf'holes pene
trating the upper imperYious layer enable the water to 
rise to its static level and, when this is above the ground, 

flow takes place and the supply is termed artesian. 
More frequently the static level is below ground level 
and the water can only be ohtained by sinking a well 
round the borehole to a few feet below the static level. 
'Vater will then flow into the well and can he removerl 
by haling or pumping. If the borehole iR made suffici
ently large a 3uction pipe or pump may be put down the 
hole and the waLeI' drawn off by lowering the sta\lc 
level in the borehole itself. Orclinarily, however, bor
ings do not penetrate artesian basin,.;, and the character 

of the water-supply likely to be derived from sinking a 
well must be determined by an examination of the 
material:,; through which the borehole hn.R passed. Grav
els usually yield water most abundantly, then conr"p 
sand and lastly fine sand. \Vhen thp ~'Ind i:,; coarse, or 
the water supply is derh>pd from gra\,pl, a well of small 
diameter will generally yield a large quantity of water, 
but when the sand i" very fine, a well of large Iliamett-'r 
is required to obtain a large supply of water anel that 
again is only possible when the bed of sand is of consid
erable thickness. \Vhen the borehole has passed 
through rock and the chisels have to be used, no very 
definite information can be gained from an examination 
of the mntf'rial bl'onght out of the borehole, but by 

nnt.tilwa tuhe well DUm\) clown the borehole. and ex-
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hausting the wllter Wfl C':'1 ascertain the rate of the 
inflow from the surroundillg'rock into the borehole 
undt>r a given pressure. Apart from fi~sures this enables 
a rough pstimate to he formf'fI as to the water~yielding 

capacity of the rock. 
The experience so far gained in the south of India 

is undoubtedly to the effect that large supplies of water 
are generally only to be obttlined from beds of sand or 
grrweJ but occa,ionally well~ in fissured rock yield an 
abundallt supply of water, whilst percolation wells in 
porous or decomposed rock ~eldom yield more than 
moderate q tlantities of water. That i:-; to say, they may 
yield 3000 ()r 4000 g'111ons of water per hour, but not 

] 0,000 or 12,000. So far the largest supply of water 

derived from any single well in the south of India is 
45,000 gallon,; 1)\'1' bou]'. This is not however the 
limit oC the capacity of the well but that of the pump 
working nn it. During thE' la~t YE'ar or two, oil-enginE's 
and pumps h;we beeD instailed in many places to lift 
water f0l' irrigation and the size most eommonly em

ployNl i~ a -i" pump which will deliver sufficient water 
foJ' from 20 to 25 acres. This is equivalent to from 
18,000 to 20,000 gallon~ Df water per hour, and al
though tlH'Te are few indigenous wells which will yield 
tbi" ~upl)ly, it has not been found difficult to obtain it 
from wells sunk after a preliminary investigation of the 
ground has been made by the use of boring tools. There 
is undoubtedly a vast amount of subterranean water 
which has never yet been made use of and to locate it 
definitely boring tools mu~t he used. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

STEAM PUMPS IN THE KISTNA DELTA. 
In 1892, when the experiments which form the

subject of this paper were ~tartect, ttw area under the 
Kistna Delta. irrigation project had reached the limit 
contemplated in the completion estimates, and there 
still remained an enormous area of land commanded by 
the canals, for the irrigation of which it was thought 
that no certa.in :;;upply of water could be obtained from 
the Kistna. MosL of thi~ land i~ wa~te and without. 
water is valueless; but with irrigation it is capable of 
yielding valuable paddy crops. It therefore beca~ne 

desirahle to examine other possible sources of water
supply, to ascertain if it was feasible to make use of any 
of them, either to supplement the flow into the callal.~ 
when the river was low, or for the irrigation of ~mall 
areas independently of the great delta system. The 
first step in this direction was to suggest that the 
waterR of the river Upputeru, which forms the outlet 
for the drainage passing into Col air Lake and which 
separate,; the Godavari from the Kistna delta, might 
be utilized for the irrigation of the tract of Iow
lying flat country which extends for several miles from 
the left bank between the villages of Kondangi 
and Pedalanka. The river is tidal, with a rise and fall 
of about 3 feet, and levels subsequently taken showed 
that the whole of this plain was from 1 to 3 feet 
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abovE' high tide levE'1 and that to irrigate it would not 

entail lifting the water nn uyerage of more than G fl'et. 
The scheme was inve~tigfltE'd and proposal;; submitted 

for carrying it out: but, as the project was a novel 
01H' and there were no reliable data on which to form 

an estimate of tlw quantity of water which it would be 
necessary to pump, it was wgge~ted that an expt'riment 

"hould first be made to detprmine the Huitablity of the 
land for cultivation, and of the water for irriga
tion, also to obtain information a" to the duty which 
might he exppcted from the water. A tidal lock 

wail then unrler constructioll at Lakshimapuram 
to connect the Bantumilly canal with the fIver 
U pputern, and as the foundation::; Wt're completed, 
there was H\'ailabJe clo~e at hand a -4 h. p. (nominal) 
portable engine with which the experiment could be 
mildp. Aftpr SOllle dplay an estimate was sanctioned. 
The ;,lite ~electecl for the experimental cultimiion was 
near the village of 3Iattagunta, where two ryots Were 

found with ,.,ufficipnt enterprise to construct the neces

sr.ry earthworb, proyided they were allowed to culti
vate 150 acres and were charged no water-rate. An 
8-iuch centrifugal pump was procured, and before 

finally fixing it in position it was temporarily set up at 

Lahhimapuram for the purpose of measuring the 
qUA-Dtity of water which it would di~charge. A long, 
straight trench, of uniform width, had been dug on 

the eite of the future approach channel to the lock, 
and after the sides had been carefully sectioned and 

gauges fixed at each end, it was suitable for measuring 
13 
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the water coming from the pump. The experiments 
were made by pumping t~r Ii certain number of 
minutes, noting the boiler pl'e~"urt:', which was kept 
constant, the height the water was lifted, and the rise 
of the water level on the gauges in lhe trench; then, 
from the dime11sions of the trt>l1ch, the number of 
cubic feet of water deli\'ered per second could be calcu
lated. 

Table 1. is a summary of the re,mlt~. 
TAHLI<;. 1. 

I I. I II. 
--------,---_._-_. __ . 
Speed of engine 'l \ 
revohl~ion8 r ... i 
per mInute _ 

Speed of pump ... 

Boilerprcssure } 
lb. per Aquare ... 

inch I 

Lift of water in } 
feet ... 

7b H 

375 I 370 

57 j 

I 
5-03 

I 
,)'03 

Vo~ume pum p-}' I' 3 306 ed m CUbIC feet ... , 

Duration Of} . "0 

1
2,261l 

iI" run in minutes ... -

Discharge in } 
cubic feet per . _. 

second 
2-521 

III. 

;)20 

30 

5'67, 

3,879 

25 
I 
I 

2'58 ! 
I 

6-02 

5i2 

5 

1-901; 

Subsequently at ;)Iattagunta the engine was worked 
with a boiler pressure of 4.'5 lb. l)("r 8(jUare inch, and as 
the average lift did not exceed .'5 feet it may be assumed 
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.without any great amoun~ of error that the discharge of 
the pump was about 2'0 ,mbic feet per second. As soon • 
a.s theRe trials were completed, the engine and pump 
were taken to l\laUagunta and lIumping waH started on 

,the 21st July and carried on whenever water was wanted 
till the lOth of Octolwr, after which date ~here was very 
heavy rain and the river rose and flooded the area 
under cultivation to a depth of aboot 2 feet, which 
rendered any further pumping unnecessary. III Table 
n. is given a sumntary of the t'ea~on\; work. 

Month. 

July 21-:31 

August 

, Sept, 

1-10, .. 

ll-Zn ... ; 
I 

21-:n .... 

1·10 .. , ' 

11-:20 ... 

October' 1-10 

TABLE II. 

T t I b II' Average dis-l Dll~Y~f~:~te~ . 
o anum er I' . 
of hours :c~arge ,?f p~mp, In a.ores 

of puml'in<Y, I In cubIC feet Iper CUbIC foot 
" I per Mecand. I pet· second. 

i I 
- -_- ---------~----

130',j O'(j(j 12':",') 

4A'r, 0':17 336'0 

\)1'1) 0'70 163'.') 

;,,,0 0'42 295'5 

1381) 1'15 lOS·() 

H!'O I) 78 15% 

61'0 0'.')1 243·7 

80'0 0'67 185'.5 

--------~-~ 

The area cultivated was carefully sur\'eyed and 
found to he 124'34 acres, and after the crop was eut 
in December, it was weighed and the yield prayed to be 
35 tons 874 lb. of thrashed paddy and 39 tOilS 1,887!b. 

-of -straw, and was valued at R~. 1,835. Thi" was a 
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poor result and was mninh; due to the late date of 

starting pumping, and to the fact that the ryot8, who 
had neyer seen an engine or pump be fol'f' , were eyery 

sceptic:ll about the experiment and madE' no prE'para
tiolls for cultivation till they had sef'n what the pumr 

could do. 
It was therefore the end of August, before tran,,

planting was well in hand and by that time the seE'd
lings, many of which hacl Iwen procured from sE'ed
bed~ under the dell-a (,'lllal~, Wf're too old to prod ncE' 
good sturdy plants; lll'lrpover, the lflnd occupied had 
never bE'en cultiyaterl Iwfore and it is wpll proyed by 
the experience on similar lands under 80me of the 
delta channeliil that the first crojl is alway~ the wor8t 

amI that in each sHcceE'ding YE'ar it improves till a limit 
is reached depending on the natural fE'rtility of the 
soil and the amount of mamuf' nsE'cl. The exppri
ment, thereforE', wa~ inconclusi\'p, the conditions unc1pr 
which it was carried out ',VE're distindly unfayourablp .. 
and the charactpr of the spa~on so unusual that no data 
of any yalue were ohtained as to the quantity of water 
required for irrigation. The ryots, however, were '.'pry 
pleased with the result, and as it was desirable that 
the experiment shoul i be repE'ated the following arrange

ments were made with them. That the experiment 
should be again made next year on a much larger area 

and that all the eXpE'llSeS connected with it should hE'
borne by Government, but that the ryots should pay 

water-rate and bnd-cess for the area they cultivated as 
they would have done had the water been supplied from. 
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-the delta channels. Acco~dingly, in 1893, a 12 b.p. 
portable engine, as Wf'lJ as the 4 h.p. portable engine 
used in the previous year, were to have been sent down 

from the Bezwada \Vorkshops as soon as the canals 
opened in June, but llnfortunately, owing to pres8ure 
of work in the shops, the engin!:'~ were not delivered 
till the end of the month alld much valuable time 
wail lost. The 4 h.p. engine was replacE'd in 
its old posi.tion and was arranged to drive one 
R-in(~h centrifugal pump whi!"t the 12 h.p. engine 
was fitted up with two large pullE'Ys, one on each 
side, to drive two 8-inch pumps, whi.ch WE're 
the largest size available. The pumps were mounted 
on stont wooden frame", placed across inlet trenches 
from the river. As the lift was small, no delivery 
pipes were used, but on the top flanges of the pumps 
a wooden casing was boILed which carried the water 
into the channel, and, whilst preventing any spill, 
offered no resi~tance to the free flow of the wnter. 
Pumping was started on the 3rd of July, but the 12 
h. p. engine soon gave trollble; and as the men 
left in charge of it could not get it to work satis
factorily for any length of time, a 10 h. p. engine 
which was ~tanding in the ::;hop~ at Bezwada was hasti
ly got ready and sent down to replace the 12 h. p. 
engine. It was, however, the lOth of Augnst, before 
the new engine started work, and as thf're had also 
been some delay in the supply of coal for the smaller 
engine, progt'ess with the experiment had so far been 
uu;;atisfactol'Y ; but afterwards everything went on well 
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and pumping was carried 0.-\ day and night till the
tram~planting was completed. From June, till the end 
of August, the rainfal\ was "Very much below the average 
and though the area cultivated was much smaller than 
would have been the case if the weather had been more 

favourable, st.i11 the fact that the cultivation was 
almost entirf'ly clue to the water supplied by the
pumps, makes the results obtained more tru~tworthy 

and the data with rpgard to the supply of water more
valuable than would have been the case if there had, 
been even an average rainfall. In Table III. is given 1\, 

summary of the season's work. 
TABLE Ill. 

,: Average i Duty of :Number of hours d- h I engines were at ~sc arge Rainfalll water in 
Month. k 0 pumps in i acres per wor . in cubic 

, -~- \ I feet per inches_! cubic foot 

! -{ H.P. 10 H_ Pol second. 'per second 

--~--

{ 1-10._ 101 10 210 0-40 390-9 
July. 11-20. _ 159 95 6-61 1'20 1242 

~1-31 __ 182 217 10'98 1-80 74'8 
r 1-10-

1 

105 124 6-91 0'20 118-8 
Aug. I 11·20 __ 217 211 12-41 0'90 66'1 

~ 21-:l1.. 146 176 8'88 ! 2'37 924 
{ 1·10 __ 17 32 1-61 3-63 509-8 

Sept. 1l·20. _ 13 19 1'00 2-64. 820-P, 
21-30. _ 47 68 3'62 226-7 

{ 1-10 __ 100 182 9-21) 88-7 
Oct. 11·20. , 40 1-66 3-50 4926 

21-30 __ 56 5:3 2-86 287-0 
f 1-10 __ 64 67 3'89 5-85 211-0 

Nov. 11l-2O .. 4:fi8 
21-30. _ 52 2-17 i178-2 
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The area under cnrtivation was returned by the 
Hevenue authorities as 820'8 acres, assessed at 
Rs. 4,62-!, which was mot'fl than suffieient to pay cost 
of pumping. The crop wa" cut in December and the 
yield on a nnmber of fields was weighed so as to 
obtain <In approximllte estimate of its value. The 
field,; were divided itlto four classes, according to the 
quality, and tht' rf'mlt" in f'ach class are given in 
Table IV. 

TABLE IV. 

Class. 

i Area of fields '''' . ht f , h' hth "elg 0 
I on W Ie e th t d ! yo Id . \ crop was ras 'e_ Ie. per ~ 
, . I d pc.ddy III acre In I us. 
I . welg Ie i Ibs. 

In am·es. I 

I 50'98 88,538 1,73G 
II 57'40 63,475 1,106 

,Ill ;>8'53 48,H7 822 
IV 4l-120 12,452 253 

The crops on nearly all the land included in the 
lowest class suffered from the attack of a species of 
blight locally known as" Kodu "and said to only 
affect plants which have been transplanted late in the 
season. As a similar fate befell tbe crops irrigated by 
the Kistna and Godamri canals. it is evident that the 
blight, which only occasionally appears, is not due ta 
the use of water from the river Upputeru. Excluding. 
then, the lands in class IV. and remembering that 
most of the laud W[l" under cultivation for the first 
time, the general rt'Rult may be considered very fair. 
and for the lands under class J. extremely good. 
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It had been originally ,j intpllcied that the whole 
of the water pumped from the river ~hould be passed 
over a rectangular notch with a sllarp edge, the depth 
of the water on which would have heen taken at 
regular intervals and the discharge calculated, but 
owing to the delay caused by the break-down of the 
12 h.p. engine, it became desirable to pump the water 
as f,lst as possible; and as the notch required a clear 
oVf'rfll. 11 , which meant lifting the wat,er at least one foot 
more than would be nece~sary if it were dispensed with, 
this method of determining the daily lluantity of water 
lifted was abandoned. Instead, a record was kept of 
the numbers of hours per day that each engine worked, 
and the pressure of stearn in the boilers. In December, 
after the irrigation was over, the notch was fitted, in 

its place and a series of experiments were made to 
determine the quantity of water lifted at various stages 
of the tide and with I'ariOUil boiler preswres. To. 
ensure accuracy and to eliminate any vf>iocity of 
approach to the notch. the banks of the channel had 
been made up so as to form a ,;mall tank about 60 ft:'et 
square, into which the water from the pumps flowed 
and from which the water passed out over the notch. 
The result of the experiments are given below in 

Table Y. 
The engines usuaJ)y worked with a boiler pres

sure of 60 lb., and with the admission valve fully open. 
Under these conditions the two engines working 
together on a lift of 5'18 feet pumped 14'01 cubic feet 
per second, whilst the 4 h. p. engine alone raised 4'38 
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TAi'k.E \'. 

I 
I 

Depth on I Discharge 

Engine. Boiler !. Speed of I Li.'t ; in cubic 
pressure. ' pumps. I in feet. " 

notch I feet, per in inches. :' 
second. 

-~- ------~----- - --------

{H.P .... 60 445 !:'UO 10'25 13·23 12 H. P .... 60 560 
4H.P .... 70 4-\);) 

253 1l'12.~ 1{'!}6 12 H. P .... ,0 G~() 

4H.P .... 71) 485 ;'./)3 11'12:; 15'21 ]2 H. P .... 70 633 
4H. P. ... sn HO .j ]8 106,) H'Ol 12 H. p, ... SO 59! 
4 H. P .... :J1l 3(J0 ;)·37 U'75 12-27 12 H. p .... f>() 528 
'I H. P .... {O 34" ;)'';0 8'70 10';~3 12 H, p .... 40 463 
4H. P. ... ';() 490 5'70 10'90 1451 12 H. p .... 70 353 
4 H. P .... 60 445 307 {'DO 4'38 
4H. P .... 70 46;' :3-45 [,'00 4'51 
4 fj. P .... 50 ·HI·; 3'58 4'10 3,72 
4 II. P .... 40 3;)0 3H :~·72 2'89 
4H.P. GO 460 5'05 4'4[,. 3'7n 

12 H. P .... 70 6-l11 5'5H 8-7;) 1\)'-13 
12 H. P .... 60 58! 3'80 8'~)~) hl08 

cubic feet per Hecond on a litt of 3'07 feet, and 3'79 
cubic fpet per second on a lift of 5'0':; feet and the 
10 h,p. engine all It lift of 3'80 feet raised lO'08 cubic 
feet per second. It has therefore been asmmed that 

as an average the 10 h. p. engine raised 10 cubic feet 
per ~pcond and -± h. p. engine 4 cubic feet per ~econd 

on lifts varying 2' 5 feet to 5 feet, tbe greater work 
done by the two pumps driven by the 10 b.p. 
engine bein~ dne to the higher speed at which 
tbey were driven. U"ing these figures, the results 
giyen in Table ILL, under the columns headed 

•. AI'erage discharge of pumps in cubic feet lJe1' second" 
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and" Duty of water in acres Iper cubic foot per second'" 
ha\'e 'wen calculated. 

With the conditions under which wet cultiva
tion is carried on in the I(i~tn<1 delta, the duty 
of water should be calculated by taking the area 
irrigated and dividing it by the maximum mean 
supply over a period of forty days. The result for 
the an'a under the pumps is a mean di~charge of 
9'795 cubic feet per second from the 21st .Iuly 
to the 31st AugGst, which for an area of 820'8· 
acres gives an average dnty of 83'8 acres per cubic 
foot per second. In tllis pn.rticnlar case the method 
i~ t'carcely fair, as owing to the difficultie5 connected 
with the start and the failure of one of the engines, 
tht' quantity of water pumped during the first twenty 
days of July was not l'ufficient to comply with the 
r{'quirements of the culti\'ator:-, and an extra i'upply 
had therefore to be given later on. A more accnrate 
result would therefore be obtained by taking the 
aVE'mges over the whole of July and August, and if 
this be done the mfan discharge is 7'98 cubic feet 
pE'r second and the duty, 102'86 acres pE'I" cubic foot 
per second. The experiml:'nt fully demonstrated the· 
feasibility of the proposal to irrigate these lands 
by pumping from the Lpputeru, but the scheme 
was never carried out for the very satisfactory reason 
that it was subsequently considered possible to 
supply the lands with watE'r from the delta ('anals, 
The results of these E'xperirnents, howe\'er, induced 
a native firm in Guntur to start pumping from the 
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Colair Lake for the irrig'ltion of some of the higher 
Lankas or islands. And after seven years' experience 
they are so well satisfied with this method of irrigation 
that they are now arranging to carry it out on a very 
f"xtensive scale. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

DEVELOPMENT OF LIFT-IRRIGATION. 
In the Heport of the Indian Irrigation Commission, 

it i~ ~tated that the total axea throughout the country 
dependent upon wells for irrigation is not IE'S'; than 
16 million acre~, and the Commissioners, after discuss
ing the prospects of utilising a larger proportion of 

the ~'lbterrallean water, remark, "that it mtly not be 
sanguine to look forward to a period when the area 

under well irrigation throughout India will Iltne 
doubled." An exhaustive survey of the poi<sibilities 
of extending irrigation by the con,;trnction of new 
work" on a large scale led them to propo~e a programme 
for expending 4J crore" of rupees in 20 years from 
which they anticipated an additional (it million acres 
of irrigation. That i:-\ to >lay, the Commission are of 

-opinion that in the future, well irrigation will be of 
greater importance than it has been in the past, and 
of the land in IndIa yet to receive the benefit of irriga

tion, not less than 70 per cent. will haye to derive its 
supply from wells. At the present time only about 

30 per cent. of the irrigation is under wells, bl] t if the 
anticipation~ of the Irriga.tiou Commissioners are realiE

ed, eventually the proportion will be much greater and 
may ultimately amount to as much as 45 per cent. 
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Obviou~ly, therefore', ,rvery po~~ible aspect of well 
irrigation is a subject needing careful study and invf>~t
igation and not tIlt' les~ so, hecause in the pa~t it bas 
not bf)en deemed worthy of the serious a\Jpntion of 

engineer~. In various waY8, in different Pro"inces of 
of India, w,·1] irrigation has been encouraged by Local 
Government", and to some extent material assist,ance 
has been rendered under the Agricultural Land 
Improvement Loan" Act by the systf-m of "Takka\'i" 
a(hances, but nothing has bpen done to help the agri
c:llturist in selecting the site for a weil, nothing to 
show him how be~t to tap such wat('r-~l1p]'ly as may 
exist, and '.'f'l'y little, and that of no practical utility, 
to indicate the best meam; by which the water rnny 
be raised ahol'e the surface of the ground. 'What 
bas been done in tbe past has been done by the ryot 
hitmelf, what yf't rf'mains to lw done ll1'.lst necessarily 
be on much the ~ame lines. But it is possibll' that 
valuable assistance may be gi\'en him in yarious ways 
and tbe range of his operations greatly extended. 

In other countries notably in the arid regions of 
the United States, an enormous amount of work has 
been done to bring to the surface water for the irri
gation of land, which would otherwise remain a 
sterile waste. 1Iainly the work has been done by 
private efforts, but in America its importance :is now 
being recogni3ed by the State and the Federal Depart
ment of Agricultnre devotes a Jarge amount of time 
to the collection of data and the publication of the 
results of experiments. Bulletin No. 158 of the 
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,Office of Experiment Statio¥s is a record of Irriga
tion and Drainage Investigations carried out in 1904. No 
inconsiderable portion of the 743 pages of this report 
deals with subterranean water and its utilisation, whilst 
·the extensive development of pumping from rivers, 
lakes and backwaters receives the attention which it 
deserves. To Indian readers the record is interesting 
as showing what can be accompli8hed by intelligent 

. enterprise and abundant capital. But the conditions 
in the far West are so different from those that prevail 
here, that very little can be gleaned that is directly 

. applicable to the circumstances with which we have to 
deal. Here, as in America, we must start de novo and 
work out the problems which will present themselves. 

Under the Madras Government, irrigation by p'.um
ping bas received more attention than prohahly in any 
other part of India, and the history of work in this 
direction goes back as far as 1892. In his interesting 
'report on the Divi Pumping Project which is now being 
carried out in the Kistna District, at a cost of more 
than 18 lakhs of rupees, whereby 50,000 acres of land 
will be irrigated by pumping from the Kistna river 
below the anicnt, ':\lr. R. N. H. Heid, the Executive 
Engineer who designed the installation, remarks: 

" The favourable financial position of the project 
naturally raises the question of whether the like cannot 
be done elsewhere, but before considering this, a brief 
retrospect may be taken of what has been done in the 
District since )lessrs. U"sber and Chatterton first sug-
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·ge~ted the use of pumps for irrigation in 1892. In 
that year an area of 125 acres ofland at l\:1attagun ta in 
the Gudivada Taluk was irrigated by lifting water from 
the right bank of the Upputeru. river which com.titutes 
the outlet for the Colair Lake. The average lift was 
under . .5 feet, and a 4 horse-power portable engine was 
used to drive an 8-inch centrifugal pump. In the fol
lowing year, 1893, a second engine of 10 horse-power, 
driving two 8-inch cent.rifugal pumps was added to the 
plant of the previous year and an area of 820 acres 
was successfully cultivated. It was then decided to 
bring these lands at lVIattagunta under anicut distribu
tion by constructing the Pedalanka channel and the 
:pumping experiments were accordingly discontinued. 

Native enterprise then came forward and a firm 
·of Guntur and Bezwada merchants were granted a con
cession, enabling them to cultivate by means of pump
ing machinery, an an'a of 1,000 acree on the margin 
of Col air Lake for which they were to pay no water-tax. 
In the years 1894 to 1897, in spite of many difficulties 
from alternate flood and drought, t.he:v successfully 
cultivated several hundred acre~. A want of expert 
advice hampered their efforts. The centrifugal pump 
employed, which had a discharge pipe 15 inches in 
diameter, was too large to be economically dri\'en by 
the ~rnall 10 horse-power engine. and the irrigation 
channels were far too large. A :-;econd native finn 
which came from Ellore started pumping in July of 
last year (1900) and 8uccessfully cultivated about 200 
acres of land on one of the Colair I.ankas. They im-
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porh'd from Glasgow a 9-ine]1 pump driven by a direct 
acting vertical engine. 

The ~Llccessful pumping at l\IaUagunta naturally 
led to the wggestion of Divi Island as a suitable field 
for pumping on a large scale. Here was an area many 
times larger than any ayailable on the margin of the 
lfpputern ri,'er and which, moreover, wa~ (lllite cut 
off from the 8urrollnding delta. r wa~ in chitrge of 
Divi L;]and at the time a~ Sub-di I'i,ioll Officer and in 

1894, "nbmitted a l'I'port with outlined f'~timatp for 
irrigating ,)0,000 a('re~ at a cost of about 14 lakh~ of 
rupees in maehinel'Y and works. In 189G, R small 
establi~bment Will sanctioned for taking levels and an 
altf'rnati\'e estimate was submitted for irrigating 30,000 

acres of waste hwd, leaving the pxisting wet cultivation 
to be supplied from tanks as before. 

Sanction wus accorded in G. n. No. l08I-I., 
dated 22nd December, 1900, for the installation of a 
small pumping plant at Yetimoga which is 10 miles 
from tbe f'ea. Two twelve horse-powN portahle engines 
were brought to the site and employed to drin' three 
centrifugal pumps of 7, 8 and 10 inches diameter, the 
whole being housed under a gahanised iron-shed. 

'\Tater wa" pumped from the latter end of .fun!', 1901, 
into the village tank from which the ryots had been 
in the habit of cultivating from 50 to 100 acres 
whenevl"r the riwr freshes were faHll.1rahle. An area 
of 830 acres now is under cultivation. With the low 
water-tax of Rs. 3 for the year 1901, it \Va>; found 
that the net revenue paid 4 per cent. on the capital' 
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outlay. With the rate luised to Rs. 5 as in 1902, the 

return should be much higher. The plant now at site ' 
can irrigate 1,500 acres against the 830 acres of 
1901. 

The ryot8 at first viewed the experiment with 
their customary diffidence. No preparations for culti
vation were made till the water was seen flowing from 
the pumps. It so happened that the season was very 
unfavourable for the old system of tank irrigation. 
In Yetimoga, inste'ld of 830 acres not more than 50 
would have been cultivated. The whole i~land suffered 
from drought, and in place of from 5,000 to 10,000 
acres of wet cultivation under all the tanks the actual 
area brought to maturity was only a few hundreds. 
The area under the pumps at Yetimoga exceeded the 
total of all the rest of the Island put together, with the 
result that the ryots of all the other Yillages are now 
petitioning for the extension of a similar system to 
their lands." 

The Island of Divi, which is to 110 the scenE" of 
the largest development of lift-irrigation which has 
hitherto been attempted, is situated at tbe mouth of 
the Kistna river, being cut off from the mainland, on 
the one side by the main river and on the other by 
the Puligadda branch. It. was originally intended to 
build an aqueduct across this branch to carry the 
waters of the Kistna canals to the island. But as 
the water supply available is barely sufficient for the 
lauds already commanded by the Kistua canals, this 
project has been definitely ilbandoned and it is now 

14 
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intended to pump water from'the bed of the river on 
to the i8land. The works, in course of construction, 
provide for lifting 560 c. ft. per second to a height of 
12 feet and the plant will consist of 9 Diesel Oil
engines, of 160 horse-power each, driving 39-in. centri
fugal pumps. The water in the river is tidal and is 
only fresh during the irrigation season which begins in 
June, and ends in December, so that the irrigation will 
have to be confined to paddy cultivation. The annual 
working expenses are estimated to amount to not more 
than Rs. 2 per acre and as the water rate charged will 
be Rs. 5, it is obvious that the project will prove 
highly remullerative. Apart from the shortness of th~ 
season during which water can be pumped from the 
river, the conditions at Divi Island are unusually 
favourable for a pumping ~cheme; especially is this so 
in:regard to the variations in water-level, as the vertical 
range between the 10\\' spring tide~ when the upland 
water has ceased to flow and the maximum flood level 
is unusually small. In high Hoods no pumping is 
necessary and the greatest lift at the end of the irriga
tion season is expected not to exceed 12 feet. The sma]] 
range of the tide at the mouth of the Kistna is largely 
responsible for the very favourable conditions of which 
advantage is now being taken. 

The volume of water passing down many Indian 
rivers and now flowing uselessly to the sea is not only 
enormously great, but the flow continues for a suffi
ciently long time to render it practicable to make use 
of the water for irrigation, if only it could he obtained 
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-at a sufficiently high lev:!:l to command lands suitable 
for irrigation. The Divi Island scheme may possibly 
be the forerunner of not a few si milar installations, hut 
much greater difficulties will have to be faced and the 
financial prospects are at the pre;;ent time by no means 
so satisfactory. 

Outside the deltas the rivers run in valleys and not 
only is tl.e ra'Jge between summer water-level and 
maximum flood-level very considerable, but the height 
to which water has to be lifted to command the land is 
gene-rally so great as to preclude the possibility of 
pumping on anything bnt a very large scale. Never
theless, it is certain that if the hydraulic conditions of 
the rivers in India are carefully studied, it will be 

fO!lnd that there is an enormou~ field for the develop
ment of lift-irrigation. In the south of India, from 
many rivers large quantities of water are drawn off 
every year by the ingenions system of Spring Channels 
and where conditions are favourable this system of 
irrigation is fairly satisfactory. Bot in most cases it 
is only possible to obtain a small percentage of the 
water available and that by an expenditure of labour 
inordinately great. If the labour had to be paid for 
at anything like cnrrent rates for cooly labour, the cost 
of irrigation by Spring Channels would be found prohi
bitive. But Spring Channel irrigation is possible be
caU!'le it utilises in the slack agricultural season of th~ 
year labour that would otherwise be unemployed. 

At the preRent time"" we know very little about the 

• Vide" The flow of water in Sand" p. 177. 
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water in the sand of river-bed:! during the dry season 
, of the year. There is some evidence to show that the

quantity is fairly considerable, and that it might becomf>
a very important factor in the extension of irrigation. 
if only it were properly looked after. It is certainly 
worth while to consider the queBtion at some length. 
In the hot weather a typical Indian river present.s a 
vast expanse of dry sand. A few inches or a few feet 
below the surface of the 8and, water is im"ariably 
found. By digging channels in the sand with the bed 
slope much lE'8~ than that of the ri\"er, the upper end of 
the channel will have its bE'd considerably below thE' 
line of satl1l'ation of the sand, and water from the 
river-bed consequently flows into the channel. Proceed
ing downstream the channel gradually gE'ts shallow~r 

and finally its bed coillcides with the bed of the ri\"er. 
Before this point is reached, there is a point at which 
the water-level in the channel coincides with the water
level in the sand. AboYe that poin!; water flows from 
the river-bed to the channel; below that point the 
water collected in the channel begin:" to flow back into 
the river and the sooner, therefore, the chamwl can be
got out of the river and the bed made impermeable to 
water, the greater the quantity of water that will be
available for useful work. If a Spring Channel with a 
siope of 2 feet per mile is carried up a river, the bed 
slope of which is 6 feet per mile, at the end of 2 miles 
its bed will be 8 feet below the bed oCthe river and if the 
line of saturation is 4 feet below the river-bed, there 
~i1l be, say, two feet of water in the channel at it.s head. 
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Half a mile lower down 'Ithe water in the channel will 
coincide with the level of the water in the sands; from ' 
this point onwards the channel will begin to lose water 
into the sand and the volume will gradually diminish 
till it is diverted from the river-bed into the more 
or less impermeable material of the banks. Obviously, 
therefore, a Spring nhannel only taps the superficial 
layers of water-bearing sand and most of the water is 
allowed to remain unutilized. 

A succession of Spring Channels, one below theotber, 
iH what is usually found in a river of this type. Beyond 
the head of the lowest channel all the water is wasted 
and in many ca5es this is undoubtedly a very large 
quantity, bnt how much, it is extremely difficult to 
say. In addition, there is probably a very large loss 
of wat .. l' by evaporation from the vast expanse of sand 
but what this may amount to, there are absolutely 
no data by which to frame an estimate, though it . 
would not be difficult to devise some simple experi
ments which would give practical i~formation on 
tbis point. 

From the foregoing 8ketch it will he seen that the 
extreme simplicity of the spring channel by no means 
compensates for it,; very obvious defects and it seems 
most probable that a well-devised system of lifting 
water from a river-bed by means of pumps would be 
more economical and would enable us to obtain a 
considerably larger quantity of water. Spring Channel 
irrigation is only possible with Kltdimcwamat labour, 
of which it is difficult to express the money value. A 
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low rate wiJ] put the cost of s'lch irrigation at 2 annas 
, per acre per day or, say, Rs. 4 per acre per month. 

This is, in itself, a fairly high charge but the real de· 
fect is the ~mall proportion of water utilised of that 
which is available. In rivers with a fairly rapid bed-fall 
and no great depth of Band the Spring Channel is most 
satiAfactory, but when the bed slope is small and the 
depth of sand great. the Spring Channel cannot get at 
more than the water in the superficial layers of sand. 

It i8 eaf'y to point out in a general kind of way 

the advantages of lift irrigation from rivers, but when 
we come to the working out of detailf: very serious 
difficuUies present themselves, and aF' yet no attempt 
has been made to solve them. The water-supply of cer
tain towns like Conjeevaram, Tricbinopoly and 1\iadllra 
depends upon the storage capacity of the sand in the 
river~eds of the Palar, Cauvery and Vaigai rivers respect
iTely. The expense to which a town may go to 
obtain a pure water-supply is very much greater than 
what is permi.8sible when the water is required for irri
gat,ion and the experience of the Sanitary Engineer 
who constructed these wat.er supply scheme is, therefore, 
of little value to us in this matter. 

Mr. Tota R. Y. Ramanujam Chettiar, of 
Trichinopoly, was the first Indian to grasp the poss
ibilities which may be realised by pumping water 
to supplement the deficiencies of spring channel 
irrigation. He and his partners own a tract of 
300 acres of land on the rigbt bank of the Cauvery, a 
few miles below the junction of the Amard\'athi with 
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the main lItream. Thes{) lands are watered by a spring, 
channel which takes off from the Amaravathi some dis- I 

tance above its junction. The supply of water is always 
precarious and in recent years has often failed, so that 
the return from the land is very small. With the assist
ance of a loan of Rs. 8,000 from Government which has 
been granted to him under the Agricultural Land Im
provement Loans Act, Mr. Tota Ramanujam Ohettiar has 
ereded a pumping station on the banks of the Oauvery 
in the immediate vicinity of the land to be irrigated. 
The pumping station lS situated on the higb
berm within the river flood banks and th~ engine bouse 
is placed at such a level as to be above even extra
ordinary floe,ds. Two wells, one 15 feet and the other 
20, feet in diameter, have been sunk in the sand about 
ten feet below the normal Lot weather water level and 
connected together. In the smaller well two centri
fugal pumps one with a 8Uction pipe 12in. in diameter 
and the other with a suction pipe 8in. in diameter have 
been fixed am! for drli'ing thf'm a 25 horse-power 
Hornsby liquid fuel engine has been installed. This 
engine is capable of dridng one pump at a time but 
not both together. 'When the water level is fairly 
high the 12" pump can be conveniently run but if the 
water level sinks very low there is only sufficient power 
to drive t.he 8-in. pump. Between the engine and the 
pumps is a counter shaft fitted with pulleys which 
renders this alternative arrangement posHible. The 
two wells do not supply sufficient water to keep the 
12-in. pump at work and for the present a channel 
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has been dug through the hi~h-berm into the, <lower 
bed of the Cauvery to a sufficient depth to briNg to 
the pumps enough water to keep them going. . This 
<lhannel differs, however, "ery materially from· the 
ordinary spring channel as its bedfall is practically 
the same as that of the river and it terminates 
suddenly with its water level below that of the water 
in the adjoining sand, so that it is simply an open 
filtration gallery. 

This installation has been at work for one season 
now with great success. There has been troublp, with 
the engine owing to certain defects in the arrangement 
for driving t.he pumps, but the land has been thor
oughly irrigated and bears valuable crops of plantains 
and Rugar-cane whilst the neighbouring lands, wh!ch 
entirely depend upon the spring channel, have borne 
anything but satisfactory crops. During the latter 
balf of the year the spring channel is the principal 
source of supply and it is when the water from that 
source fail8 that the engine and pump are set working. 
From the experience of a single year it would be very 
unfair to estimate the financial results which are 
likely to be obtained, but there is no doubt whatever 
that even in the first year the transaction has 
proved highly profitable and in years to come 
when the whole of the land has been brought under 
intense cultivation, the rf'sults will be still more satis
factory. This pumping station has been carefully 
watchf'd by a number of other landholders, and there 
is not much doubt that there will be many more 
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applications for assistanl'e to put up similar pump
ing stations in other places. The maximum lift 
in tbi,.; instance is not more than 16 feet and the 
pump does nothing more tban raise the water which is 
~ollected by a sort of infiltration gallery. The larger 
pump raises about 7 c. ft. per second and the withdraw
al of such a small quantity of water has no apprecia
ble effect on the Cauvery riYer. Even if twenty snch 
installations were put up, the effect would probably 
he slight, provided they were not in too close proxi
mity to one another. 

!/; This year a similar experiment will be made on 
the banks of the Hagari river, at the experimental farm 
which is being established by Government to deal with 
th~ question of irrigating black cotton soil. The pum
ping plant is now in course of erection and it will pro
bably commence work at the beginning of June. A 28 
h. p. oil-engine and a lO-in. pump have been pur
chased and the latter is to be erected over a well sunk 
at the edge of the bank or the river, and penetrating 
the water-bearing sand through its whole extent. There 
will be a certain amount of percolation into the well 
but it is not likely that it will he anything like suffi
cient to keep the pump supplied with water. 
Arrangements to effect this have yet to be devised. 
Probably, in the first instance, an open cut will be 
made similar to that which has proved satisfactory 
with the Cauvery plant, but if the percolation into the 
well is free, a permanent infiltration gallery may pro-

• 1905. 
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bably be constructed of suficient length to yield the 
quantity of water required. An essential part of the 
programme, however, is to pump as much of the silt 
carried by the water during floods as possible, and 
arrangements have been made to let the flood waters 
have tree access to the pump. 

The land to be irrigated by this installation runs 
back from the river for about a mile and the slope of 
the land in that distance is about 8. feet. This intro
duces, in a very mild form, one of the greatest difficul
ties which wili have to be contended with in connection 
with the introduction of pumping from ri\"ers. In t.his 
case the difficulty will be got over by pumping in two 
Ftages. The water lifted from the Hagari rivN is carried 
back in a channel which runs in a bank about 4 feet h_igh 
close to the pumping station and gradually diminishes 
in height till it becomes level with the ground and then 
runs in cutting up to the farm buildings when~ it is 
lifted into a channel running in bank by a second en
gine and pump. A similar plan has been adopted to 
deliver the water pumper! from the bayous of Louisiana 
and Southern Texas on to the rice fields which, in 
recent years, han' developed to such an enormous 
extent. 

The variations in water level of the Hagari river 
are well within 20 feet, and as the suction of a centri
fugal pump will work well enough up to 25 feet, there 
has been no difficulty in placing the engine above any 
probable water level. But in mOl'lt rivers the range of 
water level is much greater than this, and it is by no-
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means a simple matter to'1 arrange the machinery flO 

that the engine is not submerged in high floods. 
Where the banks of the river are steep or almost verti
cal, the problem is a comparatively simple one as 1\ 

well can be sunk in the river close to the bank and 
carried above the maximum flood-level. In the 
bottom of the well a horizontal centrifugal pump with 
a vertical spindle can be fixed and driven by a shaft, 
carried up the well, on which a horizontal pulley is 
fixed above the flood-level. The engine can then be 
fixed on the bank and drive the pump through a 
quarter-twi~t belt. The permanent masonry w.lrk 
connected with such a scheme must be fairly heavy 
and correspondingly expensive, and consequently t.he 
capital cost of an installation of this kind will amount 
to a good dE'al per acre unless the volume of water to 
be dealt with is large and the cost of the machinery is 
a considerable percentage of the total outlay. As yet 
no such installation has been erected in India and al
though pumping from the Nile in Egypt by means 
of steam engines and pumps has been practised on a 
very large scale, the prevailing conditions there are 
quite different to anything experienced in India except 
possibly in Sind with the InduH ri\'er. 

In the case of most rivers the summer water-level 
is far below that of the surrounding country and the 
slope of the ground is not steep t'nough to allow of 
pumping the water in a single stage, except by incur
ring the cost of very deep cuttings, which would give 
an immense amount of trouble in flood time. Under 
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such circumstances small 'pumping installations are 
out of the question, as the capital outlay required 
will be too great. Where abundant water is available 
and there are large tracts of land to be irrigated it is 
probable that in most cases the engineering difficulties 
can be surmounted. It may be assumed that there 
is no objection to allowing the pumps to be drowned 
during the high floods but it is essential that the 
engines should be placed above the flood-level. The 
€lectric transmission of power would get over the diffi
culty provided the motors could be run back on rails 
whene~'er floods were expected. A large central 
generating station would be a very economical arrange
ment for pl~mping from a big river like the Godavery 
or the Kistna, especially if it were necessary to lift, the 
water in two or more stages, and continuous purnping 
might be ensured even in flood time by the use of 
fairly long suction pipes and by making the stages 
overlap so that the suction pipes of the pumps on the 
second slage will begin to draw water from the main 
stream before the pumps on the first stage are drown
€d. In this case it will not be practicable to make 
the vertical stages more than 20 feet in height 
except the last one. Where the lift is high and the 
slope of the ground gradual it will be necessary 
to provide a rising main and in this connection it is 
possible that the employment of armoured concrete or 
armoured cement pipes may be found practicable and 
much cheaper than cast iron. All this, however, is 
more or less a matter of speculation and it is pretty 
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certain that lift irrigatio i from ri\'ers can only be
gradually developed as one class of difficulty after 
R_notber is practically surmounted. 

On the Adyar riYer to the South of Madras, for 
irrigation purposes, two pumping installations ha\'e 
been erected. The first, which was put up nearly two 
years ago, supplies water to part of the land of the Agri
cnltural Collegf> at Saidapet. Many years ago when thesf> 
lands formed part of a garden belonging to the Nawac" 
of the Carnatic, a well was sunk near the ri ver and C011-

m'cted thereto by a culvert. A few hundred yard~ 

jc)\n'r down the river i;; a small masonry anicnt which 
holds up a pool of water extending some distance be
yond the l\1armalong Bridge on the :\Iount Road. On 
the ~ide of the well, away from the river, a massi,'e 
brick-work retaining wall was built which formed the 
end of an earthen bank thrown up to carry the water 
to the lands of the garden which are some 15 to 20 
feet abo\e the normal water-level in the river. For
merly a pair of country mhotes was employed to lift 
water from this well, but two years ago we installed a 
6~ h. p. oil-engine and a ..Jo-in. pump and on an 
ayerage about 150,000 gallons of water per day have 
been lifted up for the irrigation of certain sections 
of the farm. The power available was hardly sufficient 
during the last hot weather when, owing to the drought, 
the river sunk to an abnormally low leYel. 

A few miles further up the river at the village of 
Cbittatur we haw erected a 14 h. p. oil-engine and 
a 5-in. pump for M. R. Ry. Appaswnmi Mudaliar. 
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The river there consists of aj8eries of rocky pools which 
have never been known to dry up and for a considera
ble part of the year there is a slight flow of water 
down from pool to pool owing to the leakage from the 
Chembarambakam tank and the drainage water from 
the lands nnder it. The banks of the river are fairly 
steep and the lift is about 23 feet. Some distance 
back from the hot weather channel, a well h'ls been 
sunk and connected to the river by a culvert terminat
ing in an open cut. In very high floods the pump 
will be ;;ubmerged but the engine stands at a somewhat 
higher level and it is expected that the highest floods 
will not reach it. A moderately high bank carries the 
water from t,he pump to the level of the lano, the 
lift being divided into about 16 feet of suction and 7 
feet of delivery. The installation was only completed 
early this year at a cost of about Rs. 5,000 and it is 
hoped will provide sufficient water for 100 acres of 
land. So far the pumping seems to htl\,!, hflo no 
appreciable effect upon the water-supply in the river, 
and if this be so, it may possibly be practicable to set 
,up several other installations of the same kind. 

It is well known that a considerable quantityof water 

passes down the Palar river in the wide sandy bed, and 
in August, 1902, a scheme was outlined for sinking wells 
at inten'als alongside the ri\'er and pumping water 
from them with power supplied from a central electric 
station. Tht' scheme was submitted to Gov(:'rnment 
in the Public Works Dt'partment and the pro
posal was so far approved that money was pro-
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vided for estabJi~hing it Jsingle pumping st.ation to 
test the practicability of getting at the water of the 
river by means of wells. In 1904, a site was selected 
near the village of Attur, about three miles from 
Chingleput and a well 15 feet in diameter sunk at a 
spot which it was thought would prove satisfactory, 
and a sufficient area of land was acquired to test the 
practicability ()f irrigating by means of the water so 
raised. The well was sunk to a depth of 35 feet, or 
nearly 20 feet below the water-level in the river, but ex
cept for a few feet of blown sand on the surface and one 
or two thin layers of sand lower down it passes through 
practically impermeable strata. A boring was then put 
clown from the bottom of the well for another 50 feet 
wit~ unsatisfactory results. The well was found to yield 
about 20,000 gallons of water a day and was obviously 
a failure. I then had borings taken at various places 
on the land which has been aC(luired for experimental 
purpose~ and in some places more favourable indica
tions were obtained. Finailya spot was selected about 
250 yards from the existing well and a small pot 
well 2 feet 6in. in diameter sunk. This well only 
extends 5 or 6 feet bplow the level of the river-bed 
and its flow was recently testeci with a hand-pump. 
Over 1,500 gallons of water per hour were taken out 
of the well and the depressiol1 of the water-surface was 
not more than 2 feet. This would mean that a 15 feet 
well with the same depression will prohably yield 
10,000 or 12,000 gallons per hour and by increasing 
the depression to 5 or 6 feet it is probable that, 
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without blowing up the bott"m of the well, a supply 
of as much as 20,000 gallons of water per hour can be 
counted upon. The land aC(luired in the neighbourhood 
of the well has been converted into an experimental 
farm and placed under the charge of the Deputy 
Director of Agriculture. The anticipated supply of 
water will be more than sufficient for the irrigation. 

The failure of the well at Attur and hundreds 
of similar failures which hrwe occnrred to ryots in 
well-sinking elsewhE're, strongly point to thE' necessity 
of a preliminary exploration of the ground before 
incurring the expense of sinking large well~. 

For this purpose, well-boring tools capable of 
putting down holes about -* inches in diameter are 
sufficient, and generally it is not necessary to go ~o a 
greater depth than about 100 feet. But o\'er exten"i\'e 
tracts of country it wi)} probably be found ad \'al1tageous 
to put down boreholes of much larger diameter and 
to a much grpater dppth in the hope of tauping either 
artesian or sub-artesian supplie,; of water, or to 
penetrate beds of gra\'el from which water m:1y be 
freely obtained by the use of deep well pumps. In 
Pondicherry and the country to the south of it, the 
existence of an artesian water supply has long been 
known, but it is not so well known that many hundred~ 
of artesian wells have been put down by the ryots and 
that from these wells the water rises above the ground 
le\'el and irrigates their fields. The quantity of water 
yielded by the wells varies very much, but in no case 
does it (imount to more than about half a cubic foot 
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per secolJd. If pumping were re~orted to, there is not 
the slightest doubt that many of these wells could be. 
made to yield a very large suppiy of water. 
Quite recently, :\1r. Pandnranga "'\Iudaliar who, for 
nearly two years, has been irrigating his lands near 
Cuddalore with an oil-engine and pump, has, with 
the aid of some men from Pondicherry put down 
a boreholp at the bottom of his well. At a depth 
of 84 ft., he struck water and it rose up the borehole 
which wa~ 7 inche~ in dianwtpr with considerable force 
and fijJed the well to within 13 ft. of the surface of 
the ground. The engine and pump were set to work 
arid about 300 gallons per minute were remo\'ed from 
the well. Thi, re~ultpd in lowering the water-level to 
about 20 ft. from the mrface of the ground, but 
gmdually the fiow up the borehole decreased and event
ually tbe we11 wa" emptied. 'Yith the borehole ter
minating at:.!8 ft. below ground lewl, a permanent 
discharge of about 140 gallon8 per minute was obtained. 
t;ab~eqnently, a ~econd borehole of similar diameter was 
put dOlVn wil h a similar result, anel \fro Panduranga 
l\Iudaiiar is now able to keep his engine aud pump at 
work as long as he likes lifting over 300 gallons p(,1' 
minute from a depth of about 18 ft. 

This discovery of a sub-artesian water-supply, as 
far south as Cucldalore, is of great importance as indi
cating that the beds from which the supply is derived 
are of considerable extent and probably of great capa
city. Doubtless, numerous other boreholes will now be 
put down and eyentually the demand for water will be 

15 
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so great thllt thE' natural fldw of the wells will cease, 
and pumping wiil have to be resorted to everywhere to 
.ohtain a supply of water. This is what bas bappened 
over and over again in America and though enterprise 
and capital are not so freely forthcomillg in this coun
try; yet, when tbe mlue of 11 perennial supply of water 
is ful1y realised, there can he but littlf' doubt that tbe 
same sort of thing will l)CCUr bere. The Pondicberry 
well-borers are very !:'~pert at. t11Pir work and under 
favourable cunditions put down horeboles to deptbs of 
m much as 300 ft. \, .. ry cheaply and ,-ery expeditiously. 
Their skill and f'sperience might well be utilised in 
many parts of the Presidpncy. and if ,;ucb work 
were systema~ically cluried out, undpr cOlll)Jetent RU

pervisioll, whatel-pr the direct re!'lJlt~ might be, tber,e is 
no question but that the indirect re~nlts would be of 
immense vaine and would enahle us to avail ourselves 
to tbe lJttermo~t of such ~ton-'s of ,ubterranean water as 
aetually exi~t. 

:\lilleral exploratioTIS in tht· agency tracts of the 
Godayeri District have r~sulted in the discovery of 
fairly consiopntblf> suppli!:'s of artesian water and in the 
Chingleput Di~trict near Tiru veiiore, .:\les8rs. Be"t and 
Co., whilst boring for coal, have struck a fairly strong 
supply of artesian water at a great depth below the sur
face. In the neighbourhood of Cocanada and Sam aI
cotah just to the north of the Godaveri Delta, artesian 
water has been found and a number of boreholes put 
down. But so far no attempt has been made to in
crease the flow of these boreholes by means of pump-
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lng. In Coimbatore wh'ere the water-supply for irri
gation is derived from many thousandil of wells, the 
sinking of bort'holes at the bottom of the wells has 
frequently led to tapping supplies of water m:.der 
~ufficiellt pressure to rise considerably above 
the bottom of the well. Generally speaking, boring 
for water in the south of India has not heen carried on 
very pxtensively, but the rewlts of such work as has 
bpen dont' are of 80 encouraging a nature that further 
development in this direction is extremely desirable, 
arrd in course of time, it is not unreasonable to hope 
tbat the whole of the country will be carefully ex
plored wherever the geological conditions are such as 
not to obviously preclude the pos:'libility of finding 
al't.esian water in considerable volume. 

In the :\[>\dras Presidency the general slope of tbe 
eo un try is from west to east but the ridges forming 
the water-shed;; between each river basin gradllally 
l)t'come less prominent as they approach the alluvial 
tracts along the East Coast, so that Ydl'iations in level 
of but a few feet would change the course of not a few 
of the ri vel's. J n many places there are considerable 
tracts of water bearing sand oyerlaid with alludaJ 
deposits marking the ancient courses of rivers which 
may now be found working their way to the sea ,;ome 
distance off. Such beds of sand are invariably full of 
water, and in not a few cases where the lie of the land 
permits of it, the water can be brought to the surface 
by what is locally known as a ' springhead '. This con
sists of a channel dug at right angles to the contour 
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lines with a very small slope sn that ewntually it pierc
es the layer of water-bearing sand and the water escap
ing hy this artificial spring iE conducted away for the
irrigation of the lower lands. In practice tbis method 
of getting at the subterranean water involves a consi
derable amount of labour at the outset and only taps 
the surface of the water a\'ailable. By sinking wells 
into the sand and lifting the water out vertically much 
larger quantites can be obtained though, naturally, the 
cost of gett.ing at the water is much greater. Our 
enquiries during the last twelve months haye revealed 
the existence of very large areas of land from which 
such supplies of water can be obtained, and in certain 
placps we have sunk wells with comidprable success. 

In the Yillage of Pannampattu near YillupuraI,D, 
we la\'e installed a 9t h. p. engine and a 6 in. pump. 
The pump draws its water from a circular brick well 
which has been sunk on one side of a large open exca
vation. The water-bparing sands which risE:' within a 
few feet of the surface yield an ample supply and it is 
quite practicable to extract 1'50 cubic feet per second 
continuously from this one well. The soil round the 
well is extremely porous, otherwise mch a supply 

of water would be sufficient for about 200 acres of 
garden crop. An effort is BOW being made under 

the direction of Messre. Parry &: Co., to ascertain 
wbat area of land can be irrigated and what crop" 
8hould be grown to obtain the most profitable results. 
About 10 miles to the west of Yillupuram, at Siruvan
nur, 1\1r. Pandurangam l\Iudaliar ha~ sunk a well of the, 
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ordinary type employed -nn that locality. He has put 
in a 3 in. centrifugal pump and has been driving it for 
some time with an oil-engine. The pump lifts about 
half a cubic foot per second and can be worked continu
ously day and night, the water-level in the well sink
ing very little. A similar well was sunk at :Ylanama
dura on the banks of the Vaigai river about 
two years ago and it has never been possible to un
water it with a 3 in. pump. Again at Pandur near 
Trivellore in toe Chingleput District sE'Yeral wells on 
the Lutheran :\fission Settlements have been tested 
with a 3t h.p. engine and a 3 in. pump. In one case 
11 ~ub-arte"inn supply was tnppecl and sufficient water 

obtainE'd to keep the engine and p:l!np fully at work 
and in other ca,;es though the wells did not yield so 
nllich water, yet the quantity was sufficient to indicate 
that if a couple of wells were sunk and connected 
together, the percolation would be ~uffi('ient to 
hep the engine and pump running. At Pannam
pattu the sand yield:! water extrpmely frpely but it 
11180 flows in easily so that it is difficult to separate 
tllP ~qnd from the water and speciaJ arrangements will 
have to be devised to do this. At Siruvanur awl 
:\lanamac1ura the sand is much coarser and no difficul
ty ha;; been experienced in taking O:lt the water. 

In these tracts of land underlaid by water-bearing 
~ands where the lift does not exceed 16ft., the piccotah 
is nni"ersaJly employed and the area under well
cultivation is limited by the number of men available 
to work the piccotahs. This I have been assured is 
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the case wherever I haye mad() enquiries as to why when 

such a plentiful, supply of water is available more Ui;e 

has not been made of it. Similarly, as in the country to 

the north of Trivellore whE'l'e the water-hearing sands 
lie at greater depth and the country mllOte is uH,d, 

the area under irrigation is limited by the number 
of cattle available for such work. The great majority 
of ryots are unfortunate1y far too poor and their ho1d
ings much too small to E'nHble them to avail themsell'es 

of engines and pumps. If co-operation were possihle 

something might be donE', hut it is almost hopeless to 

expect anything in this dirpction and it is to bE' fE'ared 

that many years will yet I:'lap"e before full u"e is 

made of thp availah1e ~torE'S of water which lie hut 

a few feet below the ~urface of thE' ground OVI:'1' 1:'](

ten~ive areas in the Carnatic di~tricts of this Presi

dency. 
The vast majority of wells from which water j" 

lifted for irrigation in this Presidency are little better 

than holes sunk in thE' shattered and di~intf'grated 

rock which occurs near the surface. In some of them 

a fair water-supply is met with at a moderate deptb. 

In other cases the holes are sunk to a great depth 

with less satisfactory results. As a rule, it doe,; not 
pay to irrigate land when the water in the well is more 

than 40 or 50 ft. below the surface of the ground, but 

it is suspected that in many cases this is j u"t 
about the level of the water plane in the dry sea,.;on 

of the year. 'Where solid crystalline rocks are not 

encountered, the deeper the well is sunk in disintegmt-
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ed and. shattered rocks, t\e greater is the water· supply 
availahle and the greater the certainty that it will Dot 
fail. With modern pumping appliances it is possible 
to take out wat"r \'ery much more cheaply than is 
practicable with cattle, and there is not the slightest 
question that a \'ery comicleraole percentage of the 
se\'eral hundred thousand well~ sunk in the rocks of 
Southern r nelia coula be enormously improved if they 
were sunk "till deeper and provided with adequate 
pumping mac:hillery. Im'estigations in this direction 
are now in progre~s, and in certflin case;; where wells 
have been cteepened, the supply has been materially 
increased. A,. instance~ of this I might mention the 
well at ]\:lelro~aptlmm and the well in the Jail com
pound at ('oimbatore where in both cases oil-engines 
and pumps hi1.\'e heen in nse for several years. Other 
eXlwriments in the direetion are in progress, and 
though the time has not yet arri\'ed when we can de
finitely a~('ertain the reslllt~, there is but little doubt 
of the correctlles~ of the idea that the deeper we go 
the larger is the \'D\llIne of water that can be obtained. 



CHAPTER XV. 

LIFT-IRRIGATION.* 
l\ly object in presenting this paper to the Industri

al Conference is to draw attention to the advance which 
has recently been made in the Madras Presidency in 
the scientific study of ~ubterranean water and well 
irrigation, and to place at the disposal of those interest
(ld in the improvement of the agriculture of India the 
information which has been gathered in the Irrigation 
Pumping Department during the four year" it has been 
at work. 

Although wells and subterranean watE'f are worthy 
of the attention of Engineers it is a mattE'r of regret 
that in India they have been very much neglected in 
the past and that the cultimtors have been left almost 
entirely to their own resources. In 1882, Captain 
Clibborn, who was afterwards Principal of the Hoorkee 
Engineering College, submitted a long report on well 
irrigation in the North-West Provinces and Uudh, arriv
ing at the result that" well irrigation is ollly profit
able under favourable conditions and that tlwre is reason 
to belie\'e that in most districts cultivators ha\'e al

Teady very fully availed themselves of their opportuni
ties." In Bombay, ::\11'. F. D. Campbell, an Executive 

* Contributed to the Industiral Conference held at Surat i-a 
December, 1907. 
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Engineer of the Public ~orks Department of that Pre
sidency, spent some months on special duty and as the 
final result of his enquiries formulated the opinion that 
.. , nothing can be done to introduce new or cheaper RyS
tems of well construction or of lifts than those which 
the ryot is already familiar with." )luch later in 1896, 
in a report on water-lifts recording the results of some 
·experiments on the efficien(~y of various systems of 
water-lifting, I wrote" Steam-pumping machinery is 
utterly beyond the means of the ryots, and the foree of 
the wind i8 too uncertain and in general in India it is 
too weak to be profitably utilised by wind-mills e\'en 
of the most modern type. Animals are, therefore, the 
only source of power available, and water-lifts in the 
-future llJl13t continue to lw, as they always have been, 
wOlked by eattlf'. :UoreoYf>r, the Indian agricultural 
population are so ;;;ingularly devoid of e\'en the most 
rudimentary mechanieal ~kill tbat it is absolutely 
neeessary that maehines intended for their use should 
he designed to work without complicated gearing of 
any kind." 

At thllt time it seemed as though the last word 
llad bf'en said on the subject of well irrigation, a~ all 
the attempts to improve on indigenous methods of lift
ing water hlld led to no decisive resultR,[and the engin
-eers who tackled the problem retired baffled by the 
difficulty of providing a water-lift of ~uperior efficiency 
to the native water lifts without. incur;ing too great an 
initial outlay and without forcing the cultivator to use 
a rr:.achine too complex for his comprehension and be-
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yond the re;;ources of the ordi'jary yillage artisans when 
it needed repair. Further the opinion was generally 
held tllroughout the Madras Presidency that few wells 
could be found which would yield sufficient water to 
keep even small pumps of modern cOll"tuctioll at work 
for a sufficient time to makP it worth while to in~tal 

them. It was also \'ery errolleou~ly a":'llmpc! that the 
cnltiyator must keep hi~ hullocks for agricultural work 
anel that in their off time they could be employerl 
working mhotes on the Wi:'lls and thnt ,uch work 
p_:aetically cost nothing. 

In 1900 in an article on ,. Gnderground water
mpply" I wrote:" tOnderground water in India hm; 
ne\'er been studied properly hy eng'ineer" 01' geolo
gists and wells are wnk in a happy-go-lucky man
Iler to a haphazard depth. They are con,tructed 
with primitive appliance and at small co,;t. Expect!t
tion;;; are not usually great and as they an~ generally 
re&lized the people are content. Thp depth of the 
well is limited by the fnet that the primiti\'e method~ 

of sinkin~!', in vogue among tllP ryot-, preyt'nt tlWtn 

going more than '1 fpIV fet't ht:>low the hot wt'ather 
level of the water. \Yith an engine and pump to keep 
the well dry much grfater rl!'pt,hs might be attained 
and possibly the supply of water enormously incren~

ed_" And again in 1902, in an article on " Wt'll Trri
gntion" the following passage occur~: "In the south 
of India well sinking is a very primiti\'p busines" anct 
the better the supply of wah'r genprally the shallower 
t~e well. A ryot want~ a well and, having selected a 
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spot which he thinks s\itable, he sets to work and 
either sinks a hollow cylinder of brickwork into the 
ground till water in sufficient quantity to satisfy his 
expectations is reached, or he excayates a big rpct.angul

ar hole ill the disintegrated rock which forms the 

sub-soil and gops on deepening it till the intlow of 

water i" grf'ftter than can lw deillt with by the modest 
water-lifting appliances at hi" di"po~al. Year Rfter 
year, in the hot weather when the water-ley!:'] is low, 
be may increase the depth by adding to the number 
of mhotes on the well, and in this way TnllTly valuahle 
water-yielding wells have hepn sunk. Lpt U~ suppose, 
howe\"er, that the unwatering of tlte well ill the hot 

weather i~ accomplished by a powerful engine amI pump, 

the work of excavating will be facilitated and the 
• c 

depth may be rapidly increased till either the inflow is 
greater tlliln can be dealt with or prflcticlll considera
tions indiclltE:' that it is not worth while to go any 
deeper," 

These remarks were consequent upon experiellC'e 
with the working of oil engines. For small power~ 

they had been found to be inexpensirE:' reliable motor~, 
that required no great amount of skill to run them 
E\en with kero~ine oil as the fuel it was obviously 
practicable to employ them for liftin,g water ullf-Ier 
hwo'J.rable conditions, but when later on it was found 

that there was no difficulty in ming the milch cheaper 
liquid fuel which is imported into India, thE:' posibili
ties of thE:'ir employment were vastly increased. It 
was not wry difficult to convince the Government of 
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)Iadras, in the Irrigation Deplartment, that experiments 
in this direction were well worth trying, and that in 
fact, the time had arrived when the question of well 
irrigation might again be taken up with some prospect 
of doing useful work and of evolving means of making 
much greater use for irrigation purposes of subterranean 
water thrm had been previously possible. ~Ioreoyer 

increased experience in the management of the indi
genous industrial work had led me to think that the 
mechanical inaptitude of the people of this country can 
,be cured if proper means for training them are provided. 

One of the causes of t.he poverty of the people of 
India is the little use they make of llwchanical appli
ances and efforts should be made to effect a change in 
this direction. The great rise in the price of food
stufi\ accompanied as it is by an equivalent or e'ven 
greater rise in the wages of the labouring clas;;e,;, has 
'brought many of the wealthier agriculturists to a simi
lar conclusion, Ilnd it is certain that in the next few 
years a gn·at advance will be made by the substitution 
of oil and gas engines for bullock-power in many of 
the processes for preparing agricultural produce for the 
market. It is nece~sary that this opinion should gain 
ground and be more widely accepted and that mechani
cal engineers should be induced to Qe\'ote their 
ingenuity and skill to providing simple machines 
capable of being dri"en by engines of a few horse
power, for snch operations as extracting oil from seE't1s, 
the juice from the sugar-cane, hulling paddy or grind
ing wheat. It is true that most of these operations 
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can be carried out in an e"~tremE'ly satisfactory manner 
if the scale of working is only mfficiently large, but 
the day for big enterprises of this kind has not yet 
arrived, and for th!'! present it is desirable to proYide' 
special machinery which can be worked on a small 
scale and which can be purchased and set in operation 
with the comparatively small amount of capital which 
as yet is available among indi\'idualE. Co-operati\'e 
enterprise is still a thing of the future and till that is 

realized our efforts must be dirE'cteo to prodding for 
the sma]1 capitalist. 

It is true that there are many machines for doing 
this kind of work already on the market, but save in 
the case of sugar mills I do not think that any of 
them are quite satisfactory and their me'is not extend
ing as rapidly as would be the case if they were better 
adapted to the work they have to perform. Fortu
nately for lifting water the centrifugal pump is almost 
ideally suited to the work whieh it hilS to lwrform. Its 
first cost is small, it is extremely ~imple and fairly 
efficient and combined with the oil-engine there is 
likely to be a wide field for its (>Dlployment in thi" 
country. 

It must not, howeyer, be imagined that the oil
engine ani centrifugal pump will replace to any 
appreciable extent the indigenous methods of lifting 
water. According to the Jatest returns (for the year 
1905-1906) there are in the ryotwari tracts of the 
Madras Presidency upwards of 628,100 wells in good 
working order and a further 61,000 out of repair. 
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was Rs. i 5 a month and the usual rate for biring them 
was Re. 1 per day. Taking the minimum figure this 
works out at 2,160 cubic feet lifted one foot for one 
anna. These figures are corroborated by some data 
collected by the late Mr. H. A. 1\1os, who was Execut
ive Engineer in the same district. In a report on 
" Wells and ·Well Irrigation in the Cbingieput district"
he states :-

"\Vater is usually milled by picottah when the 

lift is 15 feet and under, when more, bullock mhotes 
are used. The cost of raising watf'r for about 6 to 10 
feet is about 4 pies per thousand cubic feet per one foot 
lift. From 10 to 15 feet the COBt comes to about 5 pies 
and from 15 to 20 feet it is ahout G pies per thousand' 
cubic feet per one foot lift." 

The Chingleput-, district if; in no way exceptional 
and the figures obtained will more or less apply to the 
rest of the country. Any great exactitude is impossi
ble, but it will not be tar from the truth then to put 
the cost of lifting water either by means of the picottah 
or the mhote at one anna for every 2,000 cubic feet 
lifted one foot. l.Tnder favourable conditions and with 
water-lifts speciallj adapted to the work better results 
than this can be obtained. For installce, in South Arcot, 
where there is an abundant water-suppiy at about 15 
feet below the surface of the ground, double mhotes 
worked with a rotary whim are largely in use and are 
very much more efficient than ~he ordinary water-lift 
in other parts of the country. It is not, however, with 
the extremely favourable cases that we have to deal. If 
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lift irrigation is to be pxten)red largely the conditions will 
generally be more difficult to deal with than has hither
to been the ea"e and the means provided must be calla
ble of working under a fairly wide range of conditions. 

During the last four years, through the agency of 
the Irri~fltion Pumping Deparhnent, we have hE'E'n grad
ually illtroducing the use of oil-engiuE's and pumps 
for irrig'atioll work and have tried th~m under a great 
variety of condition~, many of thi'm being extremely 
unfa\'ourable and EOIH' of them idE'al. I do not pro
pose to bllnlt'll thi~ p[1jlE'r with tE'chnical drtails, as evi
dE'ncE' rt'2:anlillg the ~tatements which will be made if' 
furni,;lipd jn fllll in the variou" offici:l! rE'port~ which 

from till1E' to time are issued by the Department. 

Oil-en~inE's and pumps arE' only economical and 
their elllployn1E'nt therefore can only he recommended 
when thp quantity of water to be dealt with is fairly 
large. Lf·;1 well yit'ld~ i\ thou~and cubic feet a day, it 
will gin· ample employment for a mhote, but to make 
it worth while to in~tal an E'ngine and pump the yield 
should be not Jess than 10,000 cubic feet a day for the 
greater part of the year. It is true that engines 
and pumps are working, and working at a profit, where 
the supply falls below this limit, but the circum
~tances are more or less special and it is doubtful 
if they could be repeated indefinitely. The fol
lowing fig'ures taken from the administration 
report of 1906-07 show what has been the actual 
cost of w,)rking at a number of installations :-
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l\Ielrosapuram 
Kadiampatti 

Yillupuram 
Cnddalore 

Saidapet 
Katalai 
Bezwada 

LIFT-IRRIGATION. 

Number of cubic feet of 
water lifted 

one fuot for (lne anna 

19(1(;-07. 1905-06. 

3,900 
4,013 6,400 
3,:2:)0 ;),800 
9,:)70 6,750 
8,3()() 4,] 26 

6,500 
3,:)-10 3,:JOO 

In the report for 1905-06 it was ~hO\vll that under 
very favourable condition~ a small oil-ellgiut' and pump, 
dealing with 21 6,00(J gallons of watt'r UP!' day on a 
lift of 25 feet, CQuld raj:;e 1 g,.)OO cubic fet't one foot 

for one anna. This may be considered a llla:;j!llulD ~el
dom If ever att lined nnder actual working cOllditions. 
The figures gi"en in the table fall very far short of the 
ideal, but the worst are as good as the rest that call be 
obtained from cattle-power and the best show that 
water can be lifted at from one-third to one-fourth the 
cost of doing it by cattle. The larger the scale of 
pumping operations, the more cheaply can each unit of 
work be done whilst the indigenous methods of lifting 

water are only applicable on a very small scale and 
would utterly break down if any attempt were made to 
use them for lifting large quantitit'~ of water. 

In the report by Mr. :;\1:oss already alluded to 
some information is given regarding the duty of waler. 

He says: 
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" The cost of irrigat~g p,Hidy from wells alone is 
't'xpensive especially when the f\\\\lfall is at all deficient. 
On the other hand, the return I)pr acre from well-irri

gated paddy i;: much mo)'t' than from that irrigated by 
tanks and channels. It is generally huH as much 
again and may be eVt'1l twiee a" much, I:'ix months 
paddy uSllally require" -to watering;; of about 2,000 
cubic feet per acrt'. The co:,t from a well ahout 15 

feet det'p may be taken at olle rl1pe!' per watering. 
If the land i~ far from the WE'll it will hE' more, owing 
to the los,; by absorption. If the rainfall i~ bact, 60 

watering~ would be required and thf' 0uthlJ'1l without 
the rain is always deficit'nt. As the water in the well 

will be low the return to the ryot is very small and 
pa(~c1y is not worth cultivating under such circum

~tallces. 

" Four months paddy requires usually 30 water
ings at a cost of about Rs. 30. ThE' eost of watE'ring is 
less than that for 6 months paddy but the return in 
grain is les8." 

The average. area irrigated by It weli is about 3 
acres and as paddy requires more water than any other 

crop grown under wells, it i" obvious that thE" average 
yield of the wells is less than t bat which can be deduc

ed from observations on paddy cultimtion. Taking 
:.\1r. ~Ioss's figures we tind that 1,333 cubic feet of 

water per day are required for 3 acres of paddy. It is 
therefore probable that the average yield of the wells· 
in this presidency is not more than 1,000 cubic feet 

per day and in many case!! it is certainly less than this. 
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In the large irrigation systE'rhs ""hE're the distribution 
of wat.E'r is under proper control, the duty of water ii 
from 90 to 100 acres per cubic foot per second, that 
is to say, a continuous flow of one cubic foot per second 
will irrigate from 90 to 100 acres of land. The water 
used by the ryot yields a duty of 195 acres, or practi
cally twice as much, and this is probably the best rE'sult 
that can be obtained, as we mfly be fairly certain that 
the accumulated experience of many gf>nerations of 
paddy growers instinctively prevents the Indian culti
vator from using too much water. In the note on 
" Irrigation by pumping from a Wf>1I at Melrosaplll'am " 
published as an Agricultural Bulletin, the data collect
ed at that station are furnished, and they corroborate this 
estimate. The high figures at l\Ielrosapuram are Im~ge
ly due to the use of masonry channels for conveying 
the water from the well to the field. Even to the ryot 
the loss of water by soakage from his channels is a seri
ous matter, though the land to be irrigatf>d is close to 
the well. To the man who uses an oil-engine and 
pump it is still important as the length of channel is 
much greater, and gE'nf'raIly it may be assumed that 
the larger the irrigation system and the greater the 
area deriving its water from one source of supply the 
larger will be the percentage lost from the canals and 
the distributaries themselves. 

The co,;t of lifting water for irrigation by mechanic
al means depends very largely upon the continuity of 
the supply and the number of days during the year 
on which water is supplied. Interest and depreciation. 
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bulk wry largely in the t~al cost of running the plant 
and an f:>conomieal result can only be obtained when 

the pE'rcentage of wl)rking hours is large. The ryot in 

one way or another pays fre'Tn Hs . .) to Re. 8 a month 
for the irrigation of an a('re of land. In most cases 

this hpa,'Y chargf\ is not severf\]y fE'lt, as it ill met by 
the l1tili~ation of what would otherlVi3E' be bye-products, 
but;1, soon as these bye-pro(]ucts are exhausted the 
full eost i~ felt and the ryot realises that it is impossi
ble to grow the ordinary crop" at a profit.. With oil
engine::; and pumps the cost of irrigation varies consid

erably and for small schemes of from 20 to -lu acres 
it may be taken that the irrigation will cost from 
Rs. 1-8-0 to 1\8. 3 per month. The larger thE' scheme 
the ,lowt'l' tlt" cost of irrigation will bE'; the bE'8t result 
being that which will probably be obtained in the Divi 
l.,]ancl Pumping scheme where 50,000 acres of land 

are to he irrigated and where the water Illay have to be 
lifted to a maximum height of 10 feeL It is estimat

ed that tilE' working eXpenSE'8 wili not amount to more 

than Rs. ~ per acre for the sea"on or an average of 
about 8 anna, per acre per month. As a lift irrigation 

-schemf, the Divi Pumping Project i~ exceptional in 
regard to the size of tilE' plnnt and the extent of the 
area irrigated, but in many plam~;; along the Coast 

similar schemes of a smaller character are practicable, 
and where the lift does not excped 10 or 12 feft paddy 
cultivation may be carried on profitably. For the 

most, part, howe"er, pumping will not be under such 
favourable conditions, the lift will usually be greater, 
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the supply irregular nm} tbe plant much smaller. 

Even if paddy cultivation pays, there is no reflson why 

it should be f'ncouraged, as other and more valuable 

crops cnn equally well he grown. PpopJP who havE' the 

enterpl'i~e to instnl pngine~ and pnmr~ generally take 

a great deal of intE'J'P"t in tlw cnlti\'ation undf'r them, 

and as usually they havE' ,ome command of capital, the 

tendency is to go in for inh'nse cultivation and to grow 

crops which yiE'ld n wry much largf'r profit pE'r acrE' 
than can pos;;;ihly he ohtninNl whpn thp common food

grains nrE' cultivatf'd. Ro far sug:u-can(', phntains and 
ground-nuts ha\'p yipldecl the he~t r('sults, hut hrge 
profits arp also madp in tllP cultivation of tohacco, tur

n1Pric and the ordinary gardE'n crop;;;. A supply of 

water which cnn lw rpliE'cl upon all thE' yE'nr roull.r1 i" 
prflctically wnstPrl if it is r]t)t utilizE'd for ('rop" which 

require watf'r tlw wholp ypar throllgb. Thei'e fife the 

crops which yipld the Ian.;(·"t return to thE' (Cultivator, 

partly IWCl1llSE' tlw pxh-'Tlt to wl1ich thE'y e:m hp grOI\'1l 

is limited, anrl partly her'an~p thpir C'nltimtion necE'~;;i

tatE's the pos,oe~,ion of it C011siderahlE' fln1011nt of cl1pital. 

'With a lwrennial wpply of w~tE'r HlldE'f engines nnd 
pumps thE' gro~s n,tllrn from tllf' C'llltimtE'Q [lrPfl ought 

to bE' 11e\'E'r jE'SS tklll Hs. 100 an acrE'. and it often 

amonnts to two or threE' times this ,mm. 

\Yhen the Exp"'rimpntal Pumping DE'pArtn1Pnt 

WflS first ~tarted! the impn.>,,"ion generally pl'E'\·ailt'd. 

among those who WE're l)p~t aequaintE'd with the 

agricultural condition, of the country, that the 

scope for ib operatiom; would lw extremely limited 
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because of the difficulty (\ finding sites where a suffi
cient watt'f"8l1pp!y could be ohtained comhined with 

landboldl:'rs ill the neighhourhood who would have 

~ufficient capital to a\'ail them~elves of it. Th<> fact 

that there are now a bout 100 pumping plantR at work*" 

in the Madras Presideney is eyidt'nce that there is a 

much wir]pr fjplcl for their employment than was 

anticipated. ancl thc> inve~tig'ation~ which have been 

carripri OTl, before installing the,p p1ant~, have put us 

in po""essinn of a larg'e amount of ill formation of a 

mo"t ~atj,factnr'y character. Certainly tllPre wil! be 

ab,'olutely 1]0 ,lifficnlty whatever in irriga'cing hundreds 

of tbous~md" of aere~ hy engines a urI pumps if only 
the cal ita! l'E'(luirecl to lift. the watE'!' can be fuunel, and 

tb\ I'y()t~ C lli he tang'ht to make u"e of the water in a 

proper way. 

Tile gTent olNhlclp~ to progre,,, are the po\'erty of 

thE' ppol'le al](l the pXLraordinarily rnilillte way in 

which tl1P land i, ~nb"dividpcl. The :'malIE'Rt area 

which can bp pr<,fitably cultivated hy an pngille and 

pmll[' is from 10 to 1.'5 acres, and Ule Ilumtwr of such 

holding.; ill nne blo(,k is small. Still thE're is a 

:'llffi 0 iPlitly larg'p nnmber to pnable a grE'at dE'al of 

work to he don(" in p:\i'i(Jiiing t.!tis lrlPthorl of lifting 

water, and lOll!?,' bpfo]'p j itp p(ls,ibilities of large bold

ing~ are pxJltlUsiNl. t]J .. ('WIWrS of ~!YIallpr hoJdings will 
percpin:' !lie ar! \'1111 blgc' of cOllihining t.og'etl'E'r and by 
eo-operation seeming t,) them"elves thf' bell(-fit" eonse-

• t'o\'ember Hill. The number of engines and pUlllpS is now 
nearly ,WO. 
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quent upon tbis cheap methL~l of lifting wah'r. I do 

not think it is any exaggeration to ~ay that oil

engines and pumps will prove, and in fact are IJ]'()ving, 

extremely potent agents in the c]P\'pIOpmPllt of the 

material re:,ources of the country. Alrt'a<iy in some 

of the rural tracts the ryotCi arp fmlliliar witli them, 
recognise their merits alld rt'ganl tllelll a, dt'sirahle 
things to pOf;~ess; whilst tliose who hn\'p ,got them 

have been led to take a mudl df'epf'r ill(prf',1; in agri

culture than tllf'y did Iwforf' :mel bein!.,!' inteJligt'nt men 

with capital, thpir farDls are becoming tlw (·f'nh.'s for 

the eliffu,.;ion of improvf'd agricultural ]'r:\diees 

throughnut th" ('nuntry. I fun in hop(",; that in the 

course of a year or two it may be po"ib1t' to furrn an 

Agricultural Aswciation en'l'}' nwmlwr of whicil will 

be the U,f'r of an oil-engine and pHilip, the m';lin 

object of the .t-oociation Iwing to pnCOll1':Ii!/' tll" f'xten

sion of thp nse of such ITlt'titods of liftill", watf'r :\lId to 

supply tli(-' meml)('l'~ with inforrnnlion \rhich will (-'11-

able them to make tht' he~t llo"ihl(' n-t' of tIle water 

at their command. So far Agricultural A"suci;jtion~ 

in tbis country are Rll exotic growth and \\ithout 

official snpport few of them would be :n eXi,LE'll(,P. The 
A~soeiati{)11 I am cOl1tt'mlllating will "talle! 011 a 

difft>rel1t {'noting, its memher~ will al! ht' agril:lllt mi~ts 

operating on a fairly large ~ealf' and keen to rnak(' the 
m08t of tllt' capital they havp put into tllt'ir Janel. 

Tbe supplies of watf'r sufliciently large to give 

employment for engines and pump~ are maillly to be 

found in the Coast districts and along the margins of 
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~ome of the big rivers. 'In such districts as Coimba

tore, wht'l't' well cultivation bas reached its highest 

devP!oplllent Oli indigenous lines, there are apparently 

not !<,~" than 5,000 wp!l~ which will yield sufficient water 

to givt' prnploYIllPn( to Iln engine and pump. They 

are 111O,tly deq) wellH Ilnd the supply of watt'r i" deriv

ed from a thick layer of di~illtegrated rock resting in 

8itu on the i~neous or highiy metamorphosed rocks 
which )'rel'3il oYer the greatt'r part of that di,;irict. 

The wi:'ll ~honld invariably pE'nt'trate the wholE' thick

ne,,~ of weatherE'd rock as thE' watE'r annually ah,orbed 

hy thE' ground always tE'll(b to move (lown to ;,he 

lowe~t )ayf'r~ of Jlf'rnwablf' rock. Tbi~ is hy no lllE'anS 
the practicp of till" ryot, a,; the great df'pths at wbich 

the \,aier would 8cand in tbe hot weathpr would prove 

an 'ill,;uIJPrahlE' barril"r to E'xtpnclE'd use of the water. 

On tllE' ot her hand in South Arcot, Chinglt'puL and 

XortL ArL;ot abundallt E'vidence has beE'11 oblainpd 

that ol'pr wry cOI1~idf'rable tract:' of COlllltry the 

ordinary nativp wf'll~ can ea8ily be improved ~o as 

to yil-'Id f'llormou,;]y grt'fltt'r supplie~ of watpr than 

have hithf'rto been drawn from thE'm. In the."e dis

trict,. the watE'r mainly oe('nr~ in Vil~t heds of coarse 
~and which fnrm ,;uhterralwan rp~el'l'oir~ of com;ider

able tll1t a~ yet quitE' unknown extt'nt. In ~OIlIE' cases 

the ~alld is covert'd by a comparatively thin layer of 

alluvial \lepo,;it and tllt' water can be found by "inking 

well~ from 15 to 20 fppt deE'!'. In other ca"ps the 

sand lil"~ at a considerably greatE'r depth and is OVf'r

laid by impervious beds of clay, which have to be 
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pierced, to get at the water. JIn the South ArcoL dis
trict betwe-en Pondicherry and Cllddalorf' these beds 

are mort' than 200 feet below the surface of the 

grollnn, hut the water is under pre~nre ~ufficient to 

forcp it up the boreholes and form true artesian wells. 

To the north of )IaclrllR sirnil:n sand bE'd~ are found at 

a rnncli ~maller depth, hut the pres,nll'p i~ not sufficient 

to eOIi~lc iicutp true artesian wells al1d the water has to 

be lift",] ill ROmE' way or utlwr. Some hundrE'ch of bore

hole~ It:ll'!' lwen put down in the b,ttorn ofexi,;tin~ wells 

and L\t,!t(T tHore' Uliln half have ~uecE'~~fully tapped the 

suh-ar!y~i;llI \Vater-~upply. i\lo~t of the pipe~ arC' of 4" 

diamptf'!' alld the yield of water varies from 50 to 200 

gallon,; j""l' minute. It i~ prohahl" that in mOot cases 

1\ ll\u<c]J larger tlow conIc! lw ohtaitlE'd hy eith('f illse~t

in,g fI pipe of lfIrgE'l' diameter or hy dpppE'ning the well 

and lifting the water from a lower le'/el ~:) as to dimin

ish tltp pre~snrE' ag,limt which the water is forcE'o up 
froln ],·,]ow. In olle cast' two i" pipes bave hE'E'n put 

dowll and the yiE'I(1 of w:,h'r i~ over .500 gallons a 
lllinutp which i~ lifrE'd ont of tltp ,,"pll hy a 12 h. p. 

engiw' driving a G" centrifu!.!'al pnmp. In nparly 

e\'er~' e:\~p tlwsp iJt\prrwpd WE'll;; will yield ~r:.ffi('ipnt 

watf'l' to jn~tify the iIlRt,'tllat.i(J11 of engillPs and pump", 

but a~ yd: thp people an' too poor and too dnhio\l~ 

about til(' continuance of tlw ftow of watpr t,) do any

thillg in tlli" clirE'ctioll. In a YP,H or two tllPy 
will lw in a lwtter position to l'pa:izf' Ihe Y:llne 

of the watE'r heneath their lanrl~ and lllay tlwn hE' 

anxious to avail themsplYE's of allY meallS whpl'E'hy tl1€'y 
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Ii 
can secure to a larger "extent of land an unfailing 

ilupply of water. 

In the trilct of country to the south (\f Pondi

cherry many lmnclreds of borehole~ have been p111 down 

and the water-:inpply deriver:! from the arte~ia1\ bpds i& 
very considerahle and it is not improhable thar to the 
north of Madra" the development of ,nh-artesi'lII water 
will be found te) he of similar exient. Til othpr ]llac(,,8 

then' is rea,Oll to snppose ~i milar water- bpal'i Ii g depo
sits exi,t, bnt as ypt they hal·e not bep!] explored and 

thf'ir ('ap!1C'ity ]..; pntirE'ly ullknowJl. 'Yhere thE' 

wHter-hearing ~an:l;; O(,CllJ'nPlner HlP snrface Hlld where 

the mrface slopp of the country i~ consi(\prnhle they 

have bpen drHined to Romp pxtent by ',prin~ heads' 

or .!.:r~8(1?/i.s. The,'p eon"i,t of a pond, often of ('on sid

emhle size, which has hef'n excal·n.tf'd till the \\':iLer

hearing ~and5 arE' reflellf'c1. From the pOlld a \1"'('11 chan

nel with a small lwd-fall JE'ad~ thp water (jllt 1)1. h thE' 

lower Janek This channf'l is g'f'neraJlya mil,.. or two 

long and a g·ooil d,..al of t.hE' watt'\' dr'lillf'(l fro!)} thE' 

pond mt1~t he l(\~t on it:-; wn.y t.o thE' !alld. TIt" :'Ilpply 
in the }lond. i~ }1)ll'arpntly maintained fly pprc.)lfliiou 

from tllP hed~ of ~and whir:!! lie at a bighp!, leve!' 

'I'lle 8:111(1 in (lIP,;e k(,.~ICIi~S is u';llally \"pry ('I)lU~P :lila 

tIll-' H·)\V of W:lter el)ll,e(lllently rel'Y free, A~ a r111(-' in 

tlle' hot wpather they dry up altogether, or iLl' water 

ha~ to be liftf'd out of tl!Pr1l by haling· with l'icoltahs 

(l;' mhob-·s. Un'llw;.;LiollaIJJy the ill"talL;ii(>,l of Pllginps 

and pumpR would f'nahlf' a \,pry much larg("r h,)c1y of 

sand to be drained of water and it is probable tllat in 
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most CaRE'S a IJPrennia\ snp'ply of watpl' could be 

ohtained in place of the prE'spnt supply which if' only 

sufficient for a sing-Ie crop. 

'Yht'rp the slope of the country i~ ~Imlll it is 

ohyioll.' tbat irrigation by lcasft?ns is impracticahle, 

hut "ery extensil'e b~d~ of conr,;e sanel E'xi~t anei hrlVe 

been tapped and te:,tecl in many p]acp~ and at no yery 

great ('o~t it is practicahlp to put in 1\,(,1], whic·h will 

yit'lrl from 200 to 300 gallons of water pel' minute. A 

con,.idpmble number of Lhe~e ha\'e already lwen i'llnk 

and therE' i, no douM that thE'y will ~tea(lily incrE'ase 

in Ilnmlwr. It i" impos . .;ible to Bay what llrea of land 

is unclE'l'laid by U1P,e waterbearing ,.:and~ in the Madra,.: 

Jlre,idplll'Y, but it certainly runs into tJloTls:lnd, of 

squar ... miles and there i, prohahly watE'r 8uf\1cipnt for 

the irris:ation of several hundred thoumnd ;]('1'P,'. The 

withdrawal of large quantities of waipr will lower the 

level at whieh it is found, but tlwre i~ fair gro'-lnd for 

aBSIIInin~ tbat mo~t of the~e ~and dt'po~i~~ arE' in dirE'ct 

connection with the main drainage linE'~ of the country 
and e,'pry fresh whieh passes down an adjoining rinor 

will teIt(1 [.0 rp~torE' the original water IPI'p]. 

Thpre doE'S not seem to tw much hopf> that clt'ep

fleate(~ al't\'~ian water-supplies will prol'e of yal ue fo, 

irrigation. Tn tIl(' Godavari dish-ict a rtt.>~ian watpr has 

been tfl),l)P<] in several places,-by milling pro"J>pctors 
in the l',,];l\'aram Zamindari, by the ::'.Iaclr:1~ Hailway 

at E11ot,,> nnd by vllrions people in the neighbuurhood 

of Sam[llkota and Cocanada. At El10re a horehole \Va;,; 

put down to a depth of 430 fept and cost nearly Hs. 
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13,000, whilst the yield f\)f water does not appear to 
have been much more than about 3,000 gallons per hour. 

The sandy hed,.; of mo~t of our ri\'ers are proba
bly the next mo~t important source of water-~npply 
and one which, as yet, hros been but little made use of. 

The indigenous mpthod of getting at the watpr is ex
tremely ingeniou~, hut it involves the expenditure of 
a very largop amount of labour. Channels or ditches 
are dug in the bE'ds of the rivers with a bedfall comid- I 

erably le~" than that of the river. In the upper part 
of the chftnnE'] the water from the surrounding mnd 
drains into thp channel, flows down it and is carried 
away through a cut in the river bank. In some di~

tricts " dorl1vu " weUs are employed to some extent. 
They are welh mnk in or close to the river bank and 
derive their water-supply from thE' ~and. ApparE'ntly 
the engineering work in\'0lve1 is ])E'yond t.he ordinary 
ryot and such WE'll" are not popular. \Yhprp thE'y 
exi~t they require study and where thE'y do not pxist 
it is desirahl~ to encourage thE'm as much as possible. 

It has always been assumed in the past that thfre 
was a slow flow of wat.er beneath the 'ilnd in the river
beds and it was tacitly accepted that the spring chan
nels probably drew off most of the available water as 
no large supply could ever be obtained at anyone 
point. A careful review of the evidence furnishE'd by 
the partial failure of several attempts to get at the 
watE'r in the sandy bfd8 of thf~e rivers led to an exam
ination of the conditions under which spring chan
nels work, and it was then found that the prevailing 
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ideas were errOlleous ami that there is no flow of water 
in the sane! of a river-hed except between pool and 
pool, where the slope of tile water plane in the sand 
may he very ~1;eE'p. Below a certain level the sand in 
the b;cds of rivt'r~ i~ ~:1turated with water whieh remains 
motionJeps unlt'ss a l.,cal hYc)f[tuJi(, gradient is 
estabJi~hpd ~ufficielltly ;<Ieep to cause the water to flow. 

Every cubic fouL o[,;alld below tilt-' S'lturatioll ]"vel 

contains rather Illore tban 2 gallon~ of water, so that a 
square mile of ~~lnd 10 fpet dpep is a re~E'l'\'()ir contailling 
over 5;)0 million gallons of watt'r, or ~!lftil'ienr, f<>f the 
irrigation of a thousand acre~ of bllll. Allowing for 
the fad that the sanu in the rjver-hed~ is not always 
10 feer d!'ep and that it i~ ill1po~sible to extract ali the 

water from the ~and hut without taking into account 
any watpr 20 feEt below the Jevei of the saturation 
line it i, quit£' cf'rtain that for every ;;quare mile of 

rivf'r-h~rl we might ha\'e an equi\'alf'nt of ~(luan~ mile 
of irrigation. The problem which rf'mflins unsolved is 
how to g~t at this vast quantity of water. In this 
matter our expf'rience is gla,hmlly increasillg anrl one 
certain conclusion is that owing to the re8istancf' which 
the sand offers to the motion of water it is impossible, 
except at great expense, to collect any large quantity 
of water at one point. OIl the Hagari river we found 
it a simple matter to obtain 150 gallons a minute and 
for a moderate outlay* we are drawing 750 gallons a 

minute from the river-bed, but to obtain more water 
than this at our pumping station seems likely to prove 

* Rs. 2,300. 
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a difficult matter. By si~king wells in the river-beds 
it is found that in most cases a comparatin-ly small 
well will yield 300 or 400 gallons of water pn minute 
so that, if a large quantity of water is tc} be with
drawn, a large number of wells should be sunk at a 
sufficient distance apart to pre\'Emt one well materially 
interfering with another. In many cases the~e wells 
ean be sunk inside the river bank, in others quit" close 
to the bank and whpn this iR practicable the pumping 
work may be done by po\\'er distributed elf'dri,~ally. 

To get at the water in the middle of the riYer-bed 
when the bed is very wide is a much mort' difficult 
matter and may be cOllsidered for the pres en t outside 
the range of practical engineering. 

All the experience we have gathered so far points 
to the fact that with brick wells from 12 to 15 feet in 
diameter we can get enough water to supply a 4" 
centrifugal pump with a depre8sion of the water sur
face of 3 or 4 feet. Some day I think there will be a 
chain of such w~lIs extending along both bnnks of 
most, of onr rivers and at inter\'als of about 10 miles 
there will be electric generating stations supplying 
currf'nt to electro-motors to drive those pumps. 

The perennial flow of most of our rivers is already 
diyerted by means of anicuts which in the upper 
reaches of the river, where the bed is rocky, are often 
very numerous. Still there are a few cases where the 
water-supply is wasted by being allowed to flow into 
the sandy expanses in the lower reaches of the rivers 
.and the remedy is obviously to instal engines and 
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pumps. Of installation,; of thi" kind there are already 
one or two at work, and there would be more if per
mission to pump could be obtained. 

On the West Coast, in Cochin and Travancorp, 
there are extensive tra·~ts of irrigftted land formpd by 
bunding off the backwaters ftnd draining thpm. Thp 
syst,pm of ,irrigation is of great anti(l'lity. but of latp 

years it has been modified by the in trod nction of 
pumping machinery and there are a large number of 
steam and oil enginE'S now employed in draining thpsp 
lands. A greRt deal of enterprise has heen exhibitpd 

in this work but not 'TIuch pngineering "kill and un
(lUestionably the Kole cultivation, as it is called, could 

be enormously improved by combining irri!.!;ation with 

drainage and by putting the opE'rations in each section 
undpr one control. 

In some of the swamps along the coast amI 

in lakes like the Kolair, bl·twepn the Kistllll and 

Godavari rivers, there is a considerable body of frpsh 
water which on Iy requires to bp lifted it few feet to 
render it availablp for thp irrigation of the npighbour

ing lands. Years ago in the Kohtir Lflke and in 
the Lankas bordering on the Uppetpru river such 
cultivation was e~tablished ullder steam pumps and 
proved moderately rpmunerativp, but gradually interpst 
in the matter died out and the pumping stations wpre 
abandoned. The sllccessful working of the oil-engines 

has revived interest in the matter and pumping has 
recommenced, all the available land being now brought 
under cultivation. 
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In connection wiLb the development uf this 
modern phase of lift irrigation the improvement of ex
isting wells is a matter of great importance and if only 
a small percentage are found suitable for working with 
oil engines and pumps, the absolute number will be 
large and they may become important inasmuch as 
they will often occur in those tracts of country which 
are most liable to be affected by the vicissitudes of the 
seasons. Owners of wells ha\'e generally some vague 
idea of the qllantity of water they will yield, but they 
have very little notion as to the quantity of water 
which a 3" centrifugal pump will lift, and it frequently 
happens they want to set up pumps when the water
supply i~ quite inadequate. The most satisfactory way 
of in vestigating cases like this is to first ascertain 
the' yield of the existing well towards the end of the 
hot weather and then put down an exploratory borehole 
to determine the naturE' of the surrounding rock. The 
horehole will generally furnish sufficient evidence to 
enable an opinion to be farmed as to whether it is 
worth while to deepen the well. Sometimes the bore
hole taps f1.~sures carrying water under pressure and 
materially increases the flow into the well; sometimes 
it reveals beds of porous rock which only require open
ing out to yield a copious supply of water. Where the 
rock is hard and the water is mainly fonnd in fissures, 
the explosion of a charge of dynamite at the bottom 
of the borehole will sometimes materially improve the 

supply. 
As yet we have done very little work in this 

17 
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direction, but I am not wiJhout hopE's from the ex· 
perience already gained that when wells can be !Sunk to 
a much greater depth than has hitherto been the 
native practice, it will be found that the inflow will in 
many cases justify resorting to pumping machinery. 
Where we can keep our engines fully employed, which 
means wherever we can command from 150 to 200 

thousand gallons of water per day, the depth from 
which it can be lifted, before this becomes an unprofita
ble operation, is much greater than is the case in ordi· 
nary well irrigation. With this the limit is about 
40 feet whilst 150 feet will probably be found practi· 
cable with oil engines and pumps. It is not so much 

the height to which the water has to be lifted as tbe 
risking ofa large capital outlay in what must of nec(~s· 
sity always be an uncertain undertaking which makes 
it at present doubtful whether sinking wells to any 
very great depth is to be encouraged. In some cases 
we have fo'md that a very slight addition to the depth 
of a well enormously increases the inflow and it is just 
at this point that native well-sinkers have to stop as 
the unwatering of the well becomes an exceedingly 
difficult operation when only mhotes or picottahs can 
be employed. 

Where the water is contained in sand it is 
not difficult to frame an estimate of the cost of 
getting at a certain quantity of the water and we do 
so by putting down an exploratory borehole to ascer· 
taiD the thickness of the depo;>it of sand, which sand is 
itself examined to determine the size of the grains of 
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which it is composed, but' with wells sunk in rock we 
are in no such satisfact.ory po~ition. We have but 
littlt more knowledge and much less experience than 
the professional well-sinkers of the country; and we 
shall have to make many E'xperiments before we can 
teach the people of this country anything. To this 
end we have recently ordered a portable petrol-pump
ing plant which can easily bE' carried about and can 
be put down any well and used either for baling during 
construction work or for observations on the rate of 
inflow. The Government of ~Iadra8 have also saJlc
tioned a sufficient sum of money for a systematic Heries 
of tests as to t,he advantage or otherwise of torpedoing 
boreholes sunk in hard rock. Our progress wit.h wells 
of t~is type is not likely to be very rapid unless we can 
€ecure the interest and co-operation of the more intelli
gent men who are interested in the improvement of 
water-supplies for irrigation. Throughout the country 
there is doubtless a good deal of empirical information 
the collection and study of which would be of value. 
It would help us to make a better start, but I do Dot 

think it will carry us very far on our way a" the water
supplies, which we are searching for, must lie at a 
much greater depth than is within the range of indi
genous experience and to make them available we 
require an enormously greater supply of power th~n has 
ever been at the disposal of the owners of wells in the 
past. 

The financial aspects of this method of lift IrrIga
tion have already been dealt with to some extent When 
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we were discussing the reJatiSe cost of lifting water by 
the old and by the new methods, because in the 
ugure:,: given for the new method!' a full and proper 
allowance has been made for interest and depreciation 
of the capital outlay involved in i'etting up a plant. 
In an appendix to this paper will be found figures 
giving the actual cost of a numbf'r of a installa
tions which have been SE't up. The cost, per acre 
brought under irrigation yaries considE'rably. It may 
be as low at; R5. 50 an acre or as much as Rs. 200 an 
acre, but obyiou;;;ly for high-class cultivation wherE' the 
yield pl:'r annum may bp yalupd at Rs. 400 or Rs. 500 
an acre it may pay \'ery well to expend a great deal 
more than Re. 200 per acre to gE't a good supply of 
water, In ~the Deccan, under some canais near 
Poona, Rs. 50 per acre is the watE'r-ratE' on land 
growing sugar-cane, and ill this Presidency many 
gardens and plantations could easily stand a water-rate 
of a similar amount. It would. have afforded me very 
great satisfaction to have presented accurate figures 
regarding the working expen~e" and return on a num
ber of farms where thi~ new system of lift, irrigation 
prevails, but no onE' carei' to furnish them. There is, 
however, ample evidence that it is very profitable and 

thE' best indication that it i~ appreciated is to be found 
in the fact that the ratE' of increa~E' in the numbE'r of 
installations i:< greatest ill thosE' places where thE' num
ber is already largest or where they haye been longest 
at work. In ordinary years and under normal condi
tions, given a sufficient water·supply, there should be 
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no difficulty in turning 1t to very profitable account, 
but often with oil-engines and pumps the greatest pro
fit will be made in years when the season is unfavoura
ble, scarcity prevaJent and prices high. 

In many CJ1ses oil-pngines and pumps may be 
Dsed to supp]pment other sources of supply and con
vfort agriculture of an uncertain type into one of great 
certainty. One of the earliest installations in this 

Presidency was erected on the banks of the CaUl·ery, 
from which rivpr the water-supply to the pump is 
derived. The lands ordinarily depend upon channels 
from the ri\·er for irrigation water, but this i~ extremely 
nncertain, and partial or total fail ure of the crops 
occured at such frequent interval~ that the owners of 
the land deriwd nothing from it and the ryots who 
culti\'ated it earned a precarious livplihood. Over a 
had of 300 acrPR a 12" pump has completfoly changed 
this. The natural water-supply may fail, but the 
pump is there to take its place and the whole area 
can bp convertl'd to perennial irrigation. The owner 
reports that during the Jast eightpen months 55 acres 
bave been nnder plantfiin cultivation and have yielded 
a gross rpturn of over R~. 400 ppr acrp, or about 
Ol1E>-and-a-half times the whole of th€> capital odlay 
on the pumping plant. In a good year the rf'turn 
from paddy cultivation would h:lVe been about R". 50 
per acre and the net profit vpry small. Under plan
tains the net profit on the 55 acres must haye been 
~ufficient to pay 50 per cent. on the initial expenditure. 
The area under perennial irrigation, such as plantain 
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or sugar-cane, would have b~en much larger, but it is 
restricted to 60 acres at this place by the Revenue 
authorities lest the water-supply to lands lower down 
the river should be interfered with. 

From the figures gi\'en in the appendix it will he 
seen that the minimum cost of a pumping installation 
is about Rs. 2,000, and the actual out-of-pocket work
ing expenses, being the necessary expenses for fuel, 
lubricating oil, stores and repairs, will be about Hs. 50 

a month. The installation of engines and pumps is 
therefore a financial operation of considerable magni
tude fwen with comparatively wealthy ryots. Yery 

few, if any, have sufficient ready money, and a certain 
number of in~tallations have been paid for by loans 
under the Agricultural Land Improvement Loans Act, 
such loans being usually repayable in twelve annual 
instalments. This method of financing these pumping 
schemes would be entirely satisfactory were it not for 
the difficulty which the borrowers experience in finding 
the necessary security. My experience is that the major
ity of the applications for loans are rejected for this 
reason and it may pos,.;ibly be desirable in the future to 
amend the Act so as to provide greater facilities for ob
taining loans for the purchase of engines and pumps. If 
the machinery could be taken into account when assess

ing the value of the security for the loan, then" would bf' 
no difficulty and loans would be freely applied for. 
Greater success has attended the sale of engines and 
pumps under the hire-purchase "ystem which has been 
worked out by Messrs. Massey & Co. Under this 
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method the would-be owner of the pump has to pay 
one-fourth of the money down and the balance in 
instalments generally extending over two or three 
years during which time he has to pay 9 per cent. 
interest on the balance debited to him. He is thus 
ahle to get his engine and pump for a comparatively 
Rmall initial outlay and to pay the balance out of 
profits accruing from the use of the pump. So far the 
system of working has proved satisfactory and it is 
probable that it will be resorted to very largely in the 
fut.ure when it bpcomes more generally recognised that 
irrigation Ilndpr oil-engines and pumps can be 
made a very profitable busines~. The hire-pur
chase system i~ a \'ery vicious one when applied 
to afford facilities fur the purchase of unproduct
ive goods by those who cannot afford them, but it 
has distinct merits in some cases and is an extremely 
simple method of financing small indu"trial undertak
ings as it pro\'idps the small capitalist with the 
equivalent of money on fairly easy terms. It is possi
ble that a great deal more might be done in this way 
if Gm-ernment took the matter up, purchased the 
engines and pumps themselves and sold them on easier 
terms than pri\'ate firms can do. The risk of loss will 
be very small at' the engines and pumps would remain 
the property of Government till they are fully paid for, 
and they would ne,-er be sold except for use under 
conditions which after investigation by the expert 
officers of Government are reported to be satisfactory. 

The number of oil-engines in use in this Presi-
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dency for minor' industrial undertakings as well as 
for lifting water is growing rapidly and there hail 
natura!]y sprung up a rathE'r keen demand for men 
capable of driving the engines. The extreme 
simplicity of the oil-engine rendE'rs it possible to 
train fitters to look after them in a few dflYs and 
there has neVE'r been any great difficulty about 
getting drivers, but It good fitter is rather wa8tE'd wllfm 
put to drive a small oil-engine and his pay adds quite 
unnecessarily to the working expenses. In JUadras we 
have started a school for Oil-engine Drivers, where 
practical instruction is given in the dril'ing of various 
kinds of oil-engines and the pupils arE' put through an 
elE'mentary course of fitting so as to enable them to 
take the engine to piecps, clE'an the parts and fit them 
together again. A nything more than this it is not 
considE'rE'cl nE'cE'ssary that a dri\'er sh n uld know. If 
the enginE' really gets out of order, it is hetter that it 
should be overhauled hy 11 skilled mechanic and the 
driver in charge of it should be nothing more than a 
orivE'r. A good many peoplE', who have bought engine;;, 
have sent their men or servants up to this schoo} to be 
trained, and after a course of instruction lastillg from 
3 to G months they are generally found quite capable 
of looking after the engine. In this way Oil-engine 
Dri, ers can be provided at a cost no greater to the 
owner than if he had to provide a man to look after a 
pair of bullocks. 'With large t'ngines the saving in 
this direction is not a matter of much importance, but 
with small plants the fact that local men eould be 
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trained to do all the work that is necessary has tended 
much to increase the popularity of these enginE's. The 
Engine Driving scbool wa" originally started in the 
School of Arts, but it has now been taken over by 
and forms part of, the Chengelroya NaikE'r's Technical 
InRtitute. The class is popular as the men who pa~s 

through it can always obtain work. 
The fact that large monetary transactions arp in

volved where\"er oil-engines anlI pnmps arE' set up and 
where the fuel for working them has to bE' purcha3ed 
and paid for in cash has in a remarkable way led to a 
more definite appreciation of the monetary value of 
irrigation. This i~ still more emphasized by the rise 
in the price of food stuff;; and the tendE'ncy to pay 
farm labourers in cash instead of in kind. The farm is 
no longer so self-con tained as it was, the working of it 
nece~sitate~ transactions outside the village and the 
crops have to be selected by the ryots not 31(-'1'ely with 
a view to their own internal requirements and to meet 
the demand~ of Government and the District Board, 

but al80 to meet the charge:l connected with the work

ing of the engine. Outside markets have to be studi
ed to a greater extent than fOl'merly and the culti I'ator 
i~ brought into more intimate contact with the outside 
world. Of course the mo\'ell1Put is a very small one 
at prpsent, bnt the tendpl1cy is one in the right direc
tion and should ultimately conduce to the dE'velopment 
and edncation of the agricultural community. 

In the South Arcot District where more pumps 
nave been fitted up than in any other part of the 
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country and where nearly all the wells have an un
failing supply of water, the owners of pumping plants. 
are beginning to raise water and sell it to their 
neighbours when they do not want it themselves. At 
the Panampet pumping station which was leased 
to :;\I(ls~rs. Parry & Co. two systems of ~elling water 
were tried. Ground-nut crops were irrigated for 
Rs. 5 per acre per month and for other crops the 
whole supply of the pump was sold to any ryot who 
wantpd water for a fixed rate ppr hour. This 
practice i~ wry largply in vogue in the 'Yestern 
States of America where water for irrigation is a 
vital nf'(,Pssity, and if it is once recognised in this. 
country that water is a commodity which can be 
bought and sold, it will probably greatly simplify 
some of the problems connected with the develop
ment of this kind of irrigation. Where the water
supply is very abundant and where the ryots han' 
DO capital and the land is sub-divided into small 
plots, it might be practicable to establish local 
water-supply companies who would nl.ise water and 
sell it to the ryots either for a share in the produce of 
the land, or for a fixed rate per unit of volump or a 
fixed chnrge per acre irrigated. If anything of this 
kind is to be bronght about, it will probably be neces
sary for Government to pioneer the way and to provide 
sufficient legal protection to induce capital to flow in 
this direction. 

It must be recognised that only in a few places 
will it be pos~ible to pump large quantities of water 
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from a single source of supply. The wells must be 
numerous and it will probably be found most economic
al to have a single power-generating station and to 
distribute the power electrically, driving centrifugal 
pumps with electro-motors. Large power-stations are 
much more economical than small ones, and it is quite 
possible to put in motors and pumps that require no 
more supervision than that a man should go round and 
oil t,hem once a day. Such water-supply corporations 
exi~t in America and have worked successfully for 
years past, and it is quite cE'rtain that there are no 

engineering difficulties worth speaking of. On the 
other hand in India, it will require an immensE' amount 
of tact and patience to get the advantages of such a 
system acknowledged. To makf> it profitable, intf>nsivt:' 
cnltimtion must be adopted, and even if the capital is 
forthcoming to enab1e this to be carried on, it is doubt
ful if the ryots possess the re(luisite experience b n~ake 

it a success. After studying the question of the hettf>r 
utilisation of subterranean water for bu~ a very short 
time I am convinced that there are no serious difficul
ties from the Engineer's point of view, either as to a 
sufficiency of supply or as to the cost of raising it 
above the ground so as to make it available. On the 
other Land, the practical admini~trator, who would 
like-to make use of this water and apply it to tlw Jand 
so that the people may be placed in a position which 
will enable them to carryon their agricultural work 
with a fair amount of certainty, will find the achieve
ment of his wishes a task of extreme difficulty. 
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The purchase of land is a favourite form of invest-

ment in this country and the line of least resistance 
seems to lie in the direction of encouraging people 
who have amassed wealth to purchase land which is 
capable of improvement and to resen'e a considerable 
amount of their capital for the improvement of the 
land they have purchast'd. ",loney invested in land 
yields a very poor rpturn, hut, judiciously invested in 
the improvement of land, the re;:uits are likely to be 
much more profitable and the value of thp land perma
]Jently increased. The work which is being done in 
tlJis cliredion by men like ~Ir. Gopinatha Tawker, at 
~urapet, Mr. Tota Ramanujam Chetty, at Katalai, ",Ir. 
Panduranga l\ludaliyar, at. Cuddalore, :"\11'. Tilla Go
vinna Gmmani, at Nel1ikuppam, :\lr. Abraham Pandi
ther, at Tanjore, and by many others, is pioneer work 
of the utmost public yalue and desenes recognition at 
the hands of thpir fellow countrymen. 

Irrigation by pumping is still in its infancy, but 
the succe~s which has already attended the earlier 
installations rf'ndt'l's it certain that it will grow rapidly 
and there is a mst field for it in Southern India. What 
hll~ been accomplished so far is the dirE'ct reFiUlt of the 
moclern clf'yelopments of the intE'rnal combustion 
engine in its various forms, and thf>rE' i" rf>asonllhle 

ground for hoping that furthE'r improvements may be 
effected in the fubre rE'ndering motive power ~till 
cheaper and pumping appliances more effective. 



CHAPTER X"r. 

IRRIGATION BY PUMPING. 
One of the many difficulties which haw· to bE> 

faced, by those who are striving to improve the econo
mic situation in the South of India, is the high price 
which has to be paid for fuel, owing to the fact that 
nowhere south of Singareni in the Hyderabad State 
has coal been found to exist in workable deposits. The 
few possible sites, where water-power can be obtained, 
are in remote and almost inacces"ible situations, and 
the time has not yet arrived for the yast schemes 
which must be work~d out to enable such of those 
natural sources of power as we posses.s to be utilised. 
1\luch must be done before a rival can be set up to the 
great electric "'Y5tem of power di~tribution which the 
Mysore State has created within its own territory. 
There are no great engineering oifficultie,.; to be faced, 
and the generating stations could be set up cheaply 
enough. The difficulties are due to the lack of indus
tri"l organisation and the petty nature of the wide1y 
scattered demand for power which would render the 
cost of distribution prohibitive. V nder these circum
stallces the internal combustion engine, which ha;; 
lately been brought to such a high degree of perfec
tion, has proved an ideal source of motive power. 

• COlltributed to the Industrial Conference held in Madras in 
DQcemher 1908. 
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Within the last year or two, hundreds have been pur
chased and are now supplying power for pumping 
water for irrigation, for the water-supply of towns, for 
drainage works and for driving rice hulling machinery, 
oil mills, coffee pulpers and tea-making machinery. 
For a variety of miscellaneous purposps they are also 
employed, but in the main for those already specified. 

So long as liquid fuel i" available at somewhere 
about the present Vrlces the ordinary tyve of oil 
~ngine is the most con venient form of int(>rnal com bus
tiOll motor to employ for small powere, but, for units of 
over 20 h. p., e:,pecially in the neighbourhood of 
forests where timber is cheap and charcoal can be 
manufactured in large quantities, the suction gas 
producer plants are unquestionably superior; whilst in 
special cases, where very large amounts of power are 
required, the Diesel form of oil engine working with 
liquid fuel furnishes the most economical motor at 
present available. Kerosine oil is too expensive a fuel 
to employ in oil engines and the continuance of the 
supply of liquid fuel at the present prices, or in fact 
at any reasonable price at all, is by no means a certain 
mattpr. It is therefore desirabie that as far as possi
ble efforts should be made to extend the field in which 
suction gas producer plants can be employed with 
advantage. It is important to remember that the 
charcoal they need is It local product, an extensive 
demand for which would greatly benefit the very large 
areas of reserved forest in this Presidency. It would, 
J thinl{, be almost a fatal error to build up an indus-
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trial system in Madras based upon foreign sources of 
fuel supply and the oil engine should be regarded 
as a temporary expedient which must ultimately give 

place to engines using gas. Obviously therefore we, 
in Madras, shoule! devote ourselves to the introduction 
of suction gns producer plants and the improvement 
of the methods by ·.vhich the wood in our forests and 
plantations may be converted into charcoal and the 
various bye-product" for some of which there is a 
considerable demand. The d£'structive dist,illation 
of wood is a chemical industry of considerable im
portance in other part,; of thp world where the natural 
faciliti£'s for carrying it on are no greater than 
those which £'xist in the wuth of India. For more 
than a y£'ar past, it has therefore been the subject 
of detailed study and investigation with very promis
ing results. Unfortunately it is a highly specialized 
industry of which we po,.;sess no experience in this 
country and if it is to be worked with commercial 
success it must, be started on a large scale. The 
t'nquiries made out here must ther£'fore be suppl£'ment~ 
ed by further investigations in Europe and America 
before it can be definitely stated that it would be wise 
for primte enterprise or Government to provide the 
founds required for the first factory. 

In the present paper I do not propose to pursue 
th£'se ideas any further, as it; would lead us into the 
discussion of highly technical matt!"r" which had best 
be left for the consideration of experts. Last year one 
of the papers, which I presented to the Industrial 
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Conference held at Surat, dealt with lift irrigation and 
I would ask you to reg~trd this paper as a Recond 
contribution on the same subject. }Iy Hcnse for 
bringing it forward. again after so short an interval is 
that it is one of great importance and the movement 
in fayour of employing mechanical tnE'am; for lifting 
water is making rapiri progress. Experinwnts wert:' 
fir~t started early in 1 DO:! and at the el1<1 of t1l(> 
following year the result;; obtained were cOllsirlereo 

~ufficiently valuable to justify working on a more ex
tended scale and a ~pecial staff was provided to carryon 

the work. In April 1 n05 eleven oil engines WE're at 
work, in 190G thirty-fiY!> pngine:-1, in 1907 fitty-four 
engines and in t 908 ninety-four engines, wbilRt at the 
present time (Dpcember 19(8) it is probable that there 
are abont 150 engines eitlwr actually pumping or in 
course of erection. During thpse fiye yean; the Madrai' 
Government have expended upwards of a lakh of 
rupees on this work, chiefly in maintaining an estab
lishment tu a~~i"t private persons in in~talling such 
means of lifting water and in putting down borehole" 
to ascertain whethl'l" water-bearing strata exist at any 
reasonable depth belovo' the surface of tbe ground. In 
a small way experiment,; have also been made to ascer
tain the effect of torpedoing, or blowing up with dyna

mite, boreholes put down from the bottom of the large 
rocky wells which are found in many parts of thi~ 
Presidency. 

As not a few insllations have been at work for a 
considerable time it ought to have been possible to 
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have collected a large amount of valuable information 
regarding their working; but unfortunately my efforts 
in this direction have met with but a small degree of 
success. This is for two reasons: (1) Many of the 
owners of engines and pumps are averse to giving any 
information regarding them, as they fear it may be 
subsequently used to their detriment whenever the 
next revision of the settlement occurs, and (2) others, 
and they probably form the majority of pump owners, 
see no necessity for keeping accurate accounts, and as 
no o:mall p<trt of their transactions are still in kind it is 
difficalt to get at the real facts. However they express 
themselves satisfied with the working of their engines 
and pump,; and their neighbours are following their 
example, so that it may be concluded that they have 
done well by themselves. Already the number of 
pumping stations is so Jarge that it is impossible to 
keep in touch with them all and I am unable to 
supply any accurate summary of the work which they 
are doing. The total borse power is over 1,200 and 

the total capacity of the pumps nearly fi \'e million gal
lons per hour. If our estimates regarding the quantity 
of water which should be supplied to dry crops are at 
all accurate this volume of water for ten hours per 
day would suffice for the irrigation of about 1 i,OOO 
acres, but it is quite certain that the actual area 
irrigated is far below this figure. This is partly 
due to the fondness of the ryot for cultivating 
paddy, which requires a very large quantity of water, 
but from which, at the present pricE'S, he derives con-

18 
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siderable profits even when the water has to be lifted 

by an engine and pump. It is probable that about 
5,000 acres are irrigated by engines and pumps and 
the whole of this area iR either double cropped or 
devoted to the cultivation of such crops as "ugar-cane, 
plantains, and turmer; c which remain on the ground 
throughout the whole year and which yield wry large 
returns. 

From the detaih~ of cultivation, furni"hed by the 
owners (Jf pumping plants and carefully scrutinized 
by my SUlwrvisors, it will be seen that the irrigators 
are inclined to adopt a very intense system of culti va
tion and that as a rule the gross value of the crops per 
acre is seldom less than R~. 100 and often a great deal 
more. The necessity for artificial mannrE'S has been 
forced upon the attention of the cnlti\'ator~ and a 
good deal of experimental work is in progre~s Lo deter
mine the best way of preventing the exhaustion of the 
soil. There is a tendency to use too much water, a 
mistake seldom made when it has to be lifted by cattle 
power or by men working picottahs. This is dne, in 
most cases, to the owners of wells being able to obtain 
more water than they really require for their land 
and the remedy will probably be found in the more 
extensiye adoption of the ~ystem of selling water, which 
has already been introduced. The owners of most of 
the pumping stationR are intelligent and energetic men 

. with capital at their di"posaJ, and any assi.,tance which 
can be given them by the Agricultural Dellartment is 
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likely to prove labour well spent and to be productive 
of good results. 

The following note,.; regarding the working of 
a number of installation,.; have been compiled 
from information mpplied by the owners of en
gines and pumps. The data have been care
fully checked and I t.hink they may be regard
ed as sufficiently accurate for practical llurposes. In 
very few iu,.;tances have any records been kept of the 
numbE'r of hours the pump~ were at work so that the 
figure" regarding the cost of working afford no infor
mation as to the actual cost of lifting water. In almol'it 
every instance it will be seen that the co~t of 1 ubricat
ing oil is a very large percentage of the cost of run
ning the engine and there i,; reason to ~uspect that in 
this direction there is considerable waste. This is 
counterbalanced, bowever, by the low cost of wage,; :-

(1) Installation of a 7 t h. p. engine and 4" 

pump at Kalinjikuppam. This was put down by 
M. R. Ry. V. De,.;ikacharri, a retired pleader at 

Tiruvemlipuram in the South A"C0t di"trict. The 
well i,.; 20 feet in diameter and 26 feet deep, and it 
irrigates 18 acres of Jand which was formerly dry. 

Dealing with tlle year ending September 1908, 8 neres 
of paddy '.vere grown between October and Jiarch and 
the value of the crop was Rs. 270. A second crop on 
the s:une land bE'tween ::Uay and AUgUiit yieJded 
R~. 480. Groundnut and ra.gi were grown on 10 acre" 
betweE'n January and July. The groundnut erop wa;; 
worth Rs. 1,000 and the ragi Hs. 500, the total value 
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of the crops during the year amounting to Rs. 2,250. 

The working expemes of the engine amounted to 
Rs. 552-8-0 made up as follows :-

RS. 1>.. P. 

Liquid fuel 300 0 0 
Vlrages of driver at Rs. 6 a 

month 72 0 0 
Kerosine oil 24 0 0 
Lubricating oil 90 8 0 
Repairs 6 0 0 

Total 552 8 0 

No accurate figures have been furnished regard
ing the cost of cultivation, but the following estimate 
is probably not far from the truth :-

J{S. 

Each paddy crop at Rs. 20 per acre 320 
Cost of groundnut cultivation at Rs. 40 

per acre 400 
Cost of ragi cultiration at Rs. 25 per 

acre 250 

Total 9iO 

The total working expenses were therefore 
Rs. 1,522- 8-0 and the profit Rs. 727-8-0. The 
cost of the installation was Rs. 3,065. 

(2) In"tallation of a 5 b. h. p. engine and 3 in. 
pump at Panamkuppam belonging to M. R. Ry. 
~rinivasa Gounden. The water-supply i" derived from 
a well 9 feet in diameter and 20 feet deep and the 
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area cultivated is 20 acres of land which was formerly 
dry. The whole area has been lea~ed to ryotR at a 
rental of R". 7;) per acre and thf' net yield to the pro-' 
pr,etor is Rs. 1,500. His son drives the engine and 
the expenditure during the year was Rs. 250. Allow
ing Rs. 10 a month as the value of the service" of the 

driver the gros;< profit on the installation amounted to 
Rs. 1,130. This is a very good return on the capital 
CORt of the inRtallation which amounted to Rs. 1,707. 

(3) Installation of a 9 b. h. p. (lngine and 4" 
pump at Nellikuppam belonging to M. H. Ry. S. TilJa 
C+ovinda Gramini. The well is 20 feet in diameter 
and 18 feet deep and deriveR its water from a bed of 
coarse sand. The water-supply is more than ample, as 
the area under cultivation is only 15 acres. From :\Iarch 
to July the whole area waR nnder groundnut and from 
September to January under paddy. The value of the 
groundnut crop wa,; Rs. 2,625 and of the paddy 
R,;. 1,575 making a total of R,;. 4,200. The cost of 
working the engine amounted to Rs. 683-1-4 made up 
as follows :-

RS. A. P. 

Liquid fuel. .. 318 15 4 
Lubricating oil ] 38 2 6 
Kerosine oil 47 7 6 
Repairs and belting 58 8 0 

Driver's wages 120 0 0 
-----

Total 683 1 4 
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Cultivation expenses a~ounted to Rs. 513-12-0 
for the groundnut crop and Rs. 597-3-0 for the paddy 
crop. Against a gross yield therefore of Rs. 4,200 
the expenditure amounted to Rs. 1,794-0-4 and the 
gross profit to Rs. 2,406. The cost of the installation 
was Rs. 2,750. 

(4) Installation of a 7t b. h. p. engine and 4" 
pump belonging to IHr. Balagurumurthy Chetty at 
Punjerikuppam. The well is 17 feet in diameter and 
23 feet deep and the area under cultivation is 23 acres. 
Fifteen acres were undH groundnut and subsequently 
under ragi, 5 acres under gingelly and 3 acres under 
paddy. The value of the crops grown was as follows :-

Groundnut 
Ragi 
Gingelly 
Paddy 

Total 

HH. 

2,280 
720 
155 
450 

3,605 

No accounts were kept of the cost of running the 
engine or the agricultural expenses, but they may he 
estimatf'd approximately as follows :- RS. 

Engine 
Groundnut crop 
Ragi ... 
Giugelly 
Paddy 

Total 

600 
600 
375 

40 
120 

1,735 
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• This leaves a gross profit of Rs. 1,870. The cost 
of the installation was Rs. 3,200. 

(5) Two installations belonging to M. R. Ry. 
S. Panduranga Mudaliyar of Cuddalore, one a 9 b. h. p. 
engine and 4/1 pump and the other a 9i b. h. p. engine 
and 41/ pump. Each of these installations works on 
a well 36 feet deep from which a certain amount of 
water is derived by percolation, but the main supply 
is derived from bpds of sand in which the water exists 
under sufficient pressure to rise ,to within 15 feet 
from the ground. In both the weIll, the borings are 
lined with a 7" pipe, sunk in one case to a depth of 
84 feet from the ground level and ill the other to a 
depth of 58 feet, The total area under the two in
stallations is 48 acres and during the year the follow
ing crops were grown :-

Crop, Area. Cultivation Value. expenses. 

- ----------- - ---_.----_._--_-

I ACS. RS, A. 

:'1 
RS. A. p • 

Paddy 
.. ·1 

10'22 201 0 535 0 0 
Plantains ... 2'75 202 8 (I 688 0 0 
Sugar-cane '''1 {'28 43014 0 I 192 0 0 
Groundnnt 6'15 I 348 0 

~il 
701 0 0 

Ragi 
'''; 

983 f l 240 \) \) "'1 
11'83 I J 232 Groundnut :::1 0 1,348 0 0 

Groundnut 200 220 0 0 

Gingelly and Indigo 15'48 131 12 0 { 80 0 (} 

216 0 0 
Ragi 3·00 76 0 0 135 0 0 

-_- ----- _----
Total 1,642 2 0 4,355 0 0 
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The working expenses of the two engines were 
Rs. 904 made up as follows :-

Liquid fuel 440 
Lubricating oil 148 
Kerosine oil 40 
Driver's wages 204 
Repairs and belting 72 

Total 904 

The gross profit amounted to R~. 1,808-14-0 
whilst the capital cost of the two installations was 
Es.7,000. 

(6) Installation of a 9t b. h. p. engine and 
6" pump belonging to Government and leased to 
M. R. Ry. V. Subramania Aiyar of Panampet near 
Villupuram. 

The water is derived from a tank 60 feet square 
and 18 feet deep. The puonp is mounted on a well 
8 feet in diameter and 26 feet deep at the fdge of the 
tank. The land under irrigation belongs to the ryots 
of the village and they buy the water-supply from the 
pump, paying for it at the rate of 11 annas per hour. 
The area irrigated during the year was 70 acres, which 
from January to J UIle was under ragi and groundnut 
together; whilst in July, August and September 50 
acres were under Kambu and 20 acres were under 
thenai. It is only possible to form an approximate 
estimate of the value of the crops :-
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Ragi 
Groundnut 
Kambu 
Thenai 

RS. 

2,240 
6,300 

750 
825 

Total 10,1 L'J 

281 

From January till the end of August the engine 
worked 2,32:3 hours as follows :-

HOURS. 

January 153 
February 235 
}Iarch 305 
April 481 
::\lay 540 
June 382 
July 183 

August 44 

Total .. , 2,323 

Assuming the average discharge of the pump was 
25,000 gallons per hour, the duty of watE'r obtained 
in April and May W:1S 95 acres and 84 acres per cusec. 
This low duty is mainly due to the porous character 
of the soil, which is a light loam overlying a bed of 
coarse sand. 

The working expenses amounted to Rs. 1,018-1-6 
made up as follows :-
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RS. A. l' , 
Liquid fuel ... 492 15 0 
Lubricating oil 104 8 0 
Kerosine oil 28 6 3 
Driver and watchman 184 0 0 
Repairs and belting 208 4 3 

Total ... 1,018 1 6 

The income by sale of water was Rs. 1,534-9-0 
and the net profit to the lessee was Hs. 516-7-6. The 
cost of t.his installation was about Rs. 5,000, so that 
selling the water from the pump at 11 annas per hour 
was not a very profitable transaction and the price 
charged would probably have been much higher had 
not. the installation been handed over to the lessee 
free of rent for a period of three years as an experi
ment. On the other hand the ryots benefited very 
considerably as is shown by the demand for water 
which in May necessitated running the engine for 
540 hours. At first ryots were very averse to running 
their engines more than seven or eight hours a day 
and entirely opposed to running them during the 
hours of darkness, but already where the water-supply 
permits of it the engines are run day and night when
ever necessary. 

(7) Installation of a 7th. p. engine and 4" pump 
belonging to M. R. Ry. A. Venkatasubba Reddiar, 
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Arukilavadi village near Arkonam. The water is 
derived from a well 10 feet in diameter and 20 feet 
deep. The total area under cultivation during thf'> 
year including second crop was 41 t acres. yielding thfl> 
following return :-

ACS. RR. 

Paddy 20 1,291 
Ragi 5 280 
Groundnut ... 8 300 
Gingelly 6 I 220 
Plantains 1 100 
Garden produce It 70 

Total 2,261 

The cost of cultivation amounted to Rs. 760 and· 
the working expenses of the oil engine to Rs. 568 
leaving a gross profit of Rs. 933. The cost of the 
engine and pump was Rs. 2,535. 

(8) Installation of a 5" pump and a 12 h. p. 
engine belonging to M.R.Ry. Govidaswami Nayndu of 
Natham near Gudiatham. The pump is located in a 
well 20 feet in diameter and 16 feet deep, and in the 
bottom an inner well 14 feet in diameter has been 
sunk. The cost of the installation was Rs. 3, 100 
and previous to its erection sixteen pairs of cattle were 
kept. The engine and pump enabled the owner to 
dispense with ten pairs of cattle which he I'old and 
for which he realised RI'. 1.500. The working ex
penses of the engine and pump averaged RI'. 8 0 
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month and the following returns so far' have been 
received :-

Paddy 
Ragi 
Cocoanuts 

ACS. RS. 

12 
2 

13 

1,200 
100 
400 

The cost of keeping sixteen pairs of cattle iR 
stated by Mr. Govindaswami Nayudu to be Rs. 240 
per month or Rs. 15 per pair. The saving effected by 
diRper.sing wit.h ten pairs of cattle is Rs. 150 per month 
against which must be set the cost of the engine, 
about Rs. 80 per month. Apart from the fact that he 
bas DOW a much better water-supply, a net saving of 
Rs. 70 per month is effected equal to RR. 840 per 
annum which is 50 per cent. on the net expenditure 
incurred after allowing for the value of the cattle which 
were ~old. 

(9) At ;'\lelrosapuram, which was the first pump
mg installation started, there is a 3t h. p. engine 
and 3" pump raising water from a well. During last 
year the Rev. Mr. Andrew reports that the engine ran 
for 1,005 hours and raised 1,870,305 cubic feet of 
water an average height of 23 feet. The area under 
cultivation was 17'66 acres which yielded crops worth 
Hs. 1,691. The cost of running the engine was 
Rs. 303-10-9 to whi.ch may be added anoth(>r Rs. 300 
for interest and depreciation making tbe total CORt of 
irrigation per acre RR. 34·l. The detail;; of the run
ning expenses were as follows: 
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RS. A. P. 

I.iquid fuel III G G 

Kerosine oil 35 10 0 
Lubricating oil 48 1 G 
Wages 74 0 0 

Repairs 34 El 9 
----

Total 300 10 9 
----

(10) At t;h~ Agricultural College, Saidapet, a Gt 
h. p. engine and a 4" pump were employed in lifting 
water from the Adyar river. During 1907-1908, 
25,660,000 gallons of water were raised an average 
height of 21' 57 feet the lift varying between 19'3 awl 
24'1 feet. The total cost of working the engine was 
Rs. 620-14-3, to which may be added Rs. 350 for 
interest and depreciation. The area of land irrigated 
wa~ 25'71 acres and the cost of irrigation per acre 

Rs. 37'7. The details of the working expenses were 
as follows ;-

RS. A. P. 

Liquid fuel 173 ]2 0 
Kerosine oil 19 12 0 
I~ubricatiDg oil 87 13 9 

Wages 238 4 4 
Repairs and belting 97 13 0 

Miscellaneous 3 7 2 

------
Total 620 14 3 

-----
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The pump was run on 194 days for 1,976 hours 
or an average of 10'19 hours per day. The volume of 

liquid fuel comiUmed was 1,200 gallons, at the rate of 
0'61 gallons per working bour. 

C 11) Installation of a 4" pump and a 6t h. p. 
engine on a small tank at Snrapet belonging to )1r. 
Gopinatha TawkBr. Subsequent to the installation 

of the engine and pump a boring at the bottom of the 
tank tapped a sub-artesian ~upply which, through a 4" 

pipe, furnishes sufficient water to hep the engine run
ning 12 hOlm; a day. The cost of installing the engine 
and pump and making ehannels for the distribution of 
the water wa, Rs. 3,242. The area under irrigation 

is 28 acres and consist" of a mango and cocoanut. tope 

the trees of which have not yet come to bear fruit. 
Between the trt'e~ plantains have been culti\'ated, there 
being about 450 to the acre against an average of 900 
to the acre in an ordinary plantain gardE'n. ThE' 

accounts now furnished extend over two year~ and show 
that R~. 2,833-1-0 was realized from the sale of thE' 
plantains and Us. R7l from the sale of a crop of paddy 
which wa~ grown on 21 acrE'S after the plantains wert' 

remowd. The expenses of cultivation during the two 

years amountE'd to Rs. 1,70,1 fur thE' plantains and 
Us. 277-8-0 for the paddy. The cost of running tllt' 
engine during the two years was Us. 869-15-6 so that 

against gross receipts of R,_;. 3,704-1-0 the total expen
diture amounted to R~. 2,221-7-6 leaving a surplus of 
Rs. 1,482-9-6. An allowance of Es. -10;) a year slJOuld 
be made for in terest on the crlpital outlay and deprE'-
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ciation in value of the plant, but against this must be 
set the increased value of the mango and cocoanut 
topes which during the two years have been well 

watered. 
(12) Infitallation of a 3" pump and a 5 h. p. 

engine belonging to M. R. Ry JUuniappa Gramani at 
Tondiarpet. The lift varies from 12 to 25 feet and 
the engine works from 9 to 11 hours a day and waters 
two cocoanut plantations each of about ,1 acres One 
of these gardens is let out on lease for Rs. 100 a month 
the water being supplied fre... The other the owner 
works himself. The yield of toddy is about 70 mea
sures a day and i~ ~old for 3t annas a measure. The 
total monthly sale,.; average Rs. 400 and the expend

iture Rs. 140 leaving a net profit of Rs. 260 a month. 
No details are kept regarding the cost of working the 
engine but it amount" to an fivprage of Rs. 60 a month 
and repairs anrl renewal~ ayerage Rs. 120 a year. The 
total expenditure therefore is Rs. 2,520 and the income 
Rs. 6,000 leaving a gross surplm of Us. 3,480 which 
i~ unque~tionably a good return on a garden of not 
more than 8 acres. 

(] 3) Installation of a 71 h. p. engine and 4" 
pump belonging to 1\1. R. Ry. T. S. Xarayanasawmi 
Aiyar ofTirukkal'ugavur. The water-supply is derived 
from a tank 120 feet square and the pump is carried 
on a circular well 9 feet in diameter sunk in the bank 
of tbe tank. There iR morE' thftn sufficient water
supply and the lanrl uncIE'r irrigation consists of surgar

cane 3 acres, plantains .5 acre~, cocoanut garden 7 acre~ 
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and paddy 13 acres. The o~ner writes as follows:
" The gross income is Rs. 700 from sugar-cane and 
Rs. 300 from plantains. ·With the assistance of the 
plant I am able to sow Reed-beds very early and t.hus 
reap the first crop so that my second-crop transplant
ation is simultaneous with the single crop lands of 
my neighbours. By this I get Rs. 15 per acre more than 
my neighbours who, though they grow double crops, 
have to wait for water from the channel;;: to sow their 
seeds, while I can transplant the first crop when they 
begin to sow their seed-beds. The total cost of the 
plant including Rs. 1,000 spent on the well and tank 
was Rs. 3,900 and apart from my own cultivation my 
additional income from 39 acres of wet land is 

Rs. 595." 
From the above notes the following Table ha:,; 

been compiled to show the actual cost of supplying 
each acre of land with water. 

The data upon which the figures for the duty of 
water have been calculated are approximatious. It 
is hardly worth while to discuss them in detail as the 
only object in inserting them in the tabular statement 
is to dispel the idea that very high duties are obtain
ed under pumps. It is not improbable that the low 
duty in some cases is attributable to the limited area 
under the pumps and that more water was given to 
the fields than was really necessary or desirable. Both 
the nature of the crop and the physical condition of 
the soil are important factors to be taken into consid
eration in estimating the duty of water and to these-
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must be added the character of the distribution of the 

rainfall as well as its total volume. With so many 
variants it is impossible that anyone set of observa
tions should be of great value. If the most is to be 
made of a supply of water risks must be run and ex
perience is the only safe guide in such matters. To 
secure absolute certainty means that in four years out 
of five the water-supply is not fully availed of. Agri
culture is the mORt speculative of industrial occupa
tions and irrigation only eliminates one element of 

uncertainty. 
The total cost of pumping has been e~timated by 

adding 12t per cent. of the capital outlay to the 
running expenses to provide for interest and deprecia
tion on capital. It will be seen from those figures 
that the coet of irrigation from wells, even when water 
is lifted by engines and pumps, is a very considerable 
item. Excluding the cocoanut gardens it ranges from 
Rs. 25 to nearly Rs. 70 an acre; nevertheless, as we 
have seen, the profit;;; realised are very comiderable. 
The ryots appreciate this and the popularity of oil 
engines and pumps is steadily increasing. Yet, through 
the sub-division of the land into small plots, the small
ness of individual holdings and the large capital outlay 
involved in each installatiom, it is difficult for land
owr.ers and ryots to become possessors of such aids to 
cultivation, and I think there is not mIlch doubt that 
for every ryot who owns a pumping installation there are 
at least a hundred who would be glad to have one, if 
only their circumstances would permit of it. With 
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Clsmg prices and with a sure water-supply the agri
culturist is in a very satisfaetory condition and in 
places there is evidt·mce that by co-operation they are 
trying to secure for themselves the advantages of 
·cheap methods of raising water. 

Some little time ago the villagers of Atmakur 
formed a limited liability company with a capital of 
about Rs. 14,000 and with this money we have erect
ed for them two 10 inch pumps on the banks of the 
Kistna 'Western Delta main canal and through a channel 
which extends to a length of nearly four miles they are 
irrigating 500 acres of land considerably above the full 
-supply level of the canal. In certain Taluks of the 
South Arcot District, where it is easy to obtain a 
water-supply, some of the wealthier ryots have pump
ing installations and are selling the water they do not 
require for their own lands to their less wealthy 
neighbours. In the case of the Panampet installation 
alluded to above, the water is sold at the rate of 
11 annas per hour which is equivaleut to about 2,000 
gallons for one anna. At this rate a cubic foot per 
second will fetch nearly Rs. 17 a day and will be 

worth at least Es. 2,000 during the ordinary irrigation 
season of four months. In the Kistna Delta the duty 
of water rises to as much as 100 acres per cubic foot 
per secorid and for this a water-rate of Rs. 5 per acre 
is charged, or roughly one-fourth of that paid by the 
ryots in the Panampet village. Nevertheless the 
water-rate in the Kistna Delta is sufficiently high as 
the whole project pays a very high rate of interest on 
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the totfd capital expenditure inmh-ed in the construc
tion of the Kistna Delta irrigation system. It is the 
same with many of thp other great irrigation syRtpms 
in this PresidenC'y. The lands under them are suppli
ed with water at very low rates and the undertakings 
are at the same time very profitable to the State. Thp 
very carpful and detailed examination of the country 
by the Irrigation Commission, which met a few ypars 
ago, haR placed beyond doubt the fact that very littlp 
water can in tllE' future be made availablp for irrigation 
on similarly favourable terms, although thp pprcentag<' 
of the total water-o;upply which is so utilised is 

extremely small. Yast projects involving an enor
mous capital outlay are feasible, but their con,;truction 
caU only be justifipd when it can he clearly shown that 
they offer a fail' prospect of an adequate retul'll 011 the 

money whidl must he invested in them. 
Th..., skill and ingenuity of the irrigation ofticer~ 

of the Public "\Yorks Department will probably yet 
succeed in some cases in providing additional snp
plies of cheap wat€'r for irrigation, but the limitR 
prescribed by the seale of charges for water ha\'e bePll 
nearly rpaehed and there must inevitably ensuE' a 
period of stagnation in the extension of irrigation 
unless efforts are made in other directions. Engineer

ing science has made enormous strides ~ince Sir Arthur 
Cotton first held up the waters of the Godavari riYer 
by the dam which he constructed across it at Dowlai~h
waram, and many projects are fl"asible now which 
would have bl"en impossible then. As an example-
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• 
attention may be dirpcted to the splendid pump-
ing station which has bren provided to lift the waters 
of the Kistna riYrf for the irrigation of some 50,000 
Rerf'S of land on Divi Island, whereby water which ran 
u~ele.""ly to the sea is now made to fertilise lands which 
have hitherto lain waste or yielded at best a very pre
carious hal'\'e~f.. Again in the mountains of Travancore 
the waters of the Periyar river, which formerly flowed 
into the Arabian Sea, have been diverted through 
the watershed ridge to irrigate a vast e!dent of land 
in th :'I'Iadura district, thereby rendering it secure 
from s('arcity and famine. It would be f':1"Y to multi
ply examplf's of this kind; it i" not however my object 
to glorify the pngineering profession but to draw atten
tion to thp fact that in otlwr directions, hpre in India, 
WI" hRW not made similar progress. 

Thp rE'SourcE'S of the hyrlralllic engineE'r are hy no 
llwans exhausted and he could still do much to render 
the occupation of the great bulk of the people of this 
country mueh less precarious if only it WE're po:'sible 
for thE'm to sE'cond his efforts am! display a more in

tE'lligE'nt appreciation of the value of the water which 

he supplies. It would not" I think, be difficult to ,how 
that in thi~ Presidency thE' area under wet cultivation 
could be doubJpd if the ryots, who are now without the 
benehts of irrigation, were prf'pared to pay a much 
higher wab'r-rate than that now paid by thosp whose 
land,; >11'e so favol1rably situated that they are command
€d by the channels from existing works. The question 

is can they do so? h it possihle for the ryot to pay 
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" 

from R~. 15 to Rs. 20 an acre for water instead of tb~ 
Rs. 5 or Rs. 6 which is regarded as the normal rat~ 
under Government irrigation channels? The enquiry 
is not whether existing water-rates should be enhanced, 
but whether lands not now irrigated could be made to 
yield a sufficient return to make it worth while supply
ing them with water at a much greater cost than bas 
hitherto been deemed prncticable. It is generally 
considert'd that irrigation grea tly enhances the value 
of land, partly by increasing the yield of thp crops and 
partly by diminishing the risks of cultivation. The 
bulk of the irrigation supplies in this Presidency are 
devoted to the culti\'ation of paddy and it is only 
under spring channels and wells that what we know as 
garden cultiration may be said to exi~t. The fact is 
that paddy cultivation pays fairly well ami tiw culti
vators han' an easy time of it; but when the ryot has 
to lift hi" water from a well or contributE' his sharp of 
the labour of digging spring channels in hot sandy 
river-beds, he learns to appreciate its value, and by 
putting more labour into the land he obtains from it it 
more generous return. 

The information which ha." bepn collected regard
ing the cost of lifting water by engines and pumps 
and the eviG(:,ucE' that such water can be profitably 
used is, I consider,_ extremely valuable, but I do not 
wish to spoil my case by basing generalizations on it 
which are not justifiable. The iITigation under the oil 
engines and pumps, which has been reft>rred to Ilboye, 
is all of an exceptional character. Admittedly, thE'y 
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are selected cases to sho~ what can be done when 
capital, energy and intelligence are forthcoming. They 
are, however, typical ilJi,tances of irrigation with oil 
engines and pumps, where an adequate water-supply 
has been found, and I ba ve reason to believe that there 
is room for many thousands of such installations in the 
COllst districts and on thE' mnrgins of many of our 
riYer;;. Their influence on agricultural devE'lopmE'ots 
i" already considerable and not a few are regarded in 
their own neig-hbourhood as model farms. The results 
obtained in them have awakened a new intert'st in well 
Cillti vntion lind throughout the Pre"idt'llcy there i8 a 
growing demand for the exploration of the sub-soil 
with boring took The dE'mfmd is for a perennial 
watE'r-supply which will enable irrigation to bE' carriE'<i 
00 all the yp8.r round so that more valuable crops, 
which require to be on the land for a long time, may 
be cultivated. 

Government irrigation works connote paddy culti
,'ation, becam'e almost invariahly the supply of water 
is ooly 'lvailatle for It portion of the year. To som~ 
extent this must also be t.he cflse in the future, 
but by no means E'ntirely so. All tlle great pro
jects now under iu\"eRtigation will im'oh-e the 
construction of enonnous st,omge works, partly to 
regulate the supply during the irrigation season and 
partly to rai"e the flood walers to a sufficiE'ntly high 
level to command the lands that require irrigation. 
'When the water has falIen below the sills of the regu

lators which will control the supply to the high level 
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the desired end. Nearly everywhere it is the po\'erty of 
the individual and the extreme sub-division of the land 
which make,; progress slow. Neverthele"s where the 
conditions are fa\'ourabJe great strides have bef'n made. 

In the South Arcot district in the Villupuram 
and Cuddalore taluks the condition,; in regard to 
water-supply are unusuall) favourable. Vast beds 
of sand lie at no great depth. below the surface of 
the ground and from thf>se it is practicabJe to obtain 
a supply of from 20,000 to 30,000 gallons of water 
per hour from wells not more tban 15 or 20 feet in 
diameter sunk into the ;;and. Already over 5C~ 

pumping plants have been installed in thE'se two 
taluks and many more are under consideration. In 
not a few instances the whole capital outlay involved 
has been realised within thf> first year and in nearly 
every casle', within two years, the cost of the~e 
pumping installations has been recouped. T u place 
of 50 engines and pumps there is probabiy room for 

1,000, and that too without sE'riously affecting th~ 

water-supply. If private enterprise were stronger and 
capital more abundant the irrigation prublprn in these 
two taluss would be easily dE'alt with. The ryots have 
water and Jand and if supplied with power to lift the 
water so as to make it available for cultivation, they 
can obtain large profit". Under these circumstances 
the capitalist would step in and provide power on 
terms which would be ad\'antageom; both to the sup
plier and the user. A cl:'ntral powE'r 8tation would be 
establishE'd either nE'llr thE' railway or away on the 
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borders of the Salem district in the middle of the 
forest from which it could derive its supply of fuel. 
The combination of a wood distillation plant with a 
central power station should prove a \'ery remunerat

ive undertaking if worked on proper lines. In the 
forests the timlwr would be cut down and con verted 
into charcoal. The charcoal on the spot would be 
used in large suction gas plants to generate electricity. 
Elpctric currents under high prps~ure would be carried 
across the country to the points when' the power could 
be used and there it would be transformed down to 
a reasonable pre~sure, and from each sub-station wires 
would radiate to the wells in the neighbourhood. 

In many cases ryots already all'll wplls which will 
yield large quantities of wiltpr or which can be grpatly 
improved by sinking thpll1 a fpw fppt deeper. If the 
Power-supply Company would in~tal its own motors 
and pumps and undertake to lift the water there is 
scarcely any doubt that thp demand would be consid
erablp. The ryots can afford to pay as much as one 
anna per thousand gallons and prohably by charging 
a fixed rent for the motor and pump, plm; a rate for 
the actual amount of pow .. r taken, th .. re would he no 
difficulty in putting the distribution of power on a 
sound commercial basi". The charcoal manufacturing 
plant should be of a modt'rn type fitted with all the 
apparatus necessary to obtain the mluahle bye-pro
ducts of which the most important are acptate of lime, 
methyl alcohol and tar. Of cours .. , wch a plant. can 
only be worked with profit when the scale of operation 
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.• 
is sufficiently large. Half the eharcoal manufacturl'd 
in the wood distillation plant would be required for 
the recovery of the bye-products and for working them 
up into a markptable condition whilst the other half 
would be available for the suction gas plants which 
woulrl supply gas to the enginf's driving the rlynamos. 
Three thousand horse power would, I think, in a short 
time be takf'n up within thf' area I have mf'ntioned, 
as not only would it lw L1Rted for pumping water hut 
also for driving oil mills and other machinery. To a 
limited extent then' will be a demand for lighting pnr
po;;;es and it can hardly he doubted that, once a supply 
of power \Va,; ayailable, a considerable number of mi,;;
cf'llaneous way~, in which it could be usefully employed, 

would soon be discovered. A plant, with an awraze 
output of ;-3,000 horse power for 12 hour~ a day, would 
rf'quire 20 tons of'. charcoal per day or roughly 7,000 
tons in the COIJrsf' of a yf'ar; ~o that if all the hyf'
probncts were recovered upwards of 14,000 tons 
of charcoal would have to bf' manufactured every Yf'ar. 
This woule! involve the carbonization of about 50,000 
tom, of wood Ylf'r annum, and aSRuming that the annual 
increment in the forests is one ton of wood per acre 
per annum, an area of 50,000 aeres of forest would be 
required. This could be rednced if suitable plantations 
of casuarina or some other quick growing timber were 
made. Already there are in thf' South Arcot district 
some 11,000 aeres of private plantations and It large 

·extension of theole to supply fuel for power pnrposes 
would ultimately be of immense benefit to the district. 
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It is ui'eJess at the present moment to endeayour 
to work out such a :Jcheme as I have outlined in flny 
detail. 31y objE'ct in bringing it forward is to indicate 
one of the directionf; in which work might. be under

taken in future. The I'cheme I have outlined i~ typi<.:al 
of the way in which industrial problem" must be 
tackled. Whilst it is possible to do a great deal by 

establishing a large numbE'!, of small centres of indus
trial activity, it must be rememhered that thesE' arf', as 
it were, tlH' piolleers who clear the ground for the 
grE'ater undertakings which IllU~t follow. In South 
Arcot the small undertakings are proving exceedingly 

profitable and thf'ir rapid increasf' in numbers can be 

safely counted upon. They will hril'.g wealth and pros
perity to those parts of the district which benefit by 
them, and ultimately I am sanguine enough to antil'i

pate that there will be an aceumulation of surplus 
profits seeking for new outlet.~. 

I have pnt forward these ideas simply to suggest 

the din .. ction in which we are moving and to indicate 

in faint outline the tendency of the policy we are pur
suing in this particular instance. The industrial 
regeneration of India is a vast problem which can only 
be achieved by Rteady persistent effort continued for a 

long period. The difficulties to be faced are enormous 
and the first step must be to educate the people to a 
sense of their own deficiE'ncies Ilnd to bring them to 
gradually take an interest in the practical solution of 

the problems presented. I think I may claim that the 

success, which has attended our efforts to introduce oil 
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engines and pumps for lifting water, marks the first 
stage in the new movement and it has awakened in the 
minds ofthousands of landholders and ryots an interest 
in mechanical methods of doing work which is entirely 
new to this country. (;onsidering the marked inapti
tude of the agricultural community for mechanical 
methods of working it is surprising how easily they 
have learnt to manage oil engines and pumps and I 
think it is unquet-;tionably because they fully appreciate 
the advantages which they confer and are willing to 
take the necessary trouble to understand how they 
work. quite recently I have inspected a considerable 
number of these pumping stations entirely managed by 
the ryots themselves and I think there is no doubt 
that the engine and pump is to the ryot who possesses 
it what the motor car is to the average European. The 
one is spreading a knowledge of mechanics through the 
literate classes of Europe and the other through the 
iiliterate clas~es of Southern India. 
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APPENDIX. 

The following table gives information under the 
various heads enumerated regarding a number of the 
installations which have been erected. In many cases 
the ultimate area which wiil be irrigated wiJ! greatly 
exceed the area noted as full advantage is not yet 
taken of the water-supply available :-
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CHAPTER XVII. 

PROGRESS IN IRRIGATION BY 
PUMPING IN MADRAS.* 

Although I have brought the subject of Lift Irri

gation before this Industrial Conferpnce on two 
prl'\'ious occasions, I hardly think that any apology is 
nec(:'ssary for rpfl'rring to it again a", to the agricul
tural ela"i\e~, it is a mattpr of supremp importancp. 
There are over J 6,000,000 acre", under well irrigation 
and the total amollnt of power employed in lifting thE' 
water is ,'pry large. ?lIorE'ovE'r wells are not the only 
source of water-supply \Ii'hich can be utilised in this 
way. Evidf'ncp of thi8 may bpst he seen ill the Kistna 
district of tlw :Uadras Presirlency wherp 25,000 acres 
of the island of Divi are irrigated by pumping from the 
Kistna river, and where a pumping plant has been 
installed capable of irrigating fully double that 
area; between thrf'e and four thou~and acres are 
irrigated in a similar way round the margin of the 
Kolair Lake and finally nearly two thousand acres are 
irrigated hy lifting water from the delta canals to lands 

"ituated above the levels commanded by direct flow. 
It was only in 1892 that I started lift irrigation in this 
district with a small portable engine and a centrifugal 

* Contributed to the Industrial Conference held at Allahabad, 
in December 1910. 
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pump and, though at first it did not make much progress, 
yet chiefly through the efforts of Mr. R. N. H. Reid of 
the Public Works Department it has ultimately caught 
on and, large as the area is that is already supplied by 
lift, it is likely to be greatly extended in the future. 
Elsewhere in India there is no similar development 
although in certain other districts of :Madras, such as 
South Arcot and Chingleput, the 0il engine and pump 
is quite a familiar adjunct to cultivation. In these 
matters we are still in the infantile stage and progress 
is slow, but there has been no set-back, and the 
record of the past two years is satisfactory enough to 
justify confidence in futUre development at a more 
rapid pace. 

The object of the present paper is to put on record 
what bas actuaily been done and to suggest the direc
tions in which progress on the engineering side of the 
question is likely to facilitate extensions. 

Apart from the experimellts in the Kistna in 1892-
93 and subsequent years, in which steam engines 
were employe:i, the fir8t attempt to use oil engines 
was made in 1902, and the following statement shows 
the progress that has been made since that date :-
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STATEMENT No. I.. 

Number of oil engine pumping plant8 erected. 

Year. 

1\){)~-03 

1904-05 

1905-06 

1906-07 

1907-08 

1908-09 

1909-10 

1910-11 (April to 
November, seven 
months) 

Total 

I " Private inijtal-
: Government 
'Installations. 

Prl'rate lDstalJa- I f 'th t 
tions with Gov- a Ions WI ou 

ernment aid. Gove~dnment 

1 

7 

3 

2 

3 

18 

21 

38 

51 

33 

8.1 , 

7 

9 

11 

28 

I 14 I Not available. --1---1----13 178 55 
"----------y---------' 

216 

This statement is complete so far as the work 
undertaken with Government assistance is concerned, 
but it is certain that we have not a complete record of 
the private pumping installations erected without any 
such assistance, and it may be taken as practically cer
tain that, at the present time, there are more than 
250 engines and pumps lifting water from wells, chan-

* The Divi Island Irrigation is not included as that is a Major 
Irrigation Work constructed by the Madras Pu blic Works Depart-
ment. . 
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nels, canals, tanks, lakes and riYers for the irrigation 
of dry lands. 

Statement No. 2 furnishes information as to the 
size of the pumps in the case of 211 installations, from 
which it will be seen that half of them are centrifugal 
pumps with the suction pipe 4" in diameter. The 
statement also gives the normal lifting capacity of each 
size of pump, and from this it is easy to calculate that 
the 211 pumps are capable of lifting nearly 8,000,000 
gallons of water per hour. Applying this average to 
the whole 250 pumps, the total capacity will be 9'25 
million gallons per hour, equirlilent to a flow of 411 c, ft. 
pel' second. 

It will be noticed that the areas irrigated by the 
larger pumps are smaller than the capacity of the 

pumps would seem to warrant and the reason is chiefly 
due to bad engineering, as these larger pumps were 
all put up by firms with no previous experience of the 
work and in most cases such plant was supplied as 
happened to be in stock in the country. It will be 
also noticed. that the duty of water under the pumps 
is comparatively small chiefly because many of them 
are only run for a few hours in the course of thA day; 
in some cases because there is not a sufficient supply 
of water, in others because the owner of t.he pump has 
not enough land to fully utilise his water-supply. The 
sale of surplus water by the owners of pumping instal
lations to neighbouring cuUivators is becoming a com
mon practice and will probably greatly extend in the 
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future. This practice will greatly increase the duty 
obtained from the pumps. 

From the data gil'en in the above table, I estimate 
that the probable [w·rt under irrigation at the present 
time is abo:Jt 12,000 acres and from the account,:; 
available for a large number of installations, that thE' 
capital outlay expended on the samp amounts to ap
proximately 7,00,000 of rupees. The actual cost of 
irrigation depends on a large number of factors which 
:vary with almost every installation. It has been care
fully worked out for a number of typical installations, 
and applying the figures obtained to the whole area 
under cultivation, we find that it amounts to approxi
mately Rs. 30 per acre pE'r annum or about Rs. 
3,60,000 for the whole area. 

In 223 cases, the total horse-power of the engines 
is 2,138 and the great majority of these are workpd 
with liquid fuel, of which the monthly consumption i~ 

now ahout 45,000 gallons. 
The pUblication of the results of our work in 

Southern India has drawn the attE'ntion of engineers 
in England to the immense possibilities of the develop
ment of this method of irrigati.on and most of the 
large firms engaged in the manufacture of oil and gas 
engine:;: and pumping machinery are anxious to do 
what they can to meet our requirements. The Allaha
bad Exhibition will to some extent show what step,. 
have been taken to open up the Indian market. l!p 
to the present time, we have mainly employed oil 
engines working with liquid fuel, which is the residue 
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left after the di~tillation of the crude petroleum is 
complete, but quite recently, we have employed suction 
gas plants and gas engillPS which can be worked very 
satisfactorily with charcoal, ami we are now able to 
obtain plants of about 30 h. p. and upwards which 
will work extremely well with dry wood. It is of 
considerable importance to dp\,plop as far as possible 

suction gas plant;:: working wi~h the supply of fuel 
which can be obtained locally rather than be dependent 
on kProsine oil or liquid fuel whic·h can only be obtain
I'd from a distance. TherE' is not a single ca~e of a 
steam engine lifting water for irrigation in the south 
of India, partly becansE' the price of CO'll is so high 
that it cannot comppte whpn used in steam engines 
with liquid fuel or suction gas in internal comhustion 
engines and pllrtly because internal combustion 
erlgines do not come under the Steam Boilers Act and 
they can be safE'ly left in charge of comparatively un
skilled men. It i" oLly when coal i,.; very cheap, as is 
the case in Rome parts of Northern India, that steam 

engines can hope to compete with oil or gas engines 
for small power stations. In the case of large instal
lations the possibilitie~ of using coal and steam are 
somewbat greater, but en'n that is not likely to be so 
for long, as the future helongs wholly to the internal 
combustion engine. 

It should be reml'!llbpred that irrigation by pump
ing has made pnormous progress in many parts of the 
world, notably in t.he We"tern lind Southern States of 
America, in Egypt and in Palestine, and competition 
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among the engineering firms to supply the machinery 
employed has Jed to material improvements in the 
efficiency of pumps. At the Rame tinlP, t=>qual or even 
greater strides have been made in reducing the fuel 
conRumption of the prime-movers whether worked by 
stearn, gas or oil. Finally, it seems likely that pump
ing, at any rate, on a large >;cale wi![ be entirely 
revolutionised by the recent inventions of )lr. H. A. 
Humphrey who, in what may he termed a gas 
pump, has succpssfully combined both engine and 
pump and practically eliminated the moving parts with 
their wear and tear and necessity for lubrication. In a 
recent paper which Mr. Humphrey read before the 
Manchester ARsociation of Engineers, he defines his 
syst,em of pumping as follows :-" A method of raising 

or forcing liquid which consiste in applying the energy 
of expansion of an ignited combustible mixture to one 
end of a column of liquid so as to propel the column 
along a di,;charge pipe, and to cause it to oscillate in 
the pipe under such conditions of energy ofthe moving 
liquid, that everything necessary for the next ignition 
is performed during one or more oscillations and wholly 
or partly owing to it or them." This is highly technic
al language and savours somewhat of a patent bpecific
ation. I do not however propose to describE> the pump 
in any detail, as I understand there will be one working 
in the exhibition and the extreme simplicity of the 
'machine itself can be best appreciated by a personal 
inspection of its working. Some time must necessarily 
elapse before it can be adapted to the very varied con-
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ditions under which pumps are working in India, but 
it seems to me cprtain that it will e\'entually come into 
general use. The construction of the pump itself is 
quite i'imple and the work can easily be und~rtaken in 
this country. Thi,; is a matter of yery great importance, 
as the developm~nt of lift irrigation will in COUT,;e of 

time create a demand for a very large number of pumps 
and it is well that the COll8truction of these should be 
within the mechanical resources of the country. It 

seems to me that we are now within sight of a power

drivpn water lift which will involve so 8mall an initial 

outlay and be so economical in working that it will 

almost entirely supersede cattle power. Whether the 
,.;oJution will COllle (rom a development of the gas 

pump or whether by improvements of older method~ of 
lifting water remain~ to be seen. 

In the latter dir~ction, we have recentJy made 

~ome progre~s in :\IadraR by modifying the construction 
of the common lift pump ."0 as to permit, it to be work

eel with a loosp fitting tubular piston. Thi~ pump wail 
in the fir~t instance opsigned for lifting water from bore

bole~ and in that form con~i"ts ,;imply of lengths of gas 
piping screwed togethpr torpach to any requirpd depth. 

At the lower end is fixpd a \'alYe which opens upwards. 
The pi"ton consist .• of a jpngth of gas piping which may 
he from l'to 10' long oelwlloing tlpon the beight; to 

which thp watf'r has to be lifted. At either the top or 

the bottom end of this gas pipe a vaive opening upward 
is fixed. The piston is workpd by a wire rope, power 
beirlg used to draw it up, whilst the downward strokes 
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are made b) gravity acting on its own weight. The 
results obtained on tests with boreholes were very sa.tis
factory and larger pumps have now been constructed' 
which can be worked either by men applying their 
weight to set in motion an oscillating platform or by a 
small oil engine driving, through a reducing gear, a 

crank arm to which the end of the rope can be attached. 
It is rpcognised that the pump is only suitable for deal
ing with comparati\'ely small quantities of water~ 

generally Jess than that which can be lifted by a 3 inch 
centrifugal pump. 

A single piston pump made of gas pipes 6 inches 
in diameter and fitted with a loo;.;e piston i. 8 inches 
long worked easily at 50 strokes a minute, the le.ngth 
of the stroke being 18 inches, anrl deliverE'd 75 gallons 

of water on a lift of 15 fE'et. This is equivalpnt to about 
one-thiro of a horse-power in the water 1 i fted. The 
power ab!lorbed could not bf' measured, but it. was probll
bly not much more than half a horse-powpr. That the 
efficiency is yery high is f'vioent from the followi ng 

experiments :-A pump made out of a 4-inc:h gas pipe 
was worked by a man weighing 110 Ih. tr .. ading on an 
ololcillating platform. The stroke of thp pump was 
about 2t feet and hE' wa~ ahlf' to make 20 fi~rokps a 

minute lifting a gallon at each stroke to a height of 
15 feet. Thi~ is equi\'alent tD 180,000 f,)ot-Ib. of 
effective work per houT. This figure divirled by the 
weight of the man, 110) h., gi yes a "co-f'fficient of 

utility" of I ,G3G. Similar experiments with a picottah 
on a lift ofHt feet yielded 11 coefficient of 1,191. 
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When an engine is employed to drive the lift it is 
conveniently made of two pipes and the pistons are 
then connected by wire ropes to two crank pins on the 
same shaft separated by an angle of 180 degrees. The 
pistons may then be made heavy so as to de8cend 
rapidly and as one piston is descending whilst the other 
is ascending any excess weight in the descending pif;ton 
over that requirE'd to cause thE' dO\\'n stroke is utilised 

to assist the rising piston. That is to say, thp double 
lift is completely balanced. The ;;ame result is obt.ained 
with thE' platform lift by adjusting the balance weight 
at the outer end of the platform to canse it to rise at a 
speed convenient to the man or men employed in work
ing it. The pump is extremely simple in construction 
the only working parh; being the two valves and the 
pullpy over which the wire rope passt's into the pipe. 
Thi" pulley is the only part of the pump re<luiring 
lubrication and as it is only mO\'ing at a slow spepd the 
wear and tt:'al' is negligiblp and it should last for many 
years. The mlvps employed are If:'ather Hap valves 
which will doubtless wear, but tllPy can be rppaired by 
any country blacksmith and experiments are in progress 
to ascertain how long thpy will last and whpther there 
fs any advantage in adopting metal hinged valves or 

valves of the poppet type. The latter will be more 
expensive and it seems hardly likely that it will be 
worth while to fit them. 

An oil engine or electro-motor of two horse-power 
will suffice to drive a double (i-inch pump on a lift of 
25 feet discharging about 150 gallons of water per 
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minute. Our experience with centrifugal pumps is 
that anyt.hing smaller than a 3-inch pump is very un
economical and our present practice is to provide a 5 
hor~e-power oil engine to drive the pump on a 25-foot 
lift, the discharge being 180-190 galluns }Jer minute. 
The efficiency of the pump is generally slightly' over 
40 ppr cent. and the brake horse-power actually gener
ated in the engine is slightly over three horse-power. 
Such a plant installed costs seldom less than Rs. 1,800 
whilst a double G-inch pump driven by a 2 horse-power 
oil engine will cost not more than Rs. 1,000. 

The de\'elopment of mechanical methods of lift 
irrigation depends upon our ability to provide a machine 
capable of dealing with the quantity of water available 
and in by far the great majority of sources of water
sU}Jply the quantity that ean be obtained is very much 
less th'1n ean be dealt with by a 3-inch pump. This 
new water--lift provides a very efficient means of dealing 
with smaller quantities. By manual labour from 500 

to 2,0\10 gallons per hour ean be raised by a single 
man, the quantity depending on the height to which 
the water is raised, whilst with a small engine of two 
horse-power, about the smallest size that can be re
commended for regular work, from six to twelve thotfl
sand gallons per hour can be raised. The pump pos
sesses thp great advantage that it can be used in a 
small borehole and can be worked at any depth and 
with any length of stroke that is convenient. The 
same pump has heen worked on a 20-foot stroke and 
then, much more rapidly, on a 2-foot stroke, the 
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quantity of water lifted being approximatply the same. 

The pump has a very great rangt' of ut:lity and ad
justs itsplf to any change in the water 1en'1 pro\'idpd 

only that the foot valve is not uncovered. 
Within the ordinary rang!''' of irrig;ation lift,. 

gas pipes of the commonest quality will be found 
good enough hut, where more than one length of pipe 
is required to get down to the full depth from which 
the watpr has to liftl'd, it will be found convenient to 
use a pipe of slightly larger diamt'tpr than the lowE-r 

one, in which the piston works. Tlw reawn for this is 
that common commercial gas pipes are frequently 
dentE'd or hent amI, when this happens, the piston pipe 
will only work freely in them with a large cll'arance. 
It will be obviouH that the pietoTI pipe should be H;; 

close a fit to the dischnrgt' pipe as possible ,0 that the 
slip may not he too great. 'Yhen the lift is high, 
the piston pipe must be long and this mpaus that it 

can only work freely in a straight length of pipe which 
should be of circular sE'ction throllghout. Before con
cluding these notes on the tubular piston pump, allu
sion may bp made to the possibility of employing one 
engine to drive a number of pumps in wells situated 

some di",tance apart. The wire rope tran~misRion can 
be safely used up to distances of several hundred yards 
and, where the local conditions of water-supply are 

such that only small qUfintitil's can be obtained at 
anyone point, a large number of wells, each of small 
capacity, can be sunk and the water lifted from them 

by wire rope transmission from a single station. ~ 
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have seen this method employed on the oil fields of 
California working deep well pumps of the ordinary 
type. 

The popularity in the .. :HadrasPresidency of mechan
ical methods of pumpin~ has led to much explora
tory work for water, and boring tools are now largely 
employed for this purpose. The use of comparatively 
powerful pumping appliances has led to the discovery 
that over large tracts of country the coarse water 
bearing sands will yield, in moderate sized wells, 
sufficient water to kf'ep a 4-inch centrifugal pump 
employed. Such beds of sand are often only a few feet 
below the surface but still more often they are at a 
considerable depth, and the sinking of boreholes is a 
convenient and cheap method of locating them. By 
the mechanical analysis of sand a good deal can be 
learned regarding its capacity to yield water and from 
empirical data which have gradually accumulated a 
very fair estimate can now be made as to the quantity 
of water which can be obtained if a well be sunk at allY 
particular place. 

The results obtained from borings have proved of 
extreme value. In the alluvial tracts near the Coast, 
a considerable area of land has been discovered under 
which sub-artesian water-supplies of large volume can 
be obtained, and even in the hard crystalline rocks, 
borings have proved extremely useful as they frequent
ly open up fissures containing water under pressure. 
This work may be regarded as still in its infancy, al
though the Department of Industries have now in use 
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30 sets of boring tools and have put down more than 
700 borings, of which slightly more than half have 
proved successful. In addition to this, a large nnmber 
of borings has been made by private individuals who 
have employed well drillers from the French Settle
ment at Pondicherry where a very extensive develop
ment of artesian water exists. 

Where the hole!' have been drilled in hard rock a 
few experiments in torpedoing have been made. The 
process employed is as follows :-A charge of dynamite 
of from 5 to 7 lb. is fitted in a water-tight tin case and 
lowered to the bottom of the borehole. It is then 
fired electrically and the resulting explosion shatters 
the rock at the bottom of the borehole and opens up 
fissures, which in some instances very materially in
crease the supply of water. In the absence of a suit
able borehole pump, the results with these experiments 
have not been properly determined, aR only those have 
been classed as successful which have yielded an in
creased supply of water under pressure. It is con
sidered possible that many of these boreholes 
would yield a good deal of water if means 
were provided to pump it out, and now that we have 
a simple means of doing this further experi
ments will be made during the next hot weather. 
The demand for exploratory boreholes is great and 
the landowners are in many instances reluctant to give 
up at a dppth of 100 feet which is usually that to 
which our boring sets can work. In a few cases, by 
providing extra boring rodR, borings have been conti-
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nued to a depth 200 feet, but with hand-tools this is 
expensive, and we are now trying powf'r drills with 
which we expect to rf'ach as much as 500 feet. 

At the outset, 3-inch boring tools were mainly 
employed, but experience has shown that 4-inch tools, 
although much heavier, are more convenient whf'D 
the ciepths to be bored exceed 60 feeL 

It will be ob\'ious from these brief lIotes that in 
no direction does finality appear to haw bpen reached. 
In the beginning, when the work was firi't startpd the 
prospects of attaining any marlzpd degree of success 
were by no mean;;; assured. Now it is certain that the 
liRe of mechanical methods of lifting water will year 
by year extend, and at no distant date, Wf' shall ha\"e 
thousands of mechanically driven wilter lifts at work. 
In every direction, progrel's has been madp. It is now 
possible to obtain much better appliances than was the 
case five years ago. Thf'n, we were not certain that 
underground water could be obtained in sufficient 

volume in any great number of cases, now, we know 
that over large areas and in many places it is well 
worth while to instal mf'chanical arrangements to lift 
water. Progress has been much greater than was antici
pated owing to the rise in value of agricultural prod
ucts and the large profits that have consequently been 
made by the land-owning classes. This has, at the same 
time, increased the cost of cattle labour and compelled 
the intelligent JaDd-owner~ to turn to engines and 
pumps as a means of reducing the f'xpense of lifting 
water and at the same time of bringing a larger area 
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of dry land under wet cultivation. Each advance pre· 
pares the way for further improvements and indiciltes 
that the efforts now being made will in time be prod
uctive of great results. 



CHAPTER XVIII. 

IRRIGATION BY PUMPING IN THE 
UNITED STATES. 

The total area of the United States is very 
nearly three million square miles, and of this 
area not less than one and a quarter million 
square miles, between the ::\IisRissippi river and the 
Pacific Ocean is so situated that cultivation without 
irrigation is either extremely precarious or absolutely 
impossible. Till the passing of the National Reclam
ation Act by Ccrngress in June 1902, which author· 
izes the construction of irrigation canals and reservoirs 
by the Federal Government, the development of irriga
tion has been entirely left to private enterprise. The 
earliest settlers were the Spaniards who came from 
Mexico up the valley of the Rio Grande river and found 
the Indians of that region, "watering the thirsty soil as 
their forefathers had done for unnumbered generations 
before them and as their descendents are doing to-day." 
These pioneers of European civilization remembered 
the wonderful fertility of the irrigated fields in the 
south of Spain, and the colonies which they established, 
in what are now the t~rritories of Arizona and New 
Mexico, imitated and to some extent improved upon the 
primitive practices of the red-skinned savages. Later, in 

'the middle of the eighteenth century the mission 
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fathers of Mexico established a chain of stations along 
the Pacific Coast from San Diego to San Francisco, and 
to them the credit is due of introducing the methods 
of irrigation practised in Spain. 

On the East Coast, in the Carolinas and Georgias 
the eighteenth century witnessed the gradual gro:vth of 
rice cultivation on low and marshy lands bordering on 
tidal rivers. At high tides the fresh water was backed 
up the rivers and flooded the rice fields, at low tides 
the water receded and the fields could be drained. 
From small beginnings the rice-planting became an 
inaportant industry, and in the years preceding the great 
Civil War 80,000 acres yielded annually nearly 50,000 
tons of cleaned rice. The ruin caused by the war and 
the changed labour conditions consequent upon the 
abolition of slavery led to the abandonment of many of 
the plantations, so that for the last forty years produc
tion of Carolina rice has been less than half what it 
formerly was. 

'Within, however, the last ten years, along the 
shores of the Gulf of Mexico in the States of Louisiana 
and Texas, rice-growing ha,.; been taken up on a very 
extensive scale, the necessary water being obtained by 
pumping from the sluggish streams or bayous which 
carry the drainage of the coast lands to the sea through 
a wide belt of marshy littoral. Nearly 300 pumping 
stations supply water to 610,000 acres, which yielded 
in 1004 about 400,000 tons of cleaned rice. Sixty-six: 
rice mills are in operation and it is computed that fully 
one crore of rupees has been invelited in the industry., 
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It would be difficult to find. a more characteristic exam
ple of modern American enterprise in agricultural 

matters. 
In California and the arid States of the west the 

early efforts of the Spanish settlers and monks supplied 
their own local requirement", and ended there. The 
time was not ripe for the development of the country. 
There was no population to feed and no means of ex
porting surplus produce. Modern American irrigation 
owes its origin in the first instance to the Mormon 
community, which in the middle of last century sought 
a safe refuge from persecution beyond the Rocky 
Mountains in the arid plains of Utah and secondly to 
the necessity of furnishing supplies for the mining 
camps which followed the discovery of the mineral 
wealth of California and Colorado. The trans-conti
nental railways opened up the country and] gave the 
fruit-growers and stock-raisers of the "rest access 
to the Eastern markets in which there is an enormous 
demand for their produce. 1 

Yet another impulse to the extension of irrigation 
was found in the semi-arid regions on the eastern 
slopes of the Rocky Mountains, where fre(lUent periods 
of drought or scanty rainfall have compelled farmers to 
seek in the streams coming from the mountains or in 
the gravel beds beneath the soil for the water without 
which their crops were withering, their cattle dying 
and they themselves were being reduced to penury. 
The success which attended the earlier efforts of in
ftividuals led to the formation of joint-stock companies, 
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which undertook the construction of hydraulic works on 
a considerable scale to render large volume3 of water 
available for the irrigation of extensive tracts of land. 
Many mistakes were made through inexperience and 
lack of knowledge, the cost of works was frequently 
under-estimated and not a few of the undert~kings 

ended disastrously for the original shareholders. Stil1, 
on the whole, private effort has proved fully equal to 
the occasion and during the last 40 years at least. 60 
crores of rupees have been expended in bringing under 
irrigation ten million acres of land. .Measured by the 
rise in value of the land or by the annual value of the 
crops, the investment has been extremely successful; 
whilst the engineering works, as an adaptation of 
means to an end, as a display of fertility of resource 
and boldness of conception, are of more than ordinary 
interest. 

After India the United States have now a larger 
irrigated area than any other country in the world and 
a~ yet they are ?ot but the beginning of things. It has 
been recognized that there are limits to the possibili
ties of development by private enterprise, so the Federal 
Government has taken up the work and has already 
provided nine crores of rupees for the great projects 
now being investigated. Previous to this the scientific 
study of irrigatioll problems was taken up both by the 
Department of Agriculture. and by the Geological Sur
vey and the valuable series of reports which they have 
issued, have provided reliable data upon which 
engineers can base their designs and legislatorl) 
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frame adequate laws for the protection of water rights: 
Compared with India the conditions in the States 

are in almost every respect diametrically opposite. 
Everything has been left to private individuals and 
they have had a perfectly free hanrl in every way, 
there were no vested interfsts to contE'nd with, capital 
was abundant and readily forthcoming, labour was 
very expensive but timber fairly cheap, the farmers are 
educated and enterprising, for livestock there is a 
large market and the products of orchards and 
gardens realize high, and often fancy prices. The 
effects produced by these conditions are clearly visible. 
No large or comprehensi\'e projects have been carried 
out,1 present necessities and not future prospects ha,'e 
controlled the situation; conflicting interests hava 
grown up, involYing much litigation and frequent 
sceNes of lawlessness. The paramount consideration 
was an immediate return on the capital outlay and in 
the face of ad,'erse circumstances it has exercised a 
dominating influence over the character of the engi
neering. Problems have been tackled with a boldness 
which in some cases verges on recklessness and much 
of the work will have to be done over again. There is 
no doubt that the general policy waR right but it was a 
temporary one and there is abundant evidence that a 
change is in progress in the direction of a demand 
for more solid construction and hydraulic works of a 
more permanent character. 

When once the value of irrigation was demonstrab
j ed, it was but natural that every available source of 
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water-supply should be examined and the prospects of 
making successful use of it carefully investigated. 
Farmers who had no hope of obtaining a gravity supply 
delivered on to their land turned their attention to 
the subterranean waters and from wells sunk to the 
water bearing beds soon found it was practicable to 
obtain sufficient for a patch of alfalfa or a vegetable 
garden which proved of immense value in seasons 
of deficient rainfall. To raise the water above the 
level of the ground windmills were freely resorted to 
and in the long run have proved convenient sources 
of power when the quantity required is not large and; 
no great storage capacity is needed to tide over periods 
of calm weather. Hundreds of thousands of windmills 
are now in use for pumping water in the United 
States, but only a very small percentage of them are 
doing much beyond supplying domestic requirements, 
watering stock and irrigating small fruit or vegetable
gardens. Where irrigation from wells is in vogue, 
the water-supply is invariably derived from beds of 
iand and gravel in which it is frequently found 
under artesian pressure sufficient to cause the water to 
flow up the boreholes above thE' level of the ground. 
In many cases this happy condition of affairs still pre
vails and there is a considerable area of land watered 
by such artesian weHR, but in most instances the num
ber of boreholes tapping the water bearing strata is so 
great that the pressure has fallen very considerably 
and the water now h3s to be raised by powerful engines 
and pumps. 
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Apart from windmills which are mainly used 
for irrigatiou in the States of Kansas and Nebraska, 
irrigation by pumping is most largely developed in 
California, Utah and Colarado and in the rice growing 
districts of Texas and Louisiana. The pumps 
employed are mostly of the centrifugal type, 
with eit.her vertical or horizontal spindles, and for 
motive power practically every kind of modern 
prim:l mover has been tried; whilst in California the 
system of lifting water by compressed air is in use and 
apparently with success notwithstanding the waste of 
energy which must necessarily occur when such a 
medium for transmitting power is employed, 

Compared with what is known about the yield of 
water from wells in India those used for irrigation in 
America give very large supplies. Few, to which 
pumps are attached, yield lesti than half a million gal
lons per day and many of them several times that 
quantity. In consequence the units of power are very 
much larger than we can hope to instal h~re, the 
range being usually from 20 to 60 h. p. Where the 
water-supply is derived from other sources than wells, 
as for instance from rivers or lakes, the pumping 
plants are very much larger and engines of several 
hundred horse-power are not uncommon. The depth 
from which it pays to pump water varies enormously, 
being dependent on the value of the crops which can 
be grown, on the cost of motive power, which is itself 
8 function of the price of fuel, and upon the duty of 
water for the crops under cultivation. Exceptional 
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results are possible in districts where electric 
energy derived from water power is obtaina
ble or where crude petroleum oil is found. In 
Utah State, at American Forks, electric power is sold 
at from 3'3 to 4'2 pies per horse-power per hour; m 
California, at Bakersfield the price is 5'6 pies, at 
Mount Whitney 3'4 pies and at Riverside 9 pie!? In 
:Madras, oil engines will yield a brake horse-power for 
from 9 pies to As. 1, per hoar using crude oil costing 
As. 3 per gallon whil"t in Texas similar oil can be 
purchased at rates which fluctuate a good deal but 
probably do not average more than As. 1 per gallon. 
In California liquid fuel is equally cheap but it is un
suitable for oil engines on account of the large amount 
of asphaltum in its composition. The distillate has, 
therefore, to be used and the price of this is practic
ally As. 3 per gallon or about one-half the usual price 
in Madras. In the other arid States these favourable 
conditions do not prevail and the statement would be 
roughly accurate, that in respect to the cost of gener
ating power farmers in America are no better off than 
ryots in the Madras Presidency. 

In the following notes Ihave attempted to Sllmmar
ize the vast mass of detailed information, which was 
kindly placed at my disposal, under convenient head
ings. 

Windmills.-These are not largely nsed for irri
gation work except in Rensas and Nebraska, where the 

winds are strong and reliable and the water bearing 
strata is at no great depth from the surface. For domes-
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tic and other purposes refluiring only small amount" 
of power the American windmill is used in enormous 
numbers, but for the sake of cheapness they are too 
lightly constructed and can only work in moderate 
winds. In favourable situations windmills are proba
bly the cheapest engines for pumping water available 
but, ti,ll the load i3 automatically adjusted to the velo
city of the wind and in the proper proporlion, the 
maximum yield of power will not be obtained from 
them. Windmills have been the subject of much study 
and investigation in the United States but the papers 
published by the Gpological SUl'Vf'y contain discordant 
results and there is still a good deal of doubt on the 
subject of 10l'lding them so as to produce the best 
results. 

Oil Engines.-Engines of small power which re
quire a man to look after them are not at all E'conomic
al in thE' States as the cost of labour i, vE'ry high, 

varying from Rs. ~ a day in the south to Rs. 7-8 in 
!;be west. Small oil engines are, thereforE', not much 
used fOl.· pumping water, but of sizes between 10 and 
30 h. p. thE're are a considerable number in 
use, especially in places where they are only 
required to run for a comparatively small number of 
days in the year. Oil engine fires are very common, 
so much so that the insurance rates are prohibiti,·e. 
This is directly contrary to our experience in India 
as here we regard oil engines,as perfectly safe motors 
and no serious accident has ever happened to disturb 
that belief. To facilitate starting oil engines, it is a 
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co~mon practice in America to begin with petrol and 
only when the engine is fairly at work to Lurn on the 
oil and thf're is no doubt tLat thereby a very serious 
extra fire risk is introduced. 

Steam, Engines.-For dri\'ing centrifugal pumps 
or air compressors, steam engin!"s of all types are em
ployed, from portable engines of 8 or 10 h. p. 'up to 
compound Corliss condensing engines capable of indi
cating 500 h. p. About thf'se enginf's there is 
nothing particular to note and the interest in the 
matter lies with the fuels used for generating steam. 
"rood, coal and crude oil are used and the prices paid 
fffi' them depend upon the locality and the facilities for 
transport. In the rice irrigation tracts of Texas oil 
costs from Rs. 1-8 to Rs. 2 per barrel of 35 Engliiih 
gall OIlS , coal nearly R". 15 per ton and wood from 
Rs. 4-8 to Rs. !) per cord of 128 c. ft. or roughly from 
Rs. 3 to Hs. 6 per ton. In the Santa Clara Valley, 
California, di"tillate oil, roughly equivalent to bulk 
kerosine oil, costs 3t to As. 4 per gallon, further 
south at Bakersfield, near the Kern Valley oil fields, and 
round Los Angeles, in the neighbourhood of which 
there are also oil fieids, the price of both crude oil and 
distillate is much less, but liabJe to considerable fluc
tuations. 

The comparative cost of pumping is comeniently 
expressed in terms of the cost per horse-power hour 
or per acre foot lifted one foot. An acre foot is the 
quantity of water which will cover one acre to a 
~_epth of one foot and is equal to 43,560 c. ft. or very 
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approximately tv a flow of one c. ft. per second for] 2 
hours. Experiments made with an 8 h. p. portable 
steam engine on a lift of 26 feet using coal costing 
Rs. 15 per ton ga"le the costs, per acre foot lifted one 
foot, at As. 5. An exactly similar rate was obtained 
with an oil engine, on an lift of 33 feet, using oil 
whicll cost As. 7 per gallon. A steam engine supplied 
with steam from boilers fired with wood at Rs. 12 per 
cord or, say, Rs. 9 per ton working on a lift of 45 feet 
raised one acre foot one foot high for Afi. 3-3. This is 
about the cost in Madras with small oil-engines and 
centrifugal pumps, but it mURt be remembered that 
the above figures do not include any allowance for 
interest and depreciation. 

Elect~'o-Moto)'B.-The low rates, quoted above, 
charged for electricity in "Ltah, and California have 
rendered it practicable to use this form of energy for 
dri ving centrifugal pumps lifting water for irrigation 
purposes. The current i~ in all cases generated by 
water power in the canyon,.; of the neighbouring 
mountains and transmitted across country at pressures 
genera.lly over 10,000 volts. The three-phase system 
is invariably ~mployed and the current is transformed 
down at the pumping stations to 2,200 volts or to 
2,500 volts and utilized in induction motors which 
have an efficiency of about 90 per cent. Except in 
the oil regions fuel is very dear in the Western States 
and there has been every inducement to make as 
much as possible of the watel' power available. In 
California, the western slopes of the Sierras presented 
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an unusually large number of favourable sites for the 
dt>velopment of water power which have in many cases 
been taken up and the electric energy generated is 
raised to pressures as high as 33,(;00 volts rendering 
transmission possible to great distances with economy 
and efficiency. By linking up different systems power 
has been transmitted well over 200 miles and 'in the 
latest installation the pressures on the line have been 
raised to 50,000 volts. Electrically transmitted power 
can only be economically employed where the irriga
tion season lasts for at least six months and is conse
quently mainly to be seen in the Alfalfa fields and 
Orange gardens of the south. 

The largest pumping station is in Utah State at 
Lehi, where the river .Tordan debouches from Lake Utah. 
All the water passing down the river is di\erted for 
irrigation and the level of the water in the lake is now 

so low that it has become necessary to lift the water 
from the lake into the river to obtain a supply adequate 
to the needs of the irrigation interests concerned. 

Four centrifugal pumps with 54 inches suction 
pipes have been installed and are driven through 
belting by four ] 00 h. p. Westinghouse induction 
motors running at 580 revolutions per minute. The 
speed of the pumps if:; 166 revolutions }Jer minute. 
The power is supplied by the etah County Light and 
Power Company of American Fork, who have a water 
power generating stati'on in the American Fork 
Canyon, distant a~out five miles from the town and 
about 11 miles from the .Tordan pumping station I\t 
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Lehi. The three-phase system of transmission is in use 
at a pressure of 6,000 volts, which is reduced by 
means of three 170 K. W. transformers to 500 yolts at 
the pumping station. The lift of the water varies with 
the level in the la1{e, the range being from 2 feet to 
5 feet, and the discharge of each pump is 100 c. ft. 
per second. The price paid for power is TIs. 15 per 
horse-power of continuous supply per month. The 
efficiency of the motors is stated to be 75 per cent. 
and the total efficiency of the station including all 
losses when working on the maximum lift, 33 per cent. 
but at lower lifts the efficiency falls off. The irriga
tion ::;eason lasts six months and the pumps are at work 
98 per cent. of that lime. During the month of 
August 1904, the pumps were running 732t hours out 
of 744. Nine hours was lost at the generating station 
and only 2t hours at the pumping station. Storms and 
unfa\'ourable meteorological conditions accounted for 
more than half the lost time. I n the Utah yalley 
lightning is often very intense and causes much 
damage to electrical in:;;tallations, and it is generally 
considered better to shut down the station, when 
violent storms are in the neighbourhood, than 
run the risk of a transformer being burnt out. 
This pumping station cost about Rs. 1,50,000 but 
it can only be regarded as a temporary expedient 
whilst the whole question of irrigation from the Utah 
Lake is under investigation by the Engineers of the 
Geological Survey. It is beyond the scope of this paper 
to enter into a discussion of the interesting problems 
• 
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which the irrigation in this valley has given rise to but 
pending their solution this electrically driven pumping 
plant enables 40,000 acres to be supplied with water at a 
comparatively Rmall cost. The duty of the water ap
pears to be about 100 acres per c. ft. per second and 
as the pumping season lasts 180 days the quantity of 
water delivered to each acre amounts to about ,'3'6'acre
feet. The working expenset< are less than Rs. 1'50 per 
acre which is a very small charge on land the gross 
return from which a very low estimate places at over 
Rs. 100 pel' acre. 

In the town of American Fork small electro-motors 
of one-half h. p. are installed in a number of gardens 
to drive force pumps working on tube wells for domestic 
supply and for watering the lawns, shrubberies and 
orchards round the hou~es. The charge for a 12 hour 
day service is lk 3 per month. The ::\lunicipal Cor
poration del'iYe part of their water-supply from an 
artesian well sunk to a depth of 400 feet, in which the 
water rises to within 22 feet of the ground level. A 
three h. p. mOLor, working through a countershaft, 
drives an ordinary plunger pump, which raises the 
water into a tank from which it is delivered into the 
town mains. The total lift is about 36 feet and the 
charge for power supplied continuously day and night 
is Rs. 36 per month. The pump is placed at the 
bottom of a brick well about 6 feet in diameter, and 
the motor is above the ground. A small wooden shed 
covers the whole plant and once a day it is visited by 
a man to oil the bearings. 
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The generating station of the Power Company is 
situated in the American Fork Canyon, 5 miles from 
the town. The plant consists of two 500 h. p. Pelton 
water wheels worked under a head of 290 feet and 
driving two 250 K. "\V. three-phase alternators at a 
tension of 6,000 volts. In the town the pressure is 
reduced to 2,300 volts and each group of users is 
supplied at either 115 volts or 230 volis through small 
transformers fixed on the poles carrying the transmis
l"ion line. 

It was not po"sible to ascertain the extent to 
which electricity generated from water power has been 
made use of in California to raise water for irrigation. 
The Agricultural Department of the enited States are 
collecting information on the subject, but their data 
are as yet very incomplete. The General Electric 
Company to whom I applied for assistance were kind 
enough to supply me with a list of thirteen large 
electrical supply companies, all of whom were furnish
ing power for pumping water. In consultation with 
the officers of the company, three irrigation stations 
were selected for inspection as typical of the others, 
and the following notes are compiled from information 
gathered locally. 

Tbe Bakersfield Power, Transit and Ligbt Com
pany bas a generating station in a Canyon 16 miles 
from the town. The current:,. wbich is tbree-phase 
alternating, is transmitted at 10,000 volts and is used 
in the lown for lighting pnrposefl and by the tramway 
al) well as for pumping water. For irrigation work 27 
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motors of from 30 to 40 h. p. are in use and for the 
water-supply of the town a further 10 or 1 I motors 
are employed. The water is found in beds uf gravel 
about 60 feet below the ground and an abundant 
supply can be secured by sinking tuhe wells. The 
water is under Sllfficierlt pressure to rise to within 15 
or 20 feet of tllP ground. At one of the town water
supply stations I wo 12 in. :tube wells had been sunk 
to a depth of 10!) feet and the water was drawn from 
them by a centrifugal pump directly coupled to a three
pl.ase induction motor. The pump was placed just 
above the wells and the suction pipe, Sin. in diameter 
terminated in bl >lnches, passing down the two wells. 
The pump was of the ordinary horizontal type and ran 
at 950 re\'oIuti""s per minute, delivering 540 gailons 
of water per mil,ute through a 6in. pipe under a total 
head of 110 fee r • The pump was primed by mnning 
water into it from the delivery tank, both suction 
pipes being fitted with foot valves. 

A t the irrig:ltion stations the arrangements were 
different as thE' lift was only to the level of the ground 
and did not in 'tny case greatly exceed 30 feet. The 
electrical pumping stations all belong to the Power 
Company which 'upplies the water to the Kern County 
Land Company, who use it for the irrigation of Alfalfa, 
at the fixed rati' of Rs. 4t per culilic foot per second 
per day. A 30 h. p. m.otor will raise about 4t cusecs, 
so that at the price chargM the power realizes less than 
6 pies per h. p. 'lOur, and is almost exactly Rs. 21 per 
month. The pll r;lping station" differ from one another 

~ " 
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not only in the size of pumps but also in the driYing 
arrangements. In some, the pumps are of the horizontal 
type and driven by a belt from a horizontal motor, in 
others the pumps are vertical and the motor is directly 

connectell to tbe pump by means of a vertical shaft. 
Under the conditions prevalent round Bakersfield there 
is not' n:uch to choose between the two methods of 
running bllt the opinion of the men in charge of the 
pumping work is in favour of the belt-driven pnmps. 
The belt is a less efficient means of carrying the power 
from the motor to the pump than is the vertical shaft, 
but the lubrication of the latter and the arrangements 
to resist the thrll'3t due to the weight of the motor, 
pump and shaft, if not more liable to get out of order 
than beH-driyen pumps, yet gi \'e rise to ry,ore serious 
accidents when anything does go wrong. The best 
evidence that can be adduced as to the ease and simpli
city of working at the~e pumping stations is the fact 
that although they are 27 in number, they are all 
looked after by two young men. The wells are 
a considerable distance from one allother and for 
these attendant:' to get round to each well once a day 
.t is necessary to supply them with a horse and buggy. 
:lne of them Qccornpanied me on my visit to se\'eral of 
,he wells and I saw him start and stop the pumps 
vithouL the lea~t difficulty although but a few months 
tefore he had been a farm hand and had had no train-
19 either in mechanical 0r el~ctrical engineering work. 
,t the first station visited there were 4 tube wells of 
2in. diameter sunk in a line, the distance between 
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them being 10 feE't. The pump was of the verticl 
type and was pl<tced at the bottom of a timber pi 
about J 6 fee!; below the ground, the suction pipe wa 
horizontal with four branches dipping into the four welIs 
While pumping is going on the water sinks in the well: 
about 15 feet to produce the head necessary to IW,lintair 
flow, so that the maximum lift was 31 feet. Tbe deli,'el'Y 
of water IIH'l'aged 1~ cusecs and the efficiency of the 
installation Wa,; 51 pPr cent. The motor was of tIle thrf>e
pbase induction type rated at :3011.1'. and working under 

a pressure of 500 "01 ts, The motor, pump, vertical 
I:lhaft and delil'ery pipe were carried by a .'iteel frame
work, ~quare in plall, huilt of angles and bars and 8tiff 

enough to keep all the running parts in perfect align
ment. The tl'ansformero"i, two in number, were in II 

~eparate shed and the connection with the high tension 
lines was made by a switch of simple eon.struction 
placed outside, lightning-arresters were also provided, 

and an antomatic device for switching out the motor 
should a tE'mporary interrupti')fl of the Cllrrent cause 
the pump to lo~e its ~l1ction vacuum. 

T\vo other pumping station~ were also visited in 
which horizontal helt-drivel! pumps were in Use. The 
belt drive was ratIter long and the belt was of very 
ample dimen~ions for the power to be traDflt)1itted. At 

one station the pump Wa~ primed by an ordinary force 
pump worked by band and the operation of startill

g J \Va~ di~tinctJy laborious; at the other a sma]] pump was 

:lriven through a countershaft by a belt off the pUmp 
pindle. The pumps were pJaced at a level consider_' 
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ably above that ofthe water in the wells and consequent
ly the suction lift was much longer than in the case 
of the vertical pumps. In other respects the equip
ment of these stations was all of the same type. 

The water delivered from each pump is run into a 
sump ,provided with fine screens to damp down the 
oscillations ofthe surface and then passed over a thin 
edged weir made from a sheet of steel plate. The 
weirs were ui'ually 3 feet in length aud the depth of 
water on the crest is measured by means of a hook 
gauge, with a micrometer screw, sliding on a graduated 
scale. In Bulletin No. 86 of the "G. ~. Department of 
Agricultun', discharge tables for mch weirs have been 
computed and are found of grent yalue in mensurements 
of water coming from channE'ls or streams as well as 
from pumps. The extraordinarily high value to which 
water for irrigation hn,c, risen in recent years, has 
naturally led to more care in its measurE'mE'nt than is 
the practice in India and sharp edgE'd wE'irs, especially 
those of the CippolE'tti pattprn, are very largE'l)' used in 

ordinary distribution work. 
Ont(wio.-This is an irrigation colony E'ntirely de

voted to the cultimtion of citrus fruits which was 
started by 1\1essrs. Chaffey Bros., of Ontario, Canada, 
and subsequently better known in ('onnpction with their 
irrigation schemes at Renmark in South Australia. 
·When supplied with sufficient water the soil i~ extremely 
fertile and the conditions ge~erally are peculiarly ad
apted to the growth of oranges and lemons for which 

,there is a splendid market throughout the States and 
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admirable transportation facilities. The quantity of 
water available for irrigation is limited and insufficient 
for the area of land which could bfl brought under 
cultivation; hence there has been every possible 
inducement to prevent waste of water and secure a 
high duty. The water-supply is mainly derived by 
pumping from artesian or sub-artesian wells aild it is 
Con veyed to the fields in concrete pipes and the distri
butory channels are all of concrete. Furrow irrigation 
i~ invariably employed,and to avoid lo"s by evaporation, 
the water i~ sometimes carrieu down the furrows in 
pipes buried in the ~oil. 

In Southern California flowing water is usually 
measured in " miners' inche~," of which 50 are equal to 
one Cllsec ann one miners' inch is considered snfficient 
for the irrigation of 10 acres of land in Ontario, so that 
in ordinary term" the duty of water is 500 acres per 
cusec. The profit-,s from citrus cuI tivation are very 
considerable and as land without water is valueless, 
water rights are extremely valuable. The capitalized 
value of one 1 cusec is about 3 lakhs of rupees, equiva
lent to Rs. 15,000 per annum and equal to a water-rate 
of Rs. 30 per acre, but water especialiy in seasons of 

Bcarcity is occasionally sold for much higher rates. One 

man who has more water than he needs is able to dispose 
of his surplus fit the rate of Rs. 75 per day for 30 
miners' inches or 0'6 cusecs, which is considered a 
sufficient watering for fo acres. At Ontario the water
supply is controlled by the San Antonio Water Com

pany, the whole of the stock of which is held by tha 
• 
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fruit-growers in proportion to the area of Jand which 
they occupy. Each 10 !\cres is entitled to a continuous 
flow of one miners' inch, but as that is too small a 
b'tream for t'latisfactol'y irrigation, the cnstom is that 
each 10 acre plot gets a stream of 30 miners' inches 
for one complete day in the month. The electric 
generating station is situated in the San Antonio 
Canyon about 8 miles to the north of Ontario and the 
power is brougbt into the colony by overhead traBs
mission lines at 10,000 yolts pressure. Tbe pumping 
plants make use of the greater part of the power but it 
is also employed in ari\'ing motors for miscellaneom 
work, for plectric ligllting, and for electrical cooking 
and beating. For these l,mposes the energy is retailed 
at from As. 1-3 to As. 1- 6 pt'l' Kilowatt hour. 

The wells, from which the water is pumprd for 
irrigation, are situated in the debris at the foot of thft 
San Gabriel Mountains and are 8 in numbe,,, A des
eription of one pumping station will npply to all. The 
power for all the wells is distribnted Itt 2,200 volti5 
from a central transformer station where the lines 
from the generating station bring in three-phase 
cnrrent at 10,000 yolts. The wells are supplied, each 
with a horizontal induction motor capahle of 
working continucmsly at 60 h. p. output and the centri
fugal pumps are .f the vertical type Ilnd driven by 
quarter twist belts. At one station the pump was 
placed at the bottom of a timlft-red shaft 140 feet deep 
and immediately over a 12in. tube well sunk a further 
460 fe('t. Owing partly to a long s('ries of y('ars of 
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deficient rainfall and partly to the very heavy demand~ 
now made upon the stores of :mbterranean water, the 
level in the wells at Xorth Ontario is steadily falling 
and nearly every year it is n<>cessary to deepen the 
shafts and lower the pumps. For these reasons the 
horizontal motors and helt driv<>" are employed. At 
the time of my visit the depth of water flowing over the 
3 feet measuring weir was 3·3i5in. indicating a dis
charge of 90 miners' inches or 1'80 cusecs on a lift of 
about 155 feet. The pumpil which are two stage WlU

ally run for months without stopping but t,hey are 
examined and oiled eyery four hours. E!!,(·tl'ical power 
has been in use only some three years; previously 
both oil and steam engines were employed, pumping 
having been necessary for the last ten years. 

The Guge Cunrtl Cornpcmy, Rit'{J')'side:-This Com
pany possess 13 groups of wells sunk on the banks of the 
Santa Ana river and asupply of about 1,500 miners' inch
e~ or 30 cmecs is obtained by pumping with power pur
chased from the Edison Electric Companies' ~ystem, at 
the rate of As.l per K. W. hour. One group ofw('lIs was 6 
in number, each a i in. tube sunk 400 feet. The water 
rises very nearly to the ground level and the workiIJg 
lift was about 32 feet. The gauged discharge of the 
pump was 265 miners' inches or 5'30 cnseCB. The 
pump was vertical and driven by a horizontal motor 
through a quarter twist belt. Most of the wells con
sist of a single tube 10 ot 12 inches in diameter and 
sunk to a depth of from five to six hundred feet. 
YE'rtical motors mounted on the pump shaft are not 

• 
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employed as the pumps have to be lowered occasionally 
and whilst the wooden shaft is being sunk it is neces
sary to keep the pump running. It iR, therefore, sus~ 

pended by a stout wooden framing from beams fixed at 
the floor level of the motor shed. Formerly all the 
wells used to flow, but now no water can be obtained 
except 'by pumping and the cost of irrigation per acre 
ha~ been raised from Rs. 6 to Rs. 23. 

Mr. Pedley, the General Manager of the San 
Jacinta Land Oompany, thus briefly narmtes the history 
of the Tetnescal 'Vater Oompany's plant. "Ten years 
ago this company had flowing artesian wells, but the 
supply gradually decrE'ased owing to a sE'ries of dry 
years, and then the comp'tny began to pump from some 
of the weakE'r wells in order to supplement the supply 
from the stronger ones and in a "hort time all the wells 
ceased to flow. The pumping was begun with centri
fugal pumps and oil engines. The water level fell 
steadily about ten feet per year and the wells were 
then dug down to water level and t.he pumps lowered. 
This process waH unsatisfactory and expensive in every 
way. The pumps WE'rE' not suitable for the greater 
depths and the engines were not powerful enough and 
so had to be changed. Then the company experiment
ed with a steam driven air compressor and raised the 
water by injecting compressed air into the wells at 11 

point abont 160 feet below the surface; the bubbles of 
air, rising rapidly, expand a; the pressure decrease~, 
and so lighten the column of water that the pressuel' 
a.t the bottom is sufficient to eject a eonsiderable stream 
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of mixed air amI water. The process was convenient and 
reduced labour because thE' air was 1111 compressed at a 
central station and piped to about 20 diffewnt wells 
doing away with a numbf'r of small oil engines. It 
was, nevertheless, very expensivE', and, finally, the 
Company had to adopt electric power generated at It 
main station and distributed to motors." 

Th .. brief aecount is interesting as typical of what 
is going in the country not only in regard to irrigation 
by pumping or even irrigation genera]]y but in regard 
to almost all fields of activity. Some one lights upon 
a good thing and everyone wants to be in it, over
development ensues and difficulties are created, which 
are met by heroic methods, the Vf'ry boldness of 
which contributes not a little to the ultimate SUCCE-SS. 
The Californian orange grower has in some reRpects 
very favourable conditions under which to work. 
His present prosperous condition is due not only to 
making the most of them hut also to the display 
of unusual "kill and energy combined with adequate 
capital to command the senices of the best obtain
able expert enginf'ering aBsistance and furthE-r to 
what is perhaps almost as important, unbounded 
faith in the po~sibilitie~ of modern engineering. 

The ayerage American, if be rf:'ads nothing else, reads 
his Sunday papers amI dWf'lls with huge delight and 
complacency on the pophlal' ~cience sections, in which 

are recorded the tl'iumpklnt applications of physical 
science to the solution of the material problems whic~ 
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constantly arise in the strenuous efforts they are making 
to open up the vast territories they have occupied. 

P'LLmpin,rJ by Oomp?'essed Ai?'.-The Pohle Air 
lift i!l largely used for raising water from tube wells 
and is especially comenient where the wells are of 
small capacity and fairly numerous. For dealing with 
large bodies of water its mechanical inefficiency is 
against it but ill other re~pects it is extremely satisfac
tory and requires no supervision outside that necessary 
for dri\'ing the air compressing plant. Through the 
kindnpss of Mr. J. B. Lippincott, the Supervising 
Ellgineer of t,he U. S. Geological Survey in Los Angeles, 
I was furnished with a copy of a report on the efficiency 
of these lifts made by Mr. David S . .:'IIacpherson. The 
experiments were made at the Cudahy branch where 9 
wells have been sunk at distances ranging from 20 to 
800 feet from the all' compressors. The wells are all 
12in. tubes perforated in the water bearing starta. The 
statical level of the water is --15 feet below the surface 
but the pumping lowers it about 15 feet so that the 
total lift during the trial", was 60 feet. The power 
plant consisted of 4 single cylinder air compressors each 
16'in. by 18in. Two of the cylindprs were driven by 
direct acting stE'am eng'ines and two by a single cross 
compound engine. The air compressors all deli\'er into 
a common rpceiver and the power required to drive on8 
of the compressors was found by indicating one of the 
direct acting engines and ml~tiplying thp result by 
four. The wells di~charge into a common flume and by 
current meter obsen ations the flow was determined to . 
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be 6'014 CUiiecs equal to 41'1 h. p. in the water lifted. 
Four times the indicated h. p. required to drive a single 
compressor was 173'34, so that the efficiency of the 
plant wa~ 23'7 per cent. In each of the wells a 6in. tube 
WILS submerged 90 feet and the {;ompre"sed air from the 
recei'fer at a pressure of 45 lbs. per ;;quare inch is car
ried in a small pipe down the well and the end Of it is 
turned up 90 as to discharge the air into tl,e Gin. deli
very pipe. 

The most recent practice faYours a submer~ion of 
the delivery pipe from 2t to 3 times the height to 
which the water is to be lifted and the ail' pres~ure should 
be just sufficient to allow a fr6" flow. The methods by 
which the above stated efficien{;y was determined are, 
of course. open to criticism as lacking in accuracy but 
thpy are probably devoid of seriollil error and agree with 
the generally preYalent impression among Cfllifornian 
engineers tbat the pffic·iency of well established plants 
iti in the neighbourhood of 23 per cent. 

Sel'eral installations were yisited in the country 
round Pasadena in company with Mr. J. B. Lippincott 
to whom I am greatly indebted for much courteous 
assistance when making enquiries in this matter. Part 
of the water-supply for the town is derived from 4 well~ 
each of lOin. bore sunk to a depth of about 400 feet. 
The di~charge pipes were Gin. in diameter and the lift 
about 60 feet. The ail' compressor was of the two stage 
type and the l .. essure in >the receiver was 80 lbs. per 
iiquare inch. The water was raised to ground 

level and after passing through a settling tank, to 
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get rid of any sand, was lifted an additional 40 feet 
by a centrifugal pump, driven off the fly wheel shaft of 
the air compre~sDr. The plant belonged to the West 
Side Water Company and as its purchase by the town 
was under consideration, the engineer in charge was 
unable to afford any information regarding efficiency 
or working expenses. 

The second installation belonged to the East 
Whittier Land and Water Company and consisted of 14 
wells discharging into a concrete flume. The lift was 
about 20 feet at the time but only a few wells were 
being drawn upon and when full supply is being taken 
it is probably considerably more. The air compressor 
was of th,~ two stage type and was driven by a Corless 
engine, which under full load was capable of indicating 
500 h. p. Steam was genflrated in tubular boilers, 
liquid fuel being used. One man was in charge of the 
station and there is no doubt that here, where labour 
is very expensive, the advantages ofthis method of lift
ing water were exemplified in a high degree. 

At a third station near Delmonte there are 9 wells. 
Three with a lift of 70 feet and the other six with lifts 
of from 85 to 92 feet. A Smith Vaile compound 
engine indicating 140 h. p. drives the compressor 
whicb rai"ps the air to a pressure of 56 Ibs. per square 
inch, 6'2 c. ft. of free air an~ used per c. ft. of water 
lifted. 

From enquiries subseqJently made in London it 
appears that the Pohle Air lift is very extensively used 
l;>ot1 in Great Britain and on the Continent. ~Ir. 
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C. T. A. Hanssen, in an article contributed to the 
Engineering Review of July 1904, states that upwards 
of 900 installations are at work. 

I n a paper read before the Britieh As~ociation of 
Water "Works Engineers, ::\Ir. ,Yo H. Maxwell, the 
Borough and "Tater Works Engineer of Tunbridge 
"'ells, gave some interesting information regari::ling a 
Pohle Air Lift which he bad installed to mpplement 
the water supply Lo the town. The boring i~ situ'1ted 
at a distance of 530 yards from the engine house, and 
is 350 feet deep; 200 feet is 15in. diameter and lined 
with solid steel tubing, 150 feet is 13tin. in diameter 
and lined with perforated tubing. The air compressing 
plant consists of two sets of two stage compressors with 
intercoolers. The steam cylinders are of 8in. and l2in. 
diameter and the air cylinders of lOin. and 6in. diame
ter, the stroke being 14in. Thp. compressed air is 
carriN! to the well by a 4in. east iron main terminating 
in a 2Mn. pipe which descends to the bottom of the 
well and by a U piece delivers the compre:ised air iuto 
the rising main which is 7in. in diameter. The cost of 
the installation excluding engine house, boilers, and 
lining and boring well was Rs. 50,625. A number of 
tests of the plant haye been made which show clearly 
that the efficiency is greatly dE'pendent on the ratio of 
the immersion of the air pipe to the height the water is 
lifted. In the trial, which gaye the best result, the 
lift at the begillning wa~ 84 feet and at the end 106'6 
feet, and the ratio of immersion to lift yariec1 from 3'0] 
to 2'2. The awrage discharge was 24,100 gallons p;r 
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hour and the efficiency calculated on the I. H. P. of 
the engines was 3()'& per cent. and on the 1. H. P. of 
the compressors 4~ per cent. 

Even better resultR were obtained with an Air Lift 
fitted up by JHessrs. Hughe~ and Lancaster for raising 
sewage at Rothesham. In a well, 4 feet in diameter, a ris
ing main 12in. diameter was fixed a11dimmersed to a depth 
of 2!) feet. Air under a pressure of 12 lbs per sq. in. was 
deliwred through a 3in. pipe, The lift wa" 9'50 feet. 

During a trial 1808'u gallons per minute or 4'823 
cubic feet per second were rai,:ed with 3' 4-U cuhic feet 
of air per second. The efficiency was 40'.:) per cent. 

A well designed AirLift is a very convenient device 
for lifting water ami it is)he inefficiency of~the methods 
of ,compres~ing air which are in the main respomible 
for the low ratio of the output of useful work 
to the tolal power expended. The Air Lift is a 
device applicable with advantage ouly to deep tube 
well~ [tnd is not likely to he of much Uile in India," 
where the wells are usually ~hallow and under normal 
conditions ~eldom contains any great depth of water, 
For the water-supply of town,;, and possibly also for 
irrigation, it might be worth while to experiment with 
tube wc1l8, sunk by hydnmlic jets in the deep sandy 
beds of some of our river~, Air Lifts are the only 
practicahle means of drawing thewater from such wells 
and it is more than probable that very large quantities 
of water could be obtaint'd in this way. The l\'e11" 

.. E;rcept in places where Artesian ~upplies of water have been 
found, 
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would require protection from scour near the surface 
and the cheapest way would be to take adyanta~e of 
some existing permanent ma~onry structure stretching 
across the river such as a bri,ige, ani cut or causeway. 
American experience ~eem..; to show that the choking 
of the tubes by ~alid can easily be prevented. 

Pwtnps.-American eng'ineer~ have naturally paid 
a great deal of attention to lllilchinery for lifting water 
and ihe Californian practice of to-day is the outcome 
of fully fire and twenty year~' intelligent study of the 
many phasei' of the water lifting problem which irriga
tion necessities have brought into existence. For 
dealing with large quantitief' of water the centrifugal 
pump is uni\'el'sally employed and the details of its 
design han> been gradually perfected so that it is now 
a fairly E'ffic ient machine capable of running cOlltinuous
ly for long periods. Pump makers are prepared to 
guarantee efficiencies of from 60 to 75 per cent. the 
higher value with the larger pumps, but in practice, 

when the friction of the suction and rielin~ry pipes is 
allowed for, the useful work in the water delivered is 
seldom more than 55 per cent. of the power expended. 
For high lifts two and three stage cenhifugals are 
employed, the pumps being placed at th" bottom 
of a pit sunk to the water le\'el. They are innniably 
of the horizontal type with Yel'tical shafts and are 
genemlly driven by quarter twist belts thoClgh in 
some instances where e'lectricity is used the motors 
are fixed above ground on the top of the ver
tical shaft~. When the pumps are running, the down-, 
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ward thrust is partly or wholly balanced by the upward 
pressure on the pump wheel due to the suction entering 
on the top of the pump casing. When the pumps 
draw water from one or several tube wells grouped 
t.ogether foot valves are out of the question and at 
starting E'ither steam Pjectors or air pumps are used to 
create'tbe necessary vacuum. \YhE're foot va]\'es arE' 
in use the pumps are primed from an overhead tank 
which is kept full of water and ready for u~e at allY 
moment. For the rice irrigation in Texas and 
Louisiana both rotary and centrifugal pump~ are used. 
The lattpr are preferred though the former are morE' 
efficient. The quantitje~ of wat!:'r dE'alt with are some
times E'xtremely large but the lift i~ not great, averag
ing about 20 feet. The diameters of the pnmp dis
charge pipes range up to as much as 60 inches with a 
delivery of 100 cubic feet per second. Direct coupled 
engines and pump" arE' not in faHmr and belt or ropE' 
drives are usually employed. 

The enormous de,'elopment of windll1ills for 
pumping water has Jed to a good deal of attention 
being paid to the design of small hucket pumps. A 
careful series of tests by Professor O. P. Hood publish
ed in the 'Water Supply and Irrigation Papers of the 
neological Survey, show that efficiencies of over 
flO per cent. are easily obtainable when thE' l'peed of 
working is not too great. Tbe most important feature 
in the design of t.bef'e pumps in the pro\'i8ion for the 
withdrawal of the piston and suction valve for examin
ation or repair when thp pump is submerged. On the 
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oil fields of California I saw a large number of deep 
well pumps worked by wire ropes attached to a large 
€ccentric driven by an oil or "team engine. In some 
cases more than a dozen wells were being pumped by one 
centrally situated engine which, through a pair of bevil 
wheels, drove a vertical shaft carrying an eccentric, 
to the sheaves of which the wire ropes radiating in all 
directions were attached. The shaft made about 15 
revolutions per minute and the eccentric had a radius 
of 12 inches giving the pumps a stroke of 2 feet. The 
wires were suspended in slings attached to cross arms 
on wooden poles and the !:lumps could be worked satis
factorily at a distance of half a mile from the engine. 
It seems to me that this system is capable of very 
extended application in this country where there are 
many tracts of country with numerous shallow wells, 
none of which are individually capable of yielding 
sufficient water to give employment to the smallest 
practicable installation of oil engine and centrifugal 
pump. By installing a bucket pump in each well and 
coupling it up by wire rope to a central station of this 

kind it will be possible to employ an oil engine to 
pump water from all the wells situated within a radius 
of half a mile. The efficiency of this method of 
transmitting power is fairly high and it ought to prove 
quite as economical a method of pumping as with 
centrifugal pumps. To adapt this system to irrigation 
a great many detail~ have to be worked out, but there 
appears to be nothing seriom to overcome. It is 
certainly worth trying in thi~ country because, if. 

23 
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successful, it opens out a very wide field for the 
application of mechanical power to the lifting of water 
for irrigation. 



CROS8LEY~S OIt -ENGINES 

" 

The simplest, chEapest and most reliable 

Power Producer, 

, ~----=-------
--~~--\\-

RUNS 'WITH KEROSENE LAMP OIL OR CRUDE OILS, 

JX FAOT WITH ANY LIQUID FUEL. 

BEST QUAUTY OXIN, 

lVl'ite 1m' P?'ices (t?d Pm'ticulm's to the,' 

Sole Agents for the Madras P-Jesidency and Mysore, Travaneore 

and Coehin States. 

OAKES & COu Ltd., p~~: :o~x MADRAS. 



" ABYSSINIAN t, 

OR DRIVEN TUBE WELLS. 
RECOMMENDED BY THE SANITAR) 

COMMISSIONERS OF BENGAL, 
BOMBA Y AND MADRAS. 

Attention is particularly directed to thi! 
simple method of obtaining water, where purE 
water is an inestimable boon. 

This system offers every advantage of rapid· 
ity and economy in obtaining unfailing sup· 
plies for irrigation, manufacturing and other 
purposes, thereby enabling operations to bE 
carried on where hitherto the want of water 
has proved a fatal barrier. 

Tube Wells are suitable for light, sandy or 
gravel soils, chalk and other porous water· 
bearing strata, where watel' is found within 
25 feet of the surface and are not recommend· 
ed for elays, marls, and fine sands, neither 
can they penetrate Rock." 

Steam, Wind, Bullock, or manual Pumps 
are adapted to these Wells: hence tracts of 
country at present lying idle can be converted 
into excellent land for cultivation. 

Fig. I shows a Tube Well driven into the 
ground to a depth of 25 feet. 

Sets of Driven Tube-Well Pumps. 
'Ve recommend our improved Closed Top 

Pitchel' Spout Pumps, No. 205, becausp they 
are cheap and effec·tive in the majority of 
instances, but they have the defect that unless 
the Pump is frequently used, there is a little 
difficulty in re-starting them. We consequent
ly advise the use of No. 289 Pump. In this 
Pump the wat~r always stands above the yal
ves, and the Pump can be worked at any time 
without trouble. 
No.3. SET consisting of 20 feet of 

U-in. Well Tube, No. 205 
Pump as illustrated with 3~-
in. barrel, Filter Point, per set, Rs. 49 

No.4. SET as above, with No. 289 
spec'al Lift and Force Pump, 
per set .. . RI. 90 

Write for !U1·the1' pn1'iicula1's to : 

Oakes'" Co., Ltd., 
Post Box 60, MADRAS. 



OAKES «CO., LTD. 
ENGINEERS, IRONFOUNDERS, COPPER

SMITHS, Manufacturers of Road Bridges, Iron 

Buildings, Roof Trusses, Well Curbs, Caissons, 
Sluice Gates, Cast-Iron Columns, Lamp ,Posts, 

Spiral Staircases, Ornamental Railings, Road 
Rollers for Hand and Bullock Power. 

SA.NITARY ENGINEERS, Plumbers, Drain

age and General Contractors. 
CONTRACTORS to the Public Works 

Department, Indian Railways, Municipalities, 
Local Fund Boards etc. 

LARGE STOCKS ARE KEPT of Dorman 

LOllg & Co's., Rolled Steel Joists, British Steel 

Plates, Sheets, Rounds, Flat, Squares, Angles 

and TEE Bars, Engineers and Contractors, Tools, 
Hand and Steam Power Pumps and Pumping 

Machinery, Agricultural Machinery etc. 
SOLE AGENTS for Tylor and Sons' Water 

Metres, Waste Preventing Valves, Waterworks 
Fittings, Fire Valves and Fittings. 

Engineers' Storos, No.9, Broadway. 
Ironworks, No. 93, Broadway. 

-- George, Town, MADRAS .. 





Tangyes Tan Gyro. 
A NEW 

High Effioiency Pump. 

The most efficien t Cell trifugal Puml>~ for Irrigating 

~mall and large tracts of lands yet made 

For Lifts of :~;;'75 120 feet. 

Its special feature, are: 

High Efficiency Ring Oiling Bearings 

Low Power Water Sealed Glands· 

VaFiable Heads and Quantities with Constant Speeds. 

80le Agents, in the Madras Presidency. Mysore, 

Travancore and Cochin States. 

OAKES & CO., ,ltd., POST BOX 
No. 60. MADRAS. 



NEW DIAPHRAOM SUOTION LIFT PUMPS. 
FOR IRRIGATING GARDENS. ie. 
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The Diaphragm Suction Lift Pump is fitted with the suction at 
bottom or at Ride. In these Pumps the diaphugm takes the plnce 
of the plunger and they are particularly adapted for pumping 
water containing mlld. sand, gravel. sewage, coal, chips or any 
semi·fluid matter. 

The Levers are reversible and work at back, or on either 
side. Pumps with bottom suction are used in places where they 
can remain stationary. 

The lower Valve is of Metal. rubber-faced, easy of acces., 
and readily remilvable. 'Vaterways are large and easy. Diaphragm 
is made of best qtutlily rubber. 
No. 0111 Diaphragm Pump with. Suetion at Bottom for 3 inch 

suction and delivery H08e. Approx discharge 3.500 
gallolls per hour Rs. 90·0 

" Diaphragm Pump with. Suction at Bottom for 4 inch " suction and delivery Hose. Approx discharge 6000 
gallons per hour Rs. 155·0 

No. 0112 Diaphragm Pump with Suction at side of Pump for 
3 inch suction and delivery Hose. Approx discharge 
3500 gallons per hour ... Rs. 110·8 

u " Diaphragm Pump with Suction at side of Pump for 
4 inch suction and delivsry Halle. Approx discharge 6000 
gallons per hour ... ... ... Rs. 208-0 

OAKES" Go., Ltd., At~i1~~. 
, Post Box No. 60, MADRAS. 



DEEP WELL LIFT 
AND 

FORCE PUMPS. 
For Wells of 20 to 100 ft. deep. 

The illustration represents a 
Deep Well Pump Standard and 
Cylinder in operation. It wiII be 
seen that-

1. The Cylinder or Working 
Barrel is lowered to within 20 or 

~~~~ljl,!J~~;f~e~,e~t of the water, or it may be ~ in the water if well is 

The Stannard is fixed over 
the well and an Iron Rod attached 
to the Lever handle passes down 
the Suction or Connecting Pipe 
and works the Plungel·. The 
Pumps can be supplied with single 
or double-acting Cylinders. 

Oakes & Co., ltd .. 

The depth of the well should 
determine the size of Cylinders. 

Fo,' lJa,·ticulm·s a'lld prices 
wl'ite /01' Catalogue. 

Estimates for Pumps, 
30 feet Deep. 

ALL PARTS FITTED TOGETHER AND 

MARKE!) BEFORE DESPATCH. 

Deep Well Pump complete with 
No. 126 Standard, No. 012!) 
Single-acting 2t innh Cylinder; 
It inch Suction and Connecting 
Pipes, Pump Rods, Couplings 
and Guides, Foot Valve and 
Strainer for Wells of 30 feet Deep 

Rs. 92-8. 
Extra Pipe with all Fittings 

pe,' foot. Rs 12. 
, ..-Packing is an extra cost, and 

varies from 2t to 5 per cent. 
more on the price. 

LETTER 
ADDRESS. 

Post Box 
No. 60. Madl·as.' 



TELBPHONE: No. 44. 
TELEGRA)[: "Galy" Madras. 
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)\IIassey and Co., Ltd., 
Er..JGI N EERS, 

MADRAS. 

Sole -Agents in Southern India 
Fon 

Hornsby Oil Engines 
ENGINES 2 TO 16 B. H. P. ALWAYS IN STOCK. 

--:0:--

These Engines are suitable for use with either 

crude or refined oil. 

Oatalogues and P1'ice Lists ~n application. 



Massey and Co., Ltd., 
ENGINEERS, 

MADRAS. 

Sole Agents in. Southern India 
FOR 

REES " ROTURBO " PUMPS. 
(Agents in Northern India. Osler & Co .• Calcutta'> 

Pumps 3" to 10" always in stock. 

-·r:O:--

E~tim!\tes for complete pumping plants consisting of 
Hornsby Engines and "Roturho" Pumps, 

furnished on application. 



JVlessrs. Batliboi & Co., 
49, Forbes Street, Fort, Bombay. 

\VorId-renowned Hornsby Oil Engine and 

Suction Gas Plants manufactured by Messrs. 

:r... Hornsby & Sons, of Grantham, England. 

More than 35,000 made and sold for Irriga

tion and other purposes. Thousands working 

in India and giving entirJ satisfaction. 

Prices and particulars on application. 



JVlessrs. Batliboi & Co., 
49, Forbes Street, Fort, Bombay. 

Portaule, High Pressure Single and Com-
.. pound Engines of all ki.nc1s, viz., with Slide and 

A utomatic Expansion Valves, Corliss Valves and 
Tepid Valves. Also Vertical and Horizontal 
Engines, with Boilers combined. 

Saw Gills and Platt Bros. Gins and Gin 
parts. 

All kinds of Agriculturing Implements, 
such as Ploughs, Mowers, etc., Rice and 
Corn Winllowers, Wheat and Corn Thrashing 
Machines. 

Sugar Calle Rollirl'g Mills aud Sugar Mak
ing Centrifugal Machines. 

Prices aud ~articulars on application. 



Messrs. Batliboi & Co., 
49, Forbes Street, Fort, 

BOMBAY. 

MESSRS. PE~MAN & Co., Ltd. 

Well-Known Makers of Highest Olass 
of Steel Lancashire & Cornish Boilers 
from 100 to 200 Ibs. Working Pressure. 
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" RUSTON" PATENT NEW TYPE 
COMPLETE COMBUSTION 

OIL ENGINE 
FOR CRUDE AND RESIDUE OILS 

- BY-

RUSTON, PROCTOR & CO., LTD., 
Test made by Prof. Wm. Robinson, M. Inst. 
C. E. EngiReering Laboratoriel', University 
College, Nottingbam, in December 1910, on a 

50 B. H. P. 
STANDARD ENGINE OF THIS TYPE 

FUEL CONSUMPTION: 

0'45 Ibl'. per B. H. P. 

PER HOUR OF CRUDE OIL 

A result never obtained by any Engine of 
the f-ame size and simplicity. 

This New Engine possesses the following 
features which make it superior to allY other 
engine (j£ the same clRSS on the market:-

Simplicity, Extreme Economy, Mechanical 
Atomiser,' Moderate Compression and 
Explosion Pressures, Steady Runnine-, 
Ignition entirely Automatic, Efficient 
Lubrication, Cleanliness, Durability, etc. 
For prices and particulars Apply to: 

GREAVES COTTON & CO .• 
Engineers & M«chine1'y Importers, 

BOMBAY. 



Greaves eotton " eo., 
Engineers & Machinery Importers, 

BOMBAY. 
Sole Aye'fits for 

-

"RUSTON" PATENT OIL ENGINES 
-- AND-

HELICAL CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS 
SUITABLE FOR BOTH ORUDE &' REFINED OIL. 

- llY-

RUSTON, PROCTOR & CO., L TO. 
• 

HUNDREDS WORKING SATISFACTORILY IN INDIA. 

'Vhat is claimed for the 

., Ruston" PATENT OIL ENGINES 
after long experience is :

Highest economy, Adaptability, Oleanliness, Simpli

city, Easy starting, Regular rUllning, FI'eedom froID 

repairs, Efficient lubrication, etc. 

Estimates free on application to 

GREAVES COTTON c!L CO., 
Engineers and Machinery Importers, BOMBAY. 
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B PLANT which has been specially Jesigned to meet ri 
~ those cases where a small ::vmpact Engine and Pump..a 
~ are required to irrigate gardens and small plots of land. ~. 
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po Further particulars and prices on application to 

~ GREAVES COTTON & CO., 
a:i Engineers and MachinefY Importers, 

BOMBAY. 



"RUSTON IJ 

KEROSINE 

OIL 

ENGINES 

COMPLETE 

COMBUSTION CRUDE 

OIL ENGINES 

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS. 

Stocks held by;-

MARTI N & CQ., 
Engineers and 'Contractors. 

6 A 7, OLIVE STREET, CALCUTTA. 



IRRIGATION PUMPING OUTFITS. 

\Ye can make Cnits for any quantity of water and 
for any height of delivery. 

We make a speciality of designing Pumping 
Machinery for irrigation purposes where large capacity 
is needed. 

We are Manufacturing at present Small Pumping 
plants, which are specially designed for Indian 
conditions, to meet the demand which exists for a 
1'eliable means of lifting moderate quantities of water, 
moderate heights, by cheap methods. 

Write for special literature to 

WORTHINGTON PUMP COMPANY. LTD .• 
10, Clive Street, 

PALCUTTA, 



'tHE 

WEALTH OF INDIA 
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE OF INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTION ON 

Agriculture, Trade, Industry, Economics, Co-operation, 

Banking, Insurance, Business Methods, Scientific 

aad Technical Education and aU other topics 

relating to Material Progress. 

EDITED BY 

MR. G. A. VAIDYARAMAN, B. A., 

SUBSCRIPTION INCLUDING POSTAGE. 
Inland. Foreign. 

Rs. A. P. s. 

Per annum 3 0 0 6 

Single copy 0 5 0 0 

Sample copy 0 2 0 0 

All remittances and letters should he addressed 

to the Publishers, 

Messrs. G. A. YaidyaRaman & Co., 
l 

3 & 4, Sunkurama Chetty Street, 

MADRAS. 
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"'-'PLEASE NOTE CHANGE IN PRICES. 

INDIAN PDUnCAl UrEa~TURE. 
What India Wants: Autonomy within the Empire.-An. 

appeal to the !.hir.'ah D"moUL·a('.y. By U. A. Natesan. 
Foolscap 8vo. 1 H Pages. A.s, 8. SUbscl'ibers "f.R." As, 6 .. 

Dadabhai Naoroji's Speeches and Writirigs. -Second 
Edition. An up-tu-date, (lXilau8tive and comprehensive 
collection. H.s. 3, To Su\),crib"r~ ot ·'1.R" Rs. 2-8. 

Gokhale's Speeches.-A new and up-to-d,~te editiqn. 
1,240 pages, Crown Octa\'o, with seven Portraits and· 
an Index. Cloth hound. Price l~s. 3. To Subscribers of 
The Indian R~!'iew Ro. :~·ii. 

The Indian National Congress. - \ new aud up-to-date 
edition. Full text of all tile Pl'esidenti"l Addresses,. 
Resolutions, Portraio~ of all the Congreso Presidents. 
Crown 8vo. Over 1,30[) pa~es. With an Ir.dex. Rs. 4. 
To Subscribers of" I.K" Rs.3. 

Morley's Inc ian Speeches.-CrolVn 8vG., Reriscd end erJ
larged. Price Re. 1-". To Subscribers of "I.R." Re. I,,±. 

Indian National Evolution. BI' 1\mbic!t Charan ]l,fuzum
dar. N"w Edn. Rs. 3. To Subscl'ibers of "I. R," Rs. 2-8. 

Rash Behari Ghos~'s Spe~ches and Writings. Second 
Edition. Re. 1-1. To Subscribers of" l.R." Re. One. 

King George's Speeches on Indian Affairs. Price Re. On". 
To Suoscribers of "1. R," As. 12. 

Besant's Speeches and Writings on Indian Questions: 
For India's Uplift ··~Second Edition; .-,ow a .• d up-to-date 
collection. By Mrs. Annie Besant. Price Re. 1·8. 
To Subscribers of "Ln.," Ro. 1-4. 

The Indian Demallds.-A ~Ylllp()"i'JUl on the Memoran
dum of the Nilwt"t,,, and EpGeches at the Congress and 
Moslem League <.n their Scheme of Self-Government for 
India. Contains valuable appendices. '\"ith an Introduo
tion by Mr. G. A. Natesan. Foolscap 8m., 288 Pages. 
Price Re. One. To:SubBcribers of" I.,R.," As, 12 • 

. The Sw.adeshi Movement.-:A Symposium by Represent
atIve IndIaJJR and Anglo-IndIans. Second Edition; Re. 1. 
4: As. To Snb~cd!::crb cf U I.R," Us. 1. 

G. A. Natesall & Co., ~un1{Urama Chetty Street, Madras 



HINDU RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY. 
Sri Sankaracharya.-I.-His Life and Times. By C. N. 

Krishnaswamy Aiyar, M.A .. L.T. H.-His Philosophy. 
By l'andit Sitanath Tattvabhushan. Both in Ol1e volume. 
As. 12. To Subscribers of the" Indian Review," As. 8. 

Sri Madhwa and Madhwaism.-A short Historic Sketch. 
By C. N. Krishnaswamy Aiyar, M.A. As. 12. To Subs

.. cribers of the" Indian Review," As. ~. 

Sri Ramanu;acharya.-His Life and Times. By 8. 
Krishnaswami Aiyangal', M.A. His Philosophy. By T. 
Raja.gopalachariar, M.A., B.L. As. 12. To Subscribers 
of the" Indi,," Review," As. 8. 

The Life and Teachings of Buddha. By Dharmapala. 
Price As. 12. 'fo Suoscribers, "1. R.," As. 8. 

Sri Sankaracharya's Select Works.-The Text in Sans
'krit Dev.nagiri type and an English Translation. By 
S. Venkataramanan, B.A. Price Re. 1-8. To Subscri
bers of the" Indian Review," Re. 1. 

The Vaishnavaite Reformers of lndia.-Critical Sketches 
of their Lives and Writings. By T. Rajagopalachariar, 
'M,A. B.L. Price Re. 1. To Subscribers of the "1.R." As. 12. 

Swami Vivekananda.-An exhaustive and comprehensive 
collection of his speeches and writings. With f01~r 
,portraits. Fourth Edition. PriGe Rs. 2. To Subscribers 
of tl:ie .1 Indian Review," Re. 1-8. 

Aspects of the Vedanta. By various writers. Second 
Edition. As. 12. To Subscribers of the 111. fl.," As. 8. 

Ten Tamil Saints. By Mr. M. S. Purna,\ingam PilIai, 
B,A., L,T. Price A@. 12. To Subscribers, "I. ~.," As. 8. 

India's Untouchable Saints. Price As. 6 To Subscribers, 
" LR.," As. 4. 

Essentials of Hinduism. As. 8. To Sub.cribers, I.R., As. 6. 
Hindu Psalms and Hymns, By Mr. K. V. Ramaswami, RA. 

Price As. 4. 

Maitreyi: A Vedic Story. By Pandit Sitsnath Tattva' 
bhushan. Price As, 4. 

The Bhagavad.Gita or the Lord's Song.-With the text 
in Devanl'giri and an English Tt"anslation. By Mrs. 
Annie Besant. Third Edition. As. 2. 

G.A. Natesan & Co .• Sunkura.lla. Chetty Street, :Madras, 



INDIAN TALES: AMUSING READING. 
New Indian Tales.-Nineteeu amusing and instructive· 

tales. By Mr. C. Hayavadana Rau. Price As. 4. 
Tales of Raya and Appaji, By T, M, Sundaram. Sixteen 

awu"ing and instructive Rtorieq. Price As. 4. 
Tales of Komati Wit and Wisd~m.-Twenty-five amusing. 

and in.tructive stories. By C. Hayavadana Rau. As. 4. 

Tales of Tennali Raman.-The famous Court Jester of 
Southern India. Twenty-one Amo\"ing Stories. By 
Pandit S. M. Natcea Sastri. Third Edition. As. 4. • 

Folklore of the Telugus -A collection of forty-two 
highlY "mming and instruptive ~leB. By G. R. Subra
miah Pantulu. Price As. 4. 

Tales of Mariada Raman.-TlVenty-one Amusing Stories. 
By P. Ramaohandra Row Avergal. Retired Statutory 
Civilian. Second Edition. Price As. 4. 

The Son-in-Law Abroad, and o~her Indian folk-tales of 
Fun, Folly, Cleverness, Cunning, Wit and Humour. By 
P. Ramach'\ndra Row, B.A. B L., Retired Statutory Civi
lian. Second Edition. As. 4. 

Tales of Raja Birba!. By Mr. R. K'll",pkharam, B.A. L.T. 
Besides the stories themselves, the early history of Raja 
Birha! and an ar.count of his introduotion into the court 
of the Emperor Akbar are given, which form a fitting 
background to these entertaining tales. Price As. 4. 

Maitreyi: A Vedic Story. By Pandit Sitanath TattvlI
bhushan. Price As. 4. 

Vemana: The Telugu Poet and Saint. By Mr. C. Rama
krishna Rau. A cle"t' and succinct account of the life of 
this famolls Telugu poet and S&int. Price As. 1. 

Price Annas FOUl' Each. 

SPEECHES AND WRITINGS OF 
DR. SIR RASH BEHARI GHOSE 

A .Kew and Up-to-date Edition. 
Price Re. 1-4. To Subscribers of .. I,R," Re, 1. 

G. A. Natesan & Co, Su~kurama Chetty Street, Madras. 



THE~INDIAN DEMANDS 
.A SYMPOSIUM ON THE MEMORANDUM OF THE NINETEEN 
AND SPEECHES AT THE CONGRESS AND MOSLEM LEAGUE 

'ON THEIR ;SCHEME OF lSELf~GOVERNMENT FOR INDIA 

PART~I. 

Introduction. By Mr, G. A. N:.teoan. 

. The Memorandum of the Nineteen: A Symposium-Sir 
'Viiliam Wedderburn; Sir Krishna. Govinda Gupta; Mr. 
Yusuf Ali, I.C.S. Sir Sidney Lee; Sir M. M. Bhowana

.ggree; Rajah Sir Harnam Singh; Dr. Sir S. Subramania 
lyer; Han. Manmohan Das Ramji; Han. Mr. Rama
chandra R!1o; Mrs. Annie Besant; Dewan Bahadur 
Krishnaswami Rao; Shaik Mu&hir Husain Khidwai; 
Rev. Dr. Lazarm ; Dewan Bah:tdllt" KC8~ve, PiII"j; Own. 
Bailr. Karunn)ra,'" Menon: Bon. Naraiu Prasad Ashthana; 
Rai Bahadur Bailmntanath Sen; Mr. Abbas S. Tyabji; 
Mr. N. Suhblll Ran 1';lI1tU)U; Han Dr. H. S. Gaur; Han. 
Mr. Ramani Moh "I Das; Mr. Syed Ma,hcmed; M~. Sidiq 
Ali I{han ; Hon. I~ ti Badr. BakRhi Soh:m Lal ; ;o.lr. A. P. 

'Smith and others. 

PART II. 

Congress & Moslem League's Scheme of Self~Government 
lor India.-The Hon. Pandit J"gat Nar~in; The Han. 
Mr. A. C. Muzumdar; The Han. M. A. Jinnah ; The 
Han. Syed Nahi-Ulluh ; Mr. Sllrendranath Ihnerjea; 
Mrs. Annie Be8ant; Me. Bal Gangadhar Tilak; Sir 
Din8haw Petit; Mr. Bopin Chandra Pal; The Han. Dr. 
Toj Bah"dur Sapru; Mrs. Sarojini Naidu; l\I~. Joseph 
Baptista; Mr. Jehangir I:l . .Petit; l'be HOIl. R. N. 
Mudholkar; Diwan Badr. Govind&rnghava Iyer; Tho 
Hon. Rao. Bahadur B. N. Sarma; The Hon. Mr. Abdul 
Ra8ul ; The Han. Mr Yalmb Hason ; Sir S. P. Sinha, Kt. 

'The Hon. Mr. D. E. Wacha; The Han. Mr. Mazlll'-lll
Haquo; The Hall. Sir. Ibrahim Rahimtul!a.; Hon. Bahu 
Bhup&ndrafJath Basu; Hon. Pundit M. 1\1. l\1alaviya; 
Hon. Mr. V. S. Srinivasa Sastri. 

PART III. APPENDICES. 
Foolscap 8vo., 288 P;:lges. Price He, One. 

To Subscribprs of the "I.n." As. 12. 
------~----..1c.--- -------"---

G. A. Nate,an & Co., Sunkurama Chet.ty Street, Madras. 



The .. Friends of India" Series 
This is a new Series of short biographical sketches of eminent 

.men who have laboured for the good of India. which the Publishers 
ventu~e to think will be a welcome addition to the political and 
historical lit.et'ature of the cC:llltry. These biagr:1phies nfe sO 
written as to form a gaHery o~ portraits of permanent interest to 
the stUdent as w'ell as to the pol;tician. Copious extracts from the 
speeches Run w"it,iugs of the ,. Friends of India" on Indian Affai.rs 
are gi\>f::11 in th~ 5.~etcllt's. Bacll Y(,lu:nt.! h(~s a fine frontispiece. 

Lord Morley 
Lord Ripon 
Sir ",lIIlam Wedderburn 

Mrs, Annie Besant 
Lord Minto 
Edmund Burke 

Charles Bradlaugh 
John Bright 

ffenry Fawcett 

JJlr. A, O. Hume 

-"Ir Henry Calloa 
Lord Macaulay 

Sister Nivedits 
Rev. Dr. Miller 

Sir J::dwin Arnold 
Lord Hardlnge 

THli: LRAlJER :-,\ViH be a weicome addition to tht.. political and 
historical literature of the couDTry. 

THE l'JODli:RN Ht:cnKW ;--On the cover of eaeh volume is printed 
a portrait of thE" sHhjer:~ v: ~,:.v "ketch and the storj es are told j'll a 
I:i\.-e!yand intfresting rr.aUIJl:"'r whb .,;hort ext.racts from notable 
I!opeeches deii\-eret.l, The serif'S should be wekome to the public. 

Foolscap .. 8vo. Price As. Four each. 

ANNIE BESANT'S 
SPEECHES & WRITINGS ON INDIAN QUESTIONS 

This is the first attempt to publish in one volume a 
comprehensive and exbaustive collection of Mrs. Besant's 
speecbes lu,d writil-.gs on I"dian Questions. 

Second Edition: 
Price Re. 1-8. To Subscribers of the" 1.R." Re.#}·4. 

MORL.Y'S INDIAN SPEECHES. 
A NEW AND UP-TO-DATE EDITION. 

Re>.:i8ed and Bnlm·ged. 
Price Re. 1-8. To Subscribers of .. I. R. " Re. 1-4. 

_ A. Natesar.& Co:: su--;;t;ur~-~a Cbetti Street, Madras-



Biographies of Eminent Indians 
A Series of [.! niform Booklets each with a Portrait giving a~ 

succinct biograpllicaI sketch and containing copious extracts, 
from the speeches and writings of the personages described. 
Dsdabbai /';aoroji ,n, K. allndhi 

Sir P. M. Mehta .Hadan Mohan Maiaviyaj 

Oinahaw £dul}i Wacha 

Mahadev aov/nd Ranade 
U. K. Uokhale 

Or, Rash Behad ahose 

Lala La/pat Rai 

~avi Varma 
Toru.outt 

K. T. Telang 

Surendranath Bsnerjea 
Romesh Ch'"nder Dutt 
Ananda ,Hohan Bose 

W. C" Bonnerjee 
Budruddin Tyabji 
Sir Syed 4hmed 

Lal MohulJ allosa 
Raja Ram Mohan Roy. 

Bahu Kristo"Das Pal 

R. N, Mudholkar; 

1'. Krishnaswami Aiyar 

Dewan C. Rangacharlu 
Rahimtulla Mohamed Sayanl· 

Mrs. Saro/ini Naidu 

Rabindraoarh lagore 

lavara Chandra Vldyasallar 

Behram/i Ai. Malabari 
Sir Syed,Amir Ali 
.'\awao Mohsin·ui-Mulk 

Sir:C. Sankaran Nair 

If, If. Ihe,Agha Khan 

11. If. The-aaekwar of Baroda' 

Sir Salar Jung 

R. Ragunatha Rau, c.s.r. 
V. p. Madhava Rao, C.I.E. Jamsetji N. Tata 

Michael Madhusudan Dutt 

Foolscap 8vo, Price As. Four each. -----
DADABHAI NAOROJI'S 

SPEECHES AND WRITINGS. 
Second Edition: 860 pages, Crown Octavo. Price Rs.: J. 

, To Subscribers of the" I.R." Rs. 2·8. 

INDIAN NA.TIONAL EVOLUTION, 
By Amvika Charan Muzumda'. 

A brief survey of the origin and progress of the Indian 
National ConlZress and the growth of Illdian Nationalism. 

A NEW AND UP-TO-DATE EDITION. 
Price Rs.3. To subscribers of the" I.R" Rs. 2-8. 

G. A. Natesan & Co., Sunkura~a Chetty Street, Madras. 



'lNDIAN ARTS, INDUSTRIES & AGRICULTURE 
Indian Industrial and Economic Problems. By Prof. V. 

G. Kale, Fergusson College, Poona. Price Re.1-8, To 
Subscribers of the" Indian Review," Re. 1-4. 

The Swadeshi Movement.-A Symposium by Represent
ative In dians and Anglo-Indians. Re. 1-4. To Subscri
bers of the" Indian Review," Re. 1.: 

Agricultural Industries in India. By See dick R. SaYlUli. 
-With an introduction by Sir Vitaldas Damodar Thacke~
sey. Second edition. Revised and enlarged. Re. 1. To 
Subscribers of the" Indian Review." As_ 12. 

Essa'j1s on Indian Art, Industries and Education. By E. 
B. BaveU, Re.1-4. 'fo Subscribers of tj1e" l.R." Re. 1. 

Essa'j1s on Indian Economics. (Third Edition). By 
Mahadev Govind Ranade. Price Rs. 2. To Subscribers 
of the "I.R.," Re. 1-8. 

Industrial India. By Glyn Barlo,"" ~\~.,,_ Second Edi
tion. Re. 1. To Subdcribers of the" LR." As. 12. 

Lift-Irrigation. By A. Cllatterton. Second Edition. 
Revised and enlarged. Price. Its. 2. To Subscribers of 

-the •. Indian Review," Rs. 1.8. 

The Improvement of Indian Agriculture.-Some Lessons 
from Amedca. By Catbclyne Singh. Price Re. 1. To 
Subscribers of the" Indian Redew," As. 12. 

THE SW ADESHI MOVEMENT 
Views of represeatscive lad/sas sl1c1 !.rrglo-ladiSDs. 

Contains among others, the de'l"E of Dadabhoy 
Naoroji, H. B. the Gaekwar of Baroda, H. H. the Maha
raja of Dharbunga, G. K. Gokhaie, Dr. Sir Rash Behari 
'Ghose. Bon. Sir Fazulbhoy Currimbhoy Ebrahim, Mr. 
M. K. Gandhi, Sir R. N. Mookerjea, Sir D. E. 'Vacha, 
Hon. Rao Bahadur R. N. Mudholkar, Hon. Pandit 
Madan Mohan, Mrs. Besant, Mr. Tilak, Mr. Sm'endra- • 
nath Bannerjee, and also of Lord Mir.to, Lord Carmi
chael, Lord Ampthill etc. 

Second Edition, RedBed and Enlarg~d. 
Price Re. 1-4. To Subscribers of .. I.R," Re. 1. • 

'G. A. Natesan & Co., Sun~urama Chetty' Street, Madras. 



IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY SEEN 

THE INDIAN REVIEW 
THE BEST, THE CHEAPEST AND 

THE MOST UP-TO-DATE INDIAN PERIODICAL 

EDITED BY MR. G. A. NATESAN 
.... Send your name and ctdd,'css with a Pour
anna P08tage stamp fo,' a Specimen C02)Y"'" 

·THEPARSI.-As fresh, typioal, and informing as ever. 

THE SIMLA NEWS.-It is a magazine evel'Y intelli
gent European·should read. (Annual 8ub8cription, Rs. 5.) 

COMMERCE.-One of the best of its kind in India. 
BENGALEE.-It is ably edited by Ur. G. A. 

Natssan, that distinguished publicist of Southern India. 
THE SANJVARTMAN, BOMBAY.-The "Indian 

Review" Dlay well be called the "Heview of Reviews or 

for India. Anyone who wishes to be always in touch 
with the progress of political, social or religiou8 thoughts 
of New India mu~t have a copy of this excellent 
.. Re'l"iew" always by hillll."lf.'f * * Is undoubtedly a gf.m 
of its kind, and no cultured indian caros to be without it. 

ANNU!L SUBSCRIPTION. RR. 5 (FIVE); FOREIGN 10/

.... Current numbers of "The Indian Review" (sold at 
As. Eight) will not be given AS specimen copies. 

ALL ABOUT THE WAR 
THE . INDIAN REVIEW WAR BOOK 

A comprebensive and authentic account of the War with 
numerous illustrations, portraits, c~rtf,on8. maps and. 
diagrams contributed by officers of the Indian Civil, 
Military and Medical Services, Ministers of Native States, 
Engineers, Educl\tioniats. Journalists, Lawyers, Publi
cists and other Specialists. Edited by G. A. Natesan, 
with an iutroduotion by H. E. Lord Pentland and an 
appreciation by H. E. LOl·d Hardinge . 

• Price Ra. 4. To Subsaribers of the" I.R." Rs. 3. 

G. A. Natesau & Co., Suokul)lma. Chetty Street, Madras. 


